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There is no place for conflict in the economic world. . . .

There is but one economic man and one group of economic

forces. . . . Those who make for efficiency make also for the

improvement of all other ennobling qualities.

—Simon N. Patten.
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FOREWORD
This exposition of scientific management as a project of the Taylor

Society was conceived and carried through to completion of the manu-
script during the incumbency of my predecessor, Morris L. Cooke, as

president of the Society. However, the processes of manufacture have

made the actual publication an ev.ent of my administration, and I am
pleased that these circumstances permit me to incorporate a note of

congratulation for an undertaking so admirably conceived, organized,

and worked out in detail by those who have participated in its con-

struction. The Society is particularly indebted to those who, although

neither officers nor employees, have given so generously of their experi-

ence and thinking—and of their time.

It is an interesting coincidence, not perceived, I am advised, at the

inception of the project, that this work is an epitome of the first decade

of organized effort of the Taylor Society. Although more than twenty

years old—exact dates are not possible, for the Society began as

informal meetings, without records, of a group of a dozen men—the

Society did 'not establish an office and staff of workers until 191 9.

Since then its principal objective has been to interpret and expound

scientific management in its applications and reactions to a changing

environment. This book is a summary of a decade's study, analysis

and exposition of the philosophy, principles and procedures of scien-

tific management; and a picture of its status and influence today.

Boston, Mass., Henry P. Kendall,

September, 1929. President of the Taylor Society.





PREFACE 1

This book has been designed to meet the increasing demand on
the Taylor Society for a comprehensive treatise on scientific manage-
ment. No such treatise exists. The Taylor, Gantt and Gilbreth

classics were either for special audiences or treated of special phases.

It is also true that all books in this field written before the Great War
were addressed to those who needed to be convinced as to the basic

soundness of a philosophy rather than to those who, having accepted

that philosophy, desire to know more of the technique and extent of its

application.

Our purpose has been to give a perspective, a rounded-out picture

of scientific management, and further to have this largely a post-war

characterization showing the adaptations suggested by this school of

industrial thought and procedure in meeting the various situations

which have confronted American industry since the armistice. Scien-

tific management covers a field too broad to be compassed in a single

volume, but it has been our aim to lay the foundation in this book
along such fundamentally sound lines as might well pave the way for

subsequent books treating special aspects in detail.

This work was undertaken as a project of the 1928 program of the

Taylor Society, and the outline was prepared by Dr. Harlow S. Person,

our Managing Director. The analysis on the basis of the three out-

standing elements—research, standardization and control through

standards—is altogether novel and illuminating. The text includes

the work of more than a score of authors. The disadvantage of such

multiple authorship is obvious—loss in logical details, in unity of

treatment and in conformity of style, although these have been re-

duced by painstaking planning. But there are compensating advantages.

Because no single volume on such a broad subject can in any real sense

be inclusive, the test must rather be that of suggestiveness. Multiple

authorship makes possible illustrations out of a much wider variety of

the industries which have come under the influence of scientific man-
agement as well as a wider range of functions to which scientific

management has been applied. The very flexibility and individuality of

development inherent in multiple authorship has advantages also in

arousing and holding the reader's interest, and this without any sacri-

^ By Morris Llewellyn Cooke, Past President of the Taylor Society.
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fice of essentials. Had any two authors exchanged authorship of chap-

ters, such chapters would in treatment, illustrations and other super-

ficial aspects have been quite different from what they now are
;
yet

the philosophy, approach and basic technique would necessarily have

been much the same.

The time is past of course when any one individual can cover the

whole of industry as a master. But for this present volume we have

succeeded in securing as authors for the various chapters those who
can easily qualify as experts as to the matters about which they have

written. The extent to which the application of scientific management
has progressed among the industries of this country is evidenced in

the list of contributors both by the variety in functional approach and

by the number of different industries represented.

There are many ways in which the importance of the work of Fred-

erick W. Taylor, the "Father of Scientific Management," can be

assessed. The America of the late 'seventies and early 'eighties, the

period when Taylor first came on the industrial scene, was gripped in a

vicious circle of low wages, low production, low purchasing power and

a consequent lack of prosperity. Strikes and other evidences of wide-

spread industrial unrest marked the period. My own experience as a

workman with the monotony and lack of outlook of the machine shop

of the middle 'nineties has given me a very real sense of the meaningful

and fundamental break Taylor made with the past. Standing alone

—

for he was the spokesman for no group and represented no special

interest—he projected into this drab milieu his program of high wages

for the individual as the reward for high production by that individual

;

and pragmatist that he was, he taught the individual and society how
exceptional production could be secured. -With vivid practical applica-

tions made possible by detailed and long-continued researches, backed

by a gripping personality, he won acceptance for his thesis that the w^ar-

fare between employer and employee, between the manager and those

whose work he directs—incessant since the early days of the Industrial

Revolution—is for the most part wanton waste. The commonly ac-

cepted doctrines of high reward for high performance, and so of ac-

tually lowering costs through paying higher wages, he was the first to

propose. And thus there was initiated on a firm technical foundation

the typically American policy of the maintenance of purchasing powder.

But the fact that he instilled a priceless optimism into industry, and

therefore into life, constitutes in my opinion his chief claim to our

gratitude. He desired most of all to make industry lightsome, some-

thing after the order of a game. He constantly deprecated the fact

that the technique and the ethics and the spirit of the ball field were

foreign to the factory. In his mind nothing in industrv' need be static.
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not even wages, and further, nothing need be drab. Over and over

again he proved that even menial tasks after scientific analysis demand
the service of experts for their execution, and that there is no detail

in the industrial process which is not capable of almost indefinite ex-

ploration if we can but get that point of view.

Without the slightest thought of abandoning anything that is vital

in authority—the authority which grows out of responsibility—Taylor

did try, and try with no small measure of success, to get everybody

effectively and sympathetically into the play. Quite early in his career

he took the fateful step referred to by Chesterton "of deciding, in the

face of many serious dangers and disadvantages, to let everybody

talk." In varying degree the open forum has been characteristic of

scientific management in the shop and in public discussion.

From all this has sprung a philosophy and technique of purposeful

activity which has gripped the imagination of the world. Taylor's

books have been translated into many foreign languages and in some
countries have run into very large editions. An entire new literature

has come into being covering the conduct of industry according to

standards which Taylor set up. The International Management Insti-

tute in Geneva, a child of the International Labor Office, itself the

creature of the League of Nations, has been instituted to promote these

ideas through world-wide publicity. And in June, 1929, the Fourth

International Scientific Management Congress met in Paris—the earlier

ones having been held at two-year intervals in Prague, Brussels and

Rome. And so, to pass on not a finished product but a vibrant, grow-

ing, exhilarating industrial practice for development and refinement in

our throbbing present-day experience, is the object of this book.

The Taylor Society, speaking for itself as well as for all those who
will ultimately profit by this cooperative undertaking, expresses its

grateful appreciation to those who have contributed so generously of

their time and talents. It is appropriate that special mention be made
of the guiding hand Dr. Person has played from start to finish. A
teacher, skilled expositor and able administrator, both by aptitude and

life-long experience, and for many years one of our most astute students

of the scientific management movement, he came to the task of both

author and editor with an equipment that left nothing to be desired.
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INTRODUCTION



A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.

—Chinese Proverb.

'J



SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT
IN

AMERICAN INDUSTRY
CHAPTER I

THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF SCIENTIFIC
MANAGEMENT ^

Fifty years ago Frederick W. Taylor at the age of twenty-two

secured a job as yard laborer at the Midvale Steel Company, Philadel-

phia. Within six years he had become chief engineer of that plant.

Such progress is in itself indicative that unusual ability had found its

opportunity. But what is indicative that constructive genius had found

its opportunity is the fact that during the same six years this young-

man had conceived and laid the foundations of that scientific man-

agement which was to become a force of world-wide influence.

The young man had prepared to enter Harvard University for study

of the law, but impaired vision compelled him to forego a career which

involved much reading. His restless energy would not permit him to

live idly at his parents' home, so he, at the age of eighteen years, began

apprenticeship as machinist and pattern-maker in a small shop in Phila-

delphia, Having completed that training he sought a position at the

Midvale Steel Company. Because business was not good and skilled

labor was not in demand, he had to be satisfied at the beginning with

a yard laborer's job. But nature had predetermined that he should not

long remain at such a task, for he was a bundle of vitality—energetic,

persistent, curious, open-minded, bold, inventive and disposed to ex-

periment. Soon he was made a gang boss—an assistant foreman

—

supervising a group of men working chiefly on lathes.^

Immediately he was plunged into difficulties of management. The

output was low and, having been a worker among workers of that day,

he knew it was due to systematic as well as unconscious soldiering. He

^By Harlow S. Person, Managing Director of the Taylor Society, New York.

*For details of Taylor's life and of the origins of scientific management, cf.

Frederick W. Taylor: Father of Scientific Management, by Frank Barclay Copley.

New York, Harper & Brothers, 1923.

I



2 SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT
not unnaturally imitated the methods of foremen under whom he had

worked and attempted to force production by driving the workers, the

method of foremanship then customary. A bitter fight with his men
resulted. Young Taylor won out, but the experience hurt what was a

sensitive and sympathetic nature and disillusioned him. "I was a

young man in years, but I give you my word I was a great deal older

than I am now, what with the worry, meanness and contemptibleness

of the whole damn thing," he said many years later; "I made up my
mind either to get out—or to find some remedy for this unbearable

condition." ^

The youthful foreman did some hard thinking and decided that under

the circumstances the attitude of the men was not unnatural—perhaps

not unreasonable—and that management was chiefly at fault. At that

date mechanization of industry was well under way, operations were

becoming specialized, workers at machines were more scattered and

more difficult to supervise, and planning, supervision and coordination

had not developed with specialization. Experience with unemployment

during the 'seventies had convinced workers that there was not enough

work to go around, experience with the cutting of piece rates had

caused distrust of management, and generally, morale and voluntary

effort were low. Throughout American industry management's con-

cept of a proper day's work was what a foreman could driz'c workers

to do, and the workers' conception was how little they could do and

hold their jobs.

But, reasoned the young Taylor, it is management's business to know
what is a proper day's work. The only way to know is by research

and experiment. Thereupon he requested and secured permission to

conduct "some experiments." He did not think they would take over

six months, but they continued more than twenty-five years. Almost

immediately, however, they yielded results in the nature of measured

procedures and possibilities of work which put supervision and man-

agement of his gang, and later of the entire shop, on a factual basis.

The body of interlocking procedures which resulted from these investi-

gations came to be known as the "Taylor System," and to the doctrine

and principles later derived from them was given the name "Scientific

Management." "

The Taylor System. The extent to which conditions favored Tay-

lor's first experiments has never been appreciated. In the first place,

his chief, William Sellers, was one of America's great engineers and

^Copley, op. c'lt., I, p. 5.

^The term "Scientific Management" was adopted by a group of engineers called

in conference late in 1910 by Louis D. Brandeis, then an attorney for the shippers

in the Eastern Rate Case hearings, now an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court

of the United States.



ORIGIN AND NATURE 3

sympathetic with research. Taylor did not have to plead, make vision-

ary promises, or even explain his purpose, in order to secure permission

to undertake the experiments. In the second place, his machines were

working chiefly on heavy products, locomotive drive-wheel tires and
locomotive axles, in which the total operation times are long, and the

units of these distinct and measurable. Perhaps if he had been com-
pelled at the beginning to experiment on machines working at high

speed on small products, he might have encountered difficulties which

would have discouraged him and caused him to discontinue the experi-

ments. Circumstances permitted him to master a technique of con-

trolled experiment on relatively simple operations before he was con-

fronted later at Bethlehem and elsewhere by problems of more minute

measurement which, with the genius of Carl G. Barth available, he

was then able to master.

He withdrew a machine and skilled worker from productive opera-

tions, appropriated a large stock of waste steel in the yard, and began

the experiments. He had the ability to acquire very soon the truly

scientific method—to hold all variables constant except that at the

moment under observation, and to control variation of that. He studied

variations in the condition of shafting, belting,^ speeds of the machine,

shape and temper of the tools," feed of the tool into the material being

cut, composition, preparation and availability of materials, methods and

motions of the worker, and so on. His primary purpose was to discover

best conditions of the use of facilities. He soon discovered for each

operation a standard combination of elemental conditions which, if

established and maintained during an operation, would permit increases

in output amounting in some instances to several hundred per cent,

not only without adding to the fatigue of the worker but with actual

diminution of fatigue, for the same reason that a professional possess-

ing correct form, skill and tools becomes less fatigued than the awk-

ward amateur. ^-

The principal point of view from which he considered the effect

of every change in a variable was the length of time it took to perform

an operation, quality of product according to specification being always

a condition precedent to the recording of these time data. Time being

such an important factor in cost generally, any condition which resulted

in diminution of time was considered an improved condition. For in-

stance, a belting tension which delivered 75 per cent of the shaft power
* "Notes on Belting" (1893), a by-product of these experiments, remains an authori-

tative monograph.

""On the Art of Cutting Metals" (1906). is the report of researches which con-

tinued for over fifteen years and revolutionized the metal-cutting industry. Taylor
said they "were undertaken to obtain a part of the information necessary to estab-

lish in a machine shop our system of management."
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to the machine was a better condition than one which deUvered only 50

per cent of the power, as evidenced by the greater output per unit of

time. The stop watch was the instrument by which times were meas-

ured, and the elements of an operation were measured (unit time

study) instead of the operation as a whole (overall time study ).^

It was not until later in other plants involving such conditions as

heavy lifting, speedier machines and concentrated attention ' that it

became necessary to consider fatigue effects as of equal importance to

time reduction, for at Midvale fatigue did not emerge as a problem. As
has been stated, the operations at Midvale were concerned with machin-

ing huge parts in which workers' handling time was a minor fraction

of the machine time, and in which therefore the long machine time,

during which the worker was relatively idle, automatically provided

a large margin for any fatigue resulting from handling conditions and

methods. This is why little attention was given to fatigue in Taylor's

early writings ; circumstances did not bring it to attention.

Gradually Taylor developed a procedure of utilization of the infor-

mation thus acquired, this procedure constituting the system of man-

agement which industry later came to identify by his name. This

procedure was a growth, a product of trial and of evolution of the

workable, and the chronological steps of development did not coincide

completely with the logical steps. Yet the logical steps give a fair and

informing picture of the evolution,

1. Experiment. The first step of managerial procedure which he

developed was continuing experiment—measurement, classification and

filing of the results. Every operation was studied, and then restudied

as new materials, machines, appliances, tools and skills became factors.

Research, although not to the outside world the most conspicuous,

became the basic element of Taylor procedure; and it should be noted

that this research, although in many instances inspired by interest in

pure science, was motivated primarily by the desire to discover the laws

of manufacturing economy.

2. Standards. The second step of procedure was the formulation of

the laws of manufacturing economy in the form of standards of facili-

ties and of individual and cooperative conduct. Specifications of mate-

rials and materials handling, machines, machine adjustments for each

operation, proper tools for each operation, times for each operation

—

even the best type of worker for each operation—were made common,
information in standing orders, special orders, drawings, lists of mate-

rials, instruction cards and similar documents. The purpose of publi-

^ Cf. Chapter VII for details of shop research.
^ Cf . The Principles of Scientific Manaiicmcnt. for cases relating to handling pig

iron, shoveling and inspection of balls for bearings.
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cation of these standards was to establish certainties in the place of

variability and guess as a basis for calculation in industrial operations.

3. Planning of Work. The third important step was to develop ele-

ments of procedure which were the most visible because it involved the

most documents and attracted the most attention. This step was for

many years assumed by the superficially informed to constitute the

whole of the Taylor System—the systematic planning and directing of

work throughout processing. This element was not as basically new
as the two elements mentioned above, for managers had always to some
degree planned and supervised work in process, and Taylor got many
elements of his planning and control mechanism from other shops. But

he integrated mechanisms into an interlocking whole, and the degree to

which planning and precise control were developed by him was so great

in quantity as to create a new qualitative situation. Planning generally

had not been effective because it was based on so many chance factors.

Now, with the aid of standardization, calculations could be made with

a fair degree of certainty. This made possible the planning-room pro-

cedures of routing, scheduling and complete and economical utilization

of facilities. It was this precise control through planning and prepara-

tion which secured most of the results of increased productivity by

eliminating idle times and misapplied efforts, which are the result of

many different causes under uncontrolled conditions.

4. Maintenance of Standards. The fourth significant step was the

development of procedures for systematic inspection of conditions and

performance, for the purpose of maintaining the established standards

upon which precise planning and control were based. The operations

of an enterprise are the affairs of normal human beings and are subject

to all influences of human nature—misunderstanding, inertia, inhibi-

tions, carelessness, laziness. Training to do things according to a

newly discovered "best way in the present state of the art," is a condi-

tion of learning with all the backslidings that result from the struggle

between old and new patterns of conduct. A man may resolve to do a

piece of work in a newly discovered best way with all the enthusiasm

with which he resolves to grease and oil his new automobile precisely

as set forth in the instructions ; but six months later performance has

declined from high resolve as badly in the one case as in the other

—

and for the same reasons. Therefore Taylor incorporated a system of

inspection of materials, methods and costs into his general system of

planning and control, utilizing for this purpose the identical documents

used in the planning and control procedures.

Such were the main characteristics of the system worked out in

embryo, yet completely in principle, at Midvale in the early 'eighties and
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developed under more complicated conditions during the next fifteen

years at Bethlehem and elsewhere. But this should be noted : our

analysis is that of the commentator of 1929; not of Taylor himself.

During the early period of development of his system Taylor made no
public statement concerning the nature and significance of his system

of management ; he was simply a practical executive—gang boss, fore-

man, assistant engineer, chief engineer—solving in a practical and logi-

cal manner the day's managerial problems as they came along. It was
not until 1895 that he prepared his first paper on management—**A

Piece-Rate System"—under the stimulus of discussions at meetings of

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. And when he did get

into these discussions his analysis took the form not only of descrip-

tions of mechanisms and procedures, but also of broad generalizations

which fifteen years later came to be identified by the term "Scientific

Management."

Scientific Management. At the same time that Taylor was con-

ducting his researches and developing his methods at Midvale and
Bethlehem, the "management movement" in American industry was get-

ting well under way. A convenient milestone to mark the beginning

of this movement was Henry R. Towne's classic paper, "The Engineer

as Economist," presented at a meeting of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers in 1886.

It was on the forum offered by the recently organized American

Society of Mechanical Engineers that the management movement had

its beginning, for there were no other available fora, such as man-
agement societies, business men's associations and manufacturers' as-

sociations, in the United States at that time. It was the engineers'

forum which enabled industry's growing consciousness of management
problems to become articulate. It was natural for other reasons that

the engineers should begin the public discussion of management, for

the most pressing of the managerial problems then developing were

those of coordination and supervision of workers scattered among the

new equipment being installed by them in the larger plants. The en-

gineers were not only the inventors, designers and producers of the

new equipment, but also installers and quasi-executives responsible for

getting the new machines into operation. It was inevitable therefore

that owners should turn to them for solution of the managerial prob-

lems created by the new mechanization of industry.

The principal characteristic of the discussions which took place at

engineering meetings and in engineering journals ^ during the fifteen

' Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and The Engineer-

ing Magazine are a mine of information concerning the management movement at

its inception and for a period of twenty-five years.
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or twenty years following Towne's address, is that generally they did

not conceive management as an integral problem, but as a succession of

isolated problems; and that they assumed that conditions must be ac-

cepted pretty much as they exist by chance. The concept that a day's

work could be measured and predetermined did not occur to them,

and when suggested by Taylor was summarily dismissed. Roughly the

discussions at first emphasized differential wage systems^ (apparently

a search for incentives as a substitute for the effective supervision

which had been characteristic of the earlier small shop), then cost sys-

tems (apparently an effort to measure the relative values of different

kinds of incentive wage systems), and then organization and system

(apparently a recognition that, as a result of cost measurements, the

nature of an organization and the system of execution has much to do
with the results of any wage system). There were only scattered and
ineffectual attempts to analyze management as a complex of related

problems to be solved by a complex of related procedures.

Taylor, who joined the A. S. M. E. in 1885, listened to these discus-

sions with a growing impatience. They ignored the point from which
he had started at Midvale—the necessity of measurement and under-

standing of a proper day's work for every operation. So he decided

to present a paper, and in order to have it accepted as pertinent to the

problem of dominant interest he made it an exposition of a method of

wage payment which he had devised." But his real intention was to

cloak under discussion of that subject an argument concerning the

necessity of measuring performance as the essential basis for any

system of wage payment. His piece-rate system was discussed—on the

whole unfavorably—but practically no attention was paid to his concept

of the measurement and control of a day's work. This concept was

ignored apparently as impracticable. He thereupon decided to present

another paper which should be an outright discussion of management,

and in 1903 he offered "Shop Management." The discussion of this

paper also failed to stimulate sympathetic interest in the idea that a day's

work could be measured. It was not until eight years later, at the

Eastern Rate Case hearings of 1910-1911 which gave Taylor ideas

a sudden vogue under the name of "Scientific Management," that

critical analyses of his doctrine and methods were forthcoming.

Taylor was an engineer-executive, who had neither the inclination

nor the time for much writing. His papers were prepared for special

audiences of engineer-executives. Therefore we do not find in his

expositions that completeness of thought and logical arrangement to

which we are accustomed in treatises by men who write frequently and
* The Halsey, Rowan, Towne-Halse}' and similar systems were devised at this time.

" "A Piece-Rate System," 1895.
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for students at large. His several statements of principles are as fol-

lows, and they show his growth in breadth of vision and capacity for

generalization as he came to be the central figure in the management

movement.

In "A Piece-Rate System" (1895) 1

In this paper a categorical statement of principles was not attempted. Al-

though he explained his differential piece-rate scheme, and compared it with

the ordinary piece-rate, gain-sharing, premium and profit-sharing schemes, he

sought to emphasize particularly his "elementary rate-fixing department"—its

research and consequent standardizing of conditions. In his closure he ex-

pressed the regret that "the elementary rate-fixing has not received more at-

tention during the discussion." In the introduction to the paper is a summary
of conclusions, of which the most important are the following:

1. Wages should be paid to men, not to positions.

2. Rate-fixing should be based on accurate knowledge, not guess.

3. Rates based on exact observation are more uniform and just.

4. With rates so established, "manufactures are produced cheaper . . .

while at the same time the workmen earn higher wages than are usually paid."

5. Wages based on exact knowledge develop better workmen, permit them

to earn higher wages, remove motives for soldiering, promote a friendly feel-

ing between the men and their employers ; and create "a common interest of

both the management and the men to cooperate in every way."

In Shop Management (1903) 2

The writer has already indicated that he thinks the first object in manage-

ment is to unite high wages with low labor cost. He believes that this object

can be most easily alitained by the application of the following principles

:

a. A large daily task. Each man in the establishment, high or low, should

daily have a clearly defined task laid out before him. This task should not

in the least degree be vague nor indefinite, but should be circumscribed care-

fully and completely, and should not be easy to accomplish.

b. Standard conditions. Each man's task should call for a full day's work,

and at the same time the workman should be given such standardized conditions

and appliances as will enable him to accomplish his task with certainty.

c. High pay for success. He should be sure of large pay when he accom-

plishes his task.

d. Loss in case of failure. When he fails he should be sure that sooner or

later he will be the loser by it.

When an establishment has reached an advanced state of organization, in

many cases a fifth element should be added, namely: the task should be made
so difficult that it can only be accomplished by a first-class man.

In The Principles of Scientific Management (1911)
I. In the Text 3

These new duties are grouped under four heads

:

First. They develop a science for each element of a man's work, which
replaces the old rule-of-thumb method.

^ Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Vol. XVI, 1895,

pp. 856-858.
- Pages 63 and 64, Harper edition.
^ Page 36, Harper edition.
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Second. They scientifically select and then ain, teach and develop the

workman, whereas in the past he chose his ownJ work and trained himself as

best he could.

Third. They heartily cooperate with the men sf as to insure all of the work

being done in accordance with the principles o< the science which has been

developed.

Fourth. There is an almost equal division of the work between the manage-

ment and the workmen. The management takes over all work for which they

are better fitted than the workmen, while in the past almost all the work and

the greater part of the responsibility were thrown upon the men.

2. In a Footnote ^

Scientific management, in its essence, consists of a certain philosophy, which

results, as before stated, in a combination of the four great underlying prin-

ciples of management

:

First. The development of true science.

Second. The scientific selection of workmen.

Third. Their scientific education and development.

Fourth. Intimate friendly cooperation between the management and the men.

In "Hearings Before Special Committee of the House of

Representatives. . .
." (1912)-

Scientific management is not any efficiency device, not a device of any kind

for securing efficiency; nor is it any bunch or group of efficiency devices. It

is not a new system of figuring costs; it is not a new scheme of paying men;
it is not a piece-work system; it is not a bonus system; it is not a premium
system ; it is no scheme for paying men ; it is not holding a stop watch on a

man and writing things down about him ; it is not time study ; it is not motion

study nor an analysis of the movement of men; it is not the printing and

ruling and unloading of a ton or two of blanks on a set of men and saying,

"Here's your system; go use it." It is not divided foremanship or functional

foremanship ; it is not any of the devices which the average man calls to mind
when scientific management is spoken of. The average man thinks of one

or more of these things when he hears the words "scientific management"
mentioned, but scientific management is not any of these devices. I am not

sneering at cost-keeping systems, at time study, at functional foremanship, nor

at any new and improved scheme of paying men, nor at any efficiency devices,

if they are really devices that make for efficiency. I believe in them; but

what I am emphasizing is that these devices in whole or in part are not

scientific management ; they are useful adjuncts to scientific management, so

are they also useful adjuncts of other systems of management.
Now, in its essence, scientific management involves a complete mental revolu-

\tion on the part of the workingman engaged in any particular establishment

. or industry—a complete mental revolution on the part of these men as to their

,
duties toward their work, toward their fellow men, and toward their employers.
And it involves the equally complete mental revolution on the part of those

1 on the management's side—the foreman, the superintendent, the owner of the

(
business, the board of directors—a complete mental revolution on their part

^ Page 130, Harper edition.

^ Reprinted in Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. X, No. 3, June-August, 1926,

pp. 102, 103, 104.
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as to their duties toward their fellow workers in the management, toward their

workmen, and toward all of their daily problems. And without this complete

mental revolution on both sides scientific management does not exist.

The substitution of this U\2W outlook—this new viewpoint—is of the very

essence of scientific manageqient, and scientific management exists nowhere

until after this has become th*^ central idea of both sides; until this new idea

of cooperation and peace hasVbeen substituted for the old idea of discord

and war.

We observe in these statememr, representing a period of seventeen

years between the first and the last, .a variation in emphasis according

to the particular audience and its pan!r:ular interest at the time. Had
Taylor lived to witness the profound changes in social and industrial

conditions which have developed since his death in 1915, and the new
emphasis on values in appraising conduct in industry, he would without

doubt today present a new analysis of principles as far in advance of

those of 191 1 and 1912 as those were in advance of the earlier

systematic analyses.

In these various statements the substance of a logical and inspiring

set of principles is to be found. The critical analyst of today, objecti-

fying them and the practices from which they were derived, has but to

recast them in a new perspective. The present author is accustomed to

present the principles in the form given below. This is based on ai4al-

yses of the Taylor system as designed by Taylor and as it has devel-

oped under modern conditions, on Taylor's published statements con-

cerning scientific management, and not least, on his unpublished

explanations and exhortations to those young men who were associated

with him in his work. It adds nothing new to the content of scientific

management as explained by him, and is different only in its later per-

spective and in its arrangement and emphasis to answer the dominant

c|uestions of 1929.

A 1929 Statement of Principles, i. Management Research. Re-

search, investigation and experiment (with their processes of analysis,

measurement, comparison, etc.) constitute the only sound basis for the

solution of managerial problems ; for determinations of purpose, policy,

program, project, product, material, machine, tool, type of ability or

skill, method and other factors, and the coordination of these in pur-

poseful effort.

2. Management Standards. To make them useful to an enterprise,

the results of research, investigation and experiment must be made
available to the cooperating group in the form of defined and published

standards which serve as common goals, facilities and methods, and

which replace chance and variable factors by constants in terms of which

may be made calculations and plans which may be expected to come true.
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3. Management Control. There must be established a systematic pro-

cedure, based on the defined standards, for the execution of work; a

procedure which directs the researches, estabhshes and maintains the

standards, initiates operations and controls work in process; which

facilitates each specialized effort and coordinates all specialized efforts,

to the end that the common objective may be achieved with a minimum
of waste of human and material energies, and with a maximum of

human welfare and contentment.

4. Cooperation. Durably effective management requires recognition

of the natural laws of cooperation : involving the integration of in-

dividual interests and desires with group interests and desires and of

individual capacities with the requirements of group purposes ; the

substitution of the laws of situations for individual authority, guess

and whim ; and the recognition and capitalization of human differences,

motives, desires and capacities in the promotion of a common purpose.-^

It is obvious to one experienced in human affairs, and particularly

in enterprises in which many types of individuality must join in common
effort, that here is not an inflexible system of procedures which can be

bought and installed like a boiler or a loom ; that on the contrary here

is something of an organic nature which, although it may be conceived

and guided by an outstanding leadership, must be based on a harmony

of desires and understandings within the group. That is one reason

why there are so few complete developments of scientific management,

even though American industry generally has been profoundly influ-

enced by its spirit and has come to utilize practically all of its mechan-

isms. In the first place, most managers are reluctant, except under

the compulsion of circumstances, to undertake revolutionary improve-

ment ; in the second place, because of natural basic conditions of pros-

perity in America, there has not been general compulsion toward ideals

and methods marking a radical departure from opportunism. The
urge for a consistent and well-rounded development of scientific

management, as distinguished from unconscious influence of its spirit

and conscious appropriation of some of its waste-saving mechanisms,

has been felt chiefly by those rare leaders who are naturally responsive

to ideals of perfection in technical accomplishment and In human
relations."

Another reason Is that generally the American executive does not

take to doctrines, theories or systems. He has lived in a period of

opportunism, has been concerned chiefly with dynamic problems of

frontier Industry, and has been engaged in doing things rather than

^ Cf. Chapter XXVIII.
^Cf. Chapter XXVII.
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in reading and thinking about things. Doctrines and systems do not

excite his interest; in fact, a new doctrine or system is Hkely at first

to invite rejection without serious consideration. In time, however, it is

almost certain to have great influence if it has integrity and vigor, for

the detailed beliefs or practices expressing a doctrine may be held or

practiced by individuals who do not hold or are not informed concern-

ing the doctrine as a whole.

The Influence of Scientific Management. Appraisal of the influ-

ences of a movement is a matter of historical research, analysis and

judgment. One who searches the literature of American management
since its beginning will find abundant evidence that the aims, prin-

ciples and procedures first presented by Taylor have, like the ripples

of a stone cast into a pool, spread out into American industry, although

many a management of 1929 may not know the source of that which it

believes or practices.^

It should be noted that its influence has been enlarged and extended

by supplementary forces of independent origin. Those who, reacting

to the development of scientific method during recent decades, have

made research and experiment the basis of the pursuit of their special

interest in management—even in special fields such as employer-

employee relations, merchandising or general administration—have

found themselves developing techniques and expressing philosophies

essentially identical with the technique and philosophy expressed by

Taylor nearly half a century ago. Even the very recent developments

of psychology in the field of management are more closely related to

Taylor's early empirical studies of fatigue in shoveling, handling pig

iron and inspecting balls for ball bearings, than to the introspective

psychology which was contemporary with him. He had a vision of

such things and was confident of the future. Asked why he had not

turned attention to scientific management in other phases of manage-

ment than production, he replied that life was too short, that the best

he alone could do was to make a thorough demonstration in the field of

production management, leaving to others the problem of carrying the

development into other fields."

In the United States there is great variety as to size of plants, nature

of the processing—continuous, intermittent or variable—and as to the

kind and quality of management. There is a small proportion of large

mass-production establishments employing many workers and with

enormous output. Some of these have been strongly influenced by

scientific management, some moderately and some very little. There is

a very considerable proportion of medium-sized plants, some of which

'Cf. Chapter III.

-Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. IX, No. 2, April, 1924, p. 55.
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may have continuous processing in one or more departments although

they would not be classified as mass-production establishments. Many
of these also have been influenced by scientific management. The
dominant proportion of establishments—chiefly, although not al-

together, of small size—have managements representing inherited pat-

terns modified by casual imitation. Among all of these classes can be

found only a small handful of deliberate, patient, well-rounded develop-

ments of scientific management.^

A large number of plants dominated by tradition and imitation has

naturally appropriated some of the mechanisms of scientific manage-

ment, and although the net result has been a gradual raising of the level

of management in such plants, this result has not been achieved in all

cases. Very serious damage in individual instances to managerial

effectiveness and harmonious relations with workers, and to the good

repute of scientific management, has resulted from failure to adopt

ideals and spirit along with mechanisms. It is in this class of plants

that the superficial "efficiency engineer" has found his clientele, and

as he has not hesitated to seek the advantage of proclaiming himself a

representative of scientific management, the harm he has been able to

bring temporarily to the repute of scientific management has been

considerable. But American managements are becoming more discern-

^ The literature of management has so featured interesting cases of mass production

that many students have received the impression that American industry is made up of

"Fords." The following data will be enlightening. Of establishments having an

annual product of more than $5,000, the distribution in 1925 was as follows (Statis-

tical Abstract of the United States, 1925) :

Classes By Value of Product

$1,000,000 and over*

500,000 to 1,000,000

100,000 to 500,000

20,000 to 100,000

5,000 to 20,000

And from the United States Census of 1919:

Classes by Number of Wage Earners

I to 5 wage earners

6 to 20 wage earners

21 to 50 wage earners

51 to 100 wage earners

loi to 250 wage earners

251 to 500 wage earners

501 to 1000 wage earners

Over 1000 wage earners*

* The enterprises which an American would classify as representative of mass

production are to be found in the upper strata of those classes identified by an

asterisk.

Per cent of
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ing, discriminating and cautious, and the baneful influence of the

efficiency engineer appears to be declining.

Mechanization and Mass Production. The related phenomena of

mechanization and mass production, so characteristic of American

industry during the past quarter century, and so economical in the pro-

duction of large quantities of identical items, should not be confused

with scientific management. Scientific management, mechanization

and mass production may coincide, but they are not identical things.

Where they are found together the results are noteworthy; but too

frequently where mass production and a high degree of mechanization

dominate a scene, scientific management is conspicuously absent. Mass
production has its origin in large markets, a huge volume of orders,

standardized products and the possibility of economical fabrication by

means of a steady flow of materials through single-purpose machines

and highly routinized workers ; and these factors are not infrequently

accompanied by some degree of monopoly advantage. In such cases

an enterprise may be highly successful by pursuing lines of least resist-

ance which do not include scientific management.

In contrast to mass production, scientific management had its

origin in small and medium-sized plants which make variable items, or

standard items variable as to detailed characteristics, on multiple-

purpose machines which require human regulation and attention as

work varies. While mass production makes its gains almost entirely

by the economies of a ceaseless flow of material through specialized

machines, scientific management makes its gains chiefly by eliminating

the waste of unsuitable equipment, misused materials, misapplied indi-

vidual effort, and lack of coordination of efforts where variability is

present. Both mass production and scientific management use equipment

which is scientifically designed; but scientific management is a mode of

using equipment which is scientifically designed.

Rationalization. Nor should rationalization be confused with sci-

entific management. Although the former, a post-war German concept,

is tending to accept in toto the technique of the latter, in historical

origin they are distinct institutions. As has been indicated, scientific

management had its origin in an attempt to solve the managerial prob-

lems of the individual plant, and its first form was that of a practical

technique. It was not until later that principles were generalized from

the technique and these further generalized into a doctrine. In contrast

rationalization first took the form of an emotional, doctrinaire urge to

organize reconstruction of an industrial society disorganized by war.

It did not at first have a technique other than the general procedure,

suggested by the cartel, of a "rationing" of output to keep it within
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the limits of market demands, and a "rational" combination and ad-

justment among industries and enterprises on a national scale for the

purpose of strengthening a national economy disorganized by war.

Later, recognizing that the internal economy and efficiency of individual

plants as well is involved, it looked around for a suitable technique and

is adopting that of scientific management.

We can give our readers no better definition of rationalization than

that of Oliver Sheldon :

Rationalisation is the process of associating together individual undertakings

or groups of firms in a close form of amalgamation, and, ultimately, of unify-

ing, in some practicable degree of combination, whole industries, both nation-

ally and internationally; with the allied objects (beyond what is possible to

an industry divided into many competitive units) of increasing efficiency, low-

ering costs, improving conditions of labour, promoting industrial cooperation

and reducing the wastes of competition, these objects being achieved by various

means which unification alone makes in full measure available—the regulation

of the production of an industry to balance the consumption of its products

;

the control of prices; the logical allocation of work to individual factories;

the stabilisation of employment and regularisation of wages; the standardisa-

tion of materials, methods and products; the simplification of the ranges of

goods produced ; the economical organisation of distribution ; the adoption of

scientific methods and knowledge in the management and technique of trades

as a whole; and the planning and pursuit of common-trade policies.

Or, to use the terms already employed in this discussion, rationalisation is

that form of industrial combination which is undertaken with the object of

widening the scope for the application of scientific management to the extent

of whole industries, and achieving the benefits to producers, consumers and
the community which scientific management conducted on this scale alone can

provide. In a word, rationalisation is not combination, nor is it scientific

management; it is, rather, a form of the one with the object of the fullest

extension of the other.i

Starting from opposite poles scientific management and rationaliza-

tion are apparently moving each toward the other. With a background

of experience with state socialism, the latter thought first in terms of

socially controlled reorganization of all industry and then of scientific

management of the particular situation. Scientific management, on
the other hand, with its background of extreme individualism, started

with the problem of the individual plant, then proceeded to application

of its principles and technique to the management of groups of plants

under one ownership. Socially it has developed the concept of volun-

^"What is Rationalisation?" in Industrial Welfare (London), March, 1929, p. 85.

Cf. also for articles by other writers: The Economic Jotirnal, (London), December,

1927; The Harvard Business Review, January and April, 1928; Bulletin of the

International Management Institute, January, 1929; Factory and Industrial Manage-
ment, January, 1929.
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tary trade standardization. Ultimately, although probably still with

individualistic bias, it may in America come to be applied to the or-

ganization and control of entire industries and all industry.

Human Relations. The concern of scientific management for har-

monious industrial relations, and workers' prosperity and good-will,

has alw^ays been deep, for one of the first discoveries of research in

management is that good-will is a productive power independent of

the efficiency of equipment and methods, and adds to the efficiency of

equipment and methods. But scientific management considers work-

ers' welfare and good-will, not as something detached which can be

generated effectively as a thing apart from the spirit and methods of

management, but as something which is a consequence of and integral

with these. Good management and workers' welfare are the two terms

of an equation ; it matters little which term is put first.

The lines are many along which scientific management contributes

to workers' welfare and good-will, and to harmonious industrial rela-

tions. The entire list enumerated below can be achieved only by a

management of superlative vision, understanding and leadership abil-

ity, yet the total group of items in the list is true of some enterprises,

and many enterprises have achieved a greater or less proportion of

them according to the capacity for leadership and cooperation present in

both the management and the workers in particular instances. Scientific

management aims

:

To gauge industrial tendencies and the market ^ in order thereby to

regularize operations in a manner which will conserve the investment,

sustain the enterprise as an employing agency and assure continuous

operation and employment

;

To assure the employee not only continuous operating and employ-

ment by correct gauging of the market, but also to assure by planned

and balanced operations a continuous earning opportunity while on the

payroll

;

To earn, through a waste-saving management and processing tech-

nique, a larger income from a given expenditure of human and material

energies, which shall be shared through increased wages and profits

by workers and management

;

To make possible a higher standard of living as a result of increased

income to workers

;

To assure a happier home and social life to workers through re-

^ Where there are huge investments of capital in fixed and specialized form this

may mean a consideration of social desirability, or long-run fundamental usefulness,

as bearing on long-run demand.
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moval, by increase of income, of many of the disagreeable and worry-
ing factors in the total situation ;

^

To assure healthful as well as individually and socially agreeable

conditions of work;

To assure the highest opportunity for individual capacity through

scientific methods of work analysis and of selection, training, assign-

ment, transfer and promotion of workers;

To assure by training and instructional foremanship the opportunity

for workers to develop new and higher capacities, and eligibility for

promotion to higher positions

;

To develop self-confidence and self-respect among workers through

opportunity afforded for understanding of one's own work specifically,

and of plans and methods of work generally;

To develop self-expression and self-realization among workers

through the stimulative influence of an atmosphere of research and val-

uation, through understanding of plans and methods, and through the

freedom of horizontal as well as vertical contacts afforded by functional

organization

;

To build character through the proper conduct of work

;

To promote justice through the elimination of discriminations in

wage rates and elsewhere

;

To eliminate factors of the environment which are irritating and

the causes of frictions, and to promote common understandings, tol-

erances and the spirit of team work.

These aims—some of them results of early experience with scien-

tific management which have been adopted as the aims of subsequent

activity—have not been achieved with equal success in all scientific

management plants, and are not the exclusive possession of that group

of plants which are consciously inspired by the ideals of scientific

management. But the literature of scientific management reveals that

these have consistently been its aims ; most of them from the beginning

of the movement, and others as experience has disclosed their impor-

tance and practicability. Scientific management has always been pro-

gressive in its concepts of the solution of the problems of industrial

relations. Investigation and comparison of plants reveal that generally

the more complete the development of a technique of scientific man-
agement, the more completely are these aims represented in policy and

procedures, and the more favorable the response of workers. The rea-

son for this correlation is not difficult to understand. Scientific man-

^ Says an exponent of scientific management concerning his group of seven mills

:

"While not unmindful of the importance of stability that is coupled with material

success, their interest is quite as much in producing better citizens as in securing

profits." Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. XII, No. 6, December, 1927, p. 525.
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agement requires and seeks and, the more completely it is developed

in a plant, realizes a stability of conditions and sureness and economy

of effort which are impossible without simultaneous development of

the good-will and cooperation of the workers. Its procedures are pro-

cedures of good-will and cooperation, of which the achievement has

consistently been an objective of managements inspired by the Taylor

doctrine.

Scientific Management and Organized Labor. Entirely distinct

from the reactions of those special groups of workers employed in

scientific management plants, and chiefly representing the reactions of

organizations of labor not strongly represented in such plants to scien-

tific management as an abstract theory, was the opposition of nationally

organized labor for a period following the Eastern Rate Case hearings

in 1910-1911. This opposition fortunately has now practically disap-

peared and can be analyzed as are other historic events.

Scientific management came to public attention in the United States

through certain hearings before the Interstate Commerce Commission

in the winter of 1910-1911. Newspapers and magazines discovered

its news value and deluged the public with articles concerning it. And
although organized labor had given it no attention during the first thirty

years of its slow development, now that the public was becoming inter-

ested labor also became interested. It analyzed scientific management

as a doctrine and found grounds for opposition. These grounds were

not unreasonable inferences from the inadequate early expositions. The
most important reasons for opposition, some expressed and some un-

expressed, may be reduced to four :

Organized labor had had a long and hard struggle to achieve status

in the face of the strong opposition of industry, and its natural assump-

tion was that anything new originating in management and by man-

agement was for ownership's advantage and presumably to labor's dis-

advantage
;

Assertions concerning the development of a "science for each opera-

tion" and the reduction of operating methods to easily understood

instructions, caused a fear of the loss to labor of craft distinctions and

of the power of labor in the possession of craft knowledge and skill

;

Numerous statements concerning economies which had been effected

by scientific management, especially in the nature of labor saving,

called up at once the instinctive fear that a general adoption of scientific

management would cause widespread discharges and unemployment

:

Inadequate explanations of the use and limitations of time study, and

of reasons for increase of productivity, led to an assumption that
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scientific management means a speeding up, wearing out and eventual

casting aside of the individual worker.

In view of the atmosphere of distrust between industry and organized

labor at that time, these points of opposition were not unnatural.

They were assumptions and were wrong. The replies to them were

based on experience, but an experience not documented, and were un-

convincing. There was no solution for the controversy in argumen-

tation. From the point of view of the historian in 1929, it was

necessary for the course of events to bring its own enlightenment

through larger experience. That is what has come to pass.

The first ground of opposition disappeared during the war. Em-
ployers and leaders of organized labor laid aside their differences as

they worked side by side on war committees. They learned to under-

stand each other better as human beings and to value each other's

motives. And organized labor observed that those holding the scien-

tific management doctrine were the most consistent of all employing

groups in regarding and promoting labor's interests and in desiring

to conserve labor's gains after the war.

The second ground of opposition disappeared through gradual ob-

servation of the facts. "A science for each operation" does not destroy

craft skill as does mechanization; it may modify its content sometimes,

but as frequently gives it wider scope. Labor has observed also that

the procedures of scientific management require in addition to old

skills, not a few new skills and particularly a distinctive skill of coopera-

tion through understanding of purpose and methods. A scientific

management plant strives to bring all workers in a craft to the level

of skill of the best, and is more dependent on uniformly high intelli-

gence, skill and perception of purpose on the part of workers than any

other kind of plant.

The third ground of opposition also disappeared through observa-

tion of facts. Labor saving through better management, as distinct

from labor saving by mechanical inventions—the principal technical

cause of unemployment—although easily described, takes research, ed-

ucation and time to achieve. One can tell in one minute about a saving

of labor energy which has taken months. Savings are generally by

small increments through a long period and adjustments are usually

effected during the period. The rate of saving rarely amounts to

the normal rate of voluntary quits, ^ Scientific management may in-

volve reassignments—and for the first time in the life of many workers
^ The December, 1927, report of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New

York, of the average annual voluntary quit rate of more than 300 reporting companies

is 14.9 per cent.
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assignments on the basis of investigated capacity—but it does not

usually involve discharge.

The fourth ground of opposition also gradually disappeared with

experience. Improvement and standardization of machine conditions

and of methods may or may not result in increased speed of production,

or in increased speed of the operative; it depends upon the particular

machine, the particular operation and the particular circumstances. It

should be borne in mind that machines and operations vary greatly in

the relation of workers' handling time to machine time, and that the

problem of speed and of fatigue varies accordingly. In operating a

power punch press, for instance, the worker is active all the time^

fatigue becomes an important element of the situation, and experiment

may disclose that a reduction of speed or introduction of rest periods

will increase productivity; but in the operation of a large lathe the

worker is but a watcher and adjuster for the major portion of his time,

and increase in the speed of the machine has only remote fatigue relation

to the worker. In many—perhaps most—instances, the increase of

speed is merely a mathematical result derived by dividing total output

into total time taken and securing a reduced average time per piece;

for when conditions are improved so as to eliminate waiting and other

idle time, the average time per piece may be reduced without any

increase of actual speed. It has come to be understood that speed and

fatigue are problems of each particular operation, and the more care-

fully a correct speed is sought by experiment and measurement, the

more reasonable, just and permanent will be the standard of output

finally adopted.

It is the judgment of many observers that the tempo of machine

work is higher in the United States than in Europe. There have been

no conclusive researches into the relation of speed to particular sys-

tems of management, particular methods of wage payment or par-

ticular industries. Competent observers report that tension as dis-

tinguished from deftness and speed appears to be least in the orderly

environment of scientific management plants.

The opposition of leaders of labor to bona fide scientific management

has practically disappeared, and during recent years there has been

noteworthy cooperation between scientific management leaders and

labor leaders.

The first striking evidence of labor's interest in good management
and increased productivity was the association in 1920, as editors of a

volume entitled Labor Management and Production,^ of the president

^ Atmah of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, Vol. XCI, No.

180, September, 1920.
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of the American Federation of Labor, a past president of the Taylor

Society, and a past president of the American Society of Mechanical

engineers, also an exponent of scientific management. A few years

later labor leaders contributed to a similar volume.- In December,

1925, the president of the American Federation of Labor participated

by a noteworthy address in a meeting of the Taylor Society,^ and a

few months later other representatives of labor participated in another

meeting of that society.^ In the spring of 1927 the Central Labor
Union and Labor College of Philadelphia held a two-day conference

on cooperation between management and labor in the development of

better methods of production, in which scientific management engineers

and executives were active participants. This led to other similar con-

ferences under the auspices of organized labor. In the Cleveland, Ohio,

ladies' garment market organized employers and organized workers

have agreed upon a program involving measured standards of output,

and the stop watch is the accepted instrument of measurement. On the

Baltimore and Ohio, the Canadian National and certain other railroads

there is organized cooperation between management and workers in the

development of better methods, and the workers have on their payroll

an engineer concerned with improvement of methods. Misunderstand-

ings and disagreements concerning scientific management as a doc-

trine have given place to cooperative inquiry into conditions and meth-

ods of its utilization and perfection.
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CHAPTER II

THE NEW ATTITUDE TOWARD MANAGEMENT *

Wpien scientific management had at last gained general attention

and interest, the observation was frequently made that it was "twenty

years ahead of its time." The reasonableness of this appraisal de-

pended upon the point of view from which the observer viewed "its

time." In outlook, motive and technique, scientific management was
undoubtedly years in advance of the larger part of American industry.

On the other hand, there were enterprises at that time which were in

their managements so superior to enterprises generally, that with re-

spect to them it was but a response to an emerging need of industry.

It was so representative of tendencies as to make immediate re-

sponse possible, even though much of this response did not identify

the stimulus by name, and every response created an example which

accelerated the development and influence of scientific management.

Yet the appraisal that it was ahead of its time was conscious or

unconscious realization that here was a body of principles and a tech-

nique that represented something new in managerial philosophy. It

is the purpose of this chapter to present briefly some of the elements

of contrast between the old and the new.

The Old and the New. The contrast may l^e^summarized in

advance by the general statement that scientific management crystal-

lized into a definite technique of management that urge toward a

regimentation of managerial conduct which was being stimulated by a

new environment which was less frontier and fluctuating, and more

industrial and organized, than was the environment in which the

dominant managerial habits of the time had been set.

During the greater part of the nineteenth century the United States

was truly frontier. Exploration, discovery, appropriation, exploita-

tion of forest, mineral and agricultural resources, and railroad con-

struction, were the principal activities and set the mental attitude to-

ward all activity. The purely industrial elements of economic life

were concerned principally with the provision of food, clothing and

shelter, and the materials and apparatus of the extractive and trans-

portation industries. Industrial organizations and plants were small,

investments of fixed capital were not great, processes were not highly

^ By Harlow S. Person, Managing Director of the Taylor Society, New York.

23
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mechanized, division of labor was simple, and supervision and co-

ordination of plant operations were not difficult.

This economic activity was developed by settlers from northern

Europe who had come to America with a strong philosophy of indi-

vidualism which was intensified by the frontier environment. "All

men are created equal," "every man is the architect of his own for-

tune," "to the victor belongs the spoils," "each man for himself and

may the best man win," "the devil take the hindmost," were the epi-

grams of the time. And "the devil take the hindmost" was only rela-

tive and not so serious a matter as to create a social problem, for

the hindmost generally was assured of shelter, clothing and suste-

nance by a generous nature. If one job gave out, some other job was

available, and the problem of survival was not difficult.

This prodigality of nature made waste at that time individually

profitable, although it is recognized today as socially costly. To the

individual it was more profitable to fell and use the best trees, leaving

the remainder to be burned or rot; to destroy whole forests to get at

the rich soils underneath; to till such soils without fertilization until

they were exhausted, and then to move on to other rich soils. Even in

manufacturing the prices which an increasingly prosperous community

was willing to pay provided a large margin of profit; and this, to-

gether with the fact that the interest of ownership was primarily in

increases of capital values and in profits on the merchandising turn-

over, even in manufacturing, made unnecessary any concern about the

efficiency of production. In short, the earlier point of view was that

of enterprise as discovery, appropriation and exploitation; not as

technical processing.

But during the period following the Civil War, change, which had

been ever present in small increments, became so accelerated that indus-

try was conscious of new problems which could not be resolved by

old formulae. The situation was in major—although not in minor

—

aspects similar to that in the United States during the present decade

;

and there was a similar—although not so intense—surge forward in

industrial activity.

The Civil War removed a distracting political problem which had

absorbed much of the energy of citizens, and left that energy free

for other outlets. The technical requirements of the war had be-

queathed new and greater productive capacity and especially a new
command over mechanics and engineering. The rapid construction

of railroads opened new areas for settlement, and ofifered opportunity

for development of the agricultural, forest and mineral resources of

the northwestern and western states.
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This railroad construction had an important reaction on the young
manufacturing industries of the more settled regions of the north-

eastern and north central states. Isolated markets became united into

a national market. This had influence in stimulating not only the pro-

duction of manufacturers' goods used in railroad construction and in

the rapidly growing extractive and manufacturing industries, but also

the production of new varieties of consumer goods. The potential

market for practically every enterprise was suddenly multiplied many
times, and those enterprises which were most far sighted, bold and
energetic, increased their business in proportion to the opportunities

offered by the larger markets.

Increase in volume of sales called for increase in production capacity,

which stimulated corporate organization, plant extension and the

introduction of labor-saving equipment made possible by the new en-

gineering. Out of this emerged a combination of new managerial

problems; beginning of the separation of ownership and management
and of a responsibility of management to investors not concerned with

details of managing; intenser competition and narrowing of the margin
of profits ; difficulties of coordinating and supervising more specialized

machine operations; larger investments of capital in fixed form and
danger of obsolescence resulting from poor judgments of the develop-

ment of the markets ; the danger of older plants becoming marginal

plants, and of marginal plants becoming profitless plants as the open-

ing of new territories shifted the center of gravity of markets for ma-
terials and consumer markets in favor of newer plants. Industry

became perplexed and seriously thoughtful, and the thinking of indi-

vidual enterprises focused about the basic problems of competition,

stability, profits, the elimination of waste and business efficiency—con-

ditions of individual survival in the midst of increasing prosperity of
industrial society generally.

In contrast to the general attitude of opportunism set by the earlier

frontier conditions appeared a new attitude—that of predetermination

of success through understanding of the factors conditioning enter-

prise, and through planning and control of operations in terms of these

factors. It was its logical and understandable expression of this new
attitude which enabled scientific management to become the dominant

force in the management movement. As part of this new general

attitude were many component attitudes, each offering a contrast be-

tween the old and the new.

Some Basic Contrasts, i. Conservation versus Waste. The idea

of conservation did not at once take the social point of view that

individually profitable methods in industry may be socially wasteful,

and this idea has gained headway only slowly during the past fifty
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years. But to many managements came recognition that there were

wastes of facihties in their productive processes, and that one way to

compensate for the narrowing margin of competitive profits was to

eHminate these wastes. EHmination of waste has been the most popu-

lar phrase to describe the meaning of the management movement.^

This idea of eHmination of waste at the machine or work place has

since been extended to include elimination of waste in all the activities

of an enterprise, and has had influence in developing the still larger

concept of social waste.

2. Investigation versus Imitation. A natural habit which makes

for progress is that of observations of what others do and imitation

of the more successful ; and improvement by imitation, slow as it is

in achievement of results, accounts in the long run for much of the

improvement in management. As a part of the new point of view

this became changed from casual to purposeful imitation, and then

to it was added something of a much higher order—investigation and

experiment with respect to the causes of waste in the individual plant.

Although Taylor did not hesitate to imitate, he attached to it careful

valuation and adaptation. But he did more than imitate ; research and

experiment as applied to the use of facilities constituted his greatest

contribution to the development of a science of management.

3. Predetermination versus "The JVay Open." Under frontier con-

ditions the dice of industry were loaded by generous nature, and most

of the throws resulted in gain for the player. This had developed a

dominant attitude of taking things as they came; that sufficient unto

each day are the opportunities and the problems thereof. There was

not much difference in this respect between the itinerant peddler of the

byways and the manufacturer in the city. But experience with re-

search, experiment and measurement stimulated new ideas, among
them that the performance of a machine and its operator can be pre-

determined. And from this has grown the still larger idea that all the

operations of an enterprise may in varying degrees be predetermined.

Whereas the new technique began fifty years ago with the measure-

ment and scheduling of machine operations only, today we have the

budget as a device for the measurement and scheduling of the total

operations of a business.

4. Design zrersus Execution. Predetermination compels the recog-

nition of design as a function distinct from execution, and requiring

different capacities. This does not signify a less respect for the

importance of execution and of executive ability; it signifies the

^ Cf. for illustration, the title of the committee appointed by the Federated American

Engineering Societies in 1921. "The Committee on the Elimination of Waste in

Industry."
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recognition of another equally important supplementary function and

capacity. That the direction of the operations of a plant is analogous

to direction of the operations "of a complicated and delicately adjusted

machine" was early a favorite concept of the management movement.

It has not been a long step to the correlative idea that management may
be designed in every part; that it may even be laid out on blue prints

by use of accumulated, classified experience, and if so laid out is more
likely to meet the requirements of predetermined and defined purpose.

5. Constants versus Variables. But predetermination and design

of management cannot be achieved if the factors involved are always

changing. Calculations must be in terms of constants in designing

management as well as in designing a building. There must be depend-

ability in the reaction of forces in the application of human as well as

of mechanical energies. Knowledge of the reactions of mechanical en-

ergies has progressed remarkably through research in the physical sci-

ences. Accumulation of knowledge concerning reactions in the appli-

cation of human energies is under way. Its acquisition is stimulated

by belief that constants in human reactions can be made available by

selection of individuals according to capacity and by provision for

common understandings. The search is under way for constants even

in mass human reactions through the device of statistical measure-

ment. And in this connection it should be observed that mass reac-

tions which on the surface indicate great variability may, when analyzed

and measured, disclose elements of constancy available for calculation

;

as when in a time series there is discovered a definite rate of change, or

in other groupings definite norms and dispersions about these norms.

6. Laws of the Situation- versus Individual Guess and Arbitrary

Will. It was the practical assumption of earlier American industry

that an individual who has done anything well can do everything well

;

that the individual is the determining factor in management. But the

new interest in predetermination and control led to increasing recogni-

tion that the non-human portion of a managerial situation embraces a

larger number of inflexible, unyielding factors than does the humanN
portion; that humans may by selection and training be adapted toj

the situation more easily than the situation can by change be adapted to

humans. More recently this view has been refined by recognition of

the interplay between the individual and his environment, in which

each molds the other; but the greater inflexibility of the non-human

factors is acknowledged. Carnegie once observed that his business

might be destroyed but, if his organization remained intact, he could

speedily restore it. By this he meant that speedy and thorough restora-

tion of the business would be easy if he could have available the

group adjusted in understanding and skill to the requirements of the
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business. Taylor said that an organization composed of individuals

of mediocre ability, working in accordance with policies, plans and

procedures discovered by analysis of the fundamental facts of their

situation, would in the long run prove more successful and stable than

an organization of geniuses each led by inspiration. Generally the

permanently progressive enterprise is an organization of cooperative

individuals commanding accurate knowledge of the basic facts per-

taining to their respective responsibilities. It may be led by one out-

standing individual, but his leadership is permanently constructive only

if exercised with understanding and in a close working relation to the

durable facts of the situation.

Taylor was more responsible than any other industrial leader for

the introduction of this point of view into management philosophy.

The development of his system began with research and experiment;

the first of his principles is a science for each operation; and in his

writings and public addresses he repeatedly referred to the rule of

law.^ He said he believed that the "bulk of mankind wants to work

under and wants to live under laws," and that "the old arbitrary way
of having a dictator, who was at the head of a company, decide every-

thing with his dictum, and having his word final, has ceased to

exist." ^ Miss Mary Follett has observed that the essence of scien-

tific management is substitution of the laws of the situation for arbi-

trary authority.^

7. Functions versus Persons. Recognition of the relative fixity of

the non-human elements in a managerial situation, and search for the

laws which they impose, leads to recognition of the importance of

knowledge of the functions in each situation. By "functions," as the

^ "Management is a true science, resting upon clearly defined laws, rules, principles,

as a foundation." Tlie Principles of Scientific Management, p. 7. "One of the

important objects of this paper is to convince its readers that every single act of every

workman can be reduced to a science." Ibid., p. 64. "The laws of cutting metals

should clearly show the reason why it is impossible for any machinist . . . correctly

to guess . • . (the feed and speed to use)." Ibid., p. 112. "There is another type of

scientific investigation . . . which should receive special attention, the accurate study

of the motives which influence men . . . laws of this kind, which apply to a large

majority of men, unquestionably exist. . . ." Ibid., p. 119. "Standards which are

accepted as the just and fair laws . . . the president of one of these companies would
no more think of interfering with than the workman would." Testimony, reprinted

in the Bidletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. XI, No. 3, June-August, 1926, p. 146.

". . . develop laws to replace rule-of-thumb." Ibid., p. 128. "The old-fashioned dictator

does not exist under scientific management. The man at the head of the business under

scientific management is governed by rules and laws which have been developed

through hundreds of experiments just as much as the workman is." Ibid., p. 161.

^ Testimony reprinted in Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. XI, No. 3, June-

August, 1926, pp. 161 and 169.

' Metcalf, Henry C, Editor, Scientific Foundations of Business Administration,

Baltimore, The Williams & Wilkins Company, 1926, p. 140.
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word is used in management literature, is meant the logically separable

elements of an integral whole of activity which have each a dis-

tinguishing characteristic, such as the effect of the activity or the

nature of the skill required; for instance, the function of design and

the function of execution. The search for laws must be search in

restricted areas, one after another, for laws are more likely to be

discovered in an area having a unifying characteristic and comple-

mentary to another area with its unifying characteristic. The pro-

cedure of analysis of the total activities of an enterprise in terms of

necessary component functional activities has been an important factor

in discovery of the most suitable organization for an enterprise, and

in the selection and assignment of persons for performance of the

functions involved. The older procedure in organization, for in-

stance, of the administrative and executive section of an enterprise,

was to secure the men first and then consider their positions and

authorities ; the newer procedure is to determine the functional re-

quirements of the enterprise and then secure the proper human capaci-

ties for assignment to the several responsibilities.

8. Adjustment versus Maladjustment. Resulting from recognition

of the fixity of non-human factors in managerial situations, the search

for laws which govern cooperative activity, and the recognition of the

importance of analysis of functions, was consideration of human ad-

justments in accordance with capacities. Certainly one outstanding

achievement of modern psychology is proof and measurement of vari-

ability in characteristics among individuals; of a norm and dispersion

about the norm with respect to any characteristic. But before this new
psychology had appeared, the management movement had begun in

practice to disregard the traditional assumptions that all men are.-cre^r..

ated equal in ability, that any man can do anything, and to seek men
adapted by nature, training and experience for particular functions.

Taylor was a pioneer when he incorporated this point of view into

his technique and his philosophy. The first man he selected for his

experimental research at Midvale was a skilled (adjusted) man, and

thereafter much of his attention was given to discovery and definition

of capacities for particular operations. In his experiments in handling

pig iron and in shoveling, discovery of the most suitable type of

man was an essential part of discovery of the best methods,-^ as was
also the case in developing scientific management in the inspection

of balls for bearings
—"Mr. Thompson soon recognized that the quality

most needed for bicycle ball inspectors was a 'low personal coefficient.'

Of course, ordinary qualities of endurance and industry were also

^ Taylor, Frederick W., The Principles of Scientific Management, New York,
Harper & Brothers, 191 1, pp. 59 ff. and 65 ff.
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called for." ^ His differential piece-rate system had as the objective

the automatic selection and reclassification of workers in accordance

with natural and acquired capacities; and in his testimony before the

Committee of the House of Representatives he discoursed at length

on the grouping of men into capacity classes, illustrated by the classi-

fication of horses into draft, driving, and racing horses." "What I

want to make clear is that each type of man is first class at some type

of work, and if you will hunt for it enough you will find some kind

of work that is especially suited to him." ^ Again: "Under scientific

management we make a definite and careful study of each workman
in the place ; men are appointed in all these establishments whose chief

duty is to make this study of the workmen, of their possibilities and

their character, and then to deliberately train each of these work-

men to do that work for which he is best fitted."
^

9. Cooperation versus Individualism. It was an essential part of the

new outlook toward management that effective joint effort of com-

plementary specialists working for the accomplishment of a common
purpose must be truly cooperative; must be effort in which there are

in general common desires and motives, and understanding and ac-

ceptance of the nature and effects of specific acts. Predetermination

and effective execution of planned action cannot be established if these

are not present. In the testimony before the Committee of the House

of Representatives this point of view was repeatedly emphasized by

Taylor. "Scientific management exists nowhere . . . until this new

idea of cooperation and peace has been substituted for the old idea

of discord and war." ^ "Nine-tenths of the improvements that have

come under scientific management have come from this friendly co-

operation on the part of the workmen with the management. Almost

all the best suggestions for improvements come from intelligent work-

men who are cooperating in the kindliest way with the management

to accomplish the joint result. . .
." *^ "The workmen have the same

sort of freedom, and they have just the same opportunity, to enter into

every experiment which is made in establishing what constitutes a fair

day's work that the management have. The making of joint experi-

ments (the workmen and management cooperating together) has been

universal in scientific management, or practically universal, and the

results have been satisfactory to both sides. I wish to emphasize the

^ Taylor, Frederick W., The Principles of Scientific Management, New York,

Harper & Brothers, 191 1, p. 89.

^Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. XI, No. 3, June-August, 1926, p. 155 ff.

'^ Ibid.

*Ibid., p. 143.

^ Ibid., p. 104.
'^ Ibid., p. 146.
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fact that until results of these experiments are satisfactory to both

sides, scientific management does not exist." ^

10. Freedom versus Independence. Cooperative effort in obedience

to the laws of the situation destroys the imaginary absolute individual

independence accepted as desirable by the older point of view, but it

creates a compensating individual freedom not realized under condi-

tions of apparent absolute independence. The price of effective co-

operation is adjustment and the price of adjustment is apparent diminu-

tion of independence. But independence without the law is more
restrictive in fact than adjustment under the law. Independence in

cooperation without the law is an illusion, for the individual is subject

to the arbitrary will of the persuasive, strong or tricky cooperator.

Said Taylor, "Under scientific management those men who are in the

management, such as, for instance, the superintendent, the foremen,

the president of the company, have far, far less arbitrary power than

is now possessed by the corresponding men who are occupying those

positions in the older types of management."" De Freminville, the

distinguished French engineer, has observed : "They have laughed at

the Frenchman who, whether as workman or soldier, has been willing

to obey, but does not wish to be commanded ... it is no laughing

matter. . . . He is in fact the same man who says when he comes into

a shop where order reigns, 'here, at least, one feels one's self under

command.' He feels it for himself without anyone's being obliged to

call it to his attention, which makes the whole situation quite a different

matter." ^

11. Evolution versus Revolution. The new point of view accepted

as a practical necessity the doctrine that progress must be the result

of orderly and gradual rather than arbitrary and sudden change. Un-
der the older conditions of opportunism and imitation, managements
were accustomed to change objectives and conditions of work arbi-

trarily and suddenly. But with research as the procedure for deter-

mining objectives and methods, and with standard procedures as the

accepted methods of cooperation, change by necessity must be deliber-

ate, must in fact be a product of scientific discovery and of education.

It is a matter of change of mental and physical patterns of habit and
is subject to the laws of learning. The "efficiency movement," a

counterfeit of scientific management which has wrought no little harm
to many a business, represents an effort of the opportunistic, imitative,

get-rich-quick spirit to utilize the mechanisms of scientific manage-
ment for immediate gain. It is more difficult for management to learn

^Ibid., p. 158.
" Ibid., p. 169.

"^Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. X, No. i, February, 1925, p. z^*.
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to pay the price of relinquishing arbitrary authority than for workers

to learn to desire and acquire the skill of experimentally determined

methods. Taylor did not soften his phrases when discussing these

matters. "You cannot persuade any set of men, employers or em-
ployees, to adopt the principles of scientific management immediately.

I have always said that it takes a period of from two to five years

... I wish to repeat and emphasize that nine-tenths of the trouble

comes from those on the management side . ,
." ^ "Do not expect

to get through with it for five years, because you will not." - And with

respect to a case of failure in an attempt to install efficiency instead

of developing scientific management, he observed : "He attempted to

do what is an utter absurdity . . . they abandoned the very essence

of scientific management, the one essential thing. They tried to force

in a whole lot of mechanisms which ought to belong to scientific man-
agement . . . They went ahead neglecting the absolute necessity of

the mental change ... I told them 'If you do not go slow enough;

if you do not allow the workmen to see that it is a fine thing for

them ... so that they will cooperate with you thoroughly, the time

will come when the whole thing will fall.' ... it was the owners who
finally made the thing go wrong." ^

It should not be inferred that the opportunistic attitude of mind has

disappeared from American industry. It survives in many industries,

and where it exists it is conspicuous. The proper inference to be

made is that the new point of view has won an equally conspicuous

position. A struggle between the two is under way. The old still

holds its own in enterprises where appropriation, speculation and

monopoly appear to be possible; the new is becoming dominant in

enterprises w^hich realize that survival depends upon competitive serv-

ice and economical processing. The coal industry, for example, is

militantly representative of the old; the machine manufacturing indus-

try is the stronghold of the new. In the textile industry the majority

of plants by habit represent the old—in a dazed rather than militant

way; but the active successful plants represent the new. The auto-

mobile industry is progressing from the old to the new, some plants

representing one, some the other, and some both—in which case in

a given plant the new may be dominant in processing and the old in

merchandising and general administration, as is the case in many other

industries. The coexistence of these radically different attitudes of

^ Testimony reprinted in Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. XI, No. 3, June-August,

1926, p. 148.

"Ibid., p. 178.

^Ibid., pp. 183 and 184.
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mind is accounted for by the fact that the United States is a vast area

with various combinations of physical and social factors, various prac-

tical conditions of business success, and presents every degree of indus-

trial evolution.

Scientific management when it introduced the new point of view

was indeed twenty years ahead of its time, if judged by the capacity

for its reception on the part of the majority of managers at the time.

Yet there were sufficient managers to make the beginnings of a re-

sponse and the response has grown with increasing acceleration. It

is true that there have not been many developments representing the

complete transformation of an enterprise,"^ for that requires masterful

leadership,^ but it has come to be the dominant force in American in-

dustry through the transformation of one or more departments of

practically all strong enterprises—here in production, here in selling,

there in general administration, and elsewhere in several departments.

The following chapters constitute a fair picture of the spirit and

sweep of scientific management today.
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CHAPTER III

THE INFLUENCE OF SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT ^

President Herbert Hoover's Committee on Recent Economic

Changes has reported after studying for more than a year the course

of post-war developments in American economic hfe.^ The Committee

was charged by the President's Conference on Unemployment, of

which it is a part, with the task of making a critical appraisal of the

new factors in our economy and of the shifts in the importance of the

older factors.

The Committee finds that acceleration rather than structural change

is the key to an understanding of recent developments. Few really

new factors have emerged in the post-war period. On the other hand

there have been differences of degree which approach differences in

kind, and the advance of scientific management is one of them.

The technique of economic balance on which the report lays most

stress can be perfected only by incessant observation and adjustment.

The Committee^ suggests that "research and study, the orderly classi-

fication of knowledge, joined to increasing skill, well may make com-

plete control of the economic system a possibility. The problems are

many and difficult, but the degree of progress in recent years inspires

us with high hopes." This is, to me, the heart of the report. It directs

our eyes to the central position of scientific management in the national

economy and it suggests that future advances will be more purposeful

and self-conscious.

The report is based upon the results of a far-reaching national recon-

naissance, made by a corps of experts under the direction of the Na-

^ By Edward Eyre Hunt, member, Committee on Elimination of Waste in Industry

;

Secretary, President's Conference on Unemployment ; Secretary, United States Coal

Commission ; American expert on scientific management at World Economic Con-
ference, Geneva ; editor. Recent Economic Changes, Washington.

^Recent Economic Changes in the United States, 2 vols., New York and London,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1929.

^ The Committee consists of Herbert Hoover, Chairman ; Walter F. Brown, Renick

W. Dunlap, William Green, Julius Klein, John Lawrence, Max Mason, Adolph C.

Miller, Lewis E. Pierson, John J. Raskob, A. W. Shaw, Louis J. Taber, Daniel

Willard, George McFadden, Clarence M. Woolley, Owen D. Young and Edward Eyre
Hunt, Secretary.

The survey was made possible by grants from the Carnegie Corporation of New
York and the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial.
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tional Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., with the aid of govern-

mental and private agencies.

In a chapter reviewing the fact-finding reports prepared for the

Hoover Committee, Dr. Wesley C. Mitchell condenses the findings

into a single striking sentence: "Since 1921, Americans have applied

intelligence to the day's work more effectively than ever before."

It is useful to see ourselves through alien eyes. The diagnosis of

foreign observers who have flocked to the United States in recent

years, confirms and strengthens the impression of the American ex-

perts. Dr. Edwin F. Gay of Harvard, who summarizes the impres-

sions of our visitors, after noting the emphasis placed by foreign

observers upon our natural resources, high wages, labor-saving ma-

chinery, power and our great domestic market, adds: "Scientific man-

agement in industry and commerce, apparently the resultant of emerg-

ing pressures, is thought by many of the foreign writers on recent

economic changes in the United States to be the chief contribution

which this country is making to economic welfare and to be the key

to its success. . . . Such far-sighted management is becoming highly

specialized; a new profession is entering into the structure of American

industry and it is separating the functions of ownership and manage-

ment."

Foreign observers also note that "American management has be-

gun more systematically to improve industrial relations" ; that the new
labor union policy "recognizes not the identity but the mutuality of

interest between the two parties to the labor contract" ; and finally,

as a related factor in American economic efficiency, "the open-minded-

ness of American management."

The experts of the National Bureau, studying manufacturing, trans-

portation, marketing, management, labor, agriculture and banking

reach the same general conclusion in an effort to explain the recent

developments ; namely, that management has made notable strides dur-

ing the period under review.

Dexter S. Kimball, Dean of Engineering at Cornell, even states

that "the problem of industrial production has been solved and as a

consequence we have passed from a 'sellers' market' to a 'buyers'

market.' " He shows that the World War, unlike the Civil War,

developed no new basic productive processes. The post-war advance

has been chiefly in management.

L. P. Alford, vice president of the American Engineering Council

and a member of the Hoover Committee on Waste in Industry in 1920-

1921, reports on technical changes in manufacturing industries, finding

as characteristic of the period studied, an increase in physical volume of
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product, an increase in productivity of the worker, an increase in

primary power utilized, a decrease in the number of workers employed,

an increase in fixed capital assets, a decrease in unit prime cost, an

increase in industrial research, increase in the development of new
manufacturing materials, increase in the development of new manu-
facturing processes, increase in the efficiency of power-generating ma-
chinery, increase in material handling machinery utilized, reduction

in wastage, increase in safety, increase in the extent, degree and

quality of artificial illumination, improvement in working surround-

ings and in those physical conditions that can be modified by techno-

logical m.eans.

In discussing the evolution of management in manufacturing and

marketing, Henry S. Dennison, former president of the Taylor So-

ciety, presents the results of an analysis of a hundred fair samples

of normally successful, established businesses, so chosen as to show
prevailing practices. And he concludes that "the situation of today

holds all the opportunity anyone could desire for the wholesome devel-

opment of business management into a great profession."

I can do no better than to quote from Mr. Dennison's summary.

"The art of management, in almost all its aspects and activities,

turned a corner in 1921. During the up-swing with which the century

started, sheer power and drive could win almost every time over

finesse. At the turn of the tide, amid the confused cross-currents,

more depended upon skillful understandings of the whole situation and

nice adjustment of means to the immediate environment. The art of

management today is in large part the progressive adjustment and

integration of conflicting needs, conflicting influences and conflicting

purposes.

"All managers, however, did not turn the corner in 192 1. A reor-

ganization of thought has had first to be brought about. Under the

new charter, to manage is not a vested right but the exercise of a special

skill which, through temperament or through training, some have and

some have not. An English article expresses it strongly : 'Nothing is

more characteristic of modern business than the way in which control

based on power and ownership is giving place to authority based on

knowledge, qualifications and skill. Management is no longer a pre-

serve of the owners of capital, nor is it an hereditary right. Men of

ability, without capital or family ties to assist them, are breaking into

the hereditary ranks. Industrial conditions are in their favor. . . .

" 'The leveling forces of Nature have been at work, producing the

average except in cases where systematic selection has been exercised.

But the average man is not equal to the strain of a day when condi-

L
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tions are uncertain, when business is growing more complex, and when
nothing but competent administration can enable a firm to survive.'

"To cope with the growing complexities, the manager type, through

slow processes akin to natural selection, is changing. More men are

being brought within managerial responsibilities, and the coordinated

group, each member of which has his own share in the total of respon-

sibilities, is replacing- the absolute 'big boss.' To release and utilize

all the creative and managerial abilities which any of their members
may possess or develop is the definite goal of organization. There is

today not only more production per man, more wages per man, and

more horse-power per man, but more management per man as well."

Professor William J. Cunningham of Harvard, writing on trans-

portation, quotes a statement of President Hoover while Secretary

of Commerce, that the reorganization of American railways and the

improvement in rail-transportation service is probably the most out-

standing industrial accomplishment since the war.

Students of scientific management who remember the Eastern Rate

Case in 191 1 and the sensational testimony then given, will be im-

pressed with the great changes which have since taken place. In

nearly every index of equipment utilization, train and terminal opera-

tion, and output per man-hour, notable improvements have been made.

These are attributable in part to the large expenditures for additions

and betterments, in part to changes in operating methods and better

managerial control, in part to higher employee morale and in part to a

better understanding and more cordial cooperation on the part of the

shipping public. Mr. Hoover is further quoted as stating that the

railways "not only have built up adequate service . . . , but they have,

by great ability of their managers, greatly reduced transportation costs

and thus made rate reductions possible which would not have been

otherwise the case. . . . The result of this great reorganization upon

the whole economic fabric of the country has been far-reaching."

Dr. E. G. Nourse, writing of agriculture, shows the tremendous

strides of scientific farm management in recent years. He believes that

the best farmers are not leaving agriculture, and shows that what is

actually happening is "the slow adjustment of our farming to dras-

tically changed conditions, a process in which the efficiency of agricul-

ture bids fair to be sharply advanced and the prosperity of those who
can measure up to the larger needs of this new technique should be

proportionately raised. The better farmers, who have adopted the

modern methods, are in a large number of cases already enjoying this

prosperity."
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The evidence of the experts and the judgment of the Committee

relative to high wages is particularly noteworthy. Twenty-six years

ago Frederick W. Taylor wrote in the introduction to Shop Man-
agement : "This book is written mainly with the object of advocating

high wages and low labor cost as the foundation of the best manage-

ment." Not until 1922 was there even the beginnings of general assent

to this principle, the factors appearing to be in part accidental and in

part the consequences of an advanced economic point of view.

The Hoover Committee is greatly impressed with this economic

and social fact. In the field of price relationships, high wages and a

stationary cost of living it finds one of the striking and significant

developments revealed by the survey, and one which more than any

other gives to the years from 1922 to 1929 their distinctive char-

acter. The Committee rightly points out that the principle of high

wages and low costs as a policy of enlightened industrial practice is

in no sense hew, but that its application on a broad scale is so novel as

to make it appear to be a fundamental development.

Dr. Person, in Chapter I of the present volume, lists management

research, management standards, management control and cooperation

as the four principles of scientific management today. All of these

must contribute to further the economic balance which the Committee

on Recent Economic Changes presents to us as the aim of public and

private policy.
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PART II

MANAGEMENT RESEARCH



In a world of continuous emergence and dissolution, the ambition to frame

the last word never indicates anything but narrowness. As long as mankind

lives the absolutely last word will never be uttered; for ever and ever, the

problem of mankind will present itself anew, and life will forever remain a

thing of problems.

—

Count Hermann Keyserling.

Scientific management at every step has been an evolution, not a theory. In

all cases the practice has preceded the theory, not succeeded it. In every case

one measure after another has been tried out until the proper remedy has been

found. Every new element has had to fight its way against the elements that

preceded it, and prove itself better. All the men that I know of who are con-

nected with scientific management are ready to abandon any scheme, any
theory, in favor of anything else that can be found that is better. There is

nothing in scientific management that is fixed.

—

Frederick W. Taylor.



CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH FOR GEiNERAL ADMINISTRATION '

If management is to be in any sense scientific, it is essential that

administrative decisions be based on investigation and analysis of

facts rather than on the arbitrary and hasty edicts of officials. The
type of investigation which deserves first attention from the logical

point of view is concerned with those problems of general administra-

tion which are the province of the president and the board of directors.

It must be admitted that these problems, while logically first, have

been almost the last to receive systematic attention, and even now have

received less careful treatment than the more limited but concrete

problems of the shop. In fact, many even among business men do not

distinguish clearly what general administration is, or realize the im-

portance of careful analysis of its problems.

The Nature of General Administration. By general adminis-

tration is meant the determination of the general policies of the busi-

ness, the adaptation of general plans to changing conditions, the co-

ordinating control of the various major functions of the business and

the appraisal of results secured by departments. The existence of

such a thing as general administration may not be recognized by the

chief executive of a small concern, whose mind is occupied by par-

ticular problems of buying, selling, designing, making, employment

or pay adjustment. But in any business which grows past the point

where one man can personally make all decisions, it is necessary, first,

to cease deciding every issue as a separate special case and to estab-

lish normal policies and procedures ; and second, to separate the prob-

lems of general conce-n from those pertaining to only one function

of the business.

Let us consider briefly what are the distinguishing features of gen-

eral administration as contrasted with the administration of the various

major functions controlled by it.

The merchandising and sales functions, as distinguished in subse-

quent chapters, are concerned with most of the specific problems of

distribution, such as market analysis, analysis of the value and uses

of goods, the computation of sales-production schedules, the computa-

tion of detailed prices, the determination of quotas, the training and
'•By Robert W. Burgess, Chief Statistician, Western Electric Company, New York.
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direction of the sales force, detailed records of orders, sales and

stocks, and advertising. But the function of final decision with respect

to such things as the desirable volume of sales, quantity of advertis-

ing and pricing policy—^matters requiring a balanced point of view

because involving general policy and a balancing of departments—is a

general administrative function.

Likewise purchasing is a special function concerned with such activi-

ties as selection of sources of supply, analysis of price tendencies and

the placing of orders. But such problems as determining whether pur-

chases shall be on a "hand-to-mouth" basis, or whether forward buy-

ing may be advisable, are general administrative problems.

The administration of receipts and expenditures, the keeping of

general accounts and the analysis of the results of expenditures, are

particular responsibilities of the treasurer and the comptroller; but

such problems as whether a new bond or stock issue shall be made to

finance an expansion, what method of depreciation shall be utilized in

accounting, and how additional capital shall be invested, are problems

of general administration.

The engineering department is concerned with invention and de-

sign, but the adoption of an invention or design is an administrative

problem. The personnel department is responsible for such things as

employment and training of workers, safety and health, and the ad-

ministration of benefit, stock purchase and similar plans; but deter-

mination of wage policy or the institution of a stock purchase plan

are responsibilities of general administration. With respect to the

production processes there is least likelihood of confusing responsi-

bilities. The departmental staff is concerned with the immediate proc-

essing, and with what, how much, when and how in detail ; but gen-

eral administration is concerned with such things as what, how much,

when and how in the large, as concerned with general policies, and

with investments in new facilities.

The key topics around which general administration revolves are

earnings and dividends, wage policy, determination of general line

of product or service to be supplied, approval of technical research pro-

grams, the budget, turnover of investment, comparison of operating

results with those of preceding years, and with the budget, prices,

depreciation, taxation and plant location.

Division of Managerial Labor. It must be admitted that some,

even among successful executives, do not distinguish general adminis-

tration from other functions as we have done. Another point of view

is that the duty of the president of a company is to devote himself to

those duties which seem to him at the moment to demand special

attention, either because of their importance or because of the unsatis-
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factory nature of the work being done by the officer immediately in

charge. According to this point of view, the president ought to be

more capable than the other principal officers in every one of their

duties. Experience shows, however, that this demands an almost im-

possible collection of abilities in one man in the case of large concerns.

It seems more in accordance with the general principle of division of

labor on which modern industrial organization is based to regard gen-

eral management as a separate craft, with sales management, man-
agement of design engineering, factory operation and so on, as other

crafts. All of these managerial crafts are to be distinguished in turn

from the skilled trades and the business professions, such as engineer-

ing and accounting. It is, of course, true that a natural way to become
a qualified practitioner of the crafts of general management is to be-

gin in a skilled trade or work of a professional type, to progress to the

type of management associated with that trade or profession, and
finally to enter upon general management. While such a method of

approach to a general managerial position is natural, it is most impor-

tant to recognize that the steps are marked by definite changes in

type of work.

If this point of view is accepted, the following corollaries appear

to follow

:

1. The fact that a man is highly skilled in a certain trade or busi-

ness profession does not necessarily imply that he will be a good man
to administer a department whose workers are mainly of that type. In

any case, he should realize that it is a difTerent job which requires a

different attitude of mind and probably additional training.

2. The fact that a man is a good department manager does not

necessarily imply that he will be a good general manager, unless he

adopts a broader point of view.

3. A high-grade specialist, in the engineering laboratory for in-

stance, may deserve a larger salary than the supervisor to whom he

nominally reports, if the specialist is a more valuable expert in his

craft than the supervisor is in the work of management.

4. A functional manager, such as a sales manager, who is unusually

successful, may be entitled to greater compensation than the president

of his company. Admittedly this is true only in unusual circum-

stances, as men who are really capable in the field of general manage-

ment have a high scarcity value.

5. If a president believes that the work of a particular department

is not being done satisfactorily, the best remedy is not to do the most

important part of that work himself, but (i) to try to correct the

department manager's faults, (2) to rearrange the assignment of

duties among dift'erent departments so as to meet the difficulty or (3)
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to replace the department head by somebody presumably more com-

petent in administration and management.

Research for General Administration. Even if we regard gen-

eral administration as a separate craft, in which a man may become

qualified without being omniscient, the task of the general adminis-

trator is nevertheless most exacting and calls for the use of the best

aids that experience has developed. One of the most important aids

is research, carried on by himself or others, devoted specifically to

these problems. By "research for general administration" we mean:

1. Any attempt to discover, by analysis of operating returns, com-

parison with related information, or by additional investigations, what

are the results of any existing general policy or what the effects of

any proposed change in policy or plan of operation would be.

2. Development of methods for appraisal of results secured by dif-

ferent departments or for general control.

The underlying motive back of such research is to secure a broader

perspective than is present without it, by comparing the present with

the past or the estimated future, by comparing the particular com-

pany with other concerns, or the particular industry with other com-

parable industries.

The sphere of research does not include those modifications of plans

which are often made by industrial concerns for personal reasons.

It seems clear that in certain cases it is desirable to take account of

the capacity of the individuals concerned or even of their likes and

dislikes in deciding what is the best thing to do. From the point of

view of the executive interested in general administration, however,

any recognition of the personal factor is fraught with the danger that

it may be somewhat of a departure from strictly scientific manage-

ment. Certainly no president of a company can justify a plan which

is based on his own dislike of some other man. On the other hand, a

plan must have the support of individuals if it is to succeed, no matter

how scientifically it may have been made. It is the province of the

practical administrator, as distinct from the research worker in general

administration, to temper the details of a scientifically drawn plan so

that it will be understood and used whole-heartedly by the entire

personnel of the company.

Kinds of Research and Typical Problems of Each Kind.

I. Business Conditions and Tendencies. The meaning of research

for general administration will be brought out by discussion of some
of the lines of research which have been undertaken by progressive

concerns and of various typical problems of each kind. One of the first

and still one of the most prominent kinds of research is analysis of the

current rate of business and industrial activity. The purpose of such
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research is to guide executives as to the correct timing, with respect

to industrial conditions, of projects such as purchases, plant expan-

sions, advertising campaigns and variation in the size of the working

force. The general method is to survey at regular intervals the vari-

ous barometers of such items as production, prices, employment, earn-

ings of industrial concerns and outstanding business or political events.

The aim is, in brief, to determine what is the present position in the

business cycle and to estimate, if possible, the course of events in the

near future. The development of this idea requires the use of certain

statistical techniques, especially determining index numbers, trends

and seasonal factors, as any forecasting is significant only if based on

a careful analysis of past relationships. As it is impossible to go

into details as to this type of analysis in the space available, the reader

is referred to references three and six at the end of this chapter, in

which these methods are explained and illustrated.

It may be noted that the United States is especially fortunate in

possessing a large volume of current business statistics, prepared by

governmental and other sources, and made available promptly month
by month.

2. Analysis of Industrial Developments. Another kind of research

which is related to the preceding, but may well be distinguished there-

from, is an analysis of industrial developments with a view to deter-

mining the significance for the researcher's own company of changes

in the economic environment. This type of research is carried on by

(i) extensive study of current business and economic literature; (2)

personal contacts with government officials, business executives, ana-

lysts, etc.; (3) continuing study of trends of important series; (4)

intensive study of problems that seem to have significance for the

particular concern.

As problems typical of this kind of research, the following are

offered

:

a. Under what conditions has vertical combination of industry

been successful? Has it been more likely to succeed when two dif-

ferent companies have been united, one of these companies being the

consumer of the other's products, or when a large company has added

a new department to take care of a stage in production either before

or after that previously handled?

b. What is the significance of the decrease in factory employment

accompanied by an increase in output ? To what extent is this increase

explained by increased efficiency of the individual worker, by more

careful selection of workers or by greater use of machinery? What
are the results on supply of factory labor, consumer demand due to
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reduction of number of workers receiving pay envelopes, and increased

need for measures to relieve the unemployed?

3. Analysis of Internal Conditions. The two preceding kinds of

research have to do primarily with the world outside the particular

company. Another appropriate field for the activity of a unit or de-

partment devoted to research for general administration is the analysis

of internal conditions affecting more than one department or function.

The purpose of such analysis is to investigate and report on the internal

operations of the company so as to facilitate wise decisions as to

major questions of policy. A helpful element in these investigations

is comparison with figures for outside concerns.

Among the typical problems of this kind the following may be men-
tioned :

a. Will it be more desirable for the company to continue to pur-

chase items of a certain class or to manufacture them? It is obvious

that light may be thrown on this question by the investigation of ver-

tical integration of industry.

b. What have been the price trends of what we buy and what

we sell, in such form as to permit fair comparison with general price

trends ?

c. Are the changes in price of our product accounted for by changes

in costs of our raw materials and labor, and by increased efficiency?

d. What obligations has the company already incurred under its

pension plan, and what will be the annual increase in such obligations ?

What method of providing for these obligations is desirable? This

problem is related both to the accounting function and the personnel

management function.

e. What is the typical rate of increase of employee earnings with

increasing service? Is this condition satisfactory, in view both of

what other companies do for their employees and the necessity for main-

taining production costs at as low a level as possible ?

4. Standard Control Ratios. The types of research mentioned

above are concerned with the formation of general plans and affect

the board of directors especially. Another type of research fits in

more closely with the job of the president. In order to control the

progress of the company, to see that policies are being carried out and

to call attention to places in the organization which require special

executive action, it is desirable to follow currently certain key ratios.

Before such ratios can be used to advantage, research is necessary to

develop the true significance of particular values of these ratios. For
instance, one of the important ratios used in railroad administration is

average number of miles per day for each freight car. By comparing

the current result with an average for earlier periods or for similar
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roads under similar conditions, the executive is able to detect unusual

conditions. It is not safe, however, for this comparison with previous

experience to be made on a superficial basis, or to accept without in-

vestigation the opinions of "old timers," which are prol3ably not suf-

ficiently modified to reflect changed conditions. It is sometimes ad-

visable to check a suggested scheme by using it informally for a while

before making it a basis for executive action.

Railroad administration is full of ratios which are used for control

purposes, such as revenue per ton mile, cost per ton mile, ton miles

per engine mile and percentage of bad order equipment. Other ques-

tions which call for determination of ratios are as follows

:

a. What return on investment is reasonable and fair for a manu-
facturing subsidiary of a public utility?

b. What ratio of current assets to current liabilities is advisable

for a concern such as John Doe and Company?

5. App'raising the Work of Departments. Another kind of re-

search of a more difficult and controversial nature is the development

of methods for appraising the work of major departments. In most

organizations at present the judgment of the chief executive as to the

effectiveness of a department depends largely on personal impressions

and a rather vague evaluation of its performance. The records tell,

especially if control ratios have been developed, more or less about

what the department has actually done, but give a less definite analysis

of the obstacles which were overcome and the resources available to

overcome them.

In spite of the indefiniteness of the information available, the chief

executive is continually required to decide how satisfactorily each de-

partment is doing its work and which department heads should be

transferred to other spheres of usefulness. It is therefore desirable

to work out methods by which he can form a more scientific judgment

and such methods are in the process of development in a few special

industries. They are not yet developed, however, as a general pro-

cedure. One of the major difficulties is a natural result of the funda-

mental nature of the problem. A good method for evaluating the

success of a particular department may show that it is much over-

manned, or that the head of the department is grossly incompetent.

Human nature being what it is, it can hardly be expected that depart-

ment heads will be enthusiastic about helping to devise searching tests

of their own efficiency.

One obstacle which has hindered an adequate development of meth-

ods for testing departmental efficiency is the notion that a supervisor

of any grade should know as far as possible all the details of the

work done by his subordinates and can measure their performance
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only by being able to do a better job himself. As long as this om-

niscience is the ideal, it is difficult to develop practical methods. The

truer view seems to be that while detailed knowledge is helpful, higher

executives can seldom know their subordinates' jobs as well as the

latter do, and success in executive work depends on acquiring skill in

watching results and "spot checking" details rather than in attempting

to follow every step.

It seems clear that the most successful line of attack on the problem

of developing general methods of appraising the work of departments

lies in developing a large number of measures, each subject to limita-

tions and requiring skillful interpretation. A most essential thing in

working out such measures is an objective attitude and a clear reali-

zation of the exact function of each department in the organization.

Typical problems are as follows

:

a. Has the advertising department spent more or less than was jus-

tified? (The answer to this question is especially dif^cult if the ad-

vertising is of the so-called "institutional" type, of which the object

is to develop good-will rather than to sell specific items.)

b. Is the purchasing department doing a good job, allowing for the

way that instructions have come to it from the sales and manufactur-

ing departments, and for market fluctuations in price?

6. Combination of Several Types. It is clearly desirable to try to

solve management problems in the form in which they come to the

general manager. Even though the problem might be broken down
into parts, each of which could be classified under one of the types

discussed, the real desideratum is not the solution of these partial

problems, but the coordinated answer to the original question in the

form it actually occurs, so as to furnish the best available guidance to

those responsible for executive decisions.

As the problems of this type are made up of a combination of prob-

lems of the types previously discussed, the methods to be used are a

combination of all that have been mentioned—historical, mathematical,

statistical and economic.

The following typify the problems which we would classify under

this head

:

a. What estimated rate of activity in this industry (especially for

this company) should be used as a basis for budget and other fore-

casts? (Combination of Types -i, 2, and 3.) A valuable guide in

dealing with this problem is the discovery, by the use of the statistical

method of "correlation," of series whose fluctuations precede those of

some series measuring the activity of this company or industry.

b. What policy should be adopted in regard to setting up deprecia-

tion reserves for plant and machinery? This problem really involves
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both the second and the third kinds of research noted above, as the

appreciation of the need for a systematic depreciation poHcy involves

both an understanding of the way industries have faded away, either

as a whole or in particular locahties, and an analysis of the replace-

ments which have been or are likely to be necessary in the particular

plant because of wearing out, obsolescence or inadequacy. An under-

standing of economics will also answer the objection that depreciation

is a question of accounting rather than general administration, by
bringing out that the chances of ultimate success or failure, and the

propriety of a particular rate of dividend, depend to a considerable ex-

tent on the depreciation policy adopted.

c. Will it be more profitable to do a small business at high prices,

or a large business at low prices? (Combination of Types 2 and 3
and general economics.

)

d. What shall be company policy as to replacing obsolescent ma-
chinery? (Combination of 2 and 3.)

e. Shall supplies ever be purchased ahead of actual needs in an at-

tempt to take advantage of price fluctuations? (Combination of i, 2

and 5.) (Decision rests on whether correct anticipation can be made
of prices and company needs.)

f. Should salaries be advanced relative to wages to return to the

1914 relationship?

Selection and Organization of Research Workers in General
Management. Three procedures are open to a company which
believes that it would be profitable to do some research work in general

administrative problems :

1. Members of the present force already occupied with line or staff

functions may be asked to undertake this type of work in part of their

time, being relieved of part of their present responsibilities to make this

possible. This plan seldom results in much thoroughgoing research,

even when the employees concerned have somehow acquired the re-

search attitude. The difificulty is that the duties resulting from the

more urgent established functions tend to absorb all the time and

energies of such part-time researchers.

2. Consulting specialists in economics, statistics or business man-
agement may be called in to report on particular problems. The best

instance of this procedure is the investigation conducted by Professor

Seligman, of Columbia University, on instalment selling,^ which was
made at the request of the General Motors Corporation. The pro-

cedure is most likely to work successfully on problems which are of a

general nature, and therefore familiar to an outsider, and least likely

^ Seligman, Edwin R. A., The Economics of Instalment Selling, 2 Vols., New
York, Harper & Brothers, 1927.
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to be successful on problems which involve complicated interrelation-

ships between various phases of the business of a particular concern.

For the ordinary concern which is not in trouble, the outside con-

sultant is not favored except for new and usual problems, A spe-

cialist who has been a part of the company long enough to understand

thoroughly its established policies and peculiar problems, can usually

suggest a method for handling a problem which fits in better with the

established order. Of course, when the inside specialist has failed to

solve the problem, and the difficulty continues and becomes serious, the

outside specialist may be of great help.

3. A new unit may be established within the organization to carry

on research in the various types of problems of general administration

outlined in the previous section. This unit would probably also, espe-

cially in smaller concerns, do research work in problems of purchasing,

selling, industrial relations or other functions as well as for general

administration. If this is planned, care should be taken that all the

energy of the new unit is not diverted from the general problems to the

concrete and often attractive problems of these special fields.

The first essentials for workers selected for such a research unit is

that they shall have minds of the analytic type and that they shall

have the scientific attitude that problems should be solved by an imper-

sonal determination of the facts and analysis of such facts by the best

available methods. Usually this requirement implies special training

in statistics, economics or business administration, or perhaps in

physics, chemistry, mathematics, biolog}% engineering or other sci-

ences. If the unit contains more than one worker (other than cleri-

cal), it is desirable that they have different types of training and expe-

rience. One man, for instance, may be an economist with special

university training; another an engineer with experience in the com-

pany; a third an actuarial statistician, and a fourth a practical account-

ant familiar with the records kept by the different departments.

In dividing the work among several men, problems of the first and

second type mentioned above—analysis of current rate of activity and

analysis of industrial developments—might be made the special field

of one man
;
problems of the fourth type might be assigned to a sec-

ond man, and so forth. It is also usually advantageous to assign cleri-

cal helpers more or less permanently to the same jobs, so that as soon

as the method of handling a recurring problem has been worked out,

the maintenance of the records and routine analyses can be left largely

in the hands of the clerks, thus releasing the trained specialists for

assaults on new difficulties. Permanent assignment also makes it pos-

sible to train the clerical workers in specialized statistical techniques.

Calculation of correlation coefficients, for instance, and of seasonal
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factors, can be carried through almost entirely by clerks who are spe-

cially trained.

The attachment and name of the research unit for general adminis-

trative problems is a matter on which practice is not uniform. It

may be called the Statistical Department or the Planning Department,

and its head may report directly to the president, or perhaps more often

to the comptroller, if that officer is responsible for coordinating the

facts used as a basis for decisions by the board of directors. The
essential points in this connection are that the field of activity of

the unit shall be clearly understood, that it shall have authority to get

the necessary internal facts that it needs, and that its findings shall reach

with reasonable directness the officers who are really responsible for

deciding policy.

Miscellaneous Principles and Suggestions. As in part a re-

statement of some of the points of this chapter, and in part a state-

ment of related ideas which have not been mentioned, the following

comments are made. It is still too early in the development of research

for general management to lay down any set of formal general prin-

ciples of management.

1. Ever}^ problem in management should be analyzed without pas-

sion, prejudice or desire for personal advantage.

2. As decisions on questions of general management require a diffi-

cult combination of detailed knowledge of a particular problem and a

broad view of all aspects of the enterprise in relation to the industrial

world, cooperation of specialists and general managers is essential.

3. Stafif specialists assigned to assist the general management should

combine as far as possible experience in the particular enterprise with

a broad range of interests and the attitude of scientific research. Aca-

demic training in the physical sciences, mathematics or economics has

often proved advantageous.

4. Information from all departments should be furnished regularly

to some central department in so far as it is really desirable for decid-

ing questions of policy, for appraisal of results secured by departments

as a whole, or for central control. Reports comparing the units within

a department, or helping to control the relative rate of activity of such

units, should not be centralized.

5. The task of deciding on policies and seeing that they are carried

out should be recognized as distinct from the task of investigating

problems. Whether or not the same officers or employees do perform

both functions is a matter on which the practice is not uniform. In

general, little thoroughgoing research is likely to be done unless some

workers are assigned to that function without executive responsibility,

except for work closely related to their research.
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6. As data are seldom available by which most questions of general

administration can be treated with scientific rigor, it is usually neces-

sary to include an element of judgment in the final decision. The

function of the analysis is often to rule out some possible decisions

and to modify in detail the decision finally adopted rather than to

secure a logically inevitable "right answer."
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CHAPTER V

RESEARCH FOR MERCHANDISING AND SELLING ^

The principles of scientific management as formulated by Taylor

are applicable to marketing operations, but it is perhaps his first prin-

ciple—science, not rule of thumb—which comes nearest to being appli-

cable in its literal sense. The only qualification necessary in this case

lies in the limitations of the word "science." Market data are inexact

data, at best, and hence their use, while it has scientific elements,

belongs in the category of those less precise sciences in which, after

all has been done to insure accuracy, much remains still uncertain and

subject to human judgment. Much advance has been made over the

complete dependence on "rule of thumb" formerly universal in market-

ing operations, but it is necessary to confess at the outset of our dis-

cussion that the scientific element in marketing is a relative rather than

an absolute one.

Not only are these data inexact, but for some markets they are so

incomplete as to be of only limited use. Nevertheless, even where the

facts about markets are scarce, difficult to obtain and inaccurate, the

experience of those who have used them has been that the technique of

market planning gains by their use ; and as the data improve, it is to

be expected that both the actual material and the skill in the use of it

will show betterment.

Any market study for any product of voluntary use to be sold for

an appreciable consumer price involves not only the presence of people

but also ability and a disposition to buy the product offered for sale.

By the law of averages it may, and frequently does, happen that the

quantitative population figures alone furnish a satisfactory guide to

the qualitative factors represented by ability and inclination to buy.

But when these qualitative elements can be measured or even judged

by reflected data, the mere enumeration is that much more valuable.

Brute force in selling will accomplish much, as truly as it will in any

other form of effort. But as sales effort becomes less dependent on

brow-beating a customer and more dependent on serving him by virtue

of a real knowledge of him and of the motives that control his buying

activities, the greater will be its value to both buyer and seller.

' By Paul T. Cherington, Director of Research, J. Walter Thompson Company, New
York ; Professor of Marketing, Stanford University, Calif.
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It is indispensable, of course, to know and assemble all the essential

facts about the number, geographic distribution and economic status

of customers or "prospects." But the point I want to make clear is

that these have to do only with ability to buy. Unless these facts are

supplemented by knowledge of resistances, susceptibilities, habits, prej-

udices, customs, buying motives and the utilization of these—which

affect the inclination to buy—only part of the truth about the market

is known. With these factors analyzed, marketing is largely a matter

of skill. With quantitative data only, it must be largely a matter of

brute force.

Sales managers have, in the United States, the largest and richest

contiguous area on the planet which may be regarded as a single mar-

ket. In some ways, it is a unified market, but notwithstanding its

unity in the matter of language, monetary system, transportation facili-

ties and commercial customs, it presents wide variations in detail and

enormous diversity in buying power as well as in the nature of the

people and the facilities by which they may be supplied with goods.

Until within a few years the buying capacity of this market, as

applied to the sale of the products of any one concern, could be meas-

ured with sufficient accuracy by any good thumb-rule. The National

Cash Register Company, for example, is said to have based its sales

plans quite successfully for many years on an estimated annual con-

sumption of one cash register for each four hundred people. Other

concerns for years did a satisfactory business on similar rough general

approximations of consuming capacity.

But in recent years the shortcomings of such general averages have

been increasingly apparent. They have required so many local adjust-

ments that they have long ago ceased to be even approximate bases for

the construction of sales quotas. Within the past ten years many new
suggestions have been tried out, and within the past five years substan-

tial progress toward more accurate methods has been made.

There are few studies in this field which are not obliged to take into

account one or more of the non-political bases for subdivision of

population. These are as numerous as the whims of human impulse,

but often they are more powerful influences than nationality. The
markets for some products are determined by the economic status of

the people. Silk underwear, for instance, may be ever so much desired,

but for most people, under present circumstances, it is a luxury not

practical for general use. Other markets rest on habits and customs

;

as, for example, market preferences for brown eggs in Boston and

for white eggs in New York. Others are dependent on prejudices,

such as those which account for the difficulty of selling certain cuts of

meat. Climatic conditions are another factor; mufflers and ear tabs
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sell briskly in New England, and not at all in certain other sections of

the country, equally cold but with less humidity.

Racial influences are among the strongest factors determining mar-

kets. The 978 foreign-language newspapers published in the United

States bear evidence of the importance of racial cleavages. The com-
posite nature of the population is illustrated by this as it is also by the

more familiar facts that in New York City there are more Irish people

than in Dublin, more Jews than in Palestine, and more Italians than in

Rome. The 800,000 Italians in New York, for instance, are served

by 1,933 Italian grocery stores and 204 Italian drug stores—more than

all the stores of these classes in some entire states. The foreign-born

population of the United States is one-fourth of the total and in New
York State the foreign born is one-half. Over 70 per cent of the

population of New York City is either foreign born or of foreign

parentage.

The United States has about one-quarter as great a population as

Europe in an area approximately equal. The chief contrast is that our

races are mixed together in forty-eight states united in a federal gov-

ernment, while those of Europe are held separate by languages, tariffs

and other factors in forty-one distinct countries.

It is seldom that any one of these factors determining markets

operates alone, although it is not uncommon for one to stand out

conspicuously above the others as a controlling influence. Moreover

there is none of these effective restraints on markets which can be

regarded as permanently operative. All market studies are confined

largely to the present tense.

The market for snuff gives a concrete instance. The output of snuff

in this country is about 38,000,000 pounds a year, and it is increasing.

Scottish and Norwegian snuffs are sold among the peoples descended

from those two stocks, illustrating racial influences. The mountain-

eers of Kentucky and Tennessee still pursue the habits which were

general a century ago, illustrating the influence of established habits.

Climatic influences also doubtless have something to do with it. But

the present limits of the market may be only temporary. The mourn-

ful literature of a century ago is full of sorrow over the spread of

the snuff habit among women very much as our own scolds at the

spread of the cigarette habit—regarded by many people as more harm-

ful and more disgusting than snuff-taking. Similarly, the annual out-

put of plug tobacco, which amounts to over a pound for every man,

woman and child, is at present confined to consumption by a relatively

small part of the population. It may spread to Fifth Avenue and

other select circles now using other forms of tobacco, but for the pres-
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ent its market is mainly among men who spend most of their time

out-of-doors.

Any form of technical equipment, such as machine tools, offers an

example of a product whose market is determined by the nature of the

article and the uses to which it may be put. Neither great social

change nor many of the other factors determining the markets for con-

sumers' goods are likely to affect materially the influences which

determine the actual or potential market for such products. Economic

depression may postpone purchases, and competition may cause shifts

from one specific machine to another, but the market remains fairly

stable and can be measured by almost purely quantitative standards.

The complexity of the market factors and their constant shifting

make the sale of consumers' goods peculiarly dependent upon influences

beyond internal control. Plant expansion, the acceleration or retard-

ing of the rate of production, the direction of sales pressure and all

the other internal adjustments which must be made following shifts

in the market (whether those shifts may be natural or induced) all

require time. A change in a market which necessitates months of work

before production is adjusted to it may occur almost overnight. Con-

versely, changes in conditions of production have sometimes produced

changes in markets which have been long in working out. The inter-

relation between the problems of production and marketing have

grown more intimate year by year. A relatively short time ago almost

any manufacturer could sell goods up to the capacity of his plant by

appealing to any convenient portion of the possible market. But, with

the growth of plants in both size and number, the sharpened competi-

tion with other producers of similar products, substitute competition,

and with the increased scattering of response due to multiplied pressure,

it is no longer possible to depend on getting adequate results from

efforts to reach a market without a factual background.

The greatest difficulty in setting up a sales quota is to find a satisfac-

tory compromise between detail and generalization. Many beautifully

constructed quotas have groaned terribly in operation, or failed to

work altogether, because they were too intricate or too detailed.

Others, on the other hand, have put the sales force into a state of ill-

natured rebellion because they were incompletely worked out or were

founded on facts inadequately established.

. The best service a quota can render is as a current measure of

performance. It is like the golfer's "par for hole." For this purpose,

it is at best a balancing of many factors—buying possibilities of the

market, and such others as experience has shown to be significant.
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One of the earliest of the widely accepted suggestions for indicating

buying power by counties was that developed by the Curtis Publishing

Company under the direction of their Research Director, C. C. Parlin,

in which they based the buying capacity, first of states and then of cities

and finally of counties, on the combined circulation figures of their

three publications—a woman's magazine, a popular weekly and a farm
magazine. These three publications, operating in three distinct fields,

had for several years been consistently at work building up circulation

of these three types. These circulation efforts constituted a process of

selection of three well-defined types of people which had been carried

on consistently on a large enough scale and over a long enough period

to result in characteristic selections from the total population. These
figures have been widely used during the past five years and have

proved to be of real value in sales-quota construction.

A similar selection has been made use of by the Crowell Publishing

Company. But the Crowell organization has pushed the use of this

type of figures a step farther by combining them with other figures

indicating the accessibility and purchasing power of the country by
counties. Under direction of Dr. J. H. Hayes this work during the

past year has been still further developed by making use of the figures

on incomes prepared by the National Bureau of Economic Research,

and the estimates of purchasing power by counties prepared by Mr. H.

G. Weaver of the General Motors Corporation. With these in com-

bination Dr. Hayes has developed a set of figures covering effective

incomes by counties which has proved to be of great value in sales-

quota construction.

Another line of effort which paralleled these in a measure, in point

of time, has been the working out of trading centers. In this work

the two most conspicuous contributions have been the list of 657
trading centers worked out by the International Magazine Company

under the direction of F. D. Wood, and the figures covering eighty-

one cities of 100,000 population or over combined with the population

and purchasing power figures for the surrounding territory covered

by a leading newspaper in each of the cities. This is known as the

"Study of All American Markets," and was prepared by the 100,000

Group of American Cities in 1928.

With figures available for counties, and others for the larger and

more important trading centers, the next step in the development of

sales-quota methods was an attempt to group these county figures

about the figures for the centers to which they are tributary. The

principle of this is simple and rather obvious, but its practical working

out is full of difficulties. To the further practical development of
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this idea the J. Walter Thompson Company has given much attention

during the past three years.

Perhaps the most serious difficulty in this work is that growing out

of the vagueness of the term "tributary territory." There are, for

example, about i8o cities in the country which are primary grocery

jobbing centers with large grocery jobbing houses ; but, taking large

centers and small ones together, there are 567 centers with grocery

jobbing houses of substantial size. One of our first efforts was to

group about these 567 centers the territory more accessible from those

centers respectively than from any others. In revising this work for

publication, the Bureau of Domestic Commerce of the Department of

Commerce regrouped these territories about the 180 primary centers

alone.

Either plan is effective for groceries, but neither grouping works

wholly satisfactorily for drug products. With proper allowances for

the large center jobbers operating on an interstate basis there are 205

drug centers with quite a different grouping from that for groceries.

Again, for goods sold to the dry-goods and department-store trades,

the picture is very different from either of the others. There are 681

places having large department stores, and 632 additional places with

smaller ones. About these places it is possible to group surrounding

counties in retail shopping areas which will have few exact parallels

with the areas for jobbing either drugs or groceries. The J. Walter

Thompson Company has prepared, and published in 1928, a detailed

tabulation of these retail shopping areas for the entire country.

By constructing in the manner thus outlined a series of subdivisions

of the country into various types of homogeneous areas, or markets

tributary to centers, it might be possible to find a number of centers

appearing on all or several of the lists which would then become a

recognizable group of general trading centers. But in the meantime

groupings of trading areas about recognizable centers for the various

individual trades seem to offer the best results.

Great progress has been made in the development of figures for

use in sales quotas. The quantitative figures have been increased in

variety and trustworthiness; qualitative figures which give some idea

of purchasing power have also been made much more useful; and

finally, the grouping of these figures in conformity with the sales

practice and experience of the individual concern has shown marked

advance. Instead of measuring sales in a given place merely by com-

parison with the population of a political group, they are now being-

measured more nearly by the people who ought to be reached from that

place with due consideration of their ability to buy.
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In addition to these studies of markets in general, there have been
made during the past ten years an ever-increasing number of studies

of markets for specific commodities or of special marketing methods.

Most of these, of necessity, are of a confidential character so far as

their details are concerned, but some indication of the character of

studies of this kind may be given.

For example, a manufacturer of automobile accessories found that

while he had thousands of customers on his books, a dominant per-

centage of his business was coming from less than one-tenth of the

total, A careful study revealed the geography and commercial nature

of a new scheme of customer selection which gave him adequate rep-

resentation, while at the same time it enabled him to eliminate a large

number of unprofitable outlets. And all of this market study was pre-

liminary to a revised advertising appeal. Again, a maker of three types

of furniture found that he was making little headway in expanding his

market for the one of the three on which all his advertising effort was
being concentrated, while the unadvertised lines were giving him a

larger profit per item sold. By a recasting of his distributing structure,

careful selection of outlets and a shift in his advertising emphasis, the

business in all three lines was given new life with a substantial increase

in both sales and profits. In another case two concerns in the same
lines merged, one making a low-priced product and the other a medium-
priced product of a kindred sort. Advertising of the medium-priced

line under the joint name greatly increased the sales of the low-priced

product while it virtually killed the sale of the medium-priced line.

Before success was attained it was necessary to start the medium-priced

line with a new name wholly separated from its low-priced colleague,

letting the low-priced article take all the benefit of the elevated market

created by the joint name.

When the market for fresh yeast for home baking began to feel

the inroads of factory-baked products, a new market for it was found

by making known the health-giving properties of this form of food

eaten in its uncooked state. The electrical industry, railways, makers

of food products, drug sundries, household appliances and numerous

other lines of business have come to recognize the necessity for shaping

their approach to the American market in the light of established facts

rather than on their desires or on the "strong arm" methods of some

of the successful market exploiters of over a decade or two ago.
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CHAPTER VI

RESEARCH FOR CLERICAL OPERATIONS ^

One may ask whether there is need for research in the field of

clerical operations. The answer is immediate and emphatic. In the

LInited States there was expended in 1927 for clerical wages alone

about $4,960,000,000. This great sum of money was expended for

labor which was largely indirect and which must be added to the cost

of product as a part of the general figure for burden. Research in

this field produces results both in lowered costs and improved work-
manship; it is common practice to secure expense reductions of from

25 to 50 per cent of existing wage costs. Such a percentage applied

to the national clerical expense produces an astonishing figure which
represents our national waste through use of unscientific office methods.

For illustration: in the year 1927 one large American corporation

made economies in the operation of its offices which exceeded $200,000.

These economies were the direct result of analytical research of organ-

ization and method. The cost of the research, together with the cost

of the record keeping which resulted, was about $12,000 for the year.

The economy was the result of waste-saving methods or systems,

accompanied by financial incentives to employees for better production.

The increased payments to employees were about $40,000 for the year,

and the net gain to the corporation, after deducting payment to em-
ployees and the cost of doing the work, was about $150,000. The
cost of the research and record keeping was about eight cents of every

dollar that was saved.

Figure i, representing the actual case of an office involving several

hundred employees, is a graphical illustration of the efifect on both

production and earnings of the establishment of standards based on

such research as is described in this chapter.

Assume that we have the problem of the reorganization of a typical

medium-sized American office. There are about one hundred employees

working under the direction of the corporation secretary, or possibly

of a bookkeeper. The furniture, files and so on are the result of

occasional haphazard purchases, and little or no planning for the future

has been attempted. There is some office machinery: typewriters,

bookkeeping machines, a multigraph, a letter opener and possibly tab-

ulating machines. In all probability both furniture and machine pur-

^By Walter D. Fuller, Secretary, Curtis Publishing Company, Philadelphia.
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chases have been the result of clever selling by a specialty salesman and
not the result of analysis and planning on the part of the office

executives.

Let us assume that the force consists of about ten stenographers

doing more or less mixed secretarial and stenographic v^ork, five cor-

respondents, ten bookkeepers, thirty record clerks taking care of sales

records and the like, five file clerks, ten statistical and payroll employees,

fifteen persons on direct mail circularizing work, and a small group of

miscellaneous employees such as messengers, reception clerks, telephone

operators and secretaries.

Some company executive feels that all is not right and in the course

of time the office conies under his control. How, then, shall he proceed

to study his office and to make the needed changes ?

All reorganization that deserves the term "scientific" must move
along certain broad lines. There must first be the determination of

the analytical factors, which include the history, the problem and the

facts. Following this analysis, methods in vogue and others that may
be devised must be tried experimentally, measured and valued, and the

good sifted from the "not-so-good" and bad. These experiments must
cover such things as office management, materials, personnel, methods
of work and instructions. Finally the best methods must be installed

and made permanent through proper organization, careful scheduling

and detailed planning.

In accomplishing these results the first duty of the analyst is an

initial survey and write-up.

Initial Survey and Write-Up. It is impossible for any one to

change an organization intelligently unless he thoroughly understands

the work, the aims and purposes of the office. Experience has proved

that there is but one way to be certain that a person has such knowl-

edge. The way is not easy and involves laborious work, much of

which may seem trifling, but if this work is not done painstakingly

and carefully, then the job of real analysis will never be accomplished.

Often one hears executives say, "I am interested in the broader

phases of the work—the detail does not interest me and I do not

know or trouble with it." Such a statement indicates a fundamentally

wrong attitude, and unless it is changed no really constructive program

can be attempted. It is not necessary for the executive to know per-

manently each detail of the affairs of his office, but at the beginning

he must know them in order to lay out the organization. In this

layout he can provide controls which will keep him in touch with

the important details, and which will take but a small portion of his

time. Another reason for requiring fundamental knowledge is that a

chief who does not know will never have the full confidence and
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respect of the workers, and in the office as in the factory, it is leaders

and not drivers that are needed.

It is necessary first to analyze the purposes and aims of the office

—

what is being accomplished and why. The analyst should start by

determining these facts and setting them down on paper. He must

then study and write up in detail an outline of the actual work of the

office as it moves to accomplish these ends. This write-up must be

logical—presenting all the facts—and must be a connected story; not

merely a collection of unrelated descriptions of the work of individuals.

The following items are merely indicative : history and ideals ; aims for

the future; office arrangement; space, light, heat and ventilation;

personnel of workers, length of service, health and probable future

business life; methods of payment; equipment; description of work;

use of machines with costs ; necessity of each detail as it affects the

end to be accomplished and its cost ; study of seasonal conditions

;

flow of work
;
production records and costs ; individual production,

wage and cost per unit; description of any experimental tests already

made with results.

The purpose of this write-up is to force the analyst to make a com-

plete study of conditions as they are, and to compel him to work out

the necessary correlation and coordination which must exist among
activities in a well-managed office.

The Constructive Write-Up. As the initial write-up progresses,

the analyst is certain to discover bad system ; that is, illogical situations

and disconnected and partially unnecessary activities. It is also prob-

able that many of the methods in effect are the result of the opinions

of the management rather than the result of thoughtful scientific

experiment. He must therefore now begin the write-up of an ideal

office. He must set down his ideals and aims and then plan to move
in the most effective and economical way to accomplish them. The
initial write-up was a reporting of facts as they were. This con-

structive write-up must disregard present limitations and difficulties and

must attempt to lay out an ideal condition. It must accomplish the

essentials in the simplest way, arrange for the most efficient office

layout and equipment and standardize the methods of work as far as

possible. It should determine the unit operations and production units,

and it must provide means for securing a proper record of production,

times and costs.

In office work the "unit operations" are such things as taking dicta-

tion, writing dictated letters, writing phonographic letters and secre-

tarial work. The term "production unit" indicates the unit by which

the production of an operation is measured. For the hypothetical

office assumed for illustrative purposes in this chapter the breakdown
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of operations and production units will probably be something like

that given below, although these outlines are purely indicative and

explanatory-

other :

jvery office will naturally differ in details from every

Operation

Taking dictation

Writing dictated letters

Writing phonographic letters

Typing
Cleaning machine

Secretarial work

Dictating letters

Handling mail

Posting items

Addressing forms

Operating machine
Making shipping orders

Unit

Stenographic

None
Inches or strokes as measured by

meter on the typewriter

Same as above

Same as above
None
None

Correspondence

Time consumed or letters dictated

Bookkeeping

Letters handled

Items posted

Forms addressed

Items handled

Orders finished

Records

The operation will vary as woi'k of the office varies; perhaps there will be:

Posting sales records

Mail opening

Tabulating

Filing letters

Consulting letters

Items posted

Letters opened

Items handled

Filing

Letters filed

Letters looked up

Statistical and Payroll

Will vary according to the office

work
May be difficult to determine but

can usually be done

Direct Mail

Folding circulars

Machine operation

Hand addressing

Enclosing

Stamping

Circulars folded

Meter revolutions or items

Pieces addressed

Pieces enclosed

Pieces stamped

The determination of operations is usually a simple matter,

decide what the production unit shall be is usually more difficult,

typing, letter filing and simple circular work the unit is obvious and

To
In
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easy, but in l)Ookkee})inj^ and intricate clerical work it is more diffi-

cult. It will sometimes be necessary to have many units and to estab-

lish a relationship between them based upon their difficulty so that

they may all be reduced to one common denominator.

The records pertaining to an operation will show the amount of

production in terms of the production unit per unit of time.

This constructive write-up, like the initial one, must actually be

written and must be a complete and connected story. It should go

into the costs of the new methods (estimated if necessary) and must

make clear the advantages of the proposed new plan. It must begin

with a clear statement of the reasons for the office and the aims and

ideals which are to be accomplished. Everything undertaken in this

write-up must be for a purpose and this purpose must be a real one

that can be demonstrated as a genuine need. In this write-up the

analyst must divest himself of all prejudices and must constantly ask

himself such questions as the following: Is this need demonstrated?

Has this method been proved by experiment ? Is the extreme accuracy

of this method worth its cost? Is not the checking and inspection of

this method really ineffective and does it not increase cost beyond its

value? Exactly why is this particular thing done? It is particularly

important that mere impressions of the necessity for methods and

actions should not be accepted. Everything must bear the scrutiny

of fundamental investigation—frequently of experimental trial.

Once this idealized plan is written, it must be compared with the

practical situation, and such modifications must be made as circum-

stances compel. These modifications may be temporary or permanent.

Then the best means must be determined for making changes in accord-

ance with the plan. Radical changes usually have to be made grad-

ually; the whole subject should be gone over and the best method of

approach adopted. The motto "Evolution, not revolution," applies

particularly to changes in office work. Violent changes in office routine

are rarely advisable. It is much better to make the moves gradually, but

none the less steadily. Such a program, however, requires that the

moves should be planned in advance and that the whole reorganization

should be the result of studied effort. As the new plan goes into

effect, it is imjx)rtant that written instructions should be issued for

each activity, that employees be coached in the ideals and aims of the

office, and that they be stimulated to develop and suggest their in-

dividual ideas for betterment.

Close personal supervision must be given during this period as

there will be a tendency to swing back to old and careless methods.

Gradually the new plan will be accepted and establish its habit patterns.

A few changes in personnel may be necessary but most employees will
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accept the changes, particularly if they respect the executive and under-
stand the purpose of his plan and its value to them.

Illustrative Investigations. The initial survey and write-up gave
the new office manager a picture of conditions as he found them. The
constructive write-up is essentially a description of the new way in

which the office work is to be done. We have said that this constructive

write-up has been determined at every point by analysis of records,

experiments and other means of determining most suitable methods
of performing operations. It is now our purpose to give one or two
illustrative cases of office research, representing the detailed determina-

tion of facts in the plan.

In the first place it should be observed that considerable research has

been done in the field of office management and its results are available

in various publications. It is not necessary that an office manager
duplicate these investigations. For example, the New York State

Commission on Ventilation has made an extensive study of ventilation

in schools and the data are applicable to office situations.^

The laboratories of electric lighting companies have made investiga-

tions of office illumination, and minimum standards have been formu-
lated. Special types of desks for various kinds of office work have
been developed by experiment, and these are far superior to those gen-

erally in use. The investigations of Professor Sabine, of Harvard
University, have developed several types of sound-absorbent material

which diminish reverberation and consequently the fatigue of noise in

office work. The Rogers Laboratory of Physics, Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, has investigated the work required to operate sev-

eral makes of typewriters.^ Mr. Max Freyd, of the Personnel Re-

search Federation and the Retail Research Association, has done

considerable work in the development of scientific methods of selecting

workers for particular vocations. Other data of these kinds are

available to office managers and should be utilized to save unnecessary

duplication of research.

But the fact still remains that the greater part of the problems per-

taining to any particular office is peculiar to that office, although such

problems as heat, light, ventilation, and the characteristics of some

special kinds of equipment may be resolved by reference to recorded

researches. The operations peculiar to a particular office, such as the

flow of work, the arrangement of desks and other facilities to accom-

modate the flow of work, and the method of performing particular

'^Report of the New York State Commission on Ventilation, New York, E. P.

Dutton and Company, 1923.
" Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Vol. L., No. 29,

p. 29.
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operations, require special investigations and the formulation of special

standards for each and every office.

Even with respect to office machines the claims of manufacturers

should as a rule be accepted with a great deal of caution, for the

success of a machine in one office is by no means proof that it will be

equallv successful under other conditions. The following actual test

of bookkeeping machines will illustrate the possibilities of research

along these lines

:

A concern had practically decided upon one make of machine as the

best for its requirements. The salesman of the machine manufac-

turers had estimated that eighteen machines would be needed, at a

cost of $22,000. The amount involved, however, influenced the

concern to have a scientific test made of several machines before

finally deciding. Four leading manufacturers were asked to send

machines—we may distinguish these by the letters A, B, C and D.

Certain test conditions were submitted, to which all the competing

manufacturers agreed.

This test lasted for a period of six weeks, and the result was that

machine "A" showed a record that placed it—on an average of all

tests—well ahead of its competitors. This was not the machine at

first decided upon by the department heads ; the one they had favored

before the test ranked third in the test.

In addition to this, it was found that the record made by machine

"A" necessitated the hiring of but nine operators, nine of the "A"
machines being found sufficient for the needs of the concern. Further-

more, machine "A" cost but $1,000, while the one decided upon before

the test cost over $1,200, and eighteen of these machines, necessitating

eighteen operators, had been recommended.

The savings resulting from this research may be conservatively

figured as follows

:

Cost of 18 machines originally considered $22 ,000

Cost of 9 machines with best record 9,000

Savings on machines cost $13 , 000

Wages of 9 operators saved per annvim 9 , 000

Total saving first year $22 ,000

Cost of test—about 2 , 000

Net saving first year $20 , 000

It should be noted in addition that the saving on operators would con-

tinue year after year.

The following is a typical example of the setting of a standard on

a decide ^.!y non-repetitive job—checking invoices with orders.
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The job was divided into five elements, as follows : ( i ) place papers
and underline branch name; (2) check items; (3) fill in blank on
order; (4) fill in blank on jacket; (5) draw line on order and replace

papers. In addition, there were the elements of exchanging a finished

job for a new one and recording the amount of the finished work
on the office production record.

There were seventeen main classifications of material, on which
records covering a representative period were kept and the results

tabulated as follows :

TABLE 1

KIND OF MATERIAL
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TABLE 2

KIND OF

MATERIAL
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TABLE 4

Th

KIND OF

MATERIAL
PERCENTAGE

OF ALL ORDERS
standard time

(min.)

weighted
standard time

(min.)

Class a

.

Class b.

Class c

.

Class d.

.82

1. 16

I OS

0738
•0333

. 1276

•1785

The general development of standards such as these, involving re-

search and their application and use through incentive systems, has

the twofold accomplishment of eliminating v^aste, expediting handling

and lowering costs for the employer at the same time that employee

earnings are increased—a definite goal from the very beginnings of

scientific management, but only now being attained on a considerable

scale in office and clerical operations.
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CHAPTER VII

RESEARCH FOR PRODUCTION ^

The research of the management engineer, the objective of which

is discovery of standards to serve as dependable factors of calculation

in planned control of production, is the subject of this chapter. How-
ever, attention must be given briefly to that environment of research in

pure engineering within which the management engineer works and

which gives him his facilities.

Basic Production Research.—The size of industrial enterprises

has so increased that many of them can afford to carry the cost of

specialized departments engaged in research in both pure science and

applied science. It is necessary only to refresh the reader's memory
by citing such enterprises as the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company, the General Electric Company, the Westinghouse Electric

Company and the Western Electric Company in electrical engineering

;

the leading manufacturers of automotive vehicles in mechanical engin-

eering; the Standard Oil Company, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and

Company, Parke Davis and Company and the H. K. Mulford Com-
pany in chemistry; and by citing such commodities as Mazda bulbs,

the Wright engine, Duco, and radio tubes, condensers and trans-

formers.^ The work done in the research departments of these indus-

trial concerns is of an intensity comparable with that done in univer-

sities, and the resources are far greater. The results of these researches

of private industry are both shared and stimulated through government

bureaus and numerous professional associations in mechanical, elec-

trical, chemical and metallurgical engineering. These research facilities

of industry have developed step by step with consumer demand for

variety in goods and the opportunity for mechanization in their pro-

duction made possible by increasing wealth, mass consumption and

mass production.

^ By George D. Babcock, Vice President Central Lumber Mills, Inc., Fletcher, N. C.

The author desires to acknowledge the cooperation of Dr. H. S. Person in the prepara-

tion of this chapter.

^ Replies from 599 manufacturing concerns to a questionnaire of the National

Research Council in 1928 disclosed that these concerns were spending nearly

$12,000,000 annually on research {Recent Econoviie Changes, p. 108). The Western

Electric Company is said to maintain a staff of 2,000 research workers and to spend

$8,000,000 annually on research activities ; General Electric and General Motors each

over $1,000,000 annually {Iron Age, September i, 1927, p. 567).
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The research departments of industrial enterprises are concerned

not only with the discovery or invention of new commodities and facili-

ties, but also with improvement of existing standard commodities and
facilities. Research for the improvement of standard commodities
has become a characteristic of medium-sized and small as well as of

large enterprises. Much of the research by small enterprises is

empirical in nature, although generally the research departments in

the smaller plants are manned by men of technical training. There is

scarcely a manufacturer of agricultural machinery, factory equipment,

household appliances, chemicals and drugs, and many other commodi-
ties, which does not have its engineering unit constantly working on
improvement in design, construction or basic production processes.

Such varied basic research has become essential for survival to all

except monopolistic enterprises. The invention of a new container

tube cap may afford a differential advantage in competition to a

manufacturer of tooth paste; or of a wrapping machine to a manufac-
turer of candy. This research we have characterized as basic produc-

tion research. It yields the varied products and equipments of industry.

Production Management Research. The production research

with which this chapter is concerned, however, is directed at discovery

of principles and procedures of wise selection and adaptation of mate-

rials, equipment, tools, labor and processes, and of their more precise

and economical utilization.

The controlling objective of such research is the discovery as a

managerial problem of the best materials, subject to basic engineering

specifications, from which to make products; the best choice of ma-
chines and tools for particular processes ; the best miscellaneous condi-

tions surrounding and influencing each process; the best coordination

of all the factors which enter into production operations ; and ultimately

the establishment of these "bests" as imiform and known factors in

terms of which plans are made, processes governed, capacities utilized

and output and costs predetermined; in short, to permit production

operations to be characterized as completely as possible by predeter-

mination instead of chance.

The logical starting-point of management research in a particular

plant is the product itself, for product specifications have an influential

reach back into the nature of the production processes and their organi-

zation. At this point merchandising, engineering and production have

a joint problem. The sales department is responsible for the marketing

characteristics of the product—its adaptation to consumer use, and its

quality and style; the engineering or equivalent department is respon-

sible for basic materials, design and construction; but after these

departments have made their contributions, there arise questions of
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processing and cost which must not be ignored. Therefore the re-

searches of the production department should unite with those of the

marketing and engineering departments in a joint determination of

final specifications of the product, which include not only the product

itself but also containers, packing and total conditions of shipment.

These specifications having been determined, production research

next gives attention to problems of procurement of the selected mate-

rials. Although it is the purchasing department which is responsible

for establishing sources of supply and for actual procurement, the

schedule of purchases—what, how much and when—is designed as a

result of production research to meet the requirements of production

schedules. The principal research problem here is to determine the

safe least quantity of each item of materials in which capital is to be

tied up without risk of loss through interruption of processes because

essential items are not immediately available when required.

Then follow investigations of the problem of handling materials

upon their receipt—methods of inspection, methods of storing accord-

ing to the nature, quantities and frequency of issue of the various

items, conditions of custody and routines of issue. Problems of

handling worked materials and stock items of product are investigated

in a similar manner. Investigations such as these pertaining to

materials establish a factual basis for firm and economical control of

materials, which is one of the corner stones of firm and economical

control of processing generally.

Logically next is that group of investigations pertaining to the opera-

tions involved in processing. Among these comes first the general

problem of flow of work with respect to each item of product, through

the series of technically inherent operations. This problem will vary

in its nature and complexity according to the difference in kinds and

sizes of plants, according to whether processes are analytic or syn-

thetic, items many or few, the machines multiple-purpose or single-

purpose, the processing for stock or customer-order, and so on. These

investigations should secure data which permit a most effective

arrangement of the series of operations and of the equipment in space,

and a quantitative adjustment of these, including not only the individual

machines but also shafting, conveying apparatus and other types of

auxiliary equipment.

This problem of general arrangement of the flow of work and the

number and location of individual work places having been met, there

then follows the investigation of each work place. Unless particular

circumstances compel an exception, the work place first in series should

be studied first, and the others in accordance with this sequence; for

the reason that the final arrangement as a
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the conditions at any particular work place frequently influences the

conditions at the work place next in series, and should be effected

before the latter becomes an object of study. If work place B is

studied and standardized before work place A, the later study and

standardization of work place A may so affect conditions at work
place B as to compel a complete new study and standardization of work
place B.^

These investigations, the object of which is to establish the best

combination of conditions at the individual work place, are likely to

be extensive in the range of detail, and some of the detailed studies

may have to be intensive in character. Is the particular machine the

most desirable among the models available for the predominant kinds

of work done in the particular shop? If yes, is it in every particular

most desirable or should it be more minutely adapted by redesign of

some of its parts? Are its provisions for speeds, feeds and other

adjustments most suitable? Is it desirable that its speed should be

stepped up, and if so, how much? What are the necessary provisions

for inspection and maintenance of the equipment? Are there adequate

jigs, fixtures and other auxiliary appliances? Are the tools the most

suitable and adequate? Does it receive the maximum delivery of power

from the shafting? Or, is the dynamo adequate? Are there suitable

arrangements for the temporary location of materials to be worked

upon, and for the disposition of materials as they come off the machine ?

Are the conditions such in every particular as to promote efficiency of

output and at the same time reduce the operators' efforts and fatigue

to a minimum? What are the requirements as to training of oper-

atives? These questions are only suggestive of the wide range of

problems which are the object of research in management's attempt

to standardize each work place so that it represents the best-known

combination of conditions for the dominant processing for which the

work place has been established.

The various work places having first been arranged in proper co-

ordination, and then each standardized to insure the best performance

of the characteristic operations of the shop, there next follows as a

group of research problems the study of individual operations to be

performed at the various work places. Although there has been a gen-

eral standardization of work places for types of operations, there must

now be particular standardizations and prescriptions for each particular

operation, for operations within a type may vary to a greater or less

degree in details.

Here is involved investigation of much the same kind of problems

as were present in the preceding investigation which led to general

^ Cf. Chapter XXVIII, p. 440.
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standardization of the work places, except that now the question is,

not what is the best range of feeds and speeds for the type of work to

be performed, but, for example, what are the particular feeds and

speeds for the performance of the operation of making item A 26.

And so it is with respect to every variable involved in processing item

A 26; and likewise with respect to item A 27, and every other item.

Specifications are thus derived for the standardization of processing on

each item at each work place. It is on instruction cards that these

specifications are eventually recorded, as illustrated in Figure 35
(page 219).

It is at this point that time study enters as one of the measures—

a

most important measure—of suitability of conditions and methods of

performing an operation. The first measure of suitability is of course

quality—the performance of the operation so that it results in a pre-

determined quality of result, for if the predetermined result is not

precisely achieved the method can never be "best." The second measure

of suitability is avoidance of undue strain upon operator and equip-

ment, for if these factors do not stand up, the result likewise can never

be achieved. These two criteria having been met, then the measure

by which the best remaining combinations of variables of condition

and method are determined is the shortness of the time of performing

the operation. Time is a major factor of wage cost under time-rate

methods of wage payment; is an important measure of cost under

nearly all forms of differential wage payment, and is a factor of capital

investment cost under all conditions. Its importance as a measure

of suitability of conditions and methods of performance in an enter-

prise in which success depends upon the maintenance of a difference

between expense and income is therefore evident. Time study as the

most important tool of process investigation will be given special con-

sideration in the last section of this chapter.

These time measurements have another importance than that of

determining the best operating conditions and procedures. As will

be observed on the instruction card reproduced in Figure 35 (page

219), the time for each unit of an operation and for the opera-

tion as a whole is indicated in conjunction with the listed best se-

quence of performance units of the operation. This total of infor-

mation not only serves the supervisor in planning and scheduling

work, but it serves the operative in many ways : as a guide to the best

sequence of unit elements in the performance of the operation; as a

goal to aim at with respect to performance time ; as information gov-

erning the basis on which wage contracts are made, and as informa-

tion on which executive computation of plant capacity, costs and other

items of executive interest have been computed. The worker is given
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information concerning details of standards comparable to those pos-

sessed by the planning room which uses these data in planning and
controlling operations. He has an understanding of just what is

expected before the job is started. The laying of this information

before the workers tends to insure accuracy and dependability in man-
agement's research processes and results for, although no one worker

may possess as much information as the research group, the aggregate

of information possessed by all the workers is sufficient to stimulate

painstaking work on the part of the research group, or their careers

as investigators will come to a timely end.

In this exposition, deliberately oversimplified for the sake of brevity,

we have suggested the nature of the investigations pertinent to product;

materials, their procurement, custody and handling; general stand-

ardization of machines, tools and work places with respect to types of

operations; and particular standardization of each operation within

any type. Let no reader think that these investigations so simply

described involve other than prolonged and painstaking investigation

and experiment. Perhaps the following summary statement of the

problems involved in the development of scientific management in a

shop will give a more impressive picture of the researches which are

necessarily involved :

^

1. Development of an organization plan for departments and subdivisions,

defining authority, nature, scope and limitations of activities, and relations and

responsibilities of each department;

2. Development of a lay-out plan of departments and equipment, to provide

for the rearrangement when necessary, and to include provision for expansion

rind new departments in accordance with the organization plan;

3. Collection and codification of data relating to product;

4. Collection and codification of data relating to machinery and other equip-

ment
;

5. Standardization of machines and development of a maintenance system;

6. Standardization of tools and development of a tool-room system;

7. Development of a stores system

;

8. Development of an order system;

9. Development of a timekeeping system to serve accounting purposes

;

10. Development of a routing system, including complete planning in advance

of work to be done in turning out product

;

11. Development of methods to follow up and control work-in-process;

12. Development of time study, development and standardization of opera-

tions and operating methods and a pay system based thereon

;

13. Development of a cost-accounting system.

Studies relating to the worker as a human being have become spe-

cialized and are left to the consideration of other chapters. But there

^ Hathaway, H. K., "Logical Steps in Installing the Taylor System of Manage-
ment," Industrial Maiiaycniciit, Vol. LX, No. 2, August, 1920, p. 93.
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still remains a group of shop researches imposed by the fact that the

total shop situation, particularly as affected by environmental influence,

is not always technically simple and may be now and then disturbed

by variables which management attempts and hopes to avoid but for

which provision must continually be made.

Among these contingencies is variability in the volume of work as

determined by the success of sales efforts. What is the effect on pro-

duction operations of such variability according to various degrees of

variability? To set up a machine for a particular operation on a lot

of product is a constant independent of the number of units in the lot.

This constant represents a continually diminishing factor in unit cost

of product as the lot size increases. Knowledge of its influence on

time, cost and other production standards is important, and that influ-

ence must be an object of careful investigation.

Another aspect of w^hat is a related problem is the question of invest-

ment in equipment, tools and labor. For what norm of capacity shall

the plant be equipped and manned? What is the influence of idle equip-

ment and labor on cost ? What is the breaking point between the cost of

investment in idle capacity and the cost of having peaks of production

met by contracts with other plants ? What should be the program of re-

trenchment for the time when sales decline; the program of expansion

when demand increases ? Such problems as these fall within the field of

responsibility of production research.

Again; what is the effective safe and economical rate of improve-

ment of facilities through replacement of depreciated equipment by

new models, revision of details of operating procedure and education

and training of the working force? Changes cannot be made by

what the statistician terms continuous intervals ; they must be made
by discrete intervals. Scientific management seeks that economical

balance between the advantage of stability and the disadvantage of

obsolescence

—

strives for a moznng equilibrimn—as regards methods

and skills as well as physical equipment. This point has been well

explained by Carl G. Barth.-"-

Before proceeding to any definite recommendations, it will be well to con-

sider the objection so often raised to the adoption of standards of any kind

—

that standardization blocks the way for further development and improvement.

If this were unqualifiedly true, standardization would almost be a crime; but

if we adopt a standard merely as representative of the best a trade or profes-

sion knows of at any one time, with the understanding that as soon as a decided

improvement is brought out a new standard will be adopted to parallel tem-

porarily, and eventually replace, the former standard, the danger of stagnation

will be obviated.

Perhaps my idea will be understood more readily by reference to (Figure 2)
^ Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. XII, No. 6, December, 1927, p. 554.
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in which the smooth curve ab tending toward the asymptote cd represents a
gradual development with immediate adoption of improvements in any line

toward an eventual highest possible attainment; and the broken line, whose
corners i, 2, 3, 4 and 5 lie in this curve, the only occasional adoption of such

improvements, when these have attained enough importance to make it worth
while to change from one temporary standard to a new one, both standards

then being in use during the period of change.

To such problems, general and detailed, scientific management
brings the pertinent resources of research, investigation and experi-

ment. With respect to some, the investigative efforts are continuous,

thorough and of the nature of genuine research; with respect to

others, more in the nature of quick surveys. Which it may be depends

upon the degree to which the problem is transitory or fundamental

in nature, or upon the probable value of the results to the particular

enterprise. While management is becoming more and more scientific,

in that it uses more and more the methods of science in discovering

4

Fig. 2. Revision of Standards by Discrete Instead of Continuous Intervals

factual bases for decisions as to its conduct, it does not lose sight of

the fact that it must be practical, and that research is either an expense

which must yield a prompt surplus return, or an investment which

must have the same outcome in the long run.

Time Study. Production utilizes all methods of research :
the his-

torical, as in the analysis and comparison of past with present records

;

the statistical, as in quantitative measurement of classified reactions to

various operating conditions ; and the experimental—the analysis and

valuation of results of controlled variation in conditions. For in-

stance, within the limits imposed by its nature—composition, size,

weight, etc.—the location of an item in a stores room is likely to be

determined by a statistical study of the comparative frequency of its

issue over a definite period ; the standard size of bins in a stores room

by a statistical study of the size of the various items in order to discover

a standard bin size which will accommodate the standard quantities

of the greater numbers of items with least waste of space. In the

search for that combination of work place, machine and tool condi-

tions, and method of manipulation, which indicates the "best way of

performing an operation according to the present state of the art," the
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experimental method is employed. As has been indicated in the first

chapter, the application of research, especially the experimental method,

to discovery of the best method of use of facilities was undoubtedly

Taylor's greatest contribution to a science of management. Before

him generally methods had been developed by chance and imitation,

and with respect to any particular operation, they existed in great

variety as to nature and efficiency.

As we have already stated, the basic conditions involved in any "best

way" are, first, maintenance of quality of product, and second, cor-

respondence of the conditions and method to the aptitudes of available

operators; but after these conditions have been met there remains

with respect to practically every operation a considerable range of

choices in which time is the dominant criterion of excellence. The
first two requirements having been met, that set of conditions and

method is preferred which requires the least time for the production

of a unit of product. Time enters as a multiplier in many phases of

the calculations of cost, and the smaller this factor the less the cost

and the greater the margin between total expense and total revenue.

It is this margin which ultimately determines in competitive industry

not only the profits and the maintenance of the enterprise as a going

concern, but also the scale of wages and the application of portions

of the revenue to diminutions of the discomforts of labor. Further-

more, there has not been discovered any factor more omnipresent and

useful, in the organization technically of the processes of industry and

in the organization psychically of relations between the organic human
groups in industry, than this factor "time."

To secure these high purposes time study must be painstaking,

thorough and cooperative. Because it is easy to purchase a stop

watch and go through the motions of making observations and analyz-

ing the resultant data, the use of time study has spread with great

rapidity and a large, if not the greater, part of it is of questionable

value. Superficial time studies can be as destructive to operating

control, accuracy of cost computations and agreeableness of human
relations, as superficial measurements of a civil engineer can be to the

safety and permanence of a bridge or a sky scraper. On the other

hand, however, accurate time studies can be as useful to management
and workers as accurate measurements to the designer of a bridge.

The literature of time study is now so adequate ^ that it is unneces-

sary for us to give attention to the technical characteristics of the stop

watch, first constructively employed by Taylor about 1880, and of the

micro-motion apparatus, adapted by Gilbreth about 191 o. We shall

give attention rather to principles of use applicable to both.

^ CI. references at the end of this chapter.
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It is a common misconception that time study is a necessary or good
means to discover useless or wasteful motions preliminary to stand-

ardizing a complex operation.

Such motions are best ferreted out by common-sense observations on the

part of a person well versed in the trade, who has caught the right spirit,

without any time study. The time study properly comes later, and may then be
made by a person less expert in the trade; but no amount of mere time study
of an unstandardized complex operation will directly lead to the elimination

of its useless or wasteful motions. However, such time studies submitted to

the scrutiny of a person well versed in the art may be that person's indirect

method for detecting and eliminating useless and wasteful motions. Because
of the misconception referred to, a lot of worthless time study is being made
the country over by mere stop-watch men. Time study should not be taken

up until conditions of machines, tools, materials and motions have all been
properly studied in an everyday, common-sense and expert manner, and later

standardized on the strength of the information thus gained.^

But after such general standardization has been effected by one

who is expert in the trade and has a strong sense of arrangement and
order, time study of the complicated operation as performed by various

skilled workers will disclose opportunities for a greater degree of

refinement in organization of the operation. This refinement of the

operation itself is a by-product of time study; its major objectives

are to give planning and control data by determining the time factor for

each operation; a time base for the establishment of wage rates; time

and method information for the guidance of the worker; and not least

among the objectives, unit times for predetermination of the cost of

changes in parts of the product, and of new products of the same type.

Time study, insofar as it concerns general improvement of operating

conditions and methods, does not give industry a cheap substitute for

one having skill in the trade and a genius for order and economy.

Unit time study is more useful and in the long run more economical

than over-all time study. By over-all time is meant the time of an

operation as a whole. By unit time is meant the time of each indivisible

component of the total operation. An over-all time is useful only for

the operation studied and becomes but so much junk when the operation

is changed in any part. It does not permit that refinement of standard-

ization permitted by comparison of the unit times of various operations,

and it does not serve to define and improve method. Unit times, on

the other hand, although they are more expensive at the beginning

and must be considered an investment to be amortized by their accumu-

lation and subsequent usability, are incomparably more valuable. They

permit the comparison, with respect to a given operation, of the unit

^Barth, Carl G., Bitllcfin of the Taylor Society, Vol. XII, No. 6, December, 1927,

p. 554-
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times of various operatives, and the discovery of a "best way" with

respect to each unit. They permit informing comparison of one opera-

tion with another. And if properly classified and filed, a large portion

of them may be used—thereby saving an equivalent amount of time

study—in building up total times for an operation which is changed

in some detail, or for new operations which have coincident units. On
a given machine 75 or 80 per cent of the units of new operation B
may coincide with the units of old operation A. The times of the

coincident units of A, combined with new time studies of the 15 or 20

per cent of the non-coincident units of B, will permit the construction

of an over-all time for B at a moderate cost. In the course of time,

classified and filed unit times may furnish data for all but a small

proportion of the units of any new operation. This availability of

unit data is particularly valuable in case of a need to compute the effect

on cost of a variation which may result from a proposed change of

some part of a standard product—say from a five-bearing to a seven-

bearing crank shaft. The computation of the effect on cost may in

advance of actual work on the new model be made a practical certainty

instead of a guess.

Unit time study defines and improves methods ; it captures the meth-

ods of the best workers, refines them by the experiments of manage-

ment, and perpetuates and makes them permanently available to all

workers. As Taylor has put it, it is the greatest single tool for the

"transfer of skill from management to men"; really from workers

to management and then in more refined form from management back

to the workers.

There is another important characteristic of these intensive time-

measured studies of operations ; not only are units of an operation made

the units of investigation, but machine capacity rather than the in-

dividual operation may be made the object of study. As Merrick has

explained :

^

. . . the distinction should be fully appreciated between the study of an

individual operation on hand work, or on a machine, and a study of the

operation of the machine itself. The first type of study would be represented,

for instance, by a profile cut on a rifle part, while the second would be the

study of the elementary motions in connection with the operation of a machine

tool, such as a boring mill. The difference between the two classes of studies

is at once apparent, for the first applies to work on a particular piece only,

while the latter supplies information for fundamental operations on a given

machine, and in'^this form the data may be used for all work within the

capacity of the machine tool.

^ Merrick, Dwight V., Ti))ic Studies as a Basis for Rate Setting, New York, The
Engineering Magazine Company, 1919, p. xiii.
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It was a fixed conviction of Taylor's that a table of such fundamental

operation times for every standard machine would permit the con-

struction of unit times and an over-all time for any operation, related

to a specific product within the capacity of a machine, without a special

time study of the particular operation. He believed that every manu-
facturer of standard equipment should provide every purchaser with a

book of such standard times—something analogous to interest tables.

So great was his faith in this ideal that as a demonstration at his own
expense he undertook studies along this line. This enterprise had

hardly begun when it was terminated by his untimely death in 191 5.

While there is strong argument that such studies be made by the

manufacturers of equipment, the argument is rather against their being

undertaken by purchasers and users of equipment. Since Taylor's

death changes in the design of machines and replacement of man-
manipulated by automatic and quasi-automatic machines have proceeded

with great rapidity. The rate of obsolescence is so great that funda-

mental studies might not be completed—certainly their cost not amor-

tized—before the machines would be discarded. Nevertheless, with

respect to equipment of which the permanence is reasonably assured,

fundamental studies would in the long run probably be advantageous

and economical.

Time study offers its chief usefulness in connection with the deter-

mination of standards for man-manipulated and multiple-purpose ma-

chines. It is in the operation of such machines that variability is

ever present—variability in items, flow of work, operations, conditions,

adjustments and labor skill—and the object of time study is to estab-

lish as far as possible known constants in place of unknown variables.

In proportion as the status of a machine approaches that of an auto-

matic, single-purpose machine through which there is a continuous

flow of work, the opportunity for time-study standardization dimin-

ishes. In fact, with respect to this latter class of machines the time

measurements are made in connection with the researches leading to

the design of the machine by the mechanical engineer, and the results

of these measurements—the equivalents of time study—are designed

into the machine. Each of a series of such machines must have the

time factors which are designed into it determined with reference to

the time factors of all the machines of the series; so that the series

becomes essentially but one huge synchronized machine. Therefore

the development of automatic equipment in series is making it essential

that the mechanical engineer engaged in the design of such equipment

shall be management engineer as well; his design must be governed

as much by conditions of use—for instance, volume of flow of work
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as determined by analysis of orders—as by application of the principles

of mechanical design.-^

In many instances too little consideration is given by general man-

agement to the competence of those to whom time-study work is

entrusted. There are really two groups of functions involved in time-

study work. There is, first, supervision, involving the analysis of oper-

ations, the standardizing of flow of work and general conditions, the

analysis of data, the making of allowances and the final determination

of standard times and rates; and second, the making of observations

involving manipulation of the stop watch. This latter function can

be performed by a person of moderate experience; but its objective

manifestations are so conspicuous that general management too fre-

quently appraises the total of competence required in terms of this one

function, and employs a person possessing this limited competence

only. The supervisory function, however, is by far the more critical

and requires competence of the highest order, identified in a quotation

from Mr. Barth on an earlier page as requiring "a person well versed

in the art" in contrast to "mere stop-watch men." The "mere stop-

watch men" are only aids to a principal who must have had long

experience which has developed a capacity for wise, far-reaching, prac-

tical judgments, and who must have a strong natural sense for arrange-

ment and order.

There has been discussion concerning the type of workers who
should be selected for observation. While there may be a reasonable

variation in theoretical judgments among competent authorities as to

whether the "one most skilled man" or "several highly skilled men"
should be selected from the group in the shop (as a matter of fact

skilled time-study men will get essentially the same results whichever

is chosen), there is no disagreement among competent technicians

on the proposition that an average man should not be chosen. Yet not

a few writers, unacquainted with time study but appraising it as a

social institution, argue that an average man should be selected as

more properly representative of a group. However, experience has

demonstrated that selection of the average man leads eventually not

only to a practical nullification of any constructive results, but fre-

quently to confusion and disaster. This is because times based on an

average man, as so rated at the beginning of betterment of conditions

and methods, are likely to represent the abilities of low-grade skill after

betterment is completed ; or put in another way, time standards based

on a study of men rated highest at the beginning of betterment are

^ Cf. Schuiz, G. E., "Engineering in Management," Bulletin of the Taylor Society,

Vol. XIV, No. I, February, 1929, p. 39.
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almost certain to correspond to the competence of average men after

betterment is completed. This can be illustrated graphically.

In Figure 3, the curve X-Y represents the normal distribution of

skills, as measured by performance time, before methods—acquired

casually and by chance—have been improved by the development of

scientific management. The curve X'-Y' represents the normal dis-

tribution of the skills of tlie same group of men six or eight months

later—after conditions and methods have been improved and training

introduced. It should be observed that the prestandardization curve

presents a wide distribution of skills v^ith no marked modal group ; but

that the poststandardization curve presents a distribution of skills

which are not so widely dispersed, are of a higher quality, and have

a distinct mode. Now a time-study man who selects worker A, an

Minutes Required for Operation

Fig. 3. The Distribution of a Group of Workers as to Skill Before and After
Improvement of Methods

average man of the prestandardization period, would after standard-

ization be operating with standards corresponding to a low-grade per-

formance in the X'-Y' group ; while if he selects worker B, a very high-

grade man of the prestandardization period, he would after standardiza-

tion be working with standards corresponding closely to the average

ability of the group after betterment of conditions and methods. A
standard based on worker A of the X-Y group would not be usable

for the X'-Y' group. Generally the safe rule is to study as many men
as the particular operation requires, selected from among those most

skilled and normal in temperament.

There is no fixed rule as to the number of workers to observe and

the number of observations to be made. These vary according to the

combination of factors in the situation; the economic importance of
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the operation; the technical nature of the operation; the number of

units in the cycle making up the operation; the length of time of

units ; the known efficiency of the worker and of the group generally,

and the physical conditions affecting the work. An experienced time-

study man will usually exercise a sound judgment based on considera-

tion of such factors as these. One engineer has stated his general rule

as follows

:

The longer the operation, it may be stated in general, the fewer the studies

required, and vice versa. If the length of time consumed is five minutes, I

generally make ten studies; if two minutes, fifteen studies; if one minute,

thirty studies. For those of half a minute or less, sixty studies are required.

On the whole it is better to have too many than too few, and perhaps it would

be well for beginners to take twice as many as I have mentioned as my
practice. A greater degree of accuracy will be assured.^

After a sufficient number of observations has been made the

observation sheets will contain three classes of data : first, a descrip-

tion of the operation in every detail, in terms of product, machine,

tools, conditions, etc. ; second, figures representing the time at which

for each observation each unit of the operation was begun and com-

pleted, the stop watch having been permitted to run continuously ; and

third, notes concerning variable incidents which influenced the times,

such as the dropping of a tool or the breaking of a piece of defective

material. Lapsed times are then computed from the running times

;

there will be a considerable number of lapsed times for each unit of

the operation, depending upon the number of observations. The lapsed

times for each unit are analyzed in the light of their average, median

or mode, the dispersion and the influence of the variable incidents,

and a standard time for each unit is determined. By addition of these

unit-standard times an over-all time is computed, to which is added

an allowance for fatigue and unavoidable delays. Space does not permit

a discussion of the technique of analysis of observations and the com-

putation of standard times, and with respect to these aspects of tech-

nique the reader is referred to the authorities listed at the end of this

chapter. It is sufficient to observe that there is considerable variation

in details of technique among time-study engineers, yet the final results

of two men of equal experience and general competence will usually be

practically identical, at least up to the point of determining the allow-

ance for fatigue and unavoidable delays.

The allowance for fatigue and unavoidable delays is less submissive

to exact determination by experimental and statistical analysis than

the determination of the standard times minus that allowance. The
fatigue factor in the allowance depends chiefly upon two factors in the

^Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. XIII, No. 3. June, IQ28, p. 160.
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mechanical nature of the operation : the length of the operation cycle,

and the relation of handling time (when the worker is doing manipula-

tive work) to machine time (when the machine is working without

worker manipulation). The allowance should increase directly with

the proportion of handling time to total operation time, and indirectly

with the length of the cycle. On the basis of these two factors Barth

and Merrick have constructed a series of graphical curves, based upon

many thousands of studies, from which standard allowances may be

read for a wide range of machine-shop operations.^ These same curves

have been proved valid for the successive operations in a men's ready-

made clothing plant.

^

The factor of allowance for unavoidable delays depends chiefly

upon the perfection of standardization of general conditions and of

machine conditions prior to the time study, and upon the perfection of

maintenance of these conditions. If materials are brought to and

taken from the machine with precision, if the materials put into the

machine run evenly as to quality, and if the machine and tools are

maintained in perfect condition, accidental interruptions are diminished

and the factor pertaining to unavoidable delays will be small. Where
the reverse of these conditions prevails, the factor must be larger. It

may be asserted that the extent of the allowance for unavoidable

delays, above an obviously essential base time, is a very good measure

of the effectiveness with which general conditions have been stand-

ardized and these standards maintained. What may be accomplished

through precision of standards (including allowances for unavoidable

delays and fatigue) and their maintenance as a basis of calculation is

illustrated by the following incident in the writer's experience. During

a period of 645 consecutive working days in a metal-working industry

an exactly scheduled production was maintained, based on a schedule

laid down at least five months prior to the date on which any lot of

product was delivered to the shipping department. This involved

the scheduling and keeping on schedule of over 8,000,000 machine

operations.^ This incident is cited to illustrate not only what may be

done in the way of precise planning and scheduling on the basis of

maintained standards, but also to indicate how maintenance of general

standards permits precise time standards (including the element of

allowances for unavoidable delays)—otherwise this record could not

have been made, adhering to such a precise schedule.

When scientific management is first established in a plant it is

^ Cf. Merrick, Dwight V., Time Studies as a Basis for Rate Setting, New York,

The Engineering Magazine Company, 1919.

^Cf. Industrial Mandgeincnt, September, 1922, p. 173.

^Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. IX, No. 6, December, 1924, p. 260.
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customary to check standard times of operations by shop try-outs

before the times are formally estabhshed as standard. Among thou-

sands of standards, errors will be discovered by these try-outs, in

which case new studies are made. But in a plant in which scientific

management has been established for a considerable period and in

which, although the products may change, the fundamental operation

units remain the same, these try-outs eventually cease to be essential.

Success in the establishment of new standards without shop try-outs

is fair evidence that scientific management is firmly established and

in particular that time studies have been made with precision.

Success in establishing sound time standards without the necessity

of checking by shop try-outs depends obviously upon a file of classified

dependable unit time-study data. In fact, it is such a fund of cumula-

tive unit data that makes possible a high degree of managerial control

in a dynamic industry. In such an industry the cost of a never-ending

succession of complete and accurate individual time studies on new
operations would be prohibitive on the ground of cost. But the accu-

mulation of precise unit data permits an early amortization of the

first investment and from then on a firm control of operations at

moderate cost. Every new product or variation in an old product

can be promptly brought under the control of time standardization;

and as we have said earlier in this chapter, accurate estimates of cost

can be made the basis of policy even before there is actual cost experi-

ence from making the new product. On the basis of such data also, a

complete and accurate schedule of balanced equipment, personnel and

material requirements can be constructed for any proposed extension

of production of old or new items.

Furthermore, a file of standard time-study data, properly classified,

will be very serviceable in the development of algebraic formulae, to be

used on operations where the variation in time required is chiefly

influenced by physical characteristics of the work, of which there may
be innumerable combinations in a given class. Properly and logically

developed, formulae have the greatest possibility for the saving of a

standards department's time in the preparation of standard times, and

consequently their use has been applied to a wide range of production

operations. The possibility of their development and application in

this way is a concern of research for production. Indication of the

extent to which this has been done in one industry is found in another

source,-^ and a statement from this work is significant. "A formula,

above everything else, must give accurate time values. If it does not,

^Lowry, Stewart M., Maynard, Harold B. and Stegemerten, C. J., Time and

Motion Study and fonnulas for JJ'agc Incentives, New York, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1927.
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it is practically valueless." Loosely constructed formulae are danger-

ous, and are to be avoided in the same sense as over-all times, or time-

study observations of poor grade.

In Taylor's day, time study and motion study were not considered

separately; although he sometimes used the term "motion study,"

Taylor usually used the term "time study" to cover both. It was
Gilbreth's adaptation of the use of the moving-picture camera in study-

ing operations, with its emphasis on motion, which caused a separation

of motion study as a distinct concept.

Constructive work on operations with many units in short cycles

has been done by the Gilbrethian method. But generally industry

has found attention to times rather than motions quite sufficient. It

is an interesting fact of human nature that, given identical standardized

conditions and following identical sequences of unit elements of an

operation as set forth on an instruction card, a group of reasonably

skilled operatives on any machine will employ essentially the same

motions and perform the oj>eration in essentially the same time. But

when an operation is of such a nature as to require a characteristic

"form" for performance—analogous to the form of a tennis player

or pole vaulter—the micro-motion method is superior as a method of

form analysis.

This characteristic of human nature—that, given identical condi-

tions and identical instructions as to the best sequence of units of an

operation, reasonably skilled workers will employ essentially the same
motions and achieve the same times—is what makes practicable the

development of new methods rapidly and without compulsion. There

are many students inexperienced in industry who assume that when
a new standard method and standard time for an operation are estab-

lished, the management practically says to the worker, "You must do

it this way and in this time, or you will be discharged." No one

acquainted with the common-sense relations in a shop makes such an

assumption. What the management says is substantially this : "With
the facilities in the condition in which we have now put them and shall

maintain them, and following the sequence of units here listed, any

good worker can turn out the product in the time here specified. We
have demonstrated this by experiment. It is on this demonstrated fact

that we base our sales and production programs, delivery dates, costs,

prices and scale of differential wage payments. We should like to

have you learn to do it this way, and it will be to your as well as our

advantage to do it this way." The interest and the self-esteem of the

worker almost invariably stimulate him to comply with the new pro-

cedures. If he fails to meet the new standard it is usually because he is

a misplaced worker—not skilled with respect to the particular opera-
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tion. The point at which compulsion may be held to enter is in connec-

tion with the worker's realization that, if orders decline and retrench-

ment becomes necessary, those workers who on the record have failed

to adopt the new methods will be the first to be released.

Not a little is being written nowadays concerning the desirability

of workers' participation in making time studies.-^ As a matter of

fact nowadays such participation is the usual thing, but it varies in

form from passive consent to organized participation. In a shop in

which the workers' experience has given them complete confidence in

the management, participation will usually consist in a passive but

completely informed, and usually an interested, looking-on. It is a

mistake to think that the workers do not know exactly what is going

on. Time studies are made in the shop where work is going on.

Worth-while studies are made only with the complete understanding,

approval and interest of the worker being observed. Other workers

in the vicinity of' the observed workers see and comprehend everything

which is done. The procedure is a matter of discussion throughout

the shop. When the standard times are finally announced, the workers'

empirical judgments appraise them. There is little hesitancy in ex-

pressing doubt or even disagreement. Such is the procedure in a shop

in which the management has the workers' confidence.

However, in a situation in which there is workers' distrust of man-

agement the securing of the necessary technical cooperation may have

to be accomplished by formal organization of workers' participation.

In the agreement betw'een the organized employers and the organized

workers in the Cleveland, Ohio, ladies' ready-made garment industry,

there is a committee on standards, recruited from the workers named

by the Union in every department of a shop. The committee approves

or disapproves the standards submitted to it. In case the standards

submitted are rejected either by the committee of the Union or by the

employer, the matter is taken up by the representative of the Union

and the representative of the Association (of employers). In case

of a disagreement it is provided that they two shall select "a third party

who shall be a person skilled in the trade." The decision of this third

party is final.

^

Whether in the consent form which it takes where workers' experi-

ence has given them confidence in the management, or in a form of

organized checks and balances where such confidence is wanting, co-

operation and group morale are essential to efifective time study. Says

the authority from whom we have just quoted, "it is also becoming

' Cf. Chapter XXVII, p. 427.

Cooke, Morris L., "Morale as a Factor in Time Study Technique," Bulletin of

the Taylor Society, Vol. XII, No. 2, April, 1927, p. :i32.
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more and more evident that time study can play but a comparatively

insignificant role where group morale has not been established. And
further, if time-study analysis is to be given a recognized place in the

evolving industrial regime, it will be largely because in its practice every

proper consideration is given to its bearing upon group morale." ^
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CHAPTER VIII

PERSONNEL RESEARCH ^

The field for research in personnel activities is almost as inclusive

as are those activities themselves. It is not a question of the size of the

compan}', the number of the personnel staff or the variation of its

activities consciously designated as "personnel." It is rather a matter

of recognizing that from time to time some policy or procedure of the

employing organization is bound to affect the conduct or attitude of its

employees in a way that necessitates special study. That special study

—

whether of internal experience, of the experience of other companies or

a comparison of the two—is personnel research work.

Obviously much of it is already being done. But explicit recognition

of the research function is important as helping to improve its status,

its methods and its results. Today such research work is definitely

provided for in the personnel staffs of a number of the large com-

panies. But that is not enough. It is further necessary that every

executive in large or small organizations, who is charged with the

responsibility of administrating all activities identifiable as affected

with a personnel interest, should know when research is necessary,

what it involves, when good work is being done for him, and what

benefits he may expect.

More than that, it is important in the conduct of all phases of per-

sonnel work, regardless of the size of the organization, that the operat-

ing executives realize that their existing procedures, records and

experiences should occasionally be analyzed and evaluated in order

that they may continue to produce the best results. Research, properly

viewed, should be a continuing activity carried on concomitantly with

the direct executive activity in order to assure that policy, procedure

and performance are accomplishing what they should.

The Research Point of View. The research point of view in

relation to personnel problems fundamentally does not differ at all

from that in other fields. This means, of course, that research involves

the careful definition of the problem to be studied, the accurate and

complete collection of data, the analysis and classification of the data

relevant to the statement of a solution or conclusion, the tentative

formulation of a solution or conclusion as a working hypothesis, the

^ By Ordway Tead, Editor of Economic and Business Books, Harper & Brothers;

Lecturer in Personnel Administration, Columbia University, New York.
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testing of this solution in actual performance to see if it is valid, and

the temporary adoption of the conclusion as correct and constituting a

sound working basis just so long as the facts and forces on which

the conclusions are based remain substantially constant.

This procedure, while it constitutes the agreed scientific approach

to any problem, does not in reality tell the whole story about the diffi-

culties and complexities of research activity. There are a number of

special qualifying considerations as to research methods in personnel,

which should at the outset be recognized and reckoned with by the

research worker. In the first place, he must be sure that the terms and

definitions he uses are clear and explicit both to him and to the other

executives who will make use of his data. Terminology in this field is

so new and has thus far been so subject to change that too great em-
phasis cannot be laid on this point, particularly since the research

worker is under the necessity of making his conclusions clear to the

operating officials who will utilize them and whose approach to person-

nel problems may be so unfamiliar with past experience as to be posi-

tively naive. Research workers must appreciate that the general execu-

tives are frequently not too careful in the vocabulary which they em-
ploy. Words, it must be remembered, are likely to mean different

things to different people, depending upon the background of experience

of the individual. Fundamentally, it is impossible to use terms cor-

rectly if one has not had the experience, personally or vicariously,

which the term really represents.

Research workers with a full background of knowledge about a

problem cannot expect to translate their experiences and conclusions

into the effective thinking of general executives without requiring also

that those executives subject themselves to something of the same
process of experiencing facts and conclusions which has brought the

research worker to the results he has secured. The executive who
says "Ji^ist tell me your conclusions and then I will make a decision,"

must be led by the research worker to realize that on this basis the

executive has no adequate foundation for a competent decision.

This calls attention to another qualification : that the way in which

the research work is done and the form in which the conclusions are

stated should be governed closely by the objective of the study. If

the research results are to be utilized by the personnel manager, that

may call for one type of statement. If they are to be utilized by the

president of a corporation with his directors or in a public lecture,

that will usually call for a quite different type of presentation. Per-

sonnel research as conducted by corporations must almost necessarily

be applied research. That is, it looks to the solution of concrete prob-

lems confronting management. And the objective of throwing real
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light on a new policy and new methods—for relatively uninformed

executives—should be kept clearly to the fore when the presentation

of results is being considered.

A further qualifying point has to do with the outlook of the research

worker himself. Both he and the executive for whom he is working

must be aware of the danger that he will see only what he has been

taught to look for, only what he wants to see, or fail to see items and

meanings which are outside his experience. In short, the training

of the researcher, his temperament and his imaginative insight become

important factors in his success. What facts he will discover is a

highly relative yet very crucial problem. Emphatically, the subject

matter of the personnel research worker is not always objective or

absolute in cjuality. He is often concerned with what things mean
to other people and how they have reacted to them. He cannot state

his problem or his solutions in the absence of this inner knowledge.

Hence the necessity for an ability on his part to identify elements and

problems which may heretofore have gone unnoticed by those working

at them. The inarticulateness of other members of an organization

about the inner nature of their problems must not be mistaken by him
for the absence of a problem.

It is interesting to see, for example, in a recent study made to identify

the items which the rank and file of workers considered important in

management policy, that in one particular company the rank and file

rated as of little importance the item "security of employment." Upon
analysis, the reason for this proved to be that the corporation was a

public utility which offered regular employment ; and in this case the

danger of insecurity and the possible need for security did not occur

to the employees as a problem. It was outside the range of their imme-
diate experience.

If, then, these important points regarding the terminology of the

inquiry, the necessity for having executives experience something

more than bare conclusions, the importance of a clear agreement

as to the objectives of the inquiry, and the qualifications of the re-

searcher are kept in mind, it is possible to proceed to a more detailed

consideration of the kinds of subjects on which personnel research is

usefully being done.

Personnel Research Subjects. There is today reasonable una-

nimity on the view that the personnel activities of corporations can be

conveniently grouped under six major divisions : selection and place-

ment ; training; health and safety; job analysis and production stand-

ards problems ; service work, adjustment and joint relations.

In connection with each of these six divisions, there arise a con-

siderable number of problems upon which research work can from time
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to time be usefully instituted. And it will perhaps be possible most
graphically to suggest what results can be secured from such research

if a brief outline is given of some of the most frequently met and
unsolved problems. The controlling thought will be to suggest these

difficulties and something regarding the best prevailing methods of

attack upon them, rather than to present in detail the scientific proc-

esses and methods being employed to reach solutions.

I. Selection and Placement. Despite the fact that the personal

interview is the prevailing method of reaching a decision as to an appli-

cant's fitness, there has as yet been little research worthy of the name
that would look to a standardization of the technique of interviewing,

either in terms of questions to be asked or the environmental condi-

tions of the interview.

The direction which most study has taken has been upon tests. The
several types of employment tests in use may be grouped as: (i)

general intelligence tests; (2) special abilities tests; (3) performance

tests, and (4) personality tests.

One of the most fruitful lines of inquiry regarding general in-

telligence tests is whether it is possible to define the upper and lower

limits of the intelligence range demanded at a given job. Preliminary

research on this point a few years ago suggested that in the course of

time it may be possible to say that the worker who is most likely to

be successful and happy at any given job must have an intelligence

quotient which lies somewhere between a given high and low. Of
course other factors enter in, but other things being equal, this fact of

a known standard intelligence range for each occupation may in the

light of further study prove to be one valuable index for successful

and permanent placement.

Some fruitful results have thus far been obtained from the work

of individual psychologists in adapting mechanical tests of one sort or

another to the discovery of the special abilities required for a par-

ticular job. It is impossible here to go into the technique of con-

structing special abilities tests. But enough independent work has been

done in the field by people like Henry C. Link, Miss Millicent Pond

at the Scovill Manufacturing Company, and Mr. Johnson O'Connor

at the General Electric Company, to indicate that for many types

of work successful results may be obtained by hitting upon some

combination of tests which do in action prove to have diagnostic value

as to the possession by an applicant of the kind of cjualities which

best fit him for a given job.

Performance tests, under which may be included the so-called trade

tests developed for army use, are also capable of much greater exten-
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sion than they have thus far had. At present the first few hours or

days on the job are allowed to constitute a performance test for many
positions, rather than a definitely controlled test experience which

would take place before actual hiring. But for work like stenography

and for some of the crafts there is enough experience with perform-

ance tests to indicate that there is considerable room for extension of

this type of test under intelligent administration, after further study

of closely observed experience.

Tests of character, temperamental traits and other personality char-

acteristics have not thus far been applied to industry enough to sug-

gest the research methods which might be employed to encourage their

extension. One practical point at which more systematic research

would undoubtedly lead to improved results is in the regular follow-

ing-up of placements by the employment interviewer and the careful

compiling of records of the results obtained. This does not mean
merely the compilation and analysis of the usual labor-turnover

records, important though these are. It means, rather, a fresh attempt

on the part of the interviewer to record the various elements in his

problem of personal contact and inquiry with a view to seeing which

methods of approach and which methods of judgment on his part have

yielded best results.

The rating scale is a further testing device, not available for initial

selection, but of diagnostic value in helping to place and advance

workers whose working qualities and abilities are already familiar to

certain executives and working colleagues who might rate them upon

specified qualities. There is under way much activity in the use of

rating scales ; but it is generally agreed that they are in an experimental

state and that much careful study is required to bring them to the

point of refinement where any existing scale could be widely applied.

Several different methods of rating are being tried and a great many
qualities are being rated. The great problem is to discover qualities

which can be rated with some degree of objectivity and not be wholly

matters of opinion in the mind of the rater. The field for careful

research on this topic is large and the possibilities of fruitful results

seem most promising.

A caution should perhaps be added here regarding the devising and

administering of all of the several tests above mentioned. They re-

quire for the most part the services of a highly trained psychologist

if the research work and the conduct of the tests themselves are both

to be competently handled. A full knowledge of the vast amount of

previous experiment here, and of the rather elaborate statistical com-
putations required, necessitates that this work be kept away from
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novices.-^ Fortunately there is in the Psychological Corporation in

New York a responsible professional body which is prepared to advise

corporations in this field on a non-profit-making basis with a view

to putting them in touch with competent research workers.

Much has been written already about the study of labor-turnover

records. It is therefore only necessary here to point out some of the

typical shortcomings of American experience with them.

The great danger with labor-turnover figures is that they may not

be compiled in such a way as best to diagnose real ills. Gross figures

for a company as a whole are likely to mean little. What is wanted

is a clear picture of separations and replacements by such groups as

the following : departments, types of machines, wage groups, sex, na-

tionality, length of service and age. The research required to pro-

cure this information is simple in character. More difficult to obtain

is a true picture of causes of leaving from the employees' point of view.

Much depends here on the sympathy with which the employee about to

leave is received by the employment interviewer who should see all

leaving and approve their final pay-checks. But as accurate knowledge

as possible of the reason for leaving is a valuable fact, meriting careful

research to secure.

The use of gross labor-turnover figures compared from company

to company and from place to place appears also to have a certain

larger significance. The fact seems to be that, in the aggregate, turn-

over rises in prosperous times when jobs are easier to obtain and falls

in dull times when every one hangs on to his job. So far as this proves

to be true in relation to individual companies, it argues, of course, for

the adoption of a variety of personnel policies which would make that

company an attractive place for workers to remain.

Some phases of the problem which merit increasing concern and

study are the following : Is it possible that the objective of low turn-

over may be pursued to a point where an organization becomes too

ingrown, too static, too lacking in the stimulus of new blood and new
ideas ? Is it possible that in some companies older employees are being

released too consistently as a matter of policy, with an ill efifect upon

the morale of all employees? Is it possible that in some companies a

tacit policy of hiring no men workers over forty years of age increases

turnover to an unwarranted degree? And conversely, may it not be

possible that often a deliberate policy of promotion "up and out"

^Bingham, W. V. D., and Freyd, Max, Procedures in Employment Psychology,

Chicago, A. W. Shaw Company, 1926 ; Kornhauser, A. W., and Kingsbury, F. A.,

Psychological Tests in Business, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1924;
Snow, A. J., Psychology in Business Relations, Chicago, A. W. Shaw Company,
1925 ; Laird, D. A., The Psychology of Selecting Men, New York, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1927.
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might have a stimulating effect upon the whole organization? All

of these are matters requiring serious research—questions on which

much light still needs to be thrown and much information needs to be

carefully accumulated.

If it is thus borne in mind that research work is fundamentally not

only an inquiry into new lines of activity but a critical scrutiny of expe-

rience which has already taken place, its vital place in every organiza-

tion's scheme will be more fully appreciated. And it will also more
readily appear that research work should not be done solely by segre-

gated and specified individuals. It should also be an occasional part-

time activity of executives, responsible for the conduct of particular

functions like selection and training, critically and impartially to survey

their own work.

2. Training. The fact that successful corporate training activities

entail careful prior and consecutive research is only just being recog-

nized in any general way. The subjects on which this research is

required are such items as objectives, content, methods of instruction

and results.

Just what objectives are to be held in view is a more complex ques-

tion than might at first appear. To what groups is training to be

given? Is it only narrow job instruction, or is there also the purpose

of "upgrading," or training for advancement? Are the objectives of

building company spirit, understanding of company policies, training

in leadership, training in health, safety, citizenship, group action and

in executive capacity also to figure in the training program ? Since the

tendency in company training is markedly along these broader lines,

the relevance of this problem of objectives should be realized. And
examination of a given training program frequently reveals that there

never has been an explicit statement as to what results the effort is

designed to yield.

The content of training should, of course, be determined only after

objectives have been adopted.^ Job training requires a radically dif-

ferent content from morale training. Junior executive training obvi-

ously needs a content quite unlike that necessary for a program of

new manual employee instruction. And the building up of the con-

tent for all programs should be undertaken from the definitely research

point of view of finding the key problems in each field, reducing them

to their elements, discovering those of simplest pedagogical difficulty,

and then building up a curriculum of progressively increasing com-

plexity and inclusiveness. For a training director to build up courses

* Strong, E. K., and Uhrbrock, R. S., Job Analysis and the Curn'cuimn, Baltimore,

The Williams & Wilkins Company, 1923 ; Greene, J. H., Organised Training in

Business, New York, Harper & Brothers, 1928, Chapter III.
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without close knowledge of the specific problems and needs of his

organization would be sheer waste of valuable time.

Unless the trainer sees his problem in relation to the right conception

of the true nature of the learning process, his results will obviously be

insignificant. So much that passes for educational work even in

industry is really verbal glibness that it is important to re-emphasize

the fact that true learning is the acquiring of an ability to act, to feel,

to reflect. And the research into content as well as into teaching

methods which forgets this point is sure to go wide of the mark.

Research into teaching methods is a tremendously vital phase of the

whole problem. We know today that several methods are available.

A teacher may use recitations, cases, projects, demonstrations, lec-

tures, problems, conferences or a combination of these. But it has

become obvious that one or another method is better or worse for a

given kind of teaching problem. Naturally one does not lecture at a

loom to a learner who is trying to acquire the mental and muscular

coordination which makes a good weaver. It is easy here to see that

the learner must himself make his own nervous and cortical sets which

alone are the means of his acquiring a skill. It is not so easy to see

that employees in a shop committee learn a sense of responsibility and

a capacity for reaching sound decisions only by having to assume

responsibility and make decisions. Research Into training methods

must eventually bring to the entire executive group a realization that

every training objective necessitates a conscious use of one or more
methods of training which will assure that learners themselves go
through the experiences which it is intended that they shall master

and assimilate, and in the exercise of which they are expected to

develop skill.

The aspect of training research as yet almost in its infancy relates

to the measuring of results. A certain few companies have kept

records of job instruction which show conclusively how much the

training period has been shortened; how much this has added to

production per worker, both at the outset and in enabling the new
worker to attain a new high level of proficiency; how much wastage

is entailed; how much overhead cost is required. In short, certain

valuable results can be reduced to a dollars and cents basis with a little

careful study. But with respect to other types of training, as, for

example, executive training conferences, the measure of results may
be far harder to state. One aspect of costs which is important in this

connection can be; namely, the rate of turnover among junior execu-

tives or apprentices to executive positions, who never reach, or do not

hold for long, the executive jobs they are supposed to fill after train-

ing. Sometimes this is due to a too conservative policy of advance-
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ment of such juniors or to a too low-salary scale ; all of which enables

other companies to profit from such training. Certainly enough of

such shifting about comes to warrant further study of the problem.

This whole difficult question of the measuring of educational re-

sults leads in its broader aspects into the question of the measurement

of morale. This means a measurement of employee attitudes, desires,

interests and loyalties. Here we approach an all but virgin field for

research. Such study as has been made of the measurement of atti-

tudes -^ has not as yet been applied at all to specifically industrial groups

and issues. More immediately relevant is the methodology now being

experimented with by Mr. J. David Houser and described all too briefly

in his book, What the Employer Thinks. This method entails a per-

sonal canvassing of employees, in which they are asked to answer a

number of questions as to their opinions of their company's personnel

policies and results. As far as can now be judged, it would seem that

fruitful results can probably be obtained from such rating efforts if

scientifically and conscientiously compiled and interpreted. Certainly

present indications are that such a sounding out of employee sentiment

does disclose in an indicative way important points of strength and

weakness in a company's efforts to obtain good morale.

Once the idea prevails that all the experience of each individual

within the organization can have educational value, the ramifications

of the field of training interest and research will be realized ; and study

will be broadened accordingly. This applies, for example, with great

force to all types of deliberative conference which now take place.

Many organizations now have group meetings, both regular and occa-

sional, of staff executives, line department executives, foremen, sales-

men, intradepartmental staff groups, safety committees, employee

representation plans, mutual benefit societies, and so on. Recent studies

of the technique of group conference show beyond question that with

proper study and administration the process of group deliberation and

action can be one of notable educational value to all participants. Two
things are needed : the training motive must be made consciously to

animate all such gatherings; and the methods of conducting a confer-

ence which make it most fully an educational medium must be clearly

in the mind of the chairman at least, and if possible the entire group

should be cognizant of these methods.^

One further point in training research is consideration of the appli-

cation of all the other training devices beyond the more usual educa-

^ For example, by Professor L. L. Thurstone at the University of Chicago.

^Elliott, Harrison S., The Process of Group Thinking, New York, Association

Press, 1928 ; Sheffield, Alfred E., Joining in Public Discussion, New York, George H.
Doran Company, 1922. (Workers' Bookshelf No. I.)
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tional methods. Visits to other companies, visits through the entire

plant, industrial museum exhibits, motion pictures, company house

organs, etc., at once suggest themselves as media of stimulation and
enlightenment which could be much more freely adapted than is now
usually the case. Indeed, once a company comes to grasp in a vivid

way wherein the learning process of individuals lies, it will be able

to make use of a great variety of agencies and methods not now
employed. Think, for example, of the possible uses of the radio,

the phonograph, of more artistic work surroundings, of company
libraries, of incentives to home study, of scholarships, of loans for

travel purposes, and the like. Given a broad enough objective for the

company training program, a world of methods opens up for study

and application.

3. Health and Safety. Confining the discussion first to health prob-

lems, it is obvious that a variety of research interests arises. Perhaps

first in importance is the determination of health standards to be re-

quired of those at each class of work in a company. To get the best

results, as with many specialized and partly technical problems of per-

sonnel research, these cannot be handled solely by the specialist. The
employment manager and the production executive should join with

the medical adviser in determining such standards as age, sex, weight,

height, strength, reach, eye and ear acuity, which would be required

for each position. Several considerations have to be weighed here.

This question ramifies not only into production issues, but into mat-

ters relating to any benefit plan, such as group-insurance provisions,

pension provrsions, state compensation laws and special occupational

disease hazards.

The standards adopted bear closely on the kind of physical examina-

tion to be given to entrants into company employ. The whole ques-

tion of the basis for rejection requires separate study in each corpora-

tion. And this in turn hinges upon the amount of clinical, corrective

and preventive health work which it is the company's policy to under-

take and maintain.

The extent to which periodic re-examination is warranted deserves

more study than it usually receives. The discovery and elimination of

peculiar hazards to health in each plant is a special and important ele-

ment in this branch of research. It may be drinking water, washing

methods, factory or store housekeeping methods, dust hazards, chemi-

cal hazards, excessive humidity, weather exposure, high temperature

at the work place. These and many other items may create an environ-

ment which predisposes to illness or disease, requiring the most care-

ful investigation and research by experts.

The sources and causes of contagion and infection have to be
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studied. Not only will the acute afflictions like tuberculosis and

venereal disease have to be scrutinized, but the spread of the common
cold is a subject meriting far greater research attention in industry

than it now receives. The evidence seems to be that illness growing

out of colds causes more absence and general debility than that from
all other sources put together. Yet research here has scarcely scratched

the surface of the field.

In fact, the intensive study of company medical records from an

analytical point of view is neglected far more than it should be. There

is undoubtedly in industry as a whole a wealth of research material

which could be of great assistance for future preventive work, if its

study were more systematically pursued. That valuable group of

activities covered by the phrase "preventive medicine" has really been

applied but little in industry as a whole. And the methods of popu-

larizing wholesome ideas about diet, personal habits, treatment of colds

and constipation, need much more research to put what is known about

keeping well into a form to be influential in the lives of millions.

Speaking more generally, the problem of health work in the small

plant, of the relations of the company doctor to the local community

doctors, of applicants who are rejected by one company after another,

of the kind of work adapted to the physically handicapped and men-

tally subnormal, and to men and women over forty-five years of age

—

these all require a great deal of study. And they require also to be

brought increasingly to the attention of those owners and high execu-

tives who have a sufficiently broad social vision to be willing to lend

a hand to their solution.

The problem of the causes, incidence, costs and remedies of acci-

dents in industry has perhaps received more sustained and thorough

analysis than many other personnel topics. Undoubtedly the wide

spread of state workmen's compensation legislation has helped to force

research upon this problem. Certain it is that there are far less crucial

and new difficulties in this field to which attention can be called.

It is true, however, that our understanding of the inner nature of

the problem is shifting from the consideration of mechanical hazards

to the examination of employee states of mind. Apparently protective

devices in their greatest efficiency will not eliminate all accidents, either

serious or slight. The attitude of the employee, his fatigue, the amount

of illumination, his attentiveness and alertness, the extent of non-

industrial worries, preoccupations, or mental abnormalities, all have

much to do with accident susceptibility. And on this psychological

side little helpful research has as yet been instituted. How distracting

states of mind can be identified or forestalled; when fatigue has reached
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a danger point
;
perhaps what mental types of people are more predis-

posed to accidents than others, are kinds of questions for which the

answer has still to be sought.^

In general, also, accident records if properly compiled afford a source

of research study which should be most suggestive; both within one
company and when assembled by larger groupings of industry and
locality. To determine the real cause of any given accident may be

a far less simple matter than appears on the surface. Whether an
accident is due fundamentally to supervisory, mechanical or employee
shortcomings; to what extent it is due to the worker being newly
employed; to what extent the foreman is indirectly or directly to

blame; these are questions to be carefully studied.

4. Job Analysis Problems. The technical methods of job analysis

with particular reference to time and motion study, the improvement
of production methods and the setting of production standards are

considered elsewhere in this volume. But consideration of the rela-

tion of job analysis activity and of production standards data to the

operation of the personnel policy is within our province. For the line

of activity representated by the phrases "job classification," "job rat-

ing" and "wage groupings" entails certain uses of job analysis data

which are increasingly being made by the personnel department. These
uses imply careful research work from the personnel point of view.

The problem is to bring out of the typical confusion of job names
and classes and chaotic wage rates, a structure of consistent job names,

and then job classes, which can be grouped together in an ascending

scale, for the purposes of tying each job up within a wage rate which
pays what that job is worth relatively to the difficulty of other work
in the organization.^ It is sufficient here to point out that executives

w^orking from the personnel point of view should study the job analyses

of all the jobs in the organization, to be sure that in grading jobs in

relation to pay such factors as the following are being given adequate

weight: necessary amount of prior education and training; available

labor supply for the kind of work; special occupational hazards en-

tailed; local costs of living; wage scales of other plants competing in

the same labor market. These and other considerations affected with

a personnel interest definitely require light which only personnel re-

search can supply. And job and .wage classifications which ignore

these factors will be woefully deficient in accuracy and workability.

Similarly, when it comes to setting piece rates or to instituting

^Anderson, V. V., Psychiatry in Industry, New York, Harper & Brothers, 1929,

Chapter IX.
^ Lott, Merill E., Wage Scales and Job Evaluation, New York, The Ronald Press

Company, 1926.
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production standards (of amounts of work to be done per worker at

a job per hour, day or week), the personnel interest arises and entails

special study from its point of view. Concretely this means that

amounts of expected output must be set in relation to fatigue factors,

possible advisability of rest periods, minimum and maximum amounts

of pay at each job which it is decided each should yield, compensation

for the time when machinery is being repaired or no materials are

available, allowance when new machines or designs are being intro-

duced, or other changes occurring in the process.

Data on all such questions are often available, both out of current

experience with production standards already installed and from past

production records. To interpret them correctly and apply them to

new problems and conditions is a problem of no small proportions.

And experience seems to show that no executive who is not well trained

in the personnel point of viezv or actually a member of the personnel

staff is able to evaluate and apply all such factors in the way they merit

when the adoption of production standards is taking place.

For it is as yet all too inadequately realized among those who ap-

proach this problem from an engineering or production point of view

that the difficulties surrounding the actual adoption of production

standards and standardized working methods may well be almost as

acute as those surrounding their discovery. What workers think and

feel about the utilization of such data in determining the amounts of

work that they shall do and the wages they shall be paid, afifect the

total working situation in a vital way, and a conscientious study of

this aspect of the problem is a responsibility of personnel executives

which has an appreciable research angle to it.

There has recently been a great advance in the technique of both

time and motion study, and the research here from a production stand-

point has yielded remarkable results. But there still is room for study

as to how such results are to be applied by groups of individual workers

in a way that will assure their improved training, their good-will and

their loyal adherence to standards and methods discovered to be best.

5. Serznce Work. Under the caption "service work" is usually

grouped that miscellaneous group of activities which relate less directly

to production activities but which do have a potent influence on em-

ployee attitudes. This would include such matters as the administra-

tion of plans for accident and disability compensation, sickness com-

pensation, old age and death benefits, and unemployment benefits. It

would also include recreational activities of all sorts and the operation

of such facilities as company restaurants, cafeterias and rest rooms,

and athletics, recreational and educational programs.

It is obvious that each and all of these multifarious activities may
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from time to time require much intensive special study to assure their

proper operation and to enable executives to reach a decision as to

whether or not any one or another of them should be introduced or

withdrawn. Problems of sickness, old age, death and unemployment

benefits are peculiarly in need of research before anything of a con-

structive nature is done. Each of these matters entails actuarial

studies which must necessarily be undertaken by specialists, and enough
experience in these activities is available today to make it clear that a

company may embark upon a plan involving serious inroads upon its

income only after competent actuarial advice is obtained.

In the same way, in connection with the administration of food-serv-

ing activities, such problems as cost, food values and serving methods

arise which should entail a study of previous experience.

In respect to those social activities which the individual might expect

to find in his neighborhood or community setting, the activities of a

corporation must be carefully studied in order to avoid duplication of

efforts and in order to see that the corporation does not become the

sole institution about which the individual employee's recreational life

revolves. Study of the real relationship between a corporation and

all of the community facilities upon which it may or does draw is a

most important part of its program of cultivating community good-

will. This will be true in relation to educational facilities, recreational

activities, health measures, housing facilities and similar civic respon-

sibilities upon which a company should embark, if at all, only after the

most thorough study to be sure that there is no alternative method by

means of which necessary facilities may be provided.

6. Methods of Negotiation and Adjustment. Under this caption

may be grouped all those individual and collective efforts which have

to do with the determination of the terms of the labor contract, in-

cluding agreement upon hours of work, wages, vacations, holidays,

special reasons for discharge, disciplinary measures, absences, griev-

ances and complaints.

It will at once be seen that these matters entail research into a num-
ber of different and significant fields. The personnel department, for

example, is usually the agency which examines into costs of living and

family budgets. There would also be required some study to see just

what disciplinary rules should be adopted and how they should be

enforced in terms of fines and rewards. The application of wage scales

to the pay rate of individual workers presents peculiar problems of

individual rating evaluation which definitely require a personnel ap-

proach and special analysis. There is also the problem of what should

be the agency for negotiation and adjustment as between the corpora-

tion and its employees. With recent developments in the use of em-
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ployee shop-committee plans for such negotiation there has opened up a

considerable field of study from which both the company already

using a plan and a company contemplating the inception of this type of

plan can benefit.-^

If a company contemplates or has in operation any more elaborate

payment plan than the usual week work or piece work, including such

devices as elaborate individual-incentive-payment plans, group-payment

systems, annual bonuses, profit-sharing or stock-purchasing plans, these

in their several ways present problems of policy demanding both pre-

liminary analysis and constant study during operation. The experience

with these special payment methods is now so extensive that research

into the results already obtained is essential to any company which

would not repeat needless mistakes.

7. The Labor Audit as .Personnel Research.^ Important develop-

ments have been made in providing check lists for a systematic survey

of all the personnel activities of companies either by the personnel

manager himself or by some one from outside. The aim is to provide

the observer and reporter with a list of topics and questions which

will cover comprehensively the points which should be studied in the

effort to evaluate the success of the going labor policy. While the

primary purpose of such audits is an inspection of labor policy and

its results, they obviously also yield data for research. Different ap-

proaches to such an outline of a complete labor audit, or personnel

survey, or analysis of personnel activities, as it is variously called,

have been made by a number of specialists. The unpublished work
of the Industrial Relations Counselors, Incorporated, of New York
should be mentioned here.^

In conclusion, it will be seen that in a relatively new field like per-

sonnel management, where a great variety of experiments is going

forward, the need for research and evaluation of experience is pe-

culiarly acute. There is some data more or less extensive upon almost

all personnel plans that a company might decide to adopt. To institute

preliminary research into the results of such trials is a counsel of

prudence. And to learn from one's own experience by the careful

analysis of successes and failures is equally a sign of good manage-

ment. Both tasks impose upon some thoughtful executive in every

organization responsibility for encouraging, initiating and profiting

from research into such personnel problems as those above suggested.

^ Burton, E. R., Employee Representation, Baltimore, The Williams & Wilkins

Company, 1926.
' Cf. Chapter XXV.
^ See also Tead, Ordway, and Metcalf, H. C, Personnel Administration. New York,

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1926, Chapters XX and XXI ; and Personnel Research
in Department Stores, Pittsburgh, Research Bureau of Retail Training, 1927.
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PART III

MANAGEMENT STANDARDS



Each institution has brought with its development demands, expectations, rules,

standards. These are not mere embellishments of the forces which produced

them, idle decorations of the scene. They are additional forces. They recon-

struct. They open new avenues of endeavor and impose new labors. In short,

they are civilization, culture, morality ... if one is going to live one must

live a life of which these things form the substance. The only question having

sense which can be asked is hoiu we are going to use and be used by these

things, not whether we are going to use them.

—

John Dewey.

Why is it not universally recognized that an end is a device of intelligence in

guiding action, instrumental to freeing and harmonizing troubled and divided

tendencies? . . . Ends are foreseen consequences which arise in the course

of activity and which are employed to give activity added meaning and to

direct its further course. . . . They are the ways of defining and deepening

the meaning of activity. Having an end or aim is thus a characteristic of

present activity. It is the means by which an activity becomes adapted when
otherwise it would be blind and disorderly, or by which it gets meaning when
otherwise it would be mechanical. In a strict sense an end-in-view is a means
to present action

;
present action is not a means to a remote end. Men don't

shoot because targets exist, but they set up targets in order that throwing and

shooting may be more effective and significant.

—

John Dewey.

\



CHAPTER IX

CLASSIFICATION AND SYMBOLIZATION ^

Less than fifty years ago John Fritz, ironmaster and holder of the

Bessemer medal, produced designs for steam engines by drawing with

his cane in the sand on the foundry floor. When parts so designed

were finished and assembled he is quoted as saying, "Now start her

up and we will see why she does not work." Trial and error with a

vengeance ! But that day is gone. Behold nowadays the construction

of a 200,000 HP steam turbine with no guesswork in any part of it.

Everything is designed and completely predetermined. In fact, were

any part not so predetermined it is almost certain that it would be done

wastefully. Lack of economy in time and materials is the essence of

the "cut and try" method.

But before there can be design and predetermination there must be

developed a standard terminology, a language capable of describing

just what is to be done and the way of doing it, somewhat as an archi-

tect's drawings, with their symbols for such things as wood, iron, steel,

stone, steam pipes and electric wires, outline the house that is to be

built. In the development of such a language for industrial classi-

fication recognition of the various classes and kinds of "things," ma-
terial as well as immaterial, which constitute the industrial process,

is almost the first step.

Only as we learn to classify, and as a result of such classification

to eliminate, to simplify, to standardize and to codify, does any genuine

science of management emerge. And then the moment one begins to

classify, there appears the necessity for an accurate and definite termin-

ology based on the classifications adopted—as with the natural sci-

ences : for instance, with botany, zoology and chemistry. To obtain

greater precision in our nomenclature and to economize time it has

been found expedient to substitute the briefest possible symbols for

all terms used repetitively in the process of manufacture. From the

very start classification and symbolization must proceed hand in hand

—practically simultaneously.

Hardly a generation ago it was quite customary in industry to em-

phasize differences rather than to look for similarities. Shoe manu-
facturing was held to have nothing in common with the making of

books. Even two machine shops, the one manufacturing machine tools

^ By Morris Llewellyn Cooke, Consulting Engineer, Philadelphia ; Past President

of the Taylor Society.

"3
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and the other making repairs on steam locomotives, were looked upon

in many quarters as so wholly dissimilar as to make the experience of

the one of negligible value to the other. Or carrying the same thought

a step farther, two different shoes, or two different books, or two
different suits of clothes, manufactured in the same establishments

under virtually identical processes, were rarely viewed from the stand-

point of their similarities, largely because they did not look alike and

because classification had not been established as the proper route to

effective control in the management of their fabrication. It is only

through the emphasis on similarities, and through the doing away
with non-essential differences, that classification becomes possible.

One of the first lessons to be learned in any effort to classify is to

distinguish between numbers of things and kinds of things. Classi-

fication is not interested in quantities, only in varieties. Large-scale

enterprises have as a rule not profited as much relatively from classi-

fication and its consequent symbolization as have smaller concerns, for

the reason that size has been looked upon as a deterrent, when as a

matter of fact it has almost nothing to do with the problem.

The Drafting of Classifications. The most comprehensive,

well-balanced and permanent system of classification for an industrial

enterprise will be one which is the result both of an analysis of the

undertaking as a whole and of a gradual synthesis, or building up
out of smaller and more detailed classifications, where each of the

latter is the result of detached studies of individual parts. It is advis-

able that these two kinds of classification be carried on simultaneously

and from the start.

Before a system of classification with its appropriate s^Tnboliza-

tion is put into general use it should be thoroughly tried out, but in

some more or less isolated part of the work. After the system as a

whole has been finally decided upon and put into use changes, except

those involving simple additions or subtractions, should be made only

after the fullest consideration. In fact, even adding items to a group

or subtracting them from a group should be done with the utmost

care, and only after following a carefully prescribed routine. Taylor

had one invariable rule by which he tested all suggestions as to change

:

has the suggested change been given at least as much thought as was
used in adopting the original standard?

It must be remembered that, as here applied, classification and sym-

bolization represent a radical departure from existing practices, and it

becomes possible not only to name every element in an undertaking,

whether of function, or personnel, or of material, but to designate it

with a symbol and also to locate with a symbol the matter so described.

Until the employees of an establishment have become thoroughly accus-
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tomed to the use of symbols and have learned to appreciate their sig-

nificance in the whole system of management, it is necessary to use

the utmost care in seeing that changes are not too easily and too

frequently made.

With the system of classification and symbols fully determined upon,

it becomes possible to begin the final grouping of the various items

which in their sum total constitute an industrial undertaking. It

must be remembered that classification begins where symbolization

begins. Without something to classify and hence to symbolize, no
general symbolization scheme can be developed. But it is only after

this scheme has been pretty fully planned that it is possible to build up
complete classifications. The forces and material at the command of

an industrial organization must be marshalled in orderly array before

they can either be used efi'ectively as they stand or studied with an eye

to their improvement. This orderly arrangement of parts is that classi-

fication which, as has been said, lies at the very bottom of any proper

system of management.

A Typical Example. Our present-day conception of an indus-

trial enterprise is that it is composed essentially of a definite number
of elements that have been subjected to intensive study, such as build-

ings, machines, personnel, operations, and so on, all of which can be

definitely classified. Each and every item in each classification can

be systematically listed under its appropriate schedule and defined with

as much exactitude as may at any time be thought desirable. We are

certainly moving in the direction of a maximum of definition and pre-

determination of elements.

Such an attitude represents a fundamental change in outlook from
the time, not many years back, when any such itemization would have
been considered as impossible as it would have been useless. Large-
scale enterprise, long-time planning, the economies of simplification and
standardization, and a growing appreciation of the value of time in

the industrial process, all put a premium on definition—in some parts

of the field a definition which tends toward scientific precision.

On Figure 4 are grouped sample pages from a tool classification in

which are listed every "implement" which could conceivably be utilized

in the work of a particular plant. The term "implement" is used to

emphasize the fact that there are included under it many items which
have not ordinarily been looked upon as tools, such as blocks of wood
and bolts—both in varying sizes—used in setting up work in machine
tools. As late as the apprentice days of the present writer but a very

small part of the equipment listed on this tool classification was kept

in the tool room or in any recogiiized location. At a time when
cutting tools were shaped by hand, sometimes on a foot-driven grind-
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stone, to the fancy of each machinist using them, there was missing

the incentive we now have for classifying tools manufactured from

steels alloyed to meet special purposes and shaped with mathematical

precision for the most effective performance of special tasks.

In this classification "HCCS" is the mnemonic symbol for a stand-

ard length cape chisel, one belonging to the H or "hammer group" of

implements in the tool room, which group is described in the classi-

fication as those that "work by striking or by being struck." The
H or "hammer group" includes sledges, tups, chisels, flatters, etc. It

will be noticed that the letter with the largest significance (H), as

denoting the "hammer group," is placed on the extreme left. The let-

ter to the immediate right of this (C), as denoting the "chisel class,"

has a lower significance. And the letter still farther to the right (C),

as denoting the kind ("cape") of chisel, has a still lower significance.

Of course this procedure can be carried on as far as may be necessary.

The size of the chisel is indicated by a figure placed immediately fol-

lowing the initial letter.

The major classifications in the great majority of enterprises, in

addition to that for tools, will generally be limited to the following:

employees ; machines and work places
;
plant and fixtures ; charge ac-

counts ; stores ; worked material (a name assigned to stores upon which

work has been done) and its resulting product; instructions, which are

sometimes called standing orders ; and customers and markets. Before

discussing further specific classifications, it will make for clarity to

comment upon the design and use of symbols without which classi-

fications would have a limited usefulness.

Letters versus Numbers in Symbols. The symbols adopted to

identify the individual items in the several classifications may be com-

posed (i) of numbers or (2) of letters, or rather of combinations of

letters and numbers. The time has hardly arrived when any final

decision is possible as to the relative utility of these two systems.

Taylor strongly advocated the use of lettered symbols. In fact, he

held that it was virtually impossible to develop the precise understand-

ing required by scientific management in a plant or an industry except

with the aid of mnemonic symbols—those assisting the memory. Let-

tered symbols were used in all cases of scientific management devel-

oped directly by him or under his guidance.

Nevertheless it must be recognized that symbols expressed in num-
bers are the general rule in industry. One outstanding reason for

this is that modern tabulating machines have been developed with a

minimum of regard for lettered symbols. Such machines have, of

course, been used with mnemonic symbols simply by translating letters

into numbers when the symbols being used require this adaptation. If
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ACCOUNTS FOR SMALL ACCOUNTS FOR SMALL
CARRIERS CARRIERS

Class II Class III

IV. Transportation—Rail Line: IV. Transportation:
Idis-1261. Superintendence

patching.

1262. Station service.

1263. Yard enginemen and
motormen.

1264. Other yard employees.

1265. Fuel for yard locomotives,

1266. Power for yard locomo-
tives.

1267. Other yard expenses.

1268. Operatingjoint yards and
terminals—Dr.

1269. Operatingjoint yards and
terminals—Cr.

1270. Train enginemen and mo-
tormen.

1271. Fuel for train locomotives.

1272. Powerfortrainlocomotives.

1273. Other train locomotive
supplies and expenses.

1274. Trainmen.

1275. Train supplies and ex-

penses.

2241 Superintendence and dis-

patching.

Fig.

ACCOUNTS FOR LARGE
CARRIERS

Class I

IV. Transportation:
371. Superintendence.
372. Dispatching trains.

373. Station employees
374. Weighing, inspection and

demurrage bureaus.

375. Coal and ore wharves.
376. Station suppUes and ex-

penses.

377. Yardmasters and yard
clerks.

378. Yard conductors and
brakemen.

379. Yard switch and signal

tenders.

380. Yard enginemen.
381. Yard motormen.
382. Fuel for yard locomotives
383. Yard switching power pro-

duced.

384. Yard switching power pur-

chased.

385. Water for yard locomo-
tives.

386. Lubricants for yard loco-

motives.

387. Other supplies for yard
locomotives.

388. Enginehouse expenses

—

Yard.
389. Yard supplies and ex-

penses.

390. Operating joint yards and
terminals—Dr.

391. Operating joint yards and
terminals—Cr.

392. Train enginemen.
393. Train motormen.
401. Trainmen.
394. Fuel for train locomotives.

395. Train power produced.
396. Train power purchased.

397. Water for train locomo-
tives.

398. Lubricants for train loco-

motives.

399. Other supplies for train

locomotives.

400. Enginehouse expenses^
Train.

402. Train supplies and ex-

penses.

403. Operating sleeping cars.

420. Injuries to persons.

418. Loss and damage-Freight.
419. Loss and damage-Bag-

gage.

414. Insurance.

415. Clearing wrecks.
416. Damage to property.

417. Damage to live stock on
right of way.

5. Example of Classification of Accounts for Steam Railroads by the
Interstate Commerce Commission

2242. Station service.

2243. Yard employees.

2244. Fuel for yard locomotives.

2245. Miscellaneous yard ex-

penses.

2246. Operating joint yards and
terminals—Dr.

2247. Operatingjointyardsand
terminals—Cr.

1276. Injuries to persons.

1277. Loss and damage.

1278. Other casualty expenses.

2248. Train employees.

2249. Fuel for train locomotives.

2250. Other train expenses.

2251. Injuries to persons.

2252. Loss and damage.

2253. Other casualty expenses.
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with the further development of industrial techniques the utiHty of

mnemonic symbols becomes better understood and they come into more
general use, adequate tabulating devices undoubtedly will follow. In

Taylor's day only the earliest and simplest types of these machines

were available. His greatest work was done in a period when prac-

tically all entries on office and shop records were made by hand. His

advocacy of lettered symbols was based largely on their memory value.

In addition to the memory-aiding quality of lettered symbols it

must be recalled that they make possible a much larger number of

combinations possessing a given number of characters. For instance,

the ten numerical digits permit 999 combinations of three digits each,

while the twenty-three letters (as explained later, I, O and Q are not

available) permit 12,167 combinations of three letters each. On
occasion the general utility of mnemonic symbols has been enhanced

by adding characters, as from the Greek, to the English alphabet. It

is believed that the use of lettered or mnemonic symbols will become

more general in industry as the need for a more scientific and mean-

ingful—one is tempted to say philosophical—system of industrial

nomenclature becomes generally recognized.

Numbers as ordinarily used for symbols in connection with indus-

trial classifications are without significance except as a tag for identi-

fication. For instance, in the classification of accounts provided for

the steam railroads by the Interstate Commerce Commission (Figure

5 ) , each account has a number which is wholly arbitrary and meaning-

less except for the fact that it is one of a series. The Dewey decimal

system of symbols, composed principally of figures, is used in connec-

tion with library book classification and for indexing certain classes

of scientific data. Here, however, so far as is possible the same figure

is used to designate the same word when used in thousands of dif-

ferent combinations. For instance the symbol for any book on natural

science in the Dewey classification will begin with 5. (See typical

section, Figure 6.) Again in the Dewey system some significance

attaches to the distance of the several figures composing the symbol

from the left or right of the decimal point. In a Dewey system index

of data on the human nervous system one set of German cards utilizes

three places to the left of the decimal point and five or six to the right.

The Dewey system represents a real effort toward making numerical

symbols also mnemonic in character,-^

But as symbols composed of letters can be made so much more

^ Carl G. Barth is my authority for the statement that the enormous numbers of

charge accounts (The Book of Accounts) of the Pullman Car Works were desig-

nated by numbers so arranged as to be largely mnemonic, along the lines of the Dewey
system.
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mnemonic than those made with figures, further discussion will be

confined to symbols made with letters.

In improperly constructed systems, a combination of letters, even

though the base always remains the same, may give a symbol with as

ooo GENERAL WORKS
loo PHILOSOPHY
200 RELIGION
300 SOCIOLOGY
400 PHILOLOGY
500 NATURAL SCIENCE
600 USEFUL ARTS

610 Medicine
620 Engineering

621 Mechanical Engineering

622 Mining Engineering

623 Military and Naval Engineering

624 Bridges and Roofs

624.1 Piers, Foimdations, etc.

624 . 2 Girders, Stresses and Strains

624.3 Trussed Bridges

624.4 Tubular Bridges

624.5 Suspension Bridges

624.6 Arched Bridges

624.7 Compound Structures

624.8 IMovable Bridges

624.9 Roofs

625 Railroad and Road Engineering

626 Canal Engineering

627 River, Harbor and General Hydraulic Engineering

628 Sanitary Engineering

629 Other Branches

630 Agriculture

640 Domestic Economy
650 Communication
660 Chemical Technology
670 Manufactures
680 Mechanic Trades
6qo Building

700 FINE ARTS
800 LITERATURE
900 HISTORY

Fig. 6. Example from the Dewey Library Classification

little mnemonic significance as the combination of a like number of

numerals. Thus the sales department may always be known as depart-

ment A, the purchasing department as department B, and so on. This

simply means that every one using the system will have to memorize

not only the base letters but all their subdivisions. In a business of
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any size this is so difficult as to render the apphcation of such sym-

boHzation in any large way practically impossible.

Construction of a Mnemonic Symbolization. In lettered sym-
bols the mnemonic quality is usually accomplished by using the initial

letter of the word which it is intended to represent. The letters

are used very largely as figures are used in the Dewey decimal

system ; that is, they have a place value, dependent somewhat upon

their position with regard to the other letters in the combination in

which they are used. Figures are used in combination with letters,

but they are only mnemonic when they have a descriptive quality. The
memory is not assisted by representing a form or an operation or a

machine by such an arbitrary figure as 24, either alone or in combina-

tion with several letters, unless this figure represents a quality of or

use for the thing so symbolized. It does, however, add to the mne-

monic quality of the symbol to use 24 in any combination of letters

and figures describing a rule twenty-four inches long or the twenty-

fourth machine in a given row. In the Taylor stores classification a

symbol for a final individual article always has a number preceding the

last letter, which number is often without descriptive quality.^ The

same is true of the symbol assigned to every part in each of the

ultimate subassemblies of a composite piece of worked material.

It is no better to use a letter unless it has a descriptive quality than

it is to use a figure without such a quality. In every case the effort

must be to give the letter chosen as large mnemonic significance as

possible; that is, it must tend as much as possible to call to the mind

the object or function referred to. It must be admitted that only too

often it cannot be made to do this except by association or "brute

memory." It is taken for granted that the person seeking to interpret

a symbol is familiar with the general rules upon which the system is

based. However, it is not always necessary that one should be able to

interpret a symbol in order to use it. Hundreds of workmen use sym-

bols every day without the slightest idea as to their significance. To
quote a colloquial expression used by James Mapes Dodge, to illustrate

the truth of this very matter, "One does not have to know French to

use plaster of Paris."

In using the alphabet for the purpose of constructing mnemonic
symbols, the letters I and O are not used on account of the danger of

confusing them with the figures representing one and zero. For the

reason that O has rarely any mnemonic significance {i.e., because very

few words begin with or contain O) and also on account of the like-

lihood of confusing it with the figure representing zero (o), when the

^See Figure 9, p. 125.
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letter is not carefully made, it should not be used. Thus there are

twenty-three letters of the alphabet available for use.

To begin the construction of a classification with its corresponding

series of symbols, place the twenty-three available letters in a vertical

line on the left-hand side of the page and then fill in opposite to them

the various major groups in the particular classification being sym-

bolized. This first sheet is known as the base sheet, on which it is

frequently necessary to use nearly all of the twenty-three available

letters. For later sheets in the classification it may not be necessary

to use more than two or three letters. (See cape chisel sheet in Tool

Classification, Figure 4.) For each letter utilized on the base sheet

another sheet must be provided in the complete classification on which

in similar fashion the various units which the group includes will be

scheduled—each under its appropriate letter.

It is usually convenient to designate the several breakdowns, or sub-

assemblies, in the worked-material classification as groups, divisions,

sections, and so on, in the order of their respective succession. When
a series of subassemblies extends still further, resort to such terms as

subsection, sub-subsection, and so on, is necessary. For sample sheets

from a number of different classifications with their symbolizations see

Figures 7, 8 and 9. A study of these will show the general principles

governing this type af symbolization.

In designing classifications which are largely listings, such as the

tool and stores classifications, effort should be made to design the groups

and especially their successive subdivisions so that they will not re-

quire over eight or ten letters. It will soon be discovered that after

eight or ten letters have been used the difficulty with which the series

is kept mnemonic increases very rapidly. When it is desired to add

one or more items to the series after eight or ten letters are pre-

empted, it will be found that in too many instances the letters which

would be most significant, and therefore the most highly mnemonic,

have already been assigned to something else. In the base group of a

series, and in the subdivisions which immediately follow, it is some-

times possible at the beginning of the work to determine all the items

which go to compose it, and in such cases all the twenty-three letters

may be utilized. In those groups where additions must be made from

time to time, or even where changes in all probability will have to be

made, plenty of room for expansion must be left. It is inadvisable

to have the groups consist of less than eight or ten items on an average,

as this would make the whole system too much spread out and result

in symbols unduly long.

As any terminology built up prior to classification is almost sure

to be indefinite to the point of being inaccurate when classification is
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undertaken, one must be prepared in such cases to adopt a radically

different terminology. Especially in the older trades, as for instance

in printing, we encounter practices, tools, and so on, which in the course

of time have become so changed as to make the historic names far

from descriptive. When changes in terminology become desirable it

is frequently possible in the adoption of new names to choose those

which specially lend themselves to mnemonic symbolization.

In assigning a symbol to a given term it is not always possible to

use the first letter of a word, and even when possible it is not always

desirable to do so. When the first letter is already appropriated, it is

usually a good rule to use the second, or some later letter conspicuous

to the ear when the word is pronounced, unless there is some reason

to the contrary. The same rule will apply when the word begins with

one of the three dropped letters (I, O and Q), as with "insurance,"

when the letter N may be used.

It frequently happens that when a letter has been appropriated for

one item and there is a second demand upon it, the first assignment

should be abandoned. Before a series of symbols is put into general

use, even radical changes which will tend toward improvement should

be freely made. After a system has been in use for some time, sug-

gestions which might mean radical improvement are likely to occur.

It then requires good judgment to decide whether to make the change.

For, if it is made, it means that wherever these symbols are used in the

instructions of the establishment corrections must be made. When it

is remembered that a system of symbolization, properly constructed,

will last over a long term of years, there is every argument in favor

of having it as nearly right as possible, even though it is necessary

to revise the series a number of times before obtaining the final result.

Even the most experienced designers of classification frequently have

difficulty in deciding ujx)n a suitable letter to use when confronted with

a given set of conditions. It is also frequently difficult to decide when
a rearrangement of the classification is warranted. For these reasons

it is desirable to begin the construction of the various classifications

required some time ahead of the date when it will be necessary to

actually put them in use. After they have been put in use, changes,

and especially radical ones, are to be deprecated but infrequently

cannot be avoided.

There are some words which run all through a system, appearing

in many different groups. Such a word should always be favored by

having assigned to it a position as mnemonic as possible, and every

effort should be made to give this word the same position in every

group where it occurs. When choosing a symbol for a word which

will be used frequently, it should be given the preference over a word
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which will be used less often. On the other hand, it does happen that

a non-mnemonic letter for a frequently occurring item or word soon

becomes memorized. When an item has two or more possible and

equally good names, the mnemonic quality in the symbol can fre-

quently be secured by choosing that name for which the most appro-

priate letter is still available. There are some letters, which rarely be-

gin words, that appear in ordinary classifications, such as K and V.

When these letters appear within words, it is good practice to select

them for the symbols as they are easily distinguished, and this leaves

the letters which are more in demand available for subsequent use.

Thus choose K for "ink," and V for "inventory" rather than N, which

is the second letter in each case and which is therefore the one which

would ordinarily be used, since I is not available. For the same reason,

K for "check" and Y for "employee" may be used. The letter A
has been used quite generally for "miscellaneous," a category which

under scientific management must be kept small. This letter will be

found convenient also as a temporary resting place for items the

ultimate disposition of which has not been determined, a contingency

frequently occurring in cleaning up a tool or store room where articles

are found for which there is no apparent use.

When both the first and second letters are wisely appropriated to

other words, the last may frequently be used to advantage. Another

expedient is illustrated by the use of the letter R (revolutionary) to

stand for 1776 when these numbers describe a brand. It frequently

happens that the meaning of a symbol can be ascertained by a more or

less unconscious method of elimination. Thus if there are eight items

in a group and seven are mnemonic, the other becomes more or less so

by elimination and contrast. Only experience in the use of symbols

will reveal all the direct and indirect methods by which they are made

mnemonic.

In using integral or fractional numbers they should precede the

letter they qualify except in the case of a number placed at the end

of a symbol in either the stores or charging (including worked ma-

terial) classifications indicating a lot number. A number placed in

front of a symbol in the worked-material classification indicates the

number of the operation in the series of operations which have to be

performed on that piece. In the symbol 3M7H1C5 the initial figure 3

indicates the third operation performed on all pieces symbolized by

M7H1C5 (the 5 indicating the fifth lot of the cylinder group, C, of

seven inch, 7, hinged vibrator, H, molding machine, M). This use for

indicating successive operations in the process of manufacture is illus-

trated on the route chart with operation symbols, see Figure 10.
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By avoiding all punctuation, and using brackets only when abso-

lutely necessary, it is possible to write mnemonic symbols with a

minimum of effort and time. It frequently becomes possible to drop
letters from the left-hand side of a symbol when used for some specific

purpose. Thus in a department where only one series of symbols is

used, it is sometimes unnecessary to carry the one or more letters

on the left which differentiate this series from others making up the

system in use throughout the establishment. It is good practice to

begin with every letter in its place. After every one has become
thoroughly familiar with the system, it often becomes possible to

allow certain letters to be omitted in writing the symbol, because they

are understood. These letters will always be the initial letters or those

on the left-hand side. Thus, to assist in the routing of supplies and
worked materials through a certain printing establishment, a mnemonic
system was devised by means of which each and every bin, closet,

shelf, table or square foot of floor space could be designated by four

letters. The base sheet carried four letters, B for "bindery," C for

"composing room," P for "press room," and S for "store room."
The subdivisions of the space in each of these four departments were
indicated by the three letters which were placed to the right of the

letters indicating the department. Thus CABK indicated a certain

type case in the composing room and CLMA indicated a compartment
in a certain galley rack in the same room. For purposes of the com-
posing room only and on records which are never used outside of the

composing room when used, as in marking proofs, to indicate that it is

a location symbol, ABK and LMA will answer every purpose answered

by CABK and CLMA.
In certain cases the memory can best be assisted by grouping rather

than by the usual method of picking the letter which begins a word to

represent it. Instances of this kind are shown in Figure 8 (the base

sheet of the classification of charge accounts). Here the middle sec-

tion of the alphabet is reserved for the product called "worked ma-
terials." In the same way, in this same column it will be noted that

the letters X, Y and Z are reserved for charge accounts of a certain

general character—plant charges.

Interlocking as a Factor in Classification. The classification of

tools (see Figure 4) represents a very elementary type. It is a simple

listing of items where it is unnecessary to suggest any interlocking

relation between items or groups of items. There are classifications,

however, where the opportunity to indicate cross relationships be-

comes of first importance. In the case of purchased tools, of which

a reserve is always kept in the store room, a relation is necessarily

established with the stores classification. A first step in the direction
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of interlocking is shown in the Stores Classification (see Figure 7),

which is a listing of all purchased articles of every kind and descrip-

tion.^ Here it will be observed that, while the great majority of let-

ters are reserved for stores used on specific items or classes of product

the letter V is utilized for the grouping of articles used for a variety of

purposes. Carl G. Barth has adopted a somewhat different scheme

for classifying stores. He first divides stores into two main classes,

i.e., imclassified and classified. Items of unclassified stores are sym-

bolized by an S followed by a serial number. Classified stores are

again divided into (i) miscellaneous classified stores (stores used for

a variety of purposes), symbolized as SV and (2) special classified

stores. The latter are further subdivided into (
i
) special classified

stores used for worked materials and (2) special classified stores used

other than for worked materials. Under SB, for instance, Mr, Barth

places all office materials including stationery. Thus he avoids the

use of the V by which the symbols for all items used for a variety of

purposes is extended.

In classifying stores one or two leading thoughts may be followed:

(i) according to the use made of an article and (2) according to the

material of which it is made. Depending upon conditions either may
be the best. For instance, in the plants of the Link Belt Company lubri-

cators were classified as articles made principally of a certain material,

as cast iron or brass. Whereas in an engine-building concern for

which lubricators are of more importance, they are given a class of

their own where use is the determining factor.

The number of items which must be included in the stores classi-

fication for enterprises of average size is so limited that reasonably

short and compact sjTnbols are possible. But this is not always so.

The Western Electric Company is reported to handle over 50,000

different items in its various store rooms. It was estimated that the

United States government shipped 125,000 different items to Europe

during the Great War. Of course, a company having plants at vari-

ous points can to advantage adopt a common stores classification, avail-

able for each plant. The ease with which classifications can be dupli-

cated and made available for different plants of one company offers a

distinct argument in their favor.

While it is possible to develop any classification as a study in itself,

so that it will have little if any relation to any other, on the other

hand it is sometimes possible—even easy—to effect combinations, as

^Articles purchased but once and with no prospect of a repeat order, and other

items purchased at long intervals, are given a special treatment so as not to burden

the classification. Such items are simply listed as unclassified stores, and for the

time being symbolized by a letter S followed by a number.
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in the case of the classification of charge accounts of the Tabor Manu-
facturing Company (see Figure 8) which includes the worked ma-
terial classification (see Figure 9). The classification of charge ac-

counts is arranged so that any charg-e will eventually be placed on

that part of the product—just begun, partially completed or finished

—for which the expense has been incurred. Worked material is prod-

uct in the process of making—single parts, assemblies of parts, assem-

blies of assemblies, and so on—all in various stages of manufacture or

completed. Worked material always includes also the final product

until transferred on the books from the worked-material account to

the merchandise account. Worked-material symbols must be so de-

signed that the symbol for each individual part clearly shows its rela-

tionship to the final finished product.

"Other things being equal," the broader and more inclusive any
classification can be made the better it will be. But as things never

are "equal," the relative inclusiveness of a classification almost inevi-

tably becomes a matter of coxnpromise. As time goes on and stand-

ardization becomes more general in the fields affected by management,

the technique of the drafting of classifications will doubtless be so

developed that some of our present-day efforts may seem pretty crude.

Carl G. Earth, who brings a philosophical mind to bear on the

problems discussed in this chapter, suggests the rule that, in a worked-

materials classification, an ultimate article that will not form a part of

a bigger thing (assembly) must have a symbol consisting of not less

than two letters with a number between. At the Watertown (Massa-

chusetts) Arsenal, K6D was the symbol for a six-inch, disappearing-

gun carriage. K is the letter assigned to all gun carriages, D to those

of the disappearing class, and the figure 6 represents the size, i.e..

instance B for "model B," this must precede the number 6 and not

follow the whole fundamental symbol K6D; thus KB6D. If instead,

this letter B were added we would get K6DB, which would be the

symbol for a B group of the ultimate assembly K6D.^ When there are

a number of models, K6D may well stand for KA6D, the first model,

where the letter A is simply omitted to save space; just as for short, and

without room for misunderstanding, we write in mathematics only

a for la^ but must write 5a^. As in the case with the letter designating

the model, so any other letter required to designate the article more

^ However, when a final article is so simple that it is at once assembled from
individual parts, its symbol must, unfortunately, have the appearance of a group of

a more complex whole, as is the case with the molding machine assembled in

Figure lo.
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fully must also precede the numerical part of the symbol. Such con-

siderations as this have great importance in the classification and

symbol ization of a machine having more than four thousand parts, as

was the case with this and other gun carriages. Where, with the object

of shortening symbols, we dodge fundamental rules, symbols with

numbers having no mnemonic quality are apt to be the result.

As has been explained, the operation symbol is developed from the

worked-material symbol of the part or group of parts on which the

operation is to be performed. On the route sheet (see Figure lo) is

shown the use of operation symbols as well as stores and other sym-

bols in the manufacture of a very simple molding machine.

In the manufacture of a product like men's clothing in which there

are relatively few operations (usually less than 150 in a three-piece

Fig. II. Unit of a Standixo Order File

suit), it is possible to devise a worked-material classification in which

the same part of a suit will always have the same symbol in whatever

style combination it may occur. Every type and variety of product

suggests new problems, both of classification and symbolization.

Information Indexes. One of the principal functions of classi-

fication and its attendant symbolization is to facilitate indexing. With

the general advance in knowledge and the collecting in each plant of

data about specific matters—about operations, processes, tools, and so

on—it becomes increasingly difficult to record the accumulated infor-

mation so as to make it readily available when wanted. Unless there

is some place where instructions ^ once issued can be filed in orderly

fashion, it is only a question of time, and sometimes a very short

time, until these fall into partial or total disuse. For this reason scien-

tific management has suggested the use of a standing order file where

^ For a classic paper on the use of mnemonic symbols in drafting instructions see

Williams, John H., "On the Index as a Factor in Industry," Bulletin of the Taylor

Society, Vol. II, No. 2, July, 1916.
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all instructions can be placed so that their maintenance in good fashion

can be made the responsibility of some one agency. These instruc-

tions need not necessarily all be located in one place. The physical

aspects of one of the units of such a file and the method by which

symbols are utilized for indexing purposes are illustrated in Figures

II and 12.

One suggested method of providing an all-inclusive classification

for indexing purposes is to take the standard classification of charge

accounts (for base sheet, see Figure 6) and insert in it, in places not

otherwise preempted, those classifications, such as stores, not already

1111
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to make and file records which are immediately to become obsolete.

The system recommended involves giving to each matter taken up

enough thought and study to give the conclusions permanency.

Every improvement made in the organization of an industrial enter-

prise makes other improvements possible. In any thriving business

standards which today are perhaps fairly satisfactory appear crude to-

morrow by comparison. Then again changes taking place all the time

in that part of the industrial field in which any particular organization

is operating constantly suggest and force changes within the organi-

zation. In fact, most managers would feel apprehensive if demands

coming from without the organization were not constantly facing

changes within it. New inventions, new ideas, new lines of endeavor,

new customers, are all essential to progress and even to industrial life

itself. Every change on the outside causes a corresponding change

within. The correspondence of the internal organization with its field

must be kept as close as possible. All this inherent change, therefore,

both from within and without, keeps any industrial enterprise from

ever finally perfecting its organization. But this should act as a

stimulus toward, rather than as a deterrent from, as perfect an organi-

zation as possible.

The final goal toward which all classification tends is to have each

part of an enterprise so located in the general scheme that its relation

with every other part is not only definite but readily distinguishable.

Good management must insist on ever pressing toward a goal, all the

while recognizing that the goal can never be fully reached.
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CHAPTER X

FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION ^

"Organization is the process of so combining the work which

individuals or groups have to perform with the faculties necessary for

its execution that the duties, so formed, provide the best channels for

the efficient, systematic, positive and coordinated application of the

available effort."
^

An organization is therefore essentially a complex of relationships

of parts to the whole and to each other; more specifically of such fac-

tors as things to be done, persons doing them, methods of doing them,

facilities for doing them, responsibility and authority. Under division

of labor requiring the coordination of factors separate in time and

space, the effectiveness of individual effort as contributing to the

common purpose is in very large measure dependent upon an under-

standing of this relationship by the coordinating unit, and in no small

part upon understanding by every other member of the group. It is for

this reason that an enterprise should realize that it is inevitably an

organization, and should make the nature of the organization known
to all concerned, that all may have common understanding of it.

But the analysis of a whole into its parts, and a delineation of their

relationships, is a function of the mind. It is a result of observation

and qualitative classification. The background of the observer and

classifier will have a bearing on the result of his analysis. It is for this

reason that there have appeared various theories of organization.

Theories of Organization. There are two radically opposed

theories of organization. The first is based on the assumption that

"they should take who have the power and they should keep who can."

In other words, this theory is based squarely upon the survival of the

fittest. For that reason it has much to recommend it. Since there

is a minimum of restraint upon individual initiative, it tends to bring

forward the strong dominating personality. It assumes to set up no

definite limits of authority or responsibility, but gives each man a free

rein, within reason, to grasp and make effective the amount of au-

thority which he can secure to himself. One's subordinates are limited

only by the numbers of persons who submit to one's authority. One's

equals are determined by the results of day-to-day contact.

* By Henry H. Farquhar, Hahn Department Stores, Inc., New York.
^ Sheldon, Oliver, The Philosophy of Management, New York, Prentice-Hall,

Inc., 1923, p. 32.
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This type of organization, however, has serious drawbacks. The
man who has the dominating personaHty to push himself ahead in this

free-for-all scramble for authority is not necessarily the type of man
who is really best fitted to wield the resulting authority. He may not

appreciate that there can be no real authority without corresponding

responsibility. One situation may demand the utmost aggressiveness

in management—the active dynamic leadership usually associated with

aggressiveness ; but another may demand much less aggressiveness and

a much more contemplative type of mind.

The result of this struggle, furthermore, may be that the Indi-

vidual will absorb unto himself more functions than he can really

carry effectively for the best good of the group as a whole. He is apt

to seek new worlds to conquer before he has effectively mastered the

functions already gained. The result also is likely to take the form

of dodging responsibility and shifting the burden for unsatisfactory

accomplishment on to other shoulders. There is often an insidious,

but nevertheless a serious, tendency to suppress the initiative of the

man's associates and subordinates, resulting in a hesitancy on their

part for fear of consequences. The man who leaves may after all be

excellent executive material if led instead of pushed.

One of the most serious objections, however, is that this type of

organization does not permit measurement of accomplishment. It is

undefined in area and shifting in its ramifications at any particular

time; and therefore cannot effectively have put upon it any yardstick

of appraisal. Management has devoted many years and much scien-

tific thought to improved methods of operation and to means whereby

individual and group effort may be increased in efficiency. It is be-

ginning to devote, and must continue to devote, much time and effort

to measuring actual accomplishment against reasonable possible accom-

plishment. Any form of loose organization preventing a nearer and

nearer approach to measurable analysis of effective execution serves to

retard or make impossible strict measurement.

Another most serious objection is the lack of permanence when
one man dominates the whole situation. Numerous instances could be

cited where, upon the death of the one man around whom all activities

revolved, the firm was at once thrown into an extremely serious posi-

tion. It is sufficiently serious when the leading spirit in even the

thoroughly organized undertaking is removed; the matter becomes

much more serious when this man is allowed to be really the center

of gravity of the whole undertaking.

The second theory of organization demands that there be a care-

ful predetermination of the best working relationships between the
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natural functions of a business and between the persons who are to

conduct them. Such organization, in common with the recognized

approach to^ business problems generally, is arrived at through careful

research, thorough analysis and intelligent formulation of structure

in the light of the particular problem. The result is a standard for

organization under particular conditions, as deliberately and scien-

tifically determined as a standard for a production process might be

determined through time study, although perhaps less definite.

General Principles of Organization. The manager who takes

this latter view of the matter desires his organization to be formulated

with the following in mind

:

He wants his organization to be designed to suit the particular

problem in hand. The organization or framework around which re-

volves the day-to-day conduct of any business must be the solution of

a particular group of problems under particular local operating condi-

tions. Organization is simply one tool of administration—its design

one of the many problems of the administrator.

He wants the functions of his undertaking to be divided according

to the capabilities of the human beings upon whom he must depend.

There are certain types of mind clearly recognized and definitely uti-

lized by the manager. There are certain types of functions in any

industrial undertaking also clearly recognizable. In building his organi-

zation the given type of mind and corresponding type of function

must be brought together for efifective operation. A function requir-

ing at the same time great energy and a strong imagination should

not be linked tog'ether with a function requiring methodical analysis

or painstaking research, simply because the individual who possesses

these characteristics in combination is exceedingly rare.

He wants authority and responsibility clearly defined at any par-

ticular time, but under conditions which readily permit of changes

according to changes in the business and the number and capabilities

of average human beings. There should ordinarily be no question

for any extended period in any one's mind concerning the functions

for which he and his associates are responsible, and the exact relation

between allied functions and their subdivisions. It must also be

perfectly clear that when a definite responsibility is set up there must

be delegated at the same time adequate authority effectively to dis-

charge this responsibility.

The progressive manager wants each individual to be limited in

the function he performs, but to be unlimited in the area over which

he exercises that function. As has been indicated, functions should

be defined so as to match human limitations and aptitudes, allowing

free play for maximum specialization. The administration of a prop-
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erly determined function or subdivision of a function, therefore,

should be put in the hands of one whose knowledge of that particular

function justifies giving him maximum authority in it. His authority

should be limited to the particular function assigned, but in that func-

tion he should have full authority throughout the entire organization.

The manager, however, in adhering to the principles just outlined

will take care that no water-tight compartments in organization are

set up. Modern size and specialization in industry necessitate spe-

cialization as regards both individuals and departments; nevertheless,

after setting up such specialized parts of the organization, great care

must be taken to see that these departments cooperate in considering

and securing the best good of the undertaking as a whole, and that

no individual or department assumes a "hands-off" attitude toward

other individuals or departments. After setting up these departmental

walls, in other words, they must then be knocked down again, figura-

tively speaking, so that the business as a whole will move forward as

effectively as though administered by one general manager possessing

all the technical knowledge and the managerial ability possessed by

each of these units. The methods of accomplishing this coordination

extend into the field of managing, treated elsewhere in this volume.

It is important to emphasize, however, the utmost necessity of working

in harmony and controlling all activities through predetermined plans

and mechanisms, and in developing team play to the highest degree.

The manager, finally, wants his organization as a whole, and with

respect to each unit, definitely measurable as regards day-to-day opera-

tions. By following the principles of organization as outlined, a

prerequisite has been set up for effective measurement. Through fol-

lowing this by allocating to each function both achievement and the

expenses incident to its operation, a long step is taken toward securing

effective measurement.

Summing up the matter, the fundamental requirements for effective

organization are : its development on a functional basis with authority

corresponding to responsibility and a definite interlocking of achieve-

ment and expense.

Kinds of Organization, i. Line or Military. (Figure 13.) In

primitive times there was apparently only one form of organization

—

that derived from the dominant kind of organized activity—fighting.

All activities were handled personally by the chief. This simplest,

and in many ways best, form of organization lends itself to rapidity of

decision coupled with immediate translation of decision into action.

The one strong man possessed the limited technical knowledge that

was required in early times, together with the proved administrative

ability, to get results. He alone was responsible for operations and
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upon him alone rested all the authority. When the number of men
under the chief became so great that he could not personally supervise

them, he appointed assistants, each of whom, in theory personally

representative of his chief, was responsible for all activities of the

men immediately under him.

Chief

Assistant

J

Assistant

I

-Assistant

AiAAAiAAAAAA AAAAAA
Men Men Men

Fig. 13. Military or Line Organization

With the increase in kind and type of problems to be solved and of

varying conditions under which such problems had to be solved, the

form of organization gradually changed to a more complex type. These

changes took place both in the military establishment and in industry,

bringing changes in organization first in military matters and later

in industrial operations.

1 (AdvisorY)

Men
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I
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Chief of staff |
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Fig. 14. Line and Staff Organiztion

2. Staff Organization. (Figure 14.) Because of the increasing

tecJinical problems involved in modern warfare, a somewhat different

although not necessarily distinct type of organization arose. This

is the so-called "staff" organization which really left the "line" form

intact, but supplemented it by having a corps of experts attached to

the commander-in-chief in a purely advisory capacity. Such staff

organization, originating in the military, introduces the general prin-

ciples underlying modern functional organization so far as specializa-

tion goes, but leaves the fundamental concept that to si)ecialized knowl-

edge in such matters should be attached a certain degree of authority.
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The stafif idea of the army was copied bodily by industry as one at-

tempted solution of problems of organization confronting business men.

3. Functional Organization. (Figure 15.) Functional organiza-

tion is the form of organization under present industrial conditions

conceived by Frederick W. Taylor. (The term "instructional organi-

zation" is more descriptive of the real nature of this type.) His con-

cept embodied the specialization feature of the staff idea, but added
the further requirement that instead of the staff expert remaining out-

side of the lines of authority, he was brought back into the body of

the organization and given authority and responsibility throughout all

phases and all operations necessitated by the activities of the particular

function. The description given will clarify some popular miscon-
ceptions as to the difference between so-called staff organization and
functional organization. The idea underlying the one is expert knowl-

Chief

Technical
Assistant

Technical
Assistant

Technical
Assistant

Men
Fig. 15. Functional Organization

edge offered in an advisory capacity only; the idea of the other is ex-

pert knowledge coupled with authority to make that knowledge effec-

tive in practice.

The customary division of industries into different departments, such

as sales department, production department and financial department,

is not only simply a logical subdivision of labor necessitated by the

scale of present-day operations, but is absolutely consistent with the

functional concept of organization. These departments, in other words,

getting at the matter broadly, are merely functional subdivisions, cor-

responding to technically different groups of activities, of the work of

managing the enterprise as a whole.

A further misconception, however, should be cleared up. The sub-

division of an organization into sales, production and financial de-

partments does not constitute functional organization as developed by
Taylor. These are simply logical subdivisions of the general man-
ager's burden, neither new nor radically different from what has been
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going on along the lines of division of labor for centuries. For the

real difference one must go below the upper strata of activities and

search throughout the whole group down to and including the work-

man at the bench. If throughout this group he finds that the natural

functions in every case, including the work of the man at the bench,

have been definitely determined and entrusted to the responsibility and

authority of some one functional official, unlimited in area and su-

preme in his own functional field (except, of course, as in all cases,

channels of appeal in cases of disagreement must be established), then

he finds the true functional organization designed and so effectively

used by Taylor, An individual workman may thus report to one

functional or instructional supervisor for one part of his work and to

another for a different part; for instance, to one for instructions as

to what to do next, to another as to how to do it properly.

Functional organization has certain disadvantages. Although it

must be true that there is still at the head of the undertaking one final

source of authority and responsibility, nevertheless the functional

method of assisting that one man to carry the burden does tend to

slowing up of decisions and slowness of action in case of emergency.

In functional organization speed is sacrificed to informal deliberation.

This fact may have serious disadvantages or advantages, depending

upon the kind of problems arising under particular circumstances. The
fact remains, however, that this functional form is inherently slower

in meeting emergencies than the straight-line form of organization.

The possibilities of functional organization vary almost directly

with the degree to which standardization replaces variability through-

out an enterprise. If an enterprise is in every part subject to numer-

ous unexpected situations, requiring quick judgments, decisions and

actions, if there is not a well-defined purpose and system of correlated

means of accomplishment clearly understood, then functional organi-

zation becomes difficult to establish and maintain.

The general advantages of the functional form are

:

a. It sets up authority and responsibility along logical, functional

lines dictated by the technical units of activity and the mental char-

acteristics of the ordinary average individual in industry. This at

once tremendously widens the field from which even minor executives

can be chosen, since w^ithout this logical subdivision of work only the

very exceptional individual can hope to rise to any degree of com-

plicated administrative work. It issues an invitation to the rank and
file to avail themselves of any one of the more numerous, but more
strictly prescribed, executive positions available.

b. It defines and limits authority and resi)onsibility. Strict defini-

tion of limited activities lends itself to stricter measurement of results
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accomplished and has a minimum of vagueness as to the content of

any individual job and as to who may be responsible for any activity.

c. It places definite emphasis on responsibility rather than on au-

thority, since authority under this type of organization is definitely

identified with knowledge as expressed through accomplishment. And
since accomplishment may be fairly accurately measured, authority may
be curtailed or extended accordingly.

d. There is established a freedom of horizontal contact between

administrative officers to a greater degree than is true with other types

of organization. Executives on the same plane of authority are con-

stantly rubbing elbows with each other as one after another comes

in contact with the same subordinates, each taking up his particular

functional duties wuth these subordinates. This serves to break down
departmental walls and tends to force team work. In case of dis-

agreement—which of course occurs more often under functional or-

ganization than in other types, and which may become serious if

functions are not carefully defined—appeal is taken to the next higher

strata, resulting possibly in a further extension of horizontal along

with vertical contacts.

e. Finally, this form of organization provides for the fullest use of

individual personalities, aptitudes and abilities, by setting up spe-

cialized functions requiring specialized types of mind operating under

predetermined but easily revised relationships.

Measurement o£ Performance. The principal forms of inspec-

tion of the results of eft'ort are treated in Part IV. At this point,

however, it is desirable to emphasize the fact that appraisals of individ-

ual and departmental efficiencies—whether in terms of output or in

terms of cost—are promoted by functional organization with its clear-

cut delineation of responsibility along lines which are distinguishable

in terms of natural functional parts of a whole. The allocation of

expense, for instance, and measurement of performance in terms of

expense, is almost impossible in organizations in which departmental

and individual responsibilities cross the boundaries of natural func-

tional areas.

Committees. The proper place of committees in an organiza-

tion is more clearly perceived in functional organization. Experience

has led to the conclusions, apparently inconsistent, on the one hand,

that committees are inefficient as instruments of execution, and, on

the other hand, that they have certain high values. Under the theory

of organization that he who by personality, force or otherwise can

get the power shall make the decision and give the order, committees

may run amuck, and become either the impotent reflections of a domi-

nant personality, or in the absence of such a personality, an inefficient
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body without power of concentration, common agreement and execu-

tion. But under a functional form of organization, the natural func-

tions of a committee may be dehneated, and the value of that instru-

ment be utilized.

The responsibility of making judgments—determination of policies,

decisions as to projects, construction of plans and schedules—should

be distinguished on the one hand from the researches which secure

the data on which judgments must be based, and on the other hand

from the execution of the judgments. As individual activity becomes

more complicated, units of enterprise larger and their contacts more
diverse, and as the determination of facts by scientific method becomes

broader, at the same time the field of determination of the significance

of facts becomes broader and beyond the capacities of single indi-

viduals. Also, the more departments are coordinated into parts of an

integrated whole and the more their objectives are to work together

without functional loss to achieve a common purpose, the more diffi-

cult it becomes for departments alone to make decisions on depart-

mental policies and plans without intimate knowledge of this influ-

ence on other departmental policies and plans. Furthermore, the bur-

den of unassisted coordination is becoming too great for any one

"chief" executive to carry. For these reasons there is an important

functional place for committees in various strategic centers of the

managerial area; for instance, an executive committee of department

heads assisting the general manager in making decisions concerning

general policies and plans ; a committee of unit heads assisting the de-

partment manager in making decisions pertinent to the department;

and special committees making decisions and recommendations concern-

ing special problems covering all departments, such as a committee ap-

pointed to study the problem of establishing unemployment insurance.

The development or discovery of leaders among younger members
of an organization, to replace older executives as they retire, is now
recognized as a problem. The tendency of functional organization

to promote self-development and self-expression should be enhanced

in value by utilizing committees as a training ground for the partici-

pants. Modern psychology has discovered the significance of differ-

ences in individual capacity and the extent of these differences ; and

one of the problems of management is likewise to devise means of

discovering these differences. Research capacity and capacity to

execute decisions are not so difficult to discover and develop; but the

capacity to make sound judgments—perspective, logical acumen, com-

mon sense—are not easily discovered and developed. As an instrument

for the discovery and development of such capacities the committee

has a high value.

J
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Discovering the Organization. It is our point of view that the

organization for any particular enterprise is discovered and not arbi-

trarily made; discovered in the technical requirements and personal

assets of the particular situation. Accepting this point of view, the

proper practical procedure of discovery is somewhat as follows : first,

a clear definition of the objective of the enterprise; second, a technical

analysis by main and subdivisions of the ways of accomplishing the

objective, regardless of the availability of a technically competent per-

sonnel; third, a survey of available personnel from the point of view

of capacities; and fourth, a reconsideration of functional activities in

the light of available personnel. Such a procedure should result in a

picture of things to be done and their relationships in terms of capaci-

ties available—an organization plan.

In a small enterprise one individual possessing the requisite combi-

nation of capacities may often have to assume responsibility for several

related functions ; in a large enterprise one function may have to be

assumed by several associates. In any enterprise there may be side-

by-side functions which, because of differences in volume of work, are

one-man or several-men responsibilities—but in any case functional

delineation of activities promotes the matching of capacity to respon-

sibility and the appraisal of performance. In these days of complicated

industrial enterprises, the organization which depends upon chance-

acquired activities of its personnel has less likelihood of enduring than

the organization whose members are fitted to functional—therefore,

inherently related and distinguished—responsibilities, and have a status

determined by measurement of performance.
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CHAPTER XI

GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE STANDARDS^

In these days of keen competition and constantly changing market

requirements, every efficiently operated corporation must set up scien-

tific administrative standards if it wishes to hold its place in the race

for industrial supremacy. Although such standards may be estab-

lished by the use of a general formula, yet the basic conditions in each

type of activity must be taken into account in applying its principles.

When once set up, these administrative standards serve as a measure

against which the actual performance may be checked.

The purpose of such standards and check-ups is the coordination

of all the several activities of the business. Standards establish objec-

tives for the entire business and coordinated objectives for each major
department in relation to the whole, and consequently they afford a

basis for the achievement of the business as a whole and of each major
department. The administrator cannot sidestep this task of coordina-

tion. To a large extent he may hire assistants to do most of the other

work but he cannot avoid responsibility for adequate coordination.

The primary device for securing this coordination control by use of

administrative standards is the company budget, a well-rounded picture

of the probable sales and production, income and expenditure, and

profit or loss of the enterprise for a definite future period.^ The
budget may be made In as much detail and covering such periods as the

needs of the business and the intricacies of its administration may call

for. Experience has shown that a simple budget plan will gradually

extend into as much detail as is called for by the requirements of the

individual institution and the ability of its executives to make use of

such an effective administrative instrument. The budget is a means of

interpreting current and proposed activities, and through it developing

trends can be seen soon enough to adopt corrective measures.

The General Budget. As relates to the sequence of events, the

general budget is the last to evolve in the process of preparation, but

there are advantages here in discussing the philosophy and design of

the general budget first. The primary principle to be recognized in

establishing budgetary procedure may be called the principle of the

"pyramid on its base." This principle pertains to the necessity of

^ By Howard Coonley, President, and Joseph H. Barber, Assistant to the President,

Walworth Company, Boston.
- Cf. Chapter XIX.
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building upward from a mass of detail through successive levels of

subcontrols or summaries until finally, from a single vantage point at

the apex of the pyramid, the administrator should be able to trace

activities through certain functional or other lines of control so that

he is assured of balance in all man-power activities. A second side of

the pyramid may deal with territorial markets, which through various

classifications may summarize sales by territorial areas and by classes

of customers. The third side of the pyramid would deal with the

financial accounts devised so that a system of subsidiary and controlling

ledgers will finally yield one master profit-and-loss statement and bal-

ance sheet. The fourth side of the pyramid relates to non-financial

accounting, whereby a multitude of product items is analyzed to reveal

dependable summary indexes of product trends, assortments, prices,

and so forth.

The administrator is not concerned with the sides of the pyramid

only. In practical operation there are many cross lines between the

sides of the pyramid. Some precautions are made necessary because

of such complexities, the most important being: (i) the accounting

classification should be built up according to organization responsibili-

ties; (2) budget schedules should be made in terms of the accounting

classification; (3) each separate estimate item should be made by the

person designated to perform the task; (4) the estimate items should

be reviewed and assented to by the responsible superior officers who are

to control execution.

Assuming that departmental estimates have been prepared and

correlated according to suitable procedures, it becomes possible to set

up a master summary as indicated in Figure 16. This table represents

the summary page of a monthly budget estimate. It illustrates what

the administrator can see at the apex of the pyramid as he casts a

glance forward each month. Reading downward he finds listed all

of the active units of the company. Reading across the page he finds

a cross section of all activities of each of these units. More than

likely, however, his eye drops immediately to the bottom of the page

to see the combined effect of all the activities as reflected in the total

shown. Faults can then be traced down to individual units through

the subsidiary summaries which support the master schedule, and

this corrective action will be facilitated because the organization and

accounting practices have been lined up definitely for such utilization.

The Sales Budget. In preparing a master budget estimate for the

administrator, it is essential that we begin estimating in the fields of

greatest uncertainties; that is, we must first investigate those most

variable conditions that are least subject to wilful control by the admin-

istrator. If we may determine probabilities there, then it is the admin-
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istrator's task to adjust the controllable factors so as to arrive at the

greatest possible net profit with the aid of, or in spite of, the uncon-

trollable conditions. Roughly it may be said that, assuming costs and

expenses stable, net profits will be directly affected by three major

variables: there may be a shift in volume, a variation in price or a

change of assortment. The sales estimate attempts to anticipate the

effect of all of these during the period to be estimated. There are

three primary methods of approach to sales estimating

:
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fluctuations upon prospective sales. Here, the attempt is to anticipate

future industrial trends and shifts in current demand that may affect

the production program and the assortment of the output.

The second and third methods supplement each other. What one

lacks, the other fairly well supplies. Market analysis cannot usually

be brought closely up to date, but this is not essential. The geography

of distribution does not change rapidly, and such analyses are valuable

for revealing whether a territory can possibly yield enough good

accounts to warrant the full effort of a salesman. If it can, then the

salesman can be urged to better his performance. If it cannot, then

steps can be taken to realign territories to provide better utilization

of salesmen's time, possibly releasing other salesmen for closer con-

centration upon large potential areas that can yield more accounts than

were previously being solicited. Contrariwise, forecasting studies

cannot be extended in detail territorially, but here greatest advantages

are to be gained through anticipating the shifts of demand upon the

several groups of product. Ordinarily all product volumes are increased

in even proportions. Yet, if one line of product is not keeping up.

to the average trend, this is likely to be true in all territories due to

an economic cause common to all. Moreover, forecasting analysis

usually brings to light those general economic conditions that lead

to important price changes.

Recognizing that the most uncertain variable is sales, and that sales-

men's estimates, originated close to the scene of action, may need

revision in view of the broader perspective gained through research,

it will be admitted that neither the salesmen's viewpoint nor the con-

clusions from research should be wholly ignored. To harmonize all

viewpoints, sales standards suitable to the particular industry should

be worked out for the administrator, so that he may know, for instance,

that "territory 4 is operating at only 75 per cent of possible available

business" ; or again, that "brass goods are not as far above normal as

they ought to be in view of the business boom that has developed

generally." Needless to say, the best forward estimates of sales and

the greatest actual increase in sales will result if the findings of research

are used to convince salesmen that their territories merit study and

can yield a more profitable volume.

The Production Budget. When the sales budget and the probable

assortment have been estimated, it is but a step to translate these sched-

ules into work quantities for various departments. For this purpose

conversion ratios are developed. For instance, in the valve and fit-

tings industry it will be known that a ton of iron valves will require

definite proportions of cast iron, brass and other metals. Hence, a

commodity purchase schedule can be made up and inventory control
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limits developed. Similarly, factors are calculated to reveal the num-

ber of work hours required to cast, machine, assemble and test various

products. These production ratios will all be on a per-ton basis in

order that the sales-tonnage estimates may be translated into operating

factors. Many of these standards are standards local to the production

department ^ and the administrator simply needs to know that they exist

and that they are kept up to date. However, for himself, the adminis-

trator will need an over-all measure of individual works efficiencies,

and one of the most useful factors for this purpose is a continuous

PRODUCTION ESTIMATE SCHEDULE
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in columns A to K relate to but a six-month span. Several interested

executives enter their respective estimates in columns A to K, but

the committee's authorization entered in column L is not a complete

calculation inasmuch as it may be freely affected by judgment. We
attempt always to gain constant adjustment to an averaged rate of

production, often preferring to finance increased stocks prior to an

expected peak of demand, rather than to fire and rehire our trained

workers. The most expensive ingredients in our business today are

trained labor and effective organization. The least expensive ingredi-

ent, judged by effective results, is the interest charge on just enough

additional stocks to guarantee customer service and to build up good-

will. With us, it is good business to aim for the economies of steady

production.

In the process of arriving at a wise judgment on each class of

product, it is of inestimable value for the administrative staff to

consider the "normal" standards that show upon the table. The
"budget order rate" set for each group represents the normal or aver-

age level anticipated according to the original annual budget for the

year. The "budget stock level" represents the "number of months'

stock" that should be carried on hand on the average to give good
service at the standard rate of orders. The "normal rated capacity"

standard represents the maximum productive output that might be

attained under normal conditions and without working overtime.

Naturally, this can be exceeded for short periods but could not be

exceeded continuously without possibility of developing excessive costs.

The policy of establishing approximately even production allotments

each quarter is itself an administrative standard, but these "normals"

for each product class of each separate works are subsidiary standards

that facilitate execution of broader standard policy.

Ratios of Inventories to Sales. Most businesses are complex.

While there are ways of devising simplicity for the purposes of con-

ception of all activities, through the organization of personnel and the

classification of product and expenditures, the fact remains that in its

details a business is complex. Work orders must be entered into the

shop for definite quantities of certain items requiring specific process-

ing. Each order requires individual decision. The administrator must

know that control devices are established to give effect to general

policies. Roughly, there are three classes of product items : the fast

movers, the slow movers, and the specials. In a typical business, as

few as 600 out of 23,000 items may comprise 67 per cent of the total

volume. On the other hand, the 22,000 slow movers may all be neces-

sary items required for prompt delivery against certain customers'
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needs. Ordinarily any factory must accept a certain amount of its

volume in the form of orders for special goods.

The policy of inventory control depends upon balance-of-stores-card

operation, where the maxima and minima are determined according

to whether the item is a fast or a slow mover. The maxima and min-

ima for the fast-moving items can be set according to the usual

formula. In the case of the slow-moving items the usual formula

can be developed as a starting point, but three other factors must be

considered : whether "quantity to order" is large enough to make an

economical run; whether it is preferable to produce less than the

economical run even if costs run higher; and whether the annual vol-

ume of orders may result from erratic buying in which all of the

annual total may have been called for upon one or two single orders,

in which case the "minimum stock on hand" might have little relation

to either the replenishment period or the economical run.

In a preceding section we discussed the policy of producing for steady

employment of the force, letting inventory absorb the variations in

demand rather than plant operation. This means that at certain times

work orders may be entered into process quite regardless of current

replenishment, and it is often a wise policy under such conditions to

produce a wide assortment of the fast movers in advance in order to

keep the shop busy. This policy will tend to build inventories tem-

porarily out of relation to sales volumes, but develops the distinct

advantage that shortages on slow-moving items—shortages that can

not well be anticipated before the rush of demand develops—can be

noted and work orders can be entered as "special rush" while the spurt

of demand continues. If the boom were not forseen and if, as a con-

sequence, the grand total of all production had to be speeded up in

parallel, then it would be too late to give proper service on the special

replenishment orders necessary to make reasonably prompt shipment

on the slow movers.

Ratios of Costs to Sales. It is essential to the administrator in

any business to know the elemental costs that make up the total charges

against income from sales. For simplicity of conception these costs

must be upon a unit basis ; that is to say, we must know how many
cents out of each sales dollar will be expended for direct material, for

direct labor, for indirect labor and for the several types of overhead.

In fact this unit cost breakdown should be available for each of the

several groups of product in case the line is too diversified to figure

unit costs for each separate product. Analysis of the costs for the

several groups will of course reveal that some run to a higher price

basis than others. Ordinarily a distinction will be made between total

costs and shop costs in order to satisfy two requirements of the admin-
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istration. Naturally, from one angle, the sales department will be

interested in comparing grand total of all costs against the net income

got from customers. The difference between the two will represent

the contribution of the sales to the net profit of the company.

On the other hand, the administrator is also interested in considering

the amount that a certain product group may contribute toward the

grand total fund available to pay all overhead factors. It is conceivable

that the percentage margin of difference between total of all costs and

the selling price may be the same on one product as on another. Let

us say that the sales price mark-up over shop costs (which includes

only the costs of direct material and labor that attach to and are identi-

fied with each unit of product) may be no greater on each product

than the average mark-up. And yet it is possible that one of these

two* products may be the more valuable from the standpoint of con-

tribution of income out of which to pay overhead. If, with only the

average per cent mark-up, the sales of one product are in good volume

and run to a high-price level per unit, then the "no more than average"

mark-up percentage will really represent many more dollars of income

over shop costs ; and these greater dollars per unit will be contributed

from a greater volume of units, so that the group may make a large

contribution to the total income which must be got from some source

to pay for the general overhead. The value of unit cost calculations

upon the two bases of total and shop cost, for comparison against

unit, sales prices, cannot be overstressed as an administrative tool.

The Expense Budget. Probably no phase of administrative con-

trol needs more constant personal attention on the part of the adminis-

trator than the coordination of expenditures for indirect and overhead

expenses that are not "automatically" tied directly to such volume of

product as may be undergoing the fabricating process. To gain control

over these controllable expense items the administrator adopts three

devices. In all three of these methods, stimulus is gained by comparing

performances in one department with performances in other related

departments.

1. For each unit or department having a distinct entity with a re-

sponsible manager, the amount of expense^ is first classified broadly

and then.broken down into greater detail.

2. Relative standards are»developed so as to judge expense upon such

bases as per-ton, per $100,000-0 f-sales, percentage to sales, or percent-

age to gross profit.

3. An alignment of expenses is made relative to a reasonably normal
standard of distribution.

Supplementing these periodic analyses, special studies will be war-
ranted. Ordinarily any expense item or a small group of expense
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items can be directly related to some relevant "volume" factor In order

to determine a unit measure. For instance, clerical payroll will not

necessarily be properly represented when measured in percentage of

sales, but it has a fairly direct relation to the number of sheets of

paper handled in the clerical process. Hence, a per-order or per-invoice

basis will serve as a suitable yardstick for making comparisons be-

tween units. Since payroll normally is the heaviest single item in

overhead burden, it is worthy of close scrutiny, and a summary classi-

fication of employees by grades of income will analyze it from another

angle and a suitable "standard distribution" can be developed against

which to check the several individual units. For instance, if normally

60 per cent of the payroll should be comprised of those receiving $100

a month or less, then a policy of excessive liberality is indicated on the

part of the manager whose payroll runs to only 40 per cent for those

receiving $100 or less. Certain it is that the administrator knows he

cannot pay out of pocket for costs or expenses any more cash than

he may get from customers, and if he does not keep expenses in line

with income the penalty will be reduced earnings and eventually re-

duced capacity for production.

Various Income Ratios. In recent years greater attention has

been directed toward the study of income-statement ratios. These

include the ratios of sales to total assets, of merchandise inventories to

sales volume, of net worth to sales volume, and of earnings to total

assets. The ratio of sales to total assets shows the vitality or activity

of fixed assets. The ratio of inventory to sales measures the size and

effectiveness of the inventory. The ratio of net worth to sales reflects

the activity of the stockholders' investments. The ratio of earnings

to assets is the most direct standard by which an outsider can judge

the effectiveness of the administrator's efforts. The stock market will

usually set a valuation upon the company's common stock upon the

basis of the percentage earned on total invested capital. The adminis-

trator naturally wishes to "see himself as others see him," so he

watches these standards carefully, and in the budget analysis that comes

under his review, he formulates his decisions in such a way that they

will tend to turn the ratio trends in the right direction.

Another important income ratio is that of reserves to total assets.

While this is not strictly an income ratio, it reflects the disposition

of income. As each year progresses, there should be a deduction

from current income and an addition to total reserves against assets

to care for their depreciation. The proportion added to reserves each

year indicates the degree of conservatism with which profits are cal-

culated. Similarly, one would watch for a measure of the disposition

of net profits. In most industries it is considered good practice to
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allow for reinvesting in the business approximately one-half of the

year's earnings. It is not considered good policy for profits to be

largely disbursed to stockholders without rehabilitating the plant and
equipment to assure that it will be up to date and in line with com-
petitor's facilities.

Study of these income ratios can be most useful when the adminis-

trator has learned the normal ratios for his industry. Gradually ratio

experiences are being tabulated and classified according to individual

industries. There have been found to be great and justifiable differ-

ences between one industry and another, and extension of the ratio

analysis so as to discover the average of such ratios for competing

companies in the same industry should yield the administrator a fair

standard by which to judge the position of his own company.

Ratios of Accounts to Sales. More and more administrators are

applying to sales operations the same type of scientific analysis that

was previously pursued only in connection with production activities.

Just as it was formerly appreciated that certain machines were best

adapted to certain types of fabricating and that other machines were

adapted to other types, so analysis is beginning to discover that there

are material differences in the values of territories, of salesmen and

of customers. One type of customer must be approached after one

fashion and another type of customer should be solicited in an entirely

different manner. The significance of these observations becomes clear

when we understand that in some industries sixty customers out of

4,000 may give as much as 70 per cent of the total volume of sales

;

whereas, at the other end of the scale, half of the number of customers

may give less than 5 per cent of the volume. In the case of one large

producer, studies have indicated that any account less than $600 a year

cannot be handled except as a loss, and that nearly half of the accounts

have been of this size or smaller. In another typical case, where a

manufacturer was conducting national advertising at a tremendous

cost, it was discovered that less than one hundred individual companies

were large enough to utilize the product advertised.

With the integration of business enterprises that has been developing

and seems destined to continue, it becomes more and more important

to classify the types and sizes of customers, to discover how many
customers of one type and size can be handled by a given type of sales-

men, and how many customers of another type and size can be handled

by another type of salesman. Moreover, the selling-expense ratio in

the case of salesmen selling to one type of customer may be not at all

comparable with the selling-expense ratio justifiable in selling another

type of customer. Similarly the average-per-customer sales figures

show such extremes that sales summaries may become distorted if they
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do not make some recognition of customer types. In one case It was
found that the total sales declined 30 per cent from the first quarter of

one year to the fourth quarter of the same year. But if only nine of

tiie large customers were omitted, it was found that the balance of

sales volume had been continually increasing throughout the year.

Ratios of Collections to Accounts. Two ratios are found helpful

here. In one sense they both measure the same thing but in reality

reveal two separate aspects. First, there is the factor of the "number
of days' sales uncollected." In this case the amount of all kinds of

"receivables" on hand at the end of the "terms-of-payment period"

are divided by the daily rate of sales during the period. This gives

a figure showing the "number of days' sales tied up" and uncollected

in cash. If the figure increases, it means that more investment is being

put into financing the sales, tending to increase costs and decrease

profits as well as to make for a less liquid financial position.

The second ratio develops the amount of a "collectables fund," there-

upon finding the ratio of cash collections to the "collectables fund."

In figuring the "collectables fund" account must also be taken of the

terms of payment. During any month cash collections may be made
from any account that was included within any of the "receivables" at

the first of the month. If cash discounting is permitted, it is possible

that cash collections may also be made during the month from any of

the sales made in the first fifteen days of that month. Hence the "col-

lectables fund" provides a rational measure of the efifectiveness of credit

policies. In this case, the measure of improving performance is an

increasing ratio. This contrasts with the other method of measure-

ment whereby improving performance would decrease the "number of

days' sales uncollected."

A third vital factor that the administrator watches in checking up
on credit performance is quite independent of current collections. This

factor compares the loss from bad debts against the total amount of

sales. This factor varies with industries, in some industries falling

as low as one-fourth of one per cent of bad debts and in others running

as high as 2 per cent of sales. Needless to say, the administrator

expects this ratio of bad debts to sales to be kept at a minimum.
Ratio of Profits to Sales. Net profits are a summary of all the

variables affecting the business. If profits decline, we blame competi-

tion. If they increase, we attribute it to our wise direction. As a

matter of fact, profits are as often contributed by fortuitous circum-

stances as losses are occasioned by conditions beyond the individual

administrator's control. Speaking generally, it is the competitive

market situation that fixes the selling price, but the competitive situa-
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tion does not restrict an individual administrator in any attempt toward

reduction of cost or elimination of unnecessary expense.

There is in every industry the marginal producer whose volume of

product is necessary to satisfy the grand total of demand, but whose

costs are so high that he could not continue to produce unless the price

is maintained high enough to keep him in business. If prices declined,

this producer would close down. The market, being short of his

product, would bid average prices up enough to cover his costs and

keep him going. In the long run this marginal producer fixes the

industry's price level. In this sense, then, any administrator may
consider the market price level as fixing the standard of income within

which he must operate at less than the marginal producer's cost if he

is to make a net profit. The plank is narrow and he must walk care-

fully. He must get volume to reduce costs. Yet he must not permit

sales effort to reach into those marginal territories where distribution

costs begin to eat up the profits, where sales effort meets dispro-

portionate sales resistance, or where bad-debt losses on poor-credit

risks wipe out gains on the good accounts.

We have purposely said that it is in the long run that the marginal

producer fixes market prices. Actually volume and prices are under-

going constant variation. At a given moment of time one cannot be

certain just what the price level is going to be, and consequently cannot

tell just how far he should go in reaching for the increasing volume

that is so necessary to secure volume production and decreased costs.

Every administrator faces a dilemma and it is only by keen foresight

and shrewd judgment that he may throw the balance toward profit

rather than loss. If he can somehow get enough extra volume from

marginal customers without added excessive expense, and if he can

devise economies and effectiveness of production without sacrificing

competitive quality, then he will find his reward in a margin of profit

left after paying all costs and expenses out of the income gained from

sales. In this sense, then, the competitive market situation itself, and

the ability to get a net profit in spite of it, become the final standards

by which the administrator may judge the effectiveness of his own
administration.

Various Balance Sheet Ratios. Probably the most familiar ratio

comparison derived from balance sheets is the ratio of current assets to

current liabilities. This ratio reveals the liquidity of the enterprise

and in most cases it is considered that the ratio of current assets to

current liabilities should be two to one. However, this factor varies

as between industries. In certain industries the ratio may well run as

high as four or five to one. Probably next in importance is the ratio

relating to cash position; namely, the ratio of cash to current liabilities.
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The administrator must watch this closely also to determine the prac-

ticability of caring for interest and dividend obligations as well as for

current commitments.

It is good practice to liquidate all current notes at least once a year.

Current borrowings usually are availed of to care for seasonal require-

ments. By their seasonal nature they are temporary, and three-month

or six-month notes usually suffice. With the passing of seasonal re-

quirements these notes should normally be liquidated at their maturity.

This general liquidation will occur during an annual "house cleaning"

of inventories and of seasonal accounts. Hence, the ratio of current

notes to total working capital, when watched continuously through the

year, becomes a measure of the effectiveness of the administrator's

control over the seasonal variations of his business. Naturally, the

inclusion of current notes with current liabilities, and the additions to

inventory or receivables that may result from the expenditure of

funds derived from current borrowings, may seasonally distort the

ratio of current assets to current liabilities. But it is presumed that

the administrator is watching all of the various factors and ratios

described, and that the various effects upon the several ratios all

explain one another if a definite, clear-cut budgetary program has been

laid out in advance and is checked up continuously as time progresses.

In contrast with the varying nature of the foregoing two balance-

sheet ratios, there are two others that are fairly stable in character,

yet are significant for the administrator to watch in appraising the

effectiveness of his policies. One of these is the ratio of debt to net

worth. The other is the ratio of surplus to total capitalization. The

former ratio represents the relation between the money interest of

creditors and that of stockholders. Obviously, a business cannot be-

come too heavily involved without jeopardizing the safety of common-
stockholders' interest. Moreover, interest payments on that portion of

total capitalization that is represented by debt constitutes a prior lien

on profit earnings, payment of interest on debt usually being required

at due dates regardless of possible unfortunate developments which

may prove tragic even though temporary. The other ratio, that of

surplus to total capitalization, reflects the opposite aspect of the picture;

namely, the relative security of the common-stockholders' equity. As
the proportion of undistributed surplus increases and as the proportion

of debt recedes, there is an increased guarantee of continuity for the

management and maximum assurance of profit return to the real

owners of the business.

Significance of Administrative Standards in the Philosophy of

Scientific Management. In all of this discussion concerning the

most important detailed factors that greatly aid the administrator in the
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specific phase of his task, we have not lost sight of the fact that the

policy of operating a budget is itself the primary standard. The budget

is the administrator's device for measuring those elements in his

primary problems which will subject themselves to quantitative measure-

ment. By no means is it to be thought that budgeting secures an auto-

matic administrative control. The budget process is in reality simply

a sort of machine, and no more can be gotten out of one end of the

machine than is put in, in the form of material and effort, at the other

end of the machine. Moreover, many problems cannot be brought

within the scope of budget technique, and therefore the budget can be

only one of several important instruments that aid in solving adminis-

trative problems.

In these days of high standards in jurisprudence, in medicine and

engineering, in fact in each one of the exact sciences, the successful

enterpriser must be equipped with a fund of hard-earned knowledge

and a chest of nicely designed instruments. So will the skilled admin-

istrator soon be required to display a record of arduous research and

an ability to handle a set of well-sharpened tools before he can qualify

for a master job. In the uppermost compartment of his kit, within

easy reach, will be found a tool marked "Company Budget." It will

be well oiled and smoothly polished.
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CHAPTER XII

MERCHANDISING STANDARDS ^

Merchandising is the coordinating force between the task of sell-

ing goods and the task of buying or manufacturing the goods to be

sold. It establishes standards of proper construction, proper varieties,

proper quantities and of prices best suited to the market.

This task of merchandising consists of four elements :

I. Research into the value and uses of goods, resulting in

1. Progressively better adaptation of the merchandise to its uses

2. The discovery and development of new uses

3. The development of new goods

4. The withdrawal of obsolescent goods

II. Market analysis

III. Coordination of market needs and production or purchase fa-

cilities, which involves

1. Design, origination and selection of products

2. Pricing

a. Stock merchandise

b. Special items of merchandise

3. Manufacturing schedules

a. Estimating amount of production or purchase necessary

to meet the market requirements at different seasons and

periods

b. Estimating probable needs for additional or improved

equipment

4. Selling schedules

a. Setting master quotas for each type of merchandise

IV. Furnishing to the sales management current facts as to uses

and structure of goods so that salesmen may be kept interested

and informed.

Making merchandising a distinct function is justified by the fact

that the merchandise considered by itself is a factor of paramount

importance not only in the management of separate industries and

companies but also in the total situation of the country as a whole.

Merchandising is too important a function to be regarded as an inciden-

tal activity of selling, manufacturing or even general management.

^By John S. Keir, Economist, and Henry S. Dennison, President, The Dennison

Manufacturing Company, Framingham, Mass.
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For example, the year 1908 seemed to see the saturation point in this

country for heavy, high-priced automobiles of individual designs, a

situation which the Ford Motor Company capitalized when it produced

its standardized light and cheap model T. In 1925 or thereabouts the

saturation point for completely standardized light and cheap cars

seemed to be reached and hence the newer models began to show

variations in color, design and mechanical equipment. The companies

which studied their merchandise and synchronized it with the market

changes have profited and given steady employment to their workers.

When companies have subordinated their merchandising, they have

risked hitting lean periods or absolute failure.

A notable case of crucial merchandising was the work of the Victor

Talking Machine Company when the sweep of radio installations in

private homes threatened its business. Failure to place proper em-

phasis upon merchandising has been fatal in many cases. Many strik-

ing examples can be found in the machine tool industry in which,

both abroad and in the United States, original makers, by failure to

study the needs of their markets, lost businesses which had become

well established, with names of considerable value.

Research Into the Value of and Uses of Goods. The first specific

phase of the merchandising function is concerned with improving mer-

chandise, finding new uses for old merchandise, creating new merchan-

dise, and watching the trends of the market to avoid the retaining of

items that give indication of becoming obsolete.

I. Adaptation. The first question the merchandiser asks himself is

whether the commodities which make up any given line of merchandise

are closely adapted to their markets in appearance and design, and in

fitness for the uses to which they are to be put. These are fundamental

questions underlying most of the other merchandise questions. To be

adapted to their present almost universal use, automobiles must be

nearly fool-proof in their mechanism, and, barring some revolutionary

change in engineering, tend to become practically standardized in basic

parts. At such a stage the automobile manufacturer can afford to spend

many dollars on studying appearance and design of his product to

every dollar that he can afford to spend on improving the car me-

chanically.

In considering standards of appearance and design, it must be re-

membered that it is what the ultimate consumer thinks that really

counts. There have been cases where a management and its retail

dealers have been very enthusiastic over new designs in an established

line of merchandise, only to find that to the ultimate consumer these

designs made slight appeal. Newness is sometimes newness only in
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point of comparison with the old items in the Hne, but not from the

point of view of the trend of the market as a whole. However difficult

it may be to gather, the merchandiser must find his fundamental data

in the needs and tastes and in the mind of the final consumer.

The fitness of the merchandise to the uses to which it is to be put

is an old story and yet an ever-recurring one. Sir Josiah Stamp has

warned the British manufacturers not to "live on the tradition of

always having made the best goods and hold to this in the face of a

market that does not want such goods." Among the hardest habits in

the world to break are trade habits. For years, for instance, steel

manufacturers insisted on having a coke of "silver grey lustre,"

although it was never demonstrated that this coke, usually the product

of the beehive process, was in use any better than by-product coke

of a little different color. The fitting of the merchandise to the use

sometimes involves the merchandiser in a study of machines and proc-

esses which are c|uite removed from the product itself. Thus the

merchandising of paper towels is largely a matter of finding an ade-

quate and useful holder ; to furnish the right belting or lubricating oil

one must know much about the wide variety of conditions of its uses.

Persistent and scientific study of how automobile tires respond

to their usage has resulted in notable progress in the art. Domestic

mechanization has resulted from a thorough and long-needed study

of homekeeping processes. In even so homely a commodity as canned

soup, when studied in terms of its use, it has been found possible to

develop a carefully made product which is a valuable addition to the

diet of infants.

The merchandise itself is important, and the way it is packed is

often equally so. The manufacturer making goods for resale must

consider whether the size, type and appearance of the containers used

are satisfactory to the jobber, the retailer and the ultimate consumer.

It should be remembered that each of these three call for different

qualities in the package of the merchandise handled. The jobber cannot

handle bulky packages of light and relatively cheap materials at the

expense of valuable floor space; the dealers' shelves are not large, and

the goods must look attractive on them ; at the same time the attention

of the ultimate consumer must be attracted by the container, and his

needs met by the number of units of merchandise that are within it.

The merchandiser must satisfy all three and still give to his manu-

facturing department a product that it is possible to make and handle

with a fair margin of profit.

Illustrative of these points, the following cases from Dennison ex-

perience are cited

:
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Case I : For the Jobber.

a. The No. 600 star assortment of items was aUered so that it would include

six numbers and five colors. This enabled the dealer to buy six dozen con-

taining a complete range of sizes and colors instead of his having to buy thirty

dozen. As the volume of sale is limited, this puts the assortment within reach

of all dealers.

b. The item of rufifled crepe was dropped because it was found that its bulk

took up too much of the jobber's space per unit of value.

Case 2: For the Dealer.

a. In the case of bottle labels, prices ranged from fifteen cents to thirty-five

cents. The quantities in a box were adjusted so that each could be sold for

fifteen cents.

Case s ' For the Consumer.

a. In many items such as glue, postal labels and baggage tags, the design

of the package was changed to appeal to the growing color sense of the con-

sumer.

With respect to resale items, appearance o£ the container has been

the theme of much discussion. The present passion for color has

forced many a conservative manufacturer into the adoption of packages

which in a former day he would have cried down as rank ornamenta-

tion. He must avoid the allegation that a handsome covering forgives

a spurious product, while meeting to a proper extent the argument that

a quality product deserves a quality package. The appearance of the

container is important even where the merchandise is not for resale

but is used at once by the initial buyer. The advertising value of good

packages for utility items is greater than is commonly supposed.

To whatever business he may belong, and whatever may be his moti-

vating impulses, the merchandiser cannot escape the packing problem

;

he must solve it as he may to fit his particular situation.

2. Nezv Uses. There can be no let-up in studying the uses to which

merchandise may be put, for old habits change and new ones constantly

appear. It is only through preplanned merchandising that a manufac-

turer can span the changes by progressive adaptations in his product.

It is significant that shipping tags are no longer called shipping tags

but just "tags," since a wide variety of uses other than for shipping

have been discovered; and sealing wax is called simply "wax" since

it is almost never used for sealing at the present time. The use of

yeast in homemade bread has diminished greatly but its new medicinal

use has made up the deficiency many times over.

3. Nezv Goods. The discovery of new standards of use for old

goods affords frequent occasions to consider the addition of new
goods. The problem of new items opens up at once many major ques-

tions demanding full analysis.

For the manufacturer there are both financial and physical prob-
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lems of new equipment or the purchase of goods from some other

manufacturer, or various combinations of these two problems. For
both merchant and manufacturer there are the questions of the present

state of the market, the future probabihties of costs and gross margin,

and the hkelihood of future increase or decrease in cost. There is the

important though usually overlooked question of how much it will cost

to sell the new item, for it is seldom true that items can be added

to the salesman's list without a real additional cost. There are ques-

tions of the relationship of the new item to the line, both with regard

to the type of customers and the kind of sales knowledge necessary;

and questions of consistency of the new items in grade and quality,

for only under special conditions can high-grade and cheaply-made

goods be successfully handled together.

4. Obsolescent Goods. The merchandiser can well afford period-

ically an almost equally searching appraisal of items already in the

line. It is always easier to rationalize keeping an old item in the

line—usually through the old argimient of "rounding out the line"

—

than it is to drop it. A study of a line item by item in terms of units

of sale, dollar sales and net profits over a period of years usually

proves well worth the cost of gathering this information. It is true

that some items are merely dormant and are worth reviving. But it

is equally true that it is rather pointless to put a lot of effort back of

an item or line whose general usefulness has passed.

With the constant change in business conditions, standardization of

items or of parts, and the simplification of lines, are processes which

must go on almost continuously if they are to be done when and as

they should be, and if complete upsets are to be avoided. Not all

businesses can adopt the rigid merchandising policy of Heinz, who
would not add one to his fifty-seven varieties unless it proved so much
superior that he could afford to drop one. Yet there is a deep wisdom
underlying this policy by which all kinds of businesses can profit. Not
only do individual items, once established in a line, tend to continue to

the point where the cost of carrying them on shelves and in catalogs

and in price lists is greater than the net gain they yield, but even,

without constant and careful watchfulness, to the point of obsoles-

cence. The impersonal objective point of view for the merchandiser,

who must regard all elements of cost and risk as well as mere volume
of sales, is needed to sense the on-coming of obsolescence. It is prob-

ably true that many concerns are fighting a useless battle over items

that consumer resistance has long ago decreed were no longer accept-

able. All the king's horses and all the king's men cannot revive the

use of red flannel underwear in a country where fireplaces have given
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way to central heating plants which keep most of the houses warm even

in the severest of weather.

Market Analysis. More than ever today, the manufacturer who is

making merchandise for resale is faced with the problem of proper

outlets for his merchandise. As O. H. Cheney has pointed out ^ there

is a great two-way pressure being exerted in distribution : one, the

pressure of goods for outlets and the other the pressure of outlets for

goods. Sometimes the two pressures compete, sometimes they syn-

chronize. Upon the problems of resale agencies the merchandiser and

the sales manager must work jointly. Some of the special problems

which present themselves to the merchandiser are these : (
i ) Should

he design a line to be distributed through jobbers; and if so, should

the line be unbranded, or should it be branded with the jobber's name?

(2) Should he design a line to be distributed through the chain stores

on a price basis; and if so, should it be unbranded or should it be

branded with the chain store's name? (3) Should he design a very

distinctive line to be sold on a quality basis through specialty shops or

other dealers?

These questions, of course, involve the interests and demand the

knowledge of more officials than the merchandiser alone. But the

merchandiser must face them, nevertheless, and make recommendations

in regard to them. His market analyses of the demand for and uses

of goods will incidentally furnish him a special and important set of

facts bearing upon them. No complete and accurate general resale

marketing data are yet available although valuable first steps have

been taken." The merchandiser must contribute all the facts he can

find and compile.

Figures derived from his own organization are many times of

greatest value. It is seldom a matter of great expense when recording

sales to record also the type of outlet through which the sales take

place. (Figure 20.) Monthly comparisons by lines and by outlets,

perhaps also by geographic areas, may give valuable early indications

of important trends. Analysis of consumers' markets is in a rather

more advanced stage. There have been, during the past ten years,

many examples of useful analyses both of business consumers and

home consimiers. The process is frequently laborious and expensive,

but the technique has been reasonably well worked out.

* Cheney, O. H., "What Can the Wholesaler Do to Survive?" Wholesaler's Confer-

ence, Washington, D. C, February, 1928.

^ Notably the Distribution Censuses of eleven cities compiled by the United States

Department of Commerce and published by the United States Chamber of Commerce.

The cities are Baltimore, Providence, Kansas City, Chicago, Springfield (Illinois),

Fargo, Syracuse, Seattle, Denver, Atlanta and San Francisco.
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Coordination of Market Needs and Production or Purchase

Facilities, i. Design. The general principles involved here are the

same as those discussed in dealing with adaptation under "Research

into the Value and Uses of Goods."

2. Pricing. The pricing phase of the merchandiser's function has

to be thought of in terms of stock merchandise and of special orders.

In either case, adequate price control demands a close contact with the

market and powers of insight sufficient to distinguish in the majority

of cases the sporadic and superficial from the extreme market changes.
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Fig. 20. Analysis of Sales by Trades and Commodities

In making base or list prices on stock merchandise, especially where

these prices are published and uniform, the most difficult decisions are

involved. When new and lowered costs are obtained, there is forced

upon the merchandiser the choice of lowering the price, or retaining

the savings as extra profits, or improving the merchandise without

changing the price. When costs go up, his choice, on the other hand,

is raising the price, or accepting the reduced profits or the losses, or

reducing the quality of the merchandise.

When his market goes up, he must consider raising the price or

holding the price level, thereby gaining additional volume or good-will,
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or improving the merchandise and advancing the price. When it goes

down, his choice is lowering the price, or holding the price at a loss

in volume, or reducing the quality.

In setting prices on special orders, a variety of considerations gov-

ern. The down time of expensive equipment may dictate the taking of

single orders at or below factory cost. It may be desirable to take an

order simply for the psychological effect on a key salesman in a given

territory.

Where there are many salesmen and the prices of specials must,

where possible, be made in the field, the merchandiser must classify

and codify his goods and price their elements. In special goods there

arise the difficult questions of quantity prices, of how great a differen-

tial there should be between the smallest acceptable order and orders of

large size. This differential is affected not only by manufacturing

costs but by selling costs as well. Always the state and trend of the

market that exists w^ill be the prime consideration that colors all the

rest of the elements.

The fixing of prices calls for a balancing of several factors. The
sales organization will always be pressing for volume; the merchan-

diser will be keeping a sharp eye on profits. But the merchandiser can

be influenced, by neither profit nor volume alone. He must think of

theZn, but he must think also of the total production program—all of

which calls for just the sort of balanced weighing which, because of

his coordinating position, the merchandiser is especially well able to do.

3. Mamifacturing Schedules. Estimating the standard amounts of

production or purchase necessary to meet the market requirements at

different seasons and periods is a very important phase of merchandis-

ing. Factory estimates, on the one hand, are naturally always in terms

of what are economical production schedules regardless of what the

market demands. Salesmen's estimates, on the other hand, tend to be

either too optimistic or too pessimistic and are in fact often colored

by what the experience with the last two or three customers might

have happened to be. The merchandiser is free to study the situation

objectively.

In arriving at his estimate, the merchandiser considers three sets

of figures : data on general business conditions, data on optimum

factory production ; and data on the sales history of the merchandise

in question, with regard to the preceding year, the trends over a period

of years, and the indications of the immediate future.

The general data are pretty much concerned with the attempt to

determine about where industry is in the business cycle. For the study

of the cycle itself, the merchandiser will call upon the services of

specialized staff men to guide him in his decision. The behavior of
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INVENTORY BY DIVISIOKS

Fig. 21. Inventory Data Are of Importance in Making Merchandising Plans
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the particular commodity within the cycle, however, is for the mer-

chandiser to estimate. Thinking in terms of a commodity and its

relation to the cycle, involves the constant review of how this com-

modity has acted in times past.

The factory figures considered by the merchandiser in making esti-

mates cover several groups of factors, as, for instance, the number and

the types of facilities available for use, inventories on hand, etc, (Fig-

ure 21.) He knows, too, the possibility of adapting old facilities for

special uses, and that if necessary he may recommend new facilities.

The facilities information is the base line of his estimate. It is

obviously futile to schedule more than the factory can produce, regard-

less of what market conditions may be.

Another type of information the merchandiser considers is the flexi-

bility of the producing departments. Some types of work require a

high degree of skill and crews must be held together; other types of

work are unskilled or semi-skilled and internal transfers can decrease

or increase the number required almost at will. Facilities also partake

of this range of flexibility, some being more limited than others in

overtime possibilities. The degree to which this flexibility factor is

present or absent is a guide to the merchandiser in making his estimate.

Sales figures are as fundamental as are factory figures. It would be

futile to schedule production for which the figxires of past years indi-

cate there can be no adequate market. There is a flexibility factor

here as well, for up to a certain point additional sales pressures will

yield additional sales. The merchandiser must make some estimate of

the cost of this additional pressure as against the net value of the

resulting sales.

In most cases, schedules must be made for a full year, since only

such a long-span estimate can be a sufficient guide for recommendations

as to ecjuipment. But annual schedules are too long and inexact to

meet manufacturing or purchasing needs. For these, monthly sched-

ules for the succeeding three months are most often used.

Visual aids in making and in using schedules are of considerable

value. The accompanying chart (Figure 22) shows a typical estimate

of the Dennison Manufacturing Company. The methods of checking

this estimate are also shown.

4. Sales Schedules. Final and complete scheduling, which has taken

into account the needs and pressures of the market and the advisabili-

ties of adding to or shutting down equipment, is a master operating

plan for the whole company. It must seek to lay out the optimum
course between allowing machines to be run in an overproducing market
and meeting the losses of skilled help, market prestige and of money
caused by restricting production ; it must try to plan the middle course
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between expensive, high-pressure selHng and expensive saving of effort.

In making this master schedule, the merchandiser will have called upon

the full abilities of the buyer or manufacturer and the sales manager,

but will himself have used ingenuity in adaptation of goods, and skill

in pricing, as well as thoughtful, analytical judgment in balancing all

the factors of which he must take account.

Furnishing to the Sales Management Current Facts Concern-
ing the Uses and Structure of Goods So that Salesmen May Be
Kept Interested and Informed. The merchandiser cannot rely

M nn- , 19
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planning the operations of the entire business. It was found some
time ago that all things do not "just happen" in business, even in

those parts of business which a former day looked upon as belonging

to the Goddess of Chance. It is perfectly logical to expect that, as the

unknown variables become less both in number and extent, planning

can reach more and more deeply into the fields of business activity.

In the history of the professions there is a noticeable trend from

generalization to specialization and then to coordination of the special-

ists. Thus years ago the field of engineering consisted of only one

branch. In time, civil engineers were separated from the main branch

purely as a matter of convenience to distinguish the activities of sur-

veyors in civil life from the activities of surveyors who are part of the

military. And the industrial revolution and later the recognition of

the line and staff principle as applied to the factory system, broke up

the engineering profession into almost as many units of specialization

as there are staff functions to be performed. Later still the term "en-

gineering" has come to have the wider application to any part of

industry which is a piece of specialized practice, regardless of whether

it be a purely staff operation or not.

Management is today repeating the essentials of this history of

engineering. Out of the special functions that have evolved in the

general field of management, there is to be recognized one as standing

as a coordinating force between the job of selling goods and of

manufacturing or purchasing the goods to be sold. This we call mer-

chandising. Merchandising is truly a catalytic agent. It not only

effects a better coordination but is a positive force toward leadership

and progress.
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CHAPTER XIII

SALES OPERATING STANDARDS ^

As HAS been indicated in the preceding chapter, the merchandiser,

consulting with and drawing upon the experience of the sales manage-

ment, determines standards with respect to the goods to be made, their

price bases and the quantities to be produced or purchased. A special

task " of the sales manager is, then, to determine standards as to

:

I. The outlets

1. Customers to be solicited, and

2. Terms of sale.

XL The geographic areas most appropriate for

1. His district managers, and for

2. Salesmen's routes.

III. The equipment of offices and men
1. Office records and files

2. Salesmen's samples and information.

IV. The data needed to determine various costs of selling.

V. The quotas to be set in dollars or goods for

1. Each district

2. Each route or salesman.

Outlets. In its broad outlines the question of outlets will have been

fixed by those joint studies of sales manager and merchandise manager

necessary for the proper determination of the goods to be handled.^

Within these outlines there will be details for sales management to fill

in—relatively simple in the case of specialty articles for use by particu-

lar lines of business, highly complex in the case of many goods which

may be sold both for use and for resale.

I. The Customer. In the choice of outlets for special goods for

direct use in business there arise usually the questions of distance and

size. The former demand for their solution a balancing of factors of

freight rates, travel costs and delivery times with competitor practices

and locations. The latter demand estimation of costs of travel, costs

of making a sale and costs of order handling, as well as a consideration

^ By John S. Keir, Economist, and Henry S. Dennison, President, The Denni-

son Manufacturing Company, Framingham, Mass.
^ The tasks more strictly assignable to current management and control are set

forth in Chapter XX.
^ See preceding chapter.
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of credit conditions among the smaller prospects and competitive pres-

sure among the larger.

The field for resale merchandise presents many more difficult prob-

lems. If it is decided to sell through both jobbers and retailers, it is

necessary that the jobber shall have sufficient differential to allow him

to sell to the small retailer at a profit
;
yet it is seldom possible to give

the jobber a lower price than is enjoyed by the largest retail buyers.

Furthermore, it seems almost impossible to define exactly what a

jobber is. The Domestic Commerce Division of the United States

Department of Commerce defines a wholesaler as follows

:

It is the wholesaler's function to carry a well-selected stock of merchandise,

to buy in suitable quantities, to warehouse a reserve stock for retailers within

a radius of economical distribution and convenience of service, and to resell

in proper units to the retailer as economically as possible.

Other definitions ^ are

:

The Century dictionary defines a wholesaler as one who deals in quantities.

The definition of the Wholesale Paper Dealers Association is : a firm or

corporation having in a public warehouse or in his own warehouse a miscel-

laneous stock of paper articles covering the general needs of the buying public.

A wholesaler is one whose principal business is the handling of goods in

large quantities, and owning those goods, and carrying them in stock; as dis-

tinguished from a broker or a commission merchant.

A wholesaler is a man, firm, or a corporation that carries a well-selected

stock of merchandise, who buys in considerable quantities.

The wholesaler is a glorified warehouseman, accepting full responsibility to

both manufacturer and retailer, and selling only to dealers. With his capital

and storage in stock, he furnishes production to the manufacturer, relieves him
of selling and credit details, and he functions equally well in simplifying buy-

ing and financing for the retailer, to whom he is usually a personal friend and

adviser, and through whom he makes available to the consumer the choicest

products from the far corners of the earth; and he lives wholly out of the

economies he effects for others.

One who carries a stock that he sells to retail dealers and does not sell at

retail.

The foregoing attempts indicate the absence of standardization in

practice. Nevertheless, for the purposes of planning sales, some defin-

ing standard must be chosen. The next problem, then, is whether

to sell all vv'holesalers or only a selected few. The type of product will

greatly aft'ect the answer, as will also the liability to increase of compe-

tition, the fullness of distribution desirable, and the amount of specific

selling effort it will require from the jobber. Selling to a few selected

wholesalers will make possible more intensive sales effort by each, but

^ Minutes of the "National Wholesale Conference," Washington, D. C, February

14-IS, 1928.
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will limit the extent of the market and may force other wholesalers

to build up competing lines.

A parallel question in selling special goods is whether to sell all

trades or a few particular trades. The factor of safety would indicate

that all trades be sold if possible, while considerations of operating

economy bear the other way. The final standard must represent a bal-

ance of factors, or, in Miss Mary Follett's words, an "integration." ^

For the retailer himself, the analogous problem concerns a choice of

clientele; whether to attempt to sell people of every economic and social

group, or to confine to one or a few. In this problem, location is always

an important and sometimes a determining factor, to which the choice

of goods, the degree of service given, and the range of price must

conform. In those cases where location does not strictly limit the

possibilities, a clear outlining of relative advantages to be gained in

dealing with one group or another may strongly affect the direction

of development chosen for the business; and even where location

settles the question, these relative advantages are worth bringing to

clear understanding so that goods, prices, character of service and

other factors may be brought into exact conformity. A clear state-

ment of the situation will result, as in so many other cases, in encourag-

ing definite standards instead of vacillating and inconsistent practices.

An important and fairly recent problem in selling for resale lies in

the selection of types of retail outlets. There is a growing number of

chain stores of a wide range of types; department stores of which

sales hold steadily to a large proportion of the total of retail distribu-

tion ; mail-order houses and their new retailing establishments ; spe-

cialty shops of one kind or another; and an enormous number of small

retailers, each of whose yearly sales run from $1,000 to $25,000 per

year. To these must be added the cases where the manufacturer

reaches his market directly through his own stores or by mail or both.

This is a complicated picture, and it is changing in proportions and

constitution very rapidly. The place in it which any manufacturer

works out for himself will sometimes be clearly indicated by the whole

nature of his business, but more often will be speculative, shifting, and

hence, to a large degree, opportunist—planned to gain the best possible

for today with the least risk to the future.

In such a situation, where adequate knowledge cannot be had, the

fullest possible account of the facts must be sought; yet the mistaking

of minor changes for real trends must be somehow escaped, and stam-

pedes avoided.

2. Terms. While the merchandise management must finally deter-

* Follett, Mary P., Creative Experience, New York, Longmans, Green & Company,

1924.
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mine the base prices of the goods themselves, and the quantity prices

that are to be obtained upon special goods sold for direct use, the sales

manager must, in consultation with them, settle upon those terms of

sale which vary with the type of customer rather than with the goods.

The focus of the merchandiser is upon the goods ; the focus of the

sales manager upon the customer. Hence, the variations upon base

prices, which must be made on account of the customer's situation, are

the responsibility of the sales manager.

Of course, whenever fields of responsibility are divided with as much
nicety as in this case, it is essential that action should be virtually joint

action; consultation should be so intimate that the whole problem is

worked out rather as one problem than as separate problems. This

same policy must, however, run through all of business management.

There are overlapping regions everywhere, yet lines of responsibility

must be drawn. Hence there is presumed always to be a general man-
agement which can see to it that decisions in overlapping regions meet

the joint needs and have the benefit of joint wisdom.-^

Terms of sale include discounts and f. o. b. policies. There are at

least six forms which customer-discount practice may take. These

six are: (i) cash discount—depending upon payment within specified

time limits; (2) trade discount—differentiating among trades on ac-

count of their relative importance or their needs for dealing with each

other; (3) patronage discount—under which the discount allowed is

graded according to the customer's total purchases during the past

years; (4) quantity discount for resale goods—which is graded accord-

ing to amounts purchased in a single order
; ( 5 )

postdating the bills

—

the manufacturer assuming the right, after a specified date, of shipping

the merchandise when it is ready; (6) profit sharing with customers

—

a rather limited form under which a certain percentage of the profits

are shared with customers, usually on the basis of the total year's

purchases.

Each must be analyzed by the sales manager fully as to its actual

incidence and as to all of its effects: (i) cash discount, as to the strict-

ness with which its terms can be or cannot be expected to be lived up

to ; as to its effects upon volume of correspondence and customer good-

will; as to its effects if it comes to be regarded as a trade discount;

as to its effects upon customers' payments and thus upon interest

charges or credit standing ; as to the difference in results between large

and small cash discounts; (2) trade discounts, as to their fitness to the

ends they are supposed to serve and the sharpness of definition possible

among the trades concerned; (3) patronage discounts, as to their rela-

tion to trade discounts ; the variations of their incidence in small and

^Cf. Chapter IV.
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in large communities; their fitness to larger customers who buy fre-

quent small lots; (4) quantity discounts, as to the place of "fill-in"

orders; their possible effects on overstocking; the real costs of the

smaller shipments
; ( 5 )

postdating, as to its possible results in advance

ordering or in over-ordering ; as to its credit results ; as to possible

savings in manufacture or costs in warehousing; (6) customer profit

sharing, as to its results in stimulating resale ; as to its effects on good-

will; as to the possibilities when profits vary more closely with raw
material prices or management methods than with volume.

Merchandise is sold f. o. b. factory and f . o. b. customer. It is also

sold f. o. b. warehousing points, district office cities or other arbitrarily

chosen areas. The policy adopted usually is dependent upon the geo-

graphical location of the producing units. If these are scattered, an

f . o. b. policy making everything either f . o. b. factory or f . o. b. cus-

tomer is difficult in application. Such a policy, too, is costly in freight

bills or price concessions, or in the blocking of that possibility of uni-

form resale prices for the country at large, which is considered by

many as sound practice. The only standard that can be applied to the

f. o. b. situation is to be sure of the basis of the standard practice used.

This sounds simple but is really quite complicated. It is expensive to

make changes. A study of the f. o. b. policy as applied to particular

commodities in a line, rather than to study the problem as a whole, is

one satisfactory procedure.

Geographic Areas, i. Sales Areas. Into what sales areas his

department shall be divided is for the sales manager largely a matter

of comparative evaluation of territories. If the merchandise is for

resale, it is necessary first to compare sales of this merchandise in city

areas or in country areas. In one case it was found that over 50 per

cent of the sales came from twenty-six cities and a large part of this

50 per cent from a small number of large accounts within these cities.

This did not mean that the sections outside of these cities should not

be canvassed. It merely threw into prominence the question of whether

they were being canvassed by the proper methods.

In the case of merchandise for initial use, the problem of urban

versus rural does not enter. The evaluation there is more often in

terms of industries or trade. If it seems worth while with a particular

product to canvass the automobile industry, direct canvassing must be

done wherever the automobile industry happens to be.

In setting sales territories it is important to consider the matter of

transportation facilities, which bears both on the question of routing

salesmen and the shipments of merchandise. It is costly to have either

goods or men travel too far or too many times.

The possibility of securing statistical data for the territories chosen
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is another outstanding consideration. The gathering of statistics for

many years was confined to the major poHtical divisions of the coun-

try. State lines have, however, been broken down into counties in most

state statistics, and more recently complete studies are being made of

trading areas. -^ On the score of statistics, the limitations placed on

scientific districting for any given product are, then, being ehminated.

In evaluation of territory, one set of facts for which the sales man-

ager is constantly looking, is the potential buying powers of given

areas. The attempts to measure this power for particular industries-

have been many. For most industries, since the situation is a com-

pound, the measuring device must also be compounded. Hence, nu-

merous indexes made up of such factors as total population, number
of wage earners, number of subscribers to popular magazines, number
of income tax payers and number of automobile owners have been

employed.^ But at best such indexes are only a rough guide, which

must be used with care and checked by actual experience whenever

that is possible.

A valuable guide is always the company's own sales of past years.

If it is known what the sales in a town have been over a period of years,

and if the normal growth of the company is known, it is possible, with

these figures as a base, to compare the sales of any given year in any

given area against this base and get a pretty clear picture of what is

happening. At least it will indicate the places for intensive investiga-

tion to discover further facts.

Attached is a study which the Dennison Manufacturing Company
has made of certain items of resale merchandise by towns. These

towns have also been grouped by Federal Reserve Bank districts, and

then department-store figures are used as a measure of the general

retail trade condition within a particular district. The comparisons are

extremely illuminating.

2. Salesmen's Routes. Besides fixing the larger areas of adminis-

trative control, the sales manager must likewise determine the most

effective salesmen's routes. In spite of much writing on the subject,

very little actual study has been given to it. Objective things such as

train schedules have, of course, been improved. But by and large,

the route and the individual prospects within the route have been

largely left to the salesmen's judgment. Routes too easily become

habits rather than matters of analyzed and planned sales procedure.

It is undesirable both for the management and salesmen that this

^ Such as Philadelphia Market Survey, South Eastern States Survey, United States

Department of Commerce, "Retail Trading Areas," J. Walter Thompson Company.

^A procedure used by the Dennison Manufacturing Company is described in the

Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. XII, No. 6, December, 1927.
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TABLE 5

l8i

FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT

Boston

New York . .

.

Philadelphia

.

Cleveland. . .

Richmond . .

.

Atlanta

Chicago

St. Louis ....

Minneapolis. .

Kansas City

.

Dallas

San Francisco

Some items of

Dennison Resale

Merchandise

Compared with

1920-24 Base

% of Change

Department
Stores Sales

Compared with

1920-24 Base

% of Change

+ 21

+ 31

+ 16

+ 16

+ 25

+ 16

+ 41

not reported

+ 4
not reported

+ 20

+ 40

should be so. Routes, whether within a single city or including several

cities, are susceptible of analysis. A study of the Dennison Company
showed 40 per cent of a salesman's time spent moving between cus-

tomers—an amount in total which justifies a great deal of experiment

directed toward its improvement.

Equipment. The records which are kept as part of selling equip-

ment are of two general classes. These classes are those which are

kept by the salesman, and those which are kept for the salesman by

the regional sales office.

I. Records. The records which are kept by the salesman as part

of his equipment are also of two types, those which are used by him
as tools in his selling efforts, and those which are kept by him for use

at the district or home office for statistical or other purposes. Under
the type kept by the salesman as part of his equipment would come
such records as sales order forms, credit slips, estimate calls, requests

for special service and requests for special aids.

The type of record kept for the salesman at the district or home
office would include such things as daily reports of calls and sales,

daily reports of expenses, orders lost and orders sold by type of cus-

tomers, and weekly summary of calls, sales and expenses, (See

Figures 23 to 25.)

The class of records which is kept in the regional sales office for

the salesmen's use includes records of sales by towns on each sales-
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man's route; record of customers as to kind and quantity of goods

purchased, as to credit record and as to lists of potential customers,

by towns or routes; trade discounts and mailing lists; receipt and dis-

bursement statements; computation (usually monthly) of lost order

reports; and computation (by various periods) of sales by individual

salesmen, and by the sales region as a whole.
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each line, salesmen being permitted to call for special samples accord-

ing to the merchandise they are selling and to the territory they are

canvassing.

It pays good dividends to keep a sharp eye upon sampling practice.

Samples quickly run into money. It has often proved worth while to

control the issuing of samples by making it one of the functions of a

-
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according to whether the samples are part of a display, or are in-

dividual commodities. If the samples are part of a display, quickness

of getting them before a customer is not important. If the sample is an

individual commodity, quickness of putting it before the customer is

the important thing. Certain commodities which are susceptible of

being arranged by trade lines, partake of both display and commodity
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A sales catalogue is encyclopaedic; a sales manual is a record of

standard practice, while sales letters and special bulletins are news

media of an active, going organization. The purpose to be served

will dictate the particular form used. Inexperienced salesmen require

one type of information and experienced salesmen another, while some

types are standard for both. Regional sales executives may be given

sales information of a quite different sort from that given the most

experienced of the salesmen in the region. But all must have con-

tinuous selling information.

Selling Costs. For some time the costs involved in marketing have

engaged the attention of students of our economic structure. It is prob-

able that in any one year about half the cost of making merchandise

and getting it to the ultimate consumer lies beyond the factory gates.

Furthermore, very little attention has been paid to marketing costs,

since by and large the past thirty years have been years of rising

prices. From the impetus given by Taylor and other engineers, factory

management has made a continuous drive on factory costs. Selling

costs are about where factory costs were at the time of Taylor's initial

work. The need of sales costing is now becoming apparent since a

period of falling prices has set in and a buyer's market is the order of

the day and seems likely to be for many days to come. Total costs

must be examined, as well as factory costs alone, or, indeed, selling

costs alone.

Many first studies of selling costs are already under way. The
Harvard Bureau of Business Research has completed a series of sell-

ing costs on individual trades.-^ Trade associations are making costs

of selling a major portion of their lines ;^ and individual trades, such

as hardware, have started excellent pioneering work in the field, as has

the United States Department of Commerce. But, at best, the sum
total of all this effort is only a beginning.

The Dennison Manufacturing Company has kept accurate records

of general selling expenses for many years. It has also made studies

of such things as the cost of filling small orders and the cost of selling

^"Studies on Selling Costs," including the following subjects: Operating Expenses

in the Retail Automobile Tire and Accessory Business ; Operating Expenses in the

Wholesale Automotive Equipment Business ; Operating Expenses of Building Ma-
terial Dealers ; Operating Expenses in Department Stores ; Operating Accounts for

Retail Drug Stores ; Operating Expenses in the Wholesale Drug Business ; Operat-

ing Expenses in the Wholesale Dry Goods Business in the South ; Operating Ex-
penses in Retail Grocery Stores ; Operating Expenses in the Wholesale Grocery Busi-

ness ; Operating Expenses in Retail Hardware Stores ; Operating Expenses in Retail

Jewelry Stores; Operating Expenses in the Wholesale Paint and Varnish Busi-

ness ; Operating Expenses in Retail Shoe Stores ; System of Accounts for Shoe

Wholesalers ; Operating Expenses of Retail Stationers and Office Outfitters.

^ Cf. Trade Association Activities, United States Department of Commerce, 1927.
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given trades. It did not, however, make detailed studies of a kind

which correspond to the detailed studies made of factory costs, until a

time study of salesmen's time was made which was similar to factory

time studies. Recently, moreover, the company has started on the

task of breaking- down the salesmen's expenses and allocating them to

the product sold. Forty major items are being studied with reference

to the salesman's salary, traveling expenses, sample expense and ex-

pense of service to customers. It is also breaking down the major lines

by towns, showing gross sales of each of the major lines, the standard

deduction for secondary cost and the gross yield. Then from this

gross yield the intratown expense is deducted, leaving the net margin

by lines by towns. Against this figure the intertown expense must

also be allocated. With this information it will be possible to get some
idea of what it actually costs to get sales in given territories ; and so to

form the basis for conclusion whether the return is worth the price.

Just as in factory experience, perhaps the chief contribution of estab-

lishing costs is the impetus that such cost finding gives to the establish-

ment of standards. While costs are valuable in themselves, they take

on cumulative value because of this fact.

It is to be expected that marketing cost accounting will not ultimately

and fundamentally differ from factory accounting. The emphasis,

however, may be different. Says Mr. E. S. Freeman:^

Factory cost accounting has been built around and has always been strongest

in the use of direct merchandise costs. The application of joint and indirect

costs, on the other hand, is almost entirely joint indirect costs. The way to

study and control indirect costs is to study them as direct costs of the opera-

ions or function for which they are expended, rather than after the cost of

such function has been distributed to other accounts. Hence, I believe that

distribution cost accounting should lay its greatest emphasis on the study of

costs by operations or functions rather than upon study of costs by merchandise

items. The way to understand and control joint costs is to recognize them as

such, and to attempt to draw a cost and profit stature of the business with

and without each marginal factor. Hence, I believe that distribution cost

accounting should lay less emphasis on comparing complete costs with the

complete sales and more emphasis on comparing marginal costs with marginal

sales.

It is important to build up the idea that distribution accounting is as

necessary and as capable of accomplishment as factory accounting.

There is at least a great deal of costing experience by which to be

guided, which is a long step ahead of where the factory accountants

had to start when their work was all new.

* Freeman, E. S., "Distribution Costs," The International Cost Conference, Atlantic

City, June 17, 1926.
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Quotas. The total of how much merchandise should be sold can be

assumed to have been determined by the merchandiser in his coordina-

tion of market demands and factory schedules. There remains, how-
ever, the problem of how much merchandise each unit of the selling

organization shall be asked to dispose of in the light of the merchan-

diser's estimate. This means the establishment of a quota of sales for

each geographic area, and the establishment of a quota for each sales-

man in that area.

In 'making sales quotas there are several methods used. The quota

may be as coldly scientific as possible, just as a budget aims to be.

But no budget, be it ever so carefully constructed, can be entirely

accurate. Furthermore, the definiteness of an objective is to most
salesmen not so much of a spur as trying to achieve a less definite but

more difficult goal. Hence the general practice in setting sales quotas

is that they shall be optimistic. The general belief is that to ask for a

quota lower than a figure which any district or other sales group has

reached in past years, is to build up a set of mind ready to use this

low figure as an excuse. Any spur that the quota exerts, therefore,

must be on the plus side and not on the minus side. Against this

argument, the point is made that the setting of quotas which call for

continual gains in volume each year must finally reach a point where
further increases are manifestly impossible. To demand the manifestly

impossible is, of course, to upset every purpose for which a quota was
established in the first instance.

It is interesting, however, that in the light of experience to date this

latter point seldom seems to be reached. If any reasonable quota is set,

some sections of the selling organization always reach it and a fair

proportion usually exceed it. This evidence would indicate that there

is always some slack in a selling organization that an alert manage-
ment will always be searching for by one method or another, and that

in the final analysis little as yet is actually known about the sales po-

tentialities of any given area for any given line or lines of merchandise.

A balance between optimism and pessimism is greatly aided where
a merchandise estimate exists for the various lines and even for sep-

arate items of merchandise. This estimate can be taken as a base

figure in which no attention need be paid to psychological effects, and
in which the pessimist may have full sway if there be sufficient cause

for pessimism. It is probable that sales increases of the future will

come from analysis rather than from high-pressure selling.

The sales quotas may be set in commodities or in dollars. To break
the quota down into sections for actual operation the dollar figures are

most often used, because a quota in dollars compared with the previous

year's achievement exercises a simpler and sharper appeal than does a
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quota set in terms of units of goods. The dollar figure alone has one

great weakness in that it tends to unbalance sales efforts in favor of the

quick selling items where the line is a varied one. A district or an

individual salesman will naturally reach the quota set by as direct a

means as possible. The quick selling items may or may not be the

profitable items and may or may not be desirable in terms of produc-

tion, but all of these things are blanketed under the dollar figure.

Good practice will dictate that in many places the sales quota will

be set in both terms so that the weaknesses of dollar quotas by them-

selves may be obviated. Where merchandising is actively functioning,

there is no need for much trouble on this score, since the merchandiser

will get his reports in terms of commodities and will bring quickly

to the attention of the sales managers any cases of bad slipping of a

commodity in individual districts.

Quotas are sometimes used as the basis of special awards, either sys-

tematic additions to pay or cash or trophy prizes of one sort or another.

If the sales quotas are the basis of any sort of award, it follows that

the most scrupulous care must be taken in their setting. A task poorly

defined is a fertile source of trouble.
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CHAPTER XIV

CLERICAL OPERATION STANDARDS^

There is a current popular belief that standards in office work per-

tain only to methods of work, quantity of output, and quality of per-

sonnel. This assumption ignores the fundamental principle that

physical and other external conditions constitute a component part of

any problem, and must therefore be given consideration. As a matter

of fact, high standards of output, for instance, are possible only when
other essential factors, such as physical equipment, are considered ; and
generally the highest results are obtainable only through the use of the

most complete available knowledge concerning every factor involved in

the management of an office.

The problems of office management may be classified into sixteen

main divisions, as follows : arrangement, equipment, use of office

machinery, correspondence, filing, stockkeeping, intercommunication,

forms, organization, personnel methods, training, routines and meth-

ods, salary standards, clerical output, control of output and turnover

of employees.

Each of these may be subdivided, so that a total of some ninety-

three subdivisions is derived. Standards for each of these numerous
subdivisions may be obtained by means of research of the type de-

scribed in Chapter VI. This chapter is concerned only with a few
illustrative major standards.

I. Arrangement. Economical use of space requires consideration

of the amount of space occupied and the amount of travel through that

space. The size of desk that meets most requirements is sixty by
thirty inches. The necessary space occupied by the worker is of the

same dimensions, making the net space occupied by the desk and the

worker five by five feet, or twenty-five square feet. It is most eco-

nomical to place desks side by side in pairs, with an aisle three feet

wide on each side. Each clerk therefore uses one-half of a three-foot

aisle for a distance of five feet or 7.5 square feet, so that the total

space occupied by each clerk is 32.5 square feet. If an allowance of

17.5 square feet is added for miscellaneous filing and other equipment,

a general standard of fifty square feet per clerk is obtained. This
total has been found by experience to be ample except in cases where an
unusual amount of miscellaneous equipment is required. For heads of

departments or executives, a greater allowance must be made on
' By William H. Leffingwell, W. H. Leffingwell, Inc., New York.
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account of the character of their work. The standard for them is one

hundred square feet.

Arrangement should always be such that work, in the dominating

routines at least, travels in straight lines.

Adequate light, both natural and artificial, is manifestly necessary.

For best use of daylight the building should not exceed forty feet in

width, with windows covering two-thirds of the area of each wall.

There should be no obstructions for forty feet outside the windows,

either horizontally or vertically. These, of course, are ideal conditions

which, in these days of skyscrapers, are rarely possible of realization.

Artificial light should be ample in volume and thoroughly diffused.

The totally indirect method of lighting is best for attaining such dif-

fusion. The minimum quantity of light, at desk height and evenly

distributed, should be ten foot-candles. There is no objection to a

greater intensity of light provided there is proper diffusion, but higher

intensities are difficult to obtain in most buildings because conventional

wiring will not carry the necessary wattage.

Circulation aisles should be sufficient in number and width. An
aisle should run on each side of a pair of desks, with cross aisles placed

at distances of approximately twenty feet. Main traffic aisles should

be six feet in width; others a minimum of three feet.

Noise is a disturbing factor in most office work. Noisy machines

should, where possible, be segregated and ceilings acoustically treated

to absorb reverberations. Hair felt, celotex and acoustical stone or

plaster can be used for this purpose.

All offices should be provided with cloak rooms. In large offices a

check room located near the entrance is the most economical.

In the matter of toilet facilities, more than the legal requirements

represent a hygienic minimum. In the office time and convenience are

both highly important factors, and experience shows that the legal

minimum is inconvenient and wasteful of time. For each sex, one

seat to fifteen persons should be provided. In women's lavatories

an ample provision of mirrors should be made.

Drinking fountains, either of the "bubbler" type, or provided with

paper sanitary cups, should be placed in such locations that the worker

does not have to walk more than an average of twenty feet in order

to reach them.

2. Equipment. The usual type of office equipment is too frequently

entirely unsatisfactory for the use to which it is put. Desks rarely

have suitable writing surfaces; there are too many drawers in them,

and these drawers are not subdivided to hold standard sizes of sup-

plies. Chairs are uncomfortable and do not induce a correct sitting
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posture. It is often advantageous to design special equipment for

particular operations.

Filing cabinets should be of the vertical type, with dividing parti-

tions or other devices for holding the material in an upright position

without the use of follow blocks.

3. Office Machines. The variety of office machines is too great to

allow a detailed description here, but the principles underlying the use

of such machines may be outlined. Machines are justified when they

:

(i) save labor, (2) save time, (3) promote accuracy, (4) avoid

monotony. The saving in labor must be actual, however, and proved

in each instance by experiment. It should not be taken for granted,

either, that all types of persons dislike monotonous work, or that all

types of such work are equally distasteful to the same person. For
many kinds of monotonous work persons may be found who desire

just that kind of monotony. The problem of monotony is most diffi-

cult when an operation demands a skill to be found only in persons who
dislike the kind of monotony inherent in the operation.

Idle machinery is an expense in the office as it is elsewhere. Effort

should always be made to utilize every piece of office machinery

profitably, and idle time should be estimated when considering the

purchase of such equipment.

4. Correspondence. Much of the correspondence in an office is of a

repetitive, routine character, and in such cases the principle of re-use

should be observed; i.e., standard forms, form letters and form para-

graphs should be available for letters identical in nature.

5. Filing. Filing work should be 99 per cent accurate, one error

in one hundred pieces being the allowable maximum of error. Only

such material as is likely to be called for at a future date should be

filed. Material of a clearly temporary value should be filed in a sus-

pense file and later destroyed.

There are various systems of filing, such as the chronological, nu-

merical, alphabetical, geographical and subject, the manner of use

determining the particular method or system desirable in a particular

circumstance. Subject files may be either the Dewey decimal system

(ordinarily redesigned for business use) or the mnemonic system.

The latter is the more flexible and easily handled.

The custody of the files should remain solely with the filing depart-

ment ; others should not be permitted either to file material or to take

it from the files.

6. Stockkeeping. The principles of office stockkeeping are identical

with those of production stockkeeping presented in Chapter XV.
7. Intercommunication. The telephone is the most satisfactory

method of communication. Either an outside or inside system may
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be used. A system which automatically makes connections eliminates

the cost of operators.

A fair measurement of the effectiveness of intercommunication

methods may be made by ascertaining the ratio that the average num-

ber of clerks standing or moving about at one time bears to the number

seated at desks. If the former is in excess of lo per cent there is

something defective in the methods of office intercommunication. A
messenger system from desk to desk at periods not exceeding twenty

minutes, will greatly improve conditions. Communication with com-

paratively distant interoffice points may be effected through either the

telautograph or the telegraph typewriter. Each of these delivers instan-

taneously a written message, the former in long hand and the latter in

typewriting.

8. Forms. Printed forms expedite clerical work, but as a rule they

are not adequately standardized. In the designing of forms the fol-

lowing factors should be given consideration

:

a. Purpose has always an important bearing on design. There is no

advantage in having a printed form if a blank sheet will serve the

intended purpose.

b. The manner in which a form is to be used determines not only

the design but the kind and quality of paper.

c. Much of the paper now available has a temporary life. Such

paper should be used only for forms which do not need to be preserved

for more than one to three years. Semi-permanent forms which are

required to last from five to fifteen years should have paper of from

20 per cent to 60 per cent rag content. All forms which must last

twenty years or more should have paper with a rag content of 75 per

cent to 100 per cent.

d. As a rule there is no necessity for more than the following nine

standard sizes: 3x5 inches; 3^ x 8^ inches; 4^ x 5^ inches;

7 X ^1/2 inches; Sj^^ x 14 inches; 3)^ x 4^ inches; 4x6 inches; 5^
X 8^ inches, and 8^ x 1 1 inches. The standard sizes for cards made
from index bristol to fit all standard equipment are 13x5 inches

; 4 x 6

inches, and 5x8 inches.

e. A wide range of colors in forms is neither necessary nor advisable.

Certain colors, such as blue, pink, green and brown, should be avoided,

as matter printed or written on them is difficult and fatiguing to read

under artificial light. Canary yellow, corn yellow, golden-rod and

other shades of yellow are preferable colors.

9. Organicafion. Clearly defined lines of responsibility and author-

ity throughout the office organization are matters of paramount neces-

sity. Wherever feasible the organization should be functional, as it is

otherwise practically impossible to control output where operators
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perform many different tasks. An organization chart is desirable. It

should be kept up to date, and an organization write-up provided, in

which the positions shown on the organization chart are described in

detail. For every standardized operation, carefully drawn standard

practice instructions are indispensable.

10. Personnel Methods. In personnel supervision one of the most

essential standards is a progressive record of the performance of each

employee, on which should also be recorded the conditions and changes

of salary and promotion. In offices where scientific management has

been developed, it is customary to keep monthly statements of the

average production on such records. Standard tests should be devised

for discovering the ability of applicants for employment, but the vari-

ous psychological tests should be used only under the supervision of

skilled psychologists. Specific work tests of a standard piece of work

of the character which the employee is to perform, on which standard

performance is known, are a great advantage.

11. Training. High standards of clerical output require standard

training methods to enable the employees to accomplish the results de-

sired. This training is best imparted by the departmental instructor,

who for a very considerable period gives close attention to the work

of the learner. A careful study should be made of possible lines of

promotion from one position to another, and these lines should be

pointed out to the employees so that they may prepare themselves for

the higher positions available. The Gilbreth three-position promotion

plan—in which a worker is a student under a worker next higher in

grade and a teacher of one next lower in grade—may be used to advan-

tage in the office.

12. Routines and Methods. Routines and methods naturally differ

in different types of business, but there are certain common and essen-

tial principles that must be considered in scientific management. The
first is that all work must flow straight forward; there should be no

back travel, and work should never swerve from side to side through

a room or building while passing from step to step. The simplest

method of accomplishing a desired result should always be used, and

uniformity in procedure established wherever possible. If there are

in the office several routines of similar character and purpose they

should be handled in an identical manner. In the standardization of

methods there must of course be separate research to determine each

new method, and there are literally hundreds of methods which can

be standardized. The vitally important thing is to devise a method

which, while being eft'ective, completes an operation with the minimum
amount of effort, and is always used when that operation is being

performed. This is rarely found to be the case in office organizations
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where the work is not standardized; in such places it usually will be

found that the workers perform the same operation in a great many
different ways.

13. Salaries. Salary standardization requires that salaries shall not

be below the market rate, that they should not be unnecessarily high, and

that there shall be standard salaries for similar positions. A clerk of

a certain grade doing a certain kind of work should be paid a sum
within a certain definite and prescribed salary range. In large organi-

zations, the question of salary standardization requires the most care-

ful research, and the most thorough consideration of the various classi-

fications and their standards. When this is done, it will be quickly

found that such general terms as stenographer, typist, bookkeeper, etc.,

are inadequate job descriptions to cover the work performed under

these conventional names.

14. Output. While the quantity of clerical output performed should

meet standards determined by research, it should be remembered that

in office work particularly one often finds hidden differences in opera-

tions which at a casual glance appear to be the same—differences that

must by no means be overlooked. Thus the simplest sort of operation,

such as typing addresses on envelopes, may vary as to details in several

ways. The copy from which the address is taken is a factor, as is

also the particular manner in which the address is typed ; and both of

these have a number of variables. Variables of this sort apply to

nearly every kind of operation in the office; therefore it is not possible

to establish and cite standards which are universally applicable, except

for a very few operations. The standard output for typing letters

from phonograph dictation or from shorthand notes, is two hundred

square inches per hour, in pica type, a square inch of pica typewriting

being one line, six inches long, or six lines, each one inch long. Other

typical standards are : typing envelopes, 240 per hour ; affixing postage

stamps, 4,900 per hour.

15. Control of Output. In controlling output the first and most

important consideration is to handle work so there shall be an un-

interrupted flow. This condition is very difficult of attainment in

office work, and requires the utilization of special control methods.-^

Scheduling the work—especially routine, intermittent and special work
—is the standard mechanism for the controlling of output. Office work
is highly subject to peaks and valleys because most of it originates

outside of the office, and its quantity is therefore a matter outside the

control of the office manager. At certain seasons, in almost every

kind of business, the work is very much heavier than at other times.

The problem of the peak should be carefully studied, and the mis-

*Cf. Chapter XXL
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cellaneous work so planned that the weight of the peak shall not fall

with full force upon the organization. A standard method of handling

peaks can be devised in each particular instance. It is also essential

to the control of output that there shall be adequate records and re-

ports covering performance in every section of the office.

16. Turnover of Employees. A zero labor turnover is, of course,

never possible, but the standard turnover in an American office should

not exceed 10 per cent.
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CHAPTER XV

FACTORY OPERATION STANDARDS

^

The definition of a standard in scientific management as "that

which is set up as . . .a criterion, estabhshed as a resuh of scientific

investigation representing the present stage in the development of the

art," ^ indicates that a standard is fixed only until a supplanting stand-

ard has been discovered that warrants the expense of change.

Factory operation standards are the product of such research as

has been described in Chapter VII. A condition or procedure cannot

be considered as standard until research, experiment and use have

proved conclusively that for the particular purpose it is superior to

any other condition or procedure.

After a standard is established, understanding, acceptance, usage

and vigilance are required for its maintenance; for on the one hand,

if the standardizing motive is withdrawn, the standard will deteriorate

through inertia; and on the other hand, parodoxical as it may seem, if

the standardizing motive remains, the very forces that worked with

diligence to establish the standard will work with equal diligence to

discover a better one to supplant it.

A standard is usually dependent on other standards and the main-

tenance of all is essential to the maintenance of any one. Water

freezes at o° centigrade at sea-level atmospheric pressure. The estab-

lishment of one of these conditions is not sufficient to freeze water if

the other condition is not also established. A certain method may
produce a certain output on a machine; but it is always the case that

the standard output from that method is dependent upon certain stand-

ard conditions of parts of the machine.

It should be noted that it is practically impossible to maintain high

standards in juxtaposition to poor standards. Throughout an indus-

trial establishment there is always a leveling tendency with respect to

standards—a Gresham's law. The association of high standards with

low standards has much more tendency to pull down the high stand-

ards than to raise the low. For this reason, precise standards of
^ By Leslie E. Bryant, Assistant to Engineer, Armstrong Cork Company, Lino-

leum Division, Lancaster, Pa., and G. E. Schulz, Consulting Engineer in Management,
New York.

== Hathaway, H. K., "Standards," Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. XII, No. 5,

October, 1927, p. 491.
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method and accomplishment must be buih upon precise standards of

product, materials, equipment and tools.

The principal standards of a scientific management shop may be

classified as follows : equipment, tools, materials, product, method and
accomplishment.^

Equipment. By the equipment of a plant is meant all ma-
chines, machine attachments, transportation equipment and auxiliary

equipment involved either directly or indirectly in the manufacture of

a product. Tools and small equipment are classified separately. Inas-

much as equipment as here classified involves the greater portion of

the investment in a plant (aside from land and buildings) its stand-

ardization is most important.

I. Machinery. By machinery is meant that equipment of a plant

which is involved directly in the processing of the product or which is

necessary as a supporting or power-transmitting accessory of the same.

In some machinery, standardization is inherent in the design of the

machine. Other machinery requires the application of standardized con-

ditions to the designed machine when in use. In standardizing ma-
chinery the following conditions are brought to the highest state of

perfection which the economic value of the process will permit.

a. The space which a machine occupies is valuable. A building

must be built around it, which in turn must be heated, lighted and

maintained, all of which Is costly. It is frequently the case that a few

highly productive machines will occupy much less space than many
machines of lower production value. The space is then released for

other purposes. The space occupied by a machine includes all the

space needed properly to operate the machine.

The space occupied by a machine depends upon the design of the

machine. It is hardly possible to constrict the space occupied by a

machine after construction. In certain machines this can be accom-

plished by a redesign of the machine.

Provision is made at each machine for an adequate amount of

space for the proper quantity of material in process ahead of the

machine. In the continuous or repetitive industry this space may take

the form of a conveyor leading to or past the machine. In a non-

repetitive industry space is usually occupied by trucks, platforms

or piles of material.

Space is provided at all machines for operators to occupy, and move
from point to point about the machine as its operation requires. Good
design provides for a minimum of moving about by operators, but

adequate space for such movement.

With respect to all machines which have material entering and

* Hathaway, H. K., op. cit.
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leaving the machine, it is necessary to provide ample space for the

handhng of all material and tools to and from the machine. In Figure

26 is shown an application of space standardization in a machine shop.

There are definite divisions made in the space of the factory for

machines, working space around the machines, space for material await-

ing process and space for the movement of men and material to dif-

ferent parts of the building.

b. When material is processed in a machine it is necessary to hold

or support this material during the processing. The holding may be

entirely independent of the processing units, or holding may be a part

|VI- MACHIMES.

T?- RACKS FOR ATT/\CHMENT&.
S— 5TANDS FOR M/»TeR-lAU.

T - TOOU STANDS FDR V»/OfF«lN& -TTDOLS.
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Fig. 26. Arrangement of Machines and Other Facilities

of the processing. A standardized machine is provided with adequate

material-holding devices.

c. Tools operating" in a machine require a means of holding them

to the machine in a manner that permits their proper functioning.

The design or purchase of a machine should be based on the proper

application of the tools to the work.

There are many types of tools on the market for which current

usage has standardized the manner and sizes of holding devices to be

used. It is economical to use these standards where possible.

The time required to manipulate a tool-holding device is the final

factor in determining the nature of the tool-holding device.

d. The proper speeding of a machine does not mean that the ma-
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chine must be speeded up to run faster, but that the relative speeds of

the various parts are so coordinated that the proper relationship be-

tween the parts is secured. The speed of the machine is determined

by the laws of processing involved. Frequently the capacity of the

material-handling equipment is allowed to be the determining factor

in the speed of a machine. This is an indication of poor standard-

ization at that point.

The range of speeds of a machine's parts should be great enough
to cover the range of variables involved in the science of processing the

material. Provision should be made for ready increase of these speeds

in case developments in the science of processing call for such increase.

The speed of the machine must be consistent with the life of the tool

under all the conditions of its use.

e. The relationship of maintenance to a machine is a highly impor-

tant one.^ A properly designed machine takes into consideration in

the design, the ready adjustment and replacement of parts ; the proper

lubrication of the moving parts of a machine increases the life and
permanence of adjustments. These factors reduce the time that a
machine undergoes idleness due to maintenance.

The time required for the performance of a maintenance operation

is important in the effect it has on the idleness of the machine. Sim-

plified maintenance results in more complete maintenance with its

minimum of down time.

Standardization of design results in savings in maintenance due

to the increasing familiarity of the personnel with the machines, and

to the reduced cost of spare parts insurance.

2. Machine Attadiments. Machine attachments comprise those

parts of a machine that in themselves could not do any processing,

but are used under certain producing conditions. Repetitive or con-

tinuous industries are very little concerned with machine attachments,

for in those industries the attachments are made a part of the ma-
chine. It is only in the intermittent and non-repetitive industries that

the machine attachment becomes a problem. Here the problem of

adjusting the machine to different operations forces the machine at-

tachment into a class by itself. In some respects its treatment re-

sembles a machine and in others it is handled like a tool.

a. The use of an attachment on a machine involves provision on the

machine for readily taking the attachment.

Standardization requires that the means of fastening an attachment

be simple and self-aligning.

b. Tool holding in an attachment presents the same problem as tool

^ Cf. Chapter XXIII.
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holding in a machine proper. The problems discussed in that con-

nection are equally problems of attachments.

c. The speeds and feeds of attachments are determined by the

same factors as are speeds and feeds of machines.

d. The problems involving the maintenance of attachments are:

provision for periodic inspection for wear and defective parts, with

replacement for required parts ; maintenance of proper lubrication

service to the attachments, and protection of the attachments from the

elements and abuse while not in use.

e. The problem of proper storage of machine attachments when not

in use is one of the necessary elements of plant standardization. The
attachment must be found in the place assigned to it and in proper

condition.

All parts of an attachment are accounted for and placed in the same

place as the main attachment. These parts are marked in such a man-

ner that there is no question about their proper place on the attachment.

3. Transportation Equipment. By transportation equipment is

meant the equipment involved in changing the locations of materials.

The main things to standardize in transportation equipment are its

adaptability to the product, its ability to function at a speed equal to

machine production, its ability to function continuously with little or

no holdup to machine production, and its delivery of material to the

point desired.

In the layout of a factory it is self-evident that as little transpor-

tation as possible should be done. However, as it is a necessity at

certain points, it should be treated as a definite problem of machine

standardization.

a. The material moved determines the nature of the transportation

equipment. Continuous or repetitive industries can use the conveyor

to a very large extent. Intermittent or non-repetitive industries must

make use of a more flexible means of transportation such as lift

trucks, cranes, electric and gasoline trucks.

b. The speed with which a piece of transportation equipment moves

is governed by the volume of material produced by a process in a given

time. The material should be moved to and from a process at such

speed that neither congestion nor scarcity of material can occur under

normal operating conditions. In the case of a conveyor moving con-

stantly between two points this can be taken care of readily by adjust-

ments in speed.

4. Auxiliary Equipment. The auxiliary equipment of a plant con-

sists of those units which have no direct contact with the production of

a plant, but which are necessary for human comfort, sanitation, etc.

Here the points to be standardized may be grouped as follows

:
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1

a. Heating and ventilation requirements of industries differ in the

degree to which they must be provided. The minimum requirements

provided in most state or federal statutes usually fall short of provid-

ing a satisfactory standard condition. The conditions that properly

satisfy each manufacturing problem must be worked out at the par-

ticular locality. The only standard principle that can be presented is

that the men working at a process should not be handicapped by lack

of or an oversupply of either heat or ventilation.
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b. The sanitary ecjuipment of a plant should be so standardized that

a man working in any capacity will feel as safe from disease in the

plant as he feels in his own home. He should be able to leave the

factory as clean as he can leave his own home.

c. The control of light in manufacturing processes is important.

Too much light causes glare and eyestrain; too little light causes eye-

strain. In either case there is loss due to uncertainty of vision.

Wherever there is eyestrain on a job there is a greater labor turnover
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and resultant losses. Illumination engineers have worked out the

proper lighting standards for various kinds of work, and detailed in-

formation may be obtained from many sources.

5. Availabilily of Equipment Data. In a plant operating under

scientific management one of the noticeable features is the readiness

with which facts are ascertainable. This condition is dependent upon

having data regarding all standards at the disposal of those who must
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make decisions. Data pertaining to standards are used as a basis of

planning, of equipment record and maintenance, of future extension

and as a basis of education.

a. In order to plan intelligently the processing of a product, the

decisions on how a product is to be processed must be based upon the

capacities of the various machine units in the plant and the variables

that affect this capacity.^

The preparation of a task prior to the performance of an opera-

* Cf. Chapter XXII.
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tion requires the knowledge of facts regarding the equipment, tools,

materials and men that are available for the operation. With all of

these data available the task can be made up from proper combinations

of work elements.

The available speeds and feeds of all equipment are known and

recorded in a form that is readily available for use. Figures 27A and B
are speed and feed diagrams showing the form in which data are set up.
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The capacity of all machines and work places is recorded in a definite

plan of each work place or unit. Figure 28 shows the capacity data

that are used in the routing of work and in the preparation of tasks

for a horizontal boring mill in a plant making a diversified product.

Charts, special slide rules and formulae form part of the mechanical

devices necessary for the more rapid determination of solutions of

machine problems.

b. Manufacturers' operating instructions are important sources of

information on the proper procedure regarding the care and adjust-

ment of machines.
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Repair parts lists are a valuable assistance in ordering replacements.

As much time can be lost because of improper description of the

broken part as is lost in obtaining the part and replacing it.

A record of all maintenance performed in a plant keeps the data

regarding these machines up to date and forms a basis for determining

action in regard to future maintenance or purchase of machines of a

particular type.
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c. The use of equipment data as a basis of education is brought

about by the fact that a large majority of modern machinery is en-

closed or guarded, so that a clear view of its working principles is

not readily obtained. In order to give men a clear idea of the operat-

ing conditions of a machine it is necessary to have sectional views,

gearing diagrams and other assisting data.

Equipment data are valuable as records of past design. With exact

records of performance it is easier to eliminate the errors of design

that have occurred in older models.
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Tools. In considering- tools as objects of standardization it is

well to define tools themselves. By tools are meant those small parts

that are used in the holding or processing of material, that are subject

to replacement due to dulling or wear, or that are used for holding

parts to the machine.

Tools and small loose equipment present one of the most fertile

fields for factory standardization. With proper standardization of

tools and the mechanism for handling them, the savings in material,

time and effort of the operating personnel and in investment are

enormous. The following steps are to be covered in standardizing the

tool equipment of a plant.

I. Design. Upon the correct design of a tool depends its correct

functioning to produce the most economical results. In designing a

tool it is necessary to consult the science of processing the material

involved and make the tool correspond to the condition laid down by
the development of the science. Figure 29 shows a lathe-turning tool

designed on the basis of the experiments made by Frederick W. Taylor

and described by him in "On the Art of Cutting Metals."

Because of the confusion which existed when the majority of ma-
chine and tool manufacturers were using their own standards, a num-
ber of definite standards have been created by united action on the part

of manufacturers of machines, manufacturers of tools and engineer-

ing societies. With the adoption of these standards, it is now pos-

sible to purchase tools that are interchangeable over a range of ma-
chines made by different manufacturers. Figure 30A shows a table

of standard nut sizes and figure 30B a corresponding table of standard

wrench sizes.

With the adoption of definite tool standards it is possible for a

tool manufacturer to manufacture for stock consistent with demand,

and this results in producing the tool at a lower cost.

2. Storage. Tools are required for use at a given place at a

given time. To accomplish this the tool must have definite location

to which point an order for issue is always referred. Tool storage

standards are required to accomplish this condition.

a. The first step in attempting to arrange a tool storage is to classify

the tools according to some obvious method of classification. This

classification may be developed according to use, size or frequency

of issue where the latter is known. All have their advantages, but

the trend in scientific management is to classify mnemonically accord-

ing to use.^ In such a classification the main divisions of the classi-

fication are first developed, and then the varieties and variations of

^Cf. Chapter IX.
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each major group. The classification is made available for the use of

all departments,

b. Tools are more readily located when arranged in a tool storage

according to a prearranged classification. In arranging for storage

according to classification the design of the racks for storage must

meet the requirements of the tools to be stored; and each tool loca-

tion should be marked with the classification symbol of the tool it is

to hold.

c. The tool itself should be plainly marked with its classification

s}7iibol as a ready means of identification, and as a means of insuring

the return of the tool to proper storage rack location. This mark
should be in a location on the tool that is clearly visible and not sub-

ject to wear or abrasion. The mark should be permanent in nature,

being either stamped, etched or cast in.

d. A record should be kept of all tools in a tool storage for the pur-

pose of accounting and replacement. This record will account for

the location of all tools, their replacement value, and provide for the

current replacement of all tools broken or damaged beyond repair, at

the time the damage is done.

3. Issue and Recall. In order to have tools at the point wanted at

the time they are wanted, certain standards of issue and recall must

be maintained.

a. The issue of tools to a man or machine to perform a certain

job or type of work varies with the nature of the work. Certain tools

that have continuous use and are not subject to much wear are issued

permanently with periodic inspection or replacement. Tools that are

continuously used, that are subject to dulling, are given an initial issue

with current replacement. Where the machine intermittently uses a

wide variety of tools the proper groups of tools are delivered to the

machine previous to the time of use. Tools peculiar to one machine are

issued to the machine, particularly where the tools have no outside

value, and are subject to periodic inspection.

b. Tools are recalled to the point of issue in anticipation of use

at another point rather than upon demand for issue at another point.

Tools issued for an indefinite period of time are recalled periodically

to be checked against standard condition, but tools issued to do a definite

job are recalled at the completion of that job. Men leaving employ-

ment are required to return all tools checked out to them.

c. Tools represent money invested, and are accounted for In the

same manner that money is accounted for,

4. Maintenance of Tools. In use many kinds of tools become dulled

or deformed beyond the point of efficient use. The restoration of these
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tools to their original condition requires the adoption of maintenance

standards.

a. All tools are inspected on their return to tool storage and sorted

into groups according to the nature of repair they require. Only
tools in first class condition are returned directly to the tool storage

racks. Worn tools are first reconditioned. Definite standards are pro-

vided for each tool with maximum and minimum tolerances ; and to

maintain high standards of accuracy, tools must be recalled frequently

for inspection of condition,

b. A definite record of each standard tool is kept. This is a definite

part of tool maintenance.

c. The proper equipment is provided to reproduce or restore the

standard tool to its original condition. Machines and tools and gauges

necessary to maintain and reproduce all standard tools, not more eco-

nomically supplied from outside sources, are a part of the equipment

provided. Similarly, a record is provided of the setting necessary to

place any machine in position to reproduce a standard tool. Figure 29
shows the settings on a Sellers tool grinder necessary to grind the tools

shown in the figure.

5. Manipidation Time. The manipulation time of tools is one of

the governing factors determining the tool to use for a given job.

Standardization of tools requires the selection of a tool with low

manipulation time.

a. To obtain low manipulation time a tool must be simple to operate,

easy to adjust, positive in definite adjustments, readily assembled or

taken apart and possessed of inherent accuracy. It is obvious that all

tools do not possess all of these features, but where they are possessed

they are observed. Figure 3 1 shows the time involved in manipulating

bolts, clamps and blocks—a simple operation, but impossible within the

time allowed unless the tools are standardized for the operation, are

kept clean and constantly at the high standard that they possessed when
originally installed in use.

b. To manipulate a tool readily requires that the tool fit properly

in position on the machine. The locking and clamping devices must be

simple to operate and the operator should have the proper wrenches for

operating them. The tool is then readily adjusted to the point of

operation.

c. To have standard manipulation times for tools requires that the

tool be at the place designated for it when the operator is ready to

use it.

6. Tool Data. Tool data must be available for the use of all who
are involved in tool operations. Tool data fulfill the same part in the
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creation of method standards that machine data do. They are used

in planning performance and task, in the maintenance of tool stand-

ards and in the education of personnel and outside suppliers.

Figure ;^2 illustrates the tool data that are used in operating a plant

under scientific management. It will be noted that the sizes available

are shown, the capacities of the various boring bars and the manipula-

tion times for all conditions under which the boring bar will be used.
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a standard reliable materials specification can be made, to be used when
any material is purchased or made for the particular purpose.

Receipt of the material must include its inspection for characteristics

and ingredients covered by the standard materials specification. A sup-

plier of material is very careful to supply the material wanted when
he knows that it is being checked by the purchaser.

METHODS DATA SHEET
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While hardly a standard in the physical sense, the training of the

personnel to realize the importance of proper treatment of material

goes hand in hand with the standards.

The classification of material for service is the result of experiences

with the material under similar conditions and is a reflection of good

engineering practice, and the definite specification of a material for

a clearly defined service is required to apply engineering practice to the

production of saleable units. Inspection and tests of the finished prod-

uct verify the use of the proper materials and treatments.

2. Waste of Materials. The ideal processing takes place without

loss of material. Some processes are such that there cannot be process-

ing without some material being lost as scrap or excess stock. One of

the problems of management is to keep this wasted material down to

a minimum. This can be accomplished by consideration of the follow-

ing details

:

The amount of stock allowed on a piece should be reduced to the

smallest amount consistent with accuracy and economy. The shape

of parts is a determining factor in limiting the amount of excess stock

allowed. Standard commercial sizes of raw product are purchaseable

at lower prices than special sizes. The most economical standard size

of material determines the amount of stock that will be in excess.

Sometimes by a slight change of design a part can be produced with

every little excess of stock.

Each trade or industry supplying material which is the raw ma-
terial of another industry, has certain established sizes that are pro-

duced in larger quantities and are therefore more readily, and fre-

quently more economically, obtainable. Raw material in large unit

volume occasions traffic and transportation difficulties with the increas-

ing size of the unit; raw material received from a foreign country may
be more economically purchased and imported in some sizes or de-

grees of process completion than other more desirable sizes or con-

ditions of completion.

3. Material as an Investment. In considering the storage of ma-
terial it should be remembered that material in storage represents

.

money invested. The amount of material kept in storage should there-

fore be held to as low a working minimum as is possible, and at the

same time it should be stored in a manner that protects it from

deterioration and abuse. The conditions to be standardized in the

storage of material are as follows

:

a. The kind of material stored naturally affects the nature of the

material storage and incidental equipment relative thereto. Storage

racks or containers should be provided that give a definite compart-

ment or position to each kind, size or class of material, and also there
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should be provided equipment necessary to handle any of the material

without loss of time.

b. Equally as important as the classification and storage of material

is its proper identification when placed in storage. This identification

can be brought about in the following manner

:

All material delivered to the material storage should be definitely

marked according to quality as well as quantity by the supplier of the

material. A standard code for marking material should be adopted

and understood by all people using that material, and material ordered

for a definite purpose should be marked according to a job or code num-
ber reserved for that purpose.

c. Material is required in a definite amount at a given place and at

a given time. To meet these conditions the following details must
be standardized:

A definite mechanism must be provided for ordering materials from
stores ; the material ordered should be prepared in the most economical

form for transportation to the point of use; and definite transporta-

tion between stores and point of use must be provided.

Product. Standardization of a product is essential if all the

possible economies of standardized manufacture are to be realized.

Some factors involved are :

I. Afass Production. Where the entire energies of a plant are con-

centrated upon the manufacture of a relatively small variety of sale-

able units the possibilities of economical manufacture are increased.

In the case of a plant making a wide range of varieties, styles and
sizes, it is readily evident that the plant cannot become expert in making
any particular style, size or variety. With the concentration on a few
products come manufacturing economies which insure a lower sales

price per unit, which in turn will create a larger demand for the article

in question.

a. The decision to concentrate on a few products must be based

upon the presence or potential presence of a market to absorb the

increased production along these lines. One of the chief causes of

increased market demand is the presentation of a product at a lower

sales price.

b. It has been the experience of factories concentrating upon the

production of a few products to find that men and machines working

on the same product for longer periods of time have tended to produce

economies in manufacture. These economies were found to be the

result of greater familiarity on the part of the men with the product

produced, special machines that were warranted by the new volume
of the product, the devising of new methods in place of old methods,

reduction of losses due to errors and lack of understanding, and reduc-
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tion of the time spent in setting up, tearing down and making changes

in the conditions for operating machines.

c. Where larger quantities of a given material are used by a plant it

is possible to get better price and delivery concessions from the sup-

pliers of the material. The cost of transportation of raw material to

the plant also becomes less with the increase of volume handled.

2, Simplification. The importance of simplification of a product

has received considerable emphasis in the United States during the

past ten years as a result largely of the efforts of Herbert C. Hoover,

Secretary of Commerce. In the reports of the Department of Com-
merce are found records of remarkable reductions in styles and varie-

ties of the products of various trades and industries. In the same

manner the various component parts of the product of an individual

plant may be simplified. In simplifying a product special attention is

given to the following items :

a. iOdd sizes and styles usually find their apparent justification in

the minds of salesmen rather than in the net profit they produce on

the balance sheet. There should usually be eliminated from a stand-

ardized product all sizes and styles which do not show a definite

profit value.
1

I
bJ Continuous use of a product, and this applies particularly to ma-

cnines, has shown that frequently the design may be altered to produce

the same results with fewer parts, with a consequent lower cost of

manufacture.

c. The simplification of the operations performed on a piece is an-

other fertile field of standardization. Frequently operations are per-

formed on a piece for no other reason than at some time in the past

someone considered this operation necessary. An analytical examina-

tion of a product brings to light those operations which are necessary

and those which are not necessary.

3. Variety of Products. In cases where the product of a plant

involves making of several different types of product, each made up

of a large number of separate parts, as is the condition of a large num-
ber of machine manufacturers, the problem of detail uniformity is

important. It is possible that in the manufacture of these various

units there are many parts bearing a close similarity to each other,

varying only in minor details. The possibility of reducing these many
parts to a small number of standard parts will bring out many econo-

mies in production.

a. The standardization of these small parts is brought about largely

by design with direct reference to the standards adopted. Parts

manufactured within the plant in increased quantities make special

treatment profitable.
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b. The standardization of small parts purchased from outside sup-

plies reduces the styles and varieties of these parts. Careful examina-

tion shows that often a cheap standard purchased part may be substi-

tuted for an expensive manufactured part.

Methods. By method is meant the manner of proceeding in

the performance of work. Methods acquired by chance imitation are

usually low in effectiveness ; and such methods are also usually waste-

ful of energy. One of the objects of standardization of methods is

the substitution of proved methods for inferior methods.

I. Predetermination of Performance Standards, or the outlining

of the sequences of processing, occurs at different points in different

industries. In most continuous industries the design of the machines"

determines to a very large extent the methods to be followed in the

processing of the product. In intermittent or non-repetitive industries

it is possible, where conditions have been standardized to predetermine

a procedure for each piece in process.

a. In the predetermination of a method the first step is to provide

a skeleton outline of the processes involved in the production of the

product. The preparation of this outline is termed "routing." In the

continuous-operation machine the routing is a part of the design.

In non-repetitive work routing consists of breaking down a product

into its constituent parts and determining where each constituent part

will be processed. In a standardized factory, data pertaining to the

equipment and tools are available which show the processes performed

by the various equipments and the capacity of these processes. The
paths that the various parts take are determined from the knowledge

of these processes and capacities.

b. The determination of the task and the determination of opera-

tion details go pretty much hand in hand. In the continuous machine

the determination of a task is largely a matter controlled by the speed

of the machine. The determination of method details and of a task

in the case of a single machine unit operating continuously on the

same product is very much the same. However, if the processing

involves the handling of the product, the details and the task are de-

pendent upon the nature and time of the manual processes.

The course of procedure to be followed in determining a method

for a piece of work varies with the conditions under which the opera-

tion is performed. In a repetitive job the quantity of product in

use justifies the study of the operation on the part by itself. In the

case of a non-repetitive work the operation may have to be studied

as applied to a variety of similar operations and the method deter-

mined for a class of work rather than for a single piece. Figure 34
shows a page from a classification of operations for a machine tool.
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All jobs done on the machine are here classified according to the

machining operations done on each piece, rather than by the name or

nature of the piece. Then the product is studied by the groups of

operations rather than by each individual piece. The method deter-

mined is the same within a range of products, although it may take

different sizes of tooling equipment.

Figure 35 shows a method card made out for doing one of the opera-

tions mentioned above. It will be noted that any size, and consequently
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any time, that is a variable is left blank for the detailed insertion of the

sizes and times at the time the method is applied to the performance of

a definite operation of the type covered.

The non-repetitive job shows the principle that can be applied to

repetitive work to secure uniform development of a product. In

repetitive work, however, the tendency to study each job as a separate

unit and equip for the best production j)ossible on each unit is gen-

erally a better plan. This is true as long as this apparent lack of stand-
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ardization results in development of the best methods. In the case of

multiple-purpose machines capable of doing a large variety of work

on a wide range of products, the predetermination of method details

and of the task involve analyzing the separate jobs or classes of jobs

into their elementary components in their logical sequence. With the

knowledge required for each elementary detail the total time required

for a task can readily be determined. The basis for the elementary

METHODS DATA SHEET |
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In Figure 37 is shown a Barth slide rule used in determining the

feed and speed on a turret lathe. By means of this rule the solution

of any problem of cutting in steel can be solved. Figure 38 is a

chart showing data pertaining to the chasing of threads on an engine

lathe.

c. At the same time a determination of the elementary details of a

job is made, the tools required in connection with each job are listed

METHODS DATA SHEET
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units in the performance of a particular operation on some unit of

product. The result produced is the consequence of actions previous

to and during the operation. The most important of these actions are

those previous to the operation.

a. Preparation of conditions previous to an operation contributes

materially to the results in performance of the operation. This means
that all material, equipment, tools and detailed instructions are at the

processing point at the time processing is to begin. The failure of

any factor results in inability to perform. In a continuous machine
preparation consists of a supply of raw material ahead of the first

point of process and requires that each process successfully feed the

process following it. In non-repetitive processes preparation involves

the presence of all physical factors necessary for the performance of

the operation.

b. Another factor particularly important is the presence of exact

and detailed information regarding the product to be made. In con-

tinuous or repetitive industries the personnel become trained in the

particular function they are called upon to- assume, with the result

that it may not be necessary in each case of repetition of the operation

to refer to the detailed information in order to produce an accurate

product. In intermittent or non-repetitive industries, the frequent

changing of the product makes it almost impossible for the personnel

to retain the details of the product in mind. In this class of work de-

tailed instructions regarding what to make and how it is made are

important aids to making the product quickly and accurately.

c. One of the important methods factors in operations is realization

of the relative importance of the various details of the product; the

ability to size up a job to see that no more work is put on a part than

is necessary for the performance of its function.

d. The development of trained habit in the performance of opera-

tions is essential to the attainment and maintenance of high methods
standards. This means that the personnel must become trained to

perform the various mechanical operations as a matter of habit. This

leaves the mind free and alert to cope with accidental difficulties aris-

ing in the processing. In continuous or repetitive industries trained

habit is one of the natural results of continuous performance on a

task. In the intermittent or non-repetitive industries, trained habit is

developed through the performance of certain elementary operations

which are continuously being duplicated over a wide range of products.

3. Performance Records. The by-product of the use of good meth-

ods is the accumulated record of good performances. With the record

of good performance on file it is easy to refer to this record and
maintain performance. In the same manner, with a definite method
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of procedure to criticize, it is possible more readily to create a better

and more economical procedure for the performance of the same task.

Records of operation performance are kept for future recurrence

of the same operation as are also records of group performance.

A record of man performance is kept as impartial information re-

garding the value of a man to himself, to his fellow associates and to

his company. Regardless of the type of industry involved, a record

of accumulated performance furnishes a basis for predetermination of

future performance and a record of the points which may best be

approached with the object of improving the methods in use at these

particular points.

Accomplishments. The purpose of all standards so far de-

scribed is to aid in the development and maintenance of standards of

accomplishment. The standardization of small details to uniform

performance results in uniform accomplishment when the detail stand-

ards are properly coordinated. The coordination of these details is

covered in another chapter.^ In this manner standards of accomplish-

ment become a measure of management, a yardstick by means of which

the results of man, machine, department or plant can be compared.

1. Standard Times. By the use of the standard operation times,

as developed in the predetermination of methods and tasks, a prede-

termination of the total time to produce a part is developed. By means

of this time the equipment necessary to produce the product at a

definite rate, or the production rate with existing equipment, can be

determined.

The computation of a production schedule depends upon the time

consumed in processes and between processes. Both of these classes

of times in a standardized plant are covered by standard times. In a

continuous or repetitive industry the daily production is of more im-

portance than the time elapsed from the start to the completion of the

piece. In an intermittent or non-repetitive plant, the elapsed time in

process is a highly important factor in the operation of a production

schedule.

2. Standard Costs. With factory operation standards in effect

it is also possible to determine standard operation costs which wall be

accurate to a surprising degree. Thus, knowing the detailed costs of a

certain production schedule, the costs charged to the various accounts

can be budgeted into standard controlling accounts. This feature

makes possible the control of the expenditures involved in factory

operation.^

3. Quality Standards. The application of standards to every ac-

tivity in a plant brings about a definite means of determining any

^Cf. Chapter XXII. * Cf . Chapter XXVI.
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factor in the operation. With guesswork practically eHminated, the

product takes on a higher quaHty standard. In fact, it is impossible

to have a product associated on all sides with standards of a high de-

gree of equipment, materials and performance without that product

partaking of the excellence of the association.

4. Low Costs. Another accomplishment that is the result of stand-

ardized plant operation is the fact that the product is produced at a

cost that permits sale at the market price with a profit.

5. Jf'age Standards. A standard of accomplishment of factory

operation that affects the personnel of a plant to a greater degree than

the plant or its management is the ability of a standardized plant to

pay higher wages than one lacking in standardization. A few reasons

for this will be given. In the first place, the development of a task

of performance can now go hand in hand with a wage incentive for

the performance of that task within the standard time set. In the

second place, a man working under standardized conditions does not

have to look after the preparation of the details of his job, but is free

to concentrate upon the perfect application of his trade ability. With
the increase of trained habit along a higher plane, a man commands
a higher rate because of his ability to do more things. In the third place,

the association of a man with high quality and performance standards

helps improve the mental capacity and ability of that man. With the

proper commercial approach these improvements are converted into a

higher total wage. Finally, the training which a man gets under

standardized conditions working with standard methods to meet stand-

ard tasks, is the best training ground to enable a man to cope with

the civic and economic conditions in his community. Leadership thus

developed is rewarded with more responsibility within the plant itself

or in the opening of opportunity elsewhere.

In present industry there cannot be a standard wage for all com-

munities, all industries and all crafts. But in a particular plant where,

because of standardization of conditions, there is with respect to

each operation precise knowledge of the quality of craft skill and
the performance time required, operations may be classified by stand-

ards of wage payment in terms of the base for each craft, worked out

by social forces in the community. And for the reasons stated above,

the standard wage rates will be higher than the community rates for

corresponding crafts and operations.

6. Standards and Human Relations. The last standard to be men-
tioned under accomplishment is the standard of human relationship.

This standard is purely a relative one and cannot be measured with

any hard and fast rule. It is based upon the fact that in scientific man-
agement the greater portion of transactions within the plant are upon
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a basis of fact rather than upon a basis of guesswork or opinion.

Under these conditions the feeHng produced in a man by the knowledge

that he will be judged by standards which are open and available to

everybody is one of satisfaction and contentment. Satisfaction and
contentment, however, are not to be construed as stagnation and com-
placency. The condition is characterized rather by an alert desire to

cooperate and advance.

Standards are an aid to the determination of the proper require-

ments of a job, and knowledge of the amount of work to be per-

formed on a job renders it easier to determine the qualifications of a

man to fill the job. Also, in the same manner, the definite record of

production by a man makes a direct rating of his ability to produce

in his particular job.

Factory operation standards are of value only as long as they are

maintained. It is a human characteristic to follow the line of least

resistance and be satisfied with something slightly poorer than the

best, and if this characteristic is allowed to act there will be a slough-

ing off in the quality of standards. With the fall of the standards

comes a similar decline in accomplishment and personal responsibility.

The cycle repeats itself until the condition of the standards reaches a

level slightly lower than the desires of the man in a rut. Eternal

vigilance is required to maintain standards.-^
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CHAPTER XVI

LABOR STANDARDS '

The effort to establish operating standards in the several functional

departments of an organization should logically not stop until stand-

ards are set throughout the field of personnel activities. But the

difficulties of deriving objective standards in this field are such that

the definitions which can be made at this time are really suggestive

and prospective rather than closely accurate.

The range of activities for which standards have to be found is so

extensive and covers so many lines of effort in which experience has

not as yet suggested a valid criterion, that a statement of what stand-

ards are needed is almost as far as one can go. The conspicuous excep-

tion to this statement lies in the field of selection where much work
along this line has been done. This may well be drawn upon in order

not alone to suggest how standardization is progressing there, but

also to suggest the kind of attack which must and can be made
toward the setting of standards in the other personnel functions.

From the point of view thus set forth, it should be possible for the

reader to see how in the fields of training, health and safety work, and

the other activities, the idea of deriving new standards can gradually

be followed through.

First, however, certain general considerations should be presented

as a background for the subsequent discussion.

Principles of Labor Standardization. Individuals of every type

of labor seek to attain certain human satisfactions and so far as pos-

sible to obtain them with the minimum of effort. The strength of

the motivating desire in a measure corresponds to the degree of effort

put forth. The effectiveness of the effort appears in the products of

that effort. Fluman energy not properly applied produces results

poorer in quantity and quality than are produced when it is efficiently

coordinated and applied.

Labor loss is increased when there is a sense of dissatisfaction re-

sulting from misapplied energy or from other causes. Proper adjust-

ment to kinds of work, as well as skill, is thus essential in producing

the best. This adjustment involves a determination of the capacities

of the individual and of the types of capacities that find satisfaction

in different kinds of work. The problem is complex. In its simplest
'^ By C. S. Yoakum, Dean of the College of Liberal Arts, Northwestern University,

Evanston, 111.
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form it involves analyses of the abilities of each individual and of

types of work to be done. To obtain a successful combination demands

not alone that the best ability of an individual, or the best individuals,

be considered, but that those abilities be used which, when applied to

the task, result in continuous satisfaction. A task that requires average

intellectual ability will often be badly performed by one of great ability

or by one of little ability. Each of these will be maladjusted and

dissatisfied. The increasing use of mechanical means of production

only makes more important the requirement of the right human adjust-

ment at each job.

The fundamental principles of labor standards rest on the above

considerations. That individual engaged in work who feels that re-

sults are commensurate to his efforts, and who finds his satisfactions in

line with his ambitions, is well placed. This condition is concretely

expressed in terms of individual and group production. Questions of

quantity and quality of finished product are discussed in other chapters.

Yet to enable the industrial psychologist or employment executive to

proceed with his work, these standards must all be expressed some-

how in terms of human behavior.

But human behavior is a variable. It is characteristic of man that

he can exist in a wide range of conditions. This fact must be kept in

mind throughout the following discussion. This particular capacity

is commonly spoken of as adaptability. In addition to being adaptable

and variable within wide limits, he varies from his fellows. This fact

of individual differences supplies the basis for the mental measurement

efforts which have been rapidly extending in recent years.

Individual variability lies in the foreground of many problems of

labor relations. The total situation in which a man works may make

many changes in his attitude that are unaccounted for by the simple

measurement of his individual capacities. In what follows, therefore,

we shall speak of measurement and analysis of capacities, knowing

that the particular individual or group has not been entirely stabilized

by our best efforts to place him in the right vocation or position.

The process of establishing labor standards involves consideration

of the man, his tools and his job. We are concerned here primarily

with those techniques which are used to analyze the first of these

—

the man. The criteria of successful existence as a worker, and of mak-

ing a profit in money and satisfaction, must be met coordinately with

the standards dictated by the man analysis. Discussion of these will

be found in the chapters on personnel planning and control, labor

standards and employer-employee relations. These other criteria thus

set up become the second term in the mathematical equation which we
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must solve. The first term comprises the body of facts we can discover

by studying the man.

Methods of Analyzing Human Capacity. Methods for analyz-

ing human capacity are relatively new. The psychological laboratory

is scarcely fifty years old. The highly complicated nature of man has

thrown many difficulties in the path of the research worker in this

field. Even so, it is surprising to note the rapid increase in use of

laboratory methods. Attempts to apply the results of these methods
are still more recent. Miinsterberg began his studies in applied psy-

chology almost forty years after Wundt established the first laboratory

in 1874. The World War hastened the interest in human capacity

and gave opportunity to test certain findings of the laboratories on a

large scale.

1. Capacity Tests. The testing program from which labor stand-

ards can be derived may be conveniently presented in two major divi-

sions. There are first those tests and analyses which seek to deter-

mine the capacities of an individual or group of individuals. These
capacities or abilities or aptitudes indicate fields in which individuals

are most likely to become proficient, be successful and be satisfied.

The standards so derived will necessarily be rough standards unless

the capacity called for by a job is highly specific. They are, however,

important as indicators of the probable future value of the individual

as an employee. These inherent ability analyses are sometimes grouped
into general ability standards and special aptitudes.

The most frequently tested ability is commonly called intelligence

or intellectual ability, the ability to understand, to learn, to profit gen-

erally by experience. Tests which attempt to determine the relative

amount of this ability have been variously called psychological tests,

intelligence tests, mental alertness tests or simply general ability tests.

Other general abilities on which attempts at analysis and measure-

ment have been made are mechanical ability, social ability—the ability

to get along with others—emotional status and temperament and char-

acter or moral status.

The group of special capacity factors to be examined in the effort

to establish standards is usually referred to as special aptitudes. Out-
standing examples of these are often found in the arts, such as

music, painting, sculpture. Others that may be mentioned are special

memory for numbers, ability to calculate rapidly, various mechanical

aptitudes. These are often found necessary for success in certain jobs

or parts of jobs, so that it is frequently profitable to devise tests for

departments of a business or industry and for specific jobs.

2. Proficiency Tests. The second major division of a testing pro-

gram is the measurement and building up of standards for proficiency.
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These are commonly grouped with educational attainment or knowl-

edge tests and trade tests. Each group is intended to indicate the

amount of information and degree of skill available in those persons

who claim previous training and experience.

3. Construction of Tests. The techniques for building the various

tests must be thoroughly understood. Briefly, a test must contain

interesting material or the individuals tested must be properly moti-

vated prior to and during the testing process. The content of the

test may be built out of material related to the subject's knowledge or

work, for the general ability tests. For the others the content of the

test will more naturally bear on their interests, special abilities and

occupations. It must be given under conditions as natural as possible.

Reasons for it should be clear and unequivocal. If given to groups of

employees, result should not alter existing conditions except as a stand-

ard for accessions and layoffs in the regular course of employment.

The reliability of the tests should always be known; that is, whether

a given test when repeated would give similar results or not. Scoring

procedures should be so standardized that persons scoring the exami-

nation papers independently will obtain like scores. The above tech-

niques are important in preparing the test.

4. Validity of Tests. The fundamental requirement of a test is

its validity. Does it select the persons who are fitted for the work?

Does it rank workers according to their ability to do the work ? Will

it predict ?

Mathematical calculations are necessary to determine reliability and

validity. Suppose these indicate satisfactory results. Shall we use

the test in selection and placement? There may be more expeditious

and cheaper methods available. Usually these will not produce ob-

jective labor standards such as are available from a valid test. If

such standards can be established without the use of any form of test

and be used more rapidly and more cheaply the test would be super-

fluous. A successful test must increase our success in the accurate

handling of the employment process.

Mental Alertness Tests. Mental alertness tests have appeared

in numerous forms since the war period. The majority have been de-

vised for testing numbers of individuals in groups. Most of them
can, however, be used to obtain data of value in individual cases. As
an illustration of a simple type, we give here the instructions and sam-

ple questions from Bureau Test VI. (Figures 39 A and 39 B.) This

test is based on Army Alpha, the test used in the selection and place-

ment of recruits in the United States army during the war. It does not

use Parts i and 3 of the army test. Instead of keeping the items or

questions in groups, the questions are mixed or "scrambled." The in-



DIRECTIONS

Inside this l:)ooklet you will find a lot of things to do. Samples of all the different

kinds of things to be done, are given below. Read the samples and directions

carefully.

(a) How many men are 5 men and 10 men? Answer (15)

Write the correct answers to such problems, as indicated.

(b) good—^bad same—opposite

The words "good" and "bad" are opposite in meaning, and the thing to do,

therefore, is to underline opposite, thus: good—bad same—opposite

little—small same—opposite

The words "little" and "small" m.ean nearly the same thing, and, therefore

the thing to do is to underline same thus: little^small same—opposite

(c) a eats cow grass true—false

These words can be arranged to form a sentence, as follows:

a cow eats grass.

This is a true statement. Therefore the thing to do is to underline true, thus:

a eats cow grass true—false

Do not write the sentence,

horses feathers have all true—false

In this case, the words, when rearranged, make a false statement:

all horses have feathers.

Therefore, the thing to do is to underline false, thus:

horses feathers have all true—false

(d) 2 4 6 8 ID 12 .... ....

If the plan in this series of numbers were carried further, the next two numbers
would be 14 and 16. Therefore, the thing to do is to write 14 and 16 in the

two spaces provided, thus

:

2 4 6 8 10 12 . .14.

.

. .16.

.

I 7 2 7 3 7 ....

To carry out this plan you should write 4 and 7 as the next two nimibers, thus:1727 3 7 ..4.. ..7..

(e) sky—blue : : grass—table green warm big

Here the thing to do is to underline the word that is related to "grass" in the

same way that "blue" is related to "sky." Blue is the color of sky. There-

fore, green should be underlined, because the color of grass is green, thus:

sky—blue : : grass—table green warm big

Monday—Tuesday :: January—year November Sunday February

Tuesday comes next after Monday. Therefore, February should be under-

lined, because it comes next after January, thus:

Monday—Tuesday : : January year November Sxmday February

(f

)

People hear with the eyes ears nose mouth
Here the thing to do is to decide which of the last four words makes the sen-

tence a statement of fact, and underline it, thus:

People hear with the eyes ears nose mouth

When the signal is given, begin at top of the next page and work through the

remainder of the booklet.

Work rapidly. If you are not sure about something guess at it, and go on to the

next thing. There are no "catch" questions.

Do not ask questions. You are at liberty to refer to the directions at any time,

but to do so oftener than necessary will waste time.

You will be allowed fifteen minutes. You probably will not be able to finish

in the time allowed but do as much as possible.

Do not skip about. Items skipped will be counted wrong.

Do not turn over the page until the signal is given.

Fig. 39A. Example of Mental Alertness Test
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structions are written out in full and read through completely before the

subject writes any answers. Practically no writing, beyond a few

numerals, is required. Four minutes is allowed for reading the in-

structions. When the group is unfamiliar with such tests a longer

time may be permitted. The test may be given and standardized with

or without time limits. Best results seem to be obtained in this case

by the use of time limits.

Tests similar to these will usually be found useful as a preliminary

in any group survey of applicants or workers. The data are easy to

obtain and can in many cases be with profit made a regular part of

the employment routine, provided they are administered by people

thoroughly trained in their use. In conjunction with special ability

tests and the trade test they can gradually be formed into labor stand-

ards of great value.

Begin Here!

(i) How many are 50 tents and 8 tents? Answer ( )

(2) white—black same—opposite

(3) bird—sings :: dog—fire barks snow flag

(4) dogs meat eat true—false

(9) 2 3 4 5 6 7

(11) The Merino is a kind of horse sheep goat cow

(178) cardinal not cultivated virtues the be should true—false

(179) 4 8 10 20 22 44 ....

(180) pertinacious—obstinate same—opposite

(181) advice—command :: persuasion—help aid urging compulsion

(182) A commission house which had already supplied 1,897 barrels of apples to a

cantonment delivered the remainder of its stock to 27 mess halls. Of this

remainder each mess hall received 56 barrels. What was the total number
of barrels supplied? Answer ( )

(183) A five-sided figure is called a scholiimi pentagon parallelogram trapezium

Fig. 39B. Example of Mental Alertness Test

In certain instances, such as clerical work of all grades, some type

of mental alertness test has thus far proved to be the best single

criterion. As a measure of learning ability under every variety of

condition, it seems to be the most generally reliable test. As a standard

to parallel increasing complexity in a series of positions, it comes

nearest to predicting those who will drop out because of the greater

difficulties involved.

This relation between average test score and classification of the job

on the basis of complexity can be seen in the following table (Table 6).

Grade C is largely composed of an emergency group of workers, many
of whom were slated for promotion at the time the tests were given.

When compared with ratings of supervisors it is found that in gen-

eral those clerical workers making the higher intelligence scores receive
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TABLE 61

AVERAGE TEST SCORE AND CLASSIFICATION OF JOB

Grade of Work A verage Score

A (Office Boys) 52

B 91

C 118

D 102

E 107

F 113

G (Supervisory) 130

Typists 90
Stenographers 106

Secretaries 120

superior ratings on efficiency. Two things occur with respect to per-

manency of service. Persons who make high scores on the test remain

if their promotion is fairly rapid or assured. Those who test low and

yet are hired for relatively complex jobs fail to give satisfaction and

are quickly dropped from the force.

Precisely similar results were found by the use of a test of the same
general type in factory work. In a department where the job speci-

fications indicated need for average intellectual ability in addition to

skill, workers with low mental test scores and those with high test

scores both showed higher turnover rates than those with intermediate

test scores. In another department both average and high score work-

ers presented high turnover rates. In a third department the highest

turnover rate occurred among those of average score. A study of the

job specifications of this department showed that it contained two
types of work, one involving routine operations and another calling

for a large amount of diversity of response, perceptual discrimination

and judgment. In the above cases several different optimum scores

would become the standard as to the amount of mental alertness re-

quired in applicants.

These brief illustrations present principles familiar to any one who
deals with job specifications, with materials' specifications, with stand-

ards of inspection, and so on. Objectives are set up, such as ability to

do the work, a range of efficiency in doing it, a certain degree of

permanency, the possibility of promotion to greater degree of respon-

sibility (more complex jobs) and satisfaction of the individual at

work. The tests and other methods of selection and placement are

invented, investigated and standardized with reference to attainment

of those objectives which are deemed most important.

'^ Adapted from Table 2 in "Psychology in Business," Annals of the American
Academy of Political Science, Vol. CX, 1923, p. 65.
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Special Aptitude Tests. Within the standard ranges of gen-

eral abihty, whether these ranges be determined for intellectual, me-
chanical, social or temperamental capacities, it is often valuable to

seek for special aptitudes with reference to individual jobs. In cer-

tain cases, such as musical talent, the analysis shows the special apti-

tude to be a highly complex group of special abilities. In other cases

one or more relatively simple factors suffice to place the operator high

among his fellow workers. We present one of these simpler operations

to illustrate the procedure.

The test is one of finger dexterity. The w^orkers, largely women,
are assigned to fine meter or instrument assembly work. The test was
standardized on 1021 women, during a period of three years.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR APPARATUS

Use three hundred brass pins, 0.072 inch in diameter and one inch in length

;

and a metal plate seven-eighths of an inch in thickness, five and three-fourths

inches wide by twelve inches long. In one half of the plate drill one hundred
holes, arranged in ten lines of ten each, one-half inch apart both ways; depth

of holes, three-fourths of an inch; diameter of holes, 0.196 inch (No. 9 drill).

The other half of the plate consists of a shallow tray approximately five by six

inches with gently sloping sides so that the pins cannot be lifted by gathering

them against the side of the tray.

DIRECTIONS

Show candidate the pin board with three hundred pins assembled, three in

each hole. Say : "There are three pins in each hole. I will tip them all out

and get you to put them back, three in each hole, as fast as you can. Use
only your right hand. Try to pick them up three at a time because you cannot

go fast enough taking them one by one." Allow candidate to place thirty

pins, thus filling up ten holes for practice. Tip out these thirty again, allow

a moment's rest and then time accurately with a stop watch in minutes and
hundredths of minutes the time required from placing the first pin to the last.

If either two or four pins are assembled by mistake in one or two of the

holes do not count against the candidate, and if because of such a mistake

two or three pins are left over at the end do not require the subject to find

where these pins belong and assemble them. Tlie test measures finger dexterity,

not accuracy in counting.

The percentiles based on 1021 women and 158 men are:

Rates JVomcn Men
Fastest speed 5.70 minutes 5.70 minutes

25 percentile 7.10 " 7.70

50 percentile 7.70 " 8.30

75 percentile 8.30 " 9.00 "

Slowest speed over 15 " over 15 "

^Hines, Mildred, and O'Connor, Johnson, "A Measure of Finger Dexterity," The

Personnel Journal, Vol. IV, 1925-1926, pp. 379-382.
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Seventy-seven women engaged to do fine meter or instrument work
distribute themselves as shown below after being given full opportunity

to succeed at the tasks

:

TABLE 7

Quartiles Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of
Based on „ Successes Failures Terminations

ocores
, , ^ , ,.

102

1

at at Including

Cases Actual Work Actual Work Faimres

I o -7. 10 88 o 12

2 7.11-7.70 89 o II

3 7.71-8.30 50 29 50
4 8

.
3 1 or more 40 40 60

The writers say further: "Regardless of whether or not one believes

in tests of this character, the employment manager who has among his

selections no failures and 11 or 12 per cent leaving, is more successful

than one with 29 to 40 per cent failures, and 50 to 60 per cent leaving.

This result can be accomplished by selecting applicants who score above

the median in such a test as this," Subsequent use of the test in selec-

tion has shown the validity of the standards thus established.

In the laboratory, the psychologist has developed numerous special

measures designed to analyze the various mental factors. Experi-

mental procedures are available for analyzing such characteristics as

motor capacities, sensory processes and learning, perception, memory,
reasoning, ingenuity and imagination, temperament, character. But

few of these have yet been adapted to practical industrial use. Un-
doubtedly all of them will gradually find a place in the development of

labor standards in many types of work. Methods of formulating job

specifications do not as yet readily lend themselves to the type of

analysis necessary to specify the particular mental process or group

of processes essential to a specific task.

Two of the most interesting of recent attempts to analyze and adapt

measures of human capacity to vocational adjustment are the interest

analysis test and the social relations test. The first undertakes to show
by individual responses to a large number of ordinary life situations

that the reactions of persons successful in one of the professions or

trades are significantly different from the reactions made by one in

any other trade or profession. The social relations test endeavors to

segregate those factors which make for easy and successful adjust-

ments between individuals. Both specialized types of test show
promise of eventually being useful additions to the general labor

standardization program.

Information and Skill Tests. In contrast to the above types of

tests the trade test and the information or knowledge test seek to de-
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termine the degree of skill or the understanding of the processes per-

formed. Tests of these kinds would, in the above example, be based

directly upon the work done by the seventy-seven women actually on

the job. If applicants claimed previous experience, the tests would be

applied to determine the degree of skill attained and the extent to

which the applicant understood the work to be done. Such tests are

designed to measure acquired abilities.

The types of trade tests are oral, written and performance. Any
one of the three may be used to gauge either the skill or the knowledge

of the candidate. If skill is to be judged, use of the oral and written

tests is based on the close relationship which exists in most cases of

expertness between knowledge about the job and the ability to do it.

Such a statement is, of course, limited in its application primarily to

skilled trades and to candidates who claim experience. It was found,

for example, that performance tests only would give a safe estimate

of the truck-driver's skill. The knowledge tests have been most highly

developed in the United States within school systems or in corporation

schools.

Such tests are difficult to construct. The limits of validity and ac-

curacy are more closely drawn than in the case of capacity tests. This

fact indicates, not that it is a simpler task to construct general and

special capacity or aptitude tests, but rather that we know less about

the mental aspects of the criteria with which they should be compared.

A further difficulty arises in respect to trade and specific informa-

tion tests. Trades in general have fundamental principles, but the

modifications of them in different factories and to different materials

make it hard to construct a test free of the peculiarities of the specific

job. If successful in this latter respect the test may fail of its special

purpose of enabling the employment manager to select men fitted for

jobs within his plant. Probably the best solution of this difficulty

lies in the cooperation of industrial concerns in building their job

specifications and in setting up standard requirements on the basis of

tests also constructed cooperatively.

The problem is largely one of developing the necessary skill in

the preparation and standardization of these tools. Considerable acu-

men is also essential if time and money are not to be wasted in work-

ing on standardizing data for departments which can be left to the

last. An ambitious program can easily fall to the ground under its

own weight. Improperly started it will engender more hatred and

opposition than almost any other action of management. One of the

simplest illustrations of this occurs in giving a test involving language

or terms not thoroughly familiar to the subjects. Picture tests and

non-verbal tests of several types have been devised to meet this diffi-
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culty. Some of these do not require the use of verbal language on the

part of either the tester or the testee. The introduction of a labor

standardization program should proceed with the most obvious com-
petitive devices in the beginning. Those used should be so carefully

prepared that they can be handled by men well known to the candi-

dates, such as foreman, assistant foreman and the workers themselves.

Other Devices. Three other devices have been used in de-

veloping standards for employment and placement ; the personal record,

the interview and the rating scale. These devices collect less objective

data considered of value either as records or for the process of place-

ment. They do not admit of the same type of standardization as do

tests. However, the personal touch that is lacking in tests is supplied

in these more intimate records. It is important, therefore, to deter-

mine as accurately as possible the significance of the data collected by

these forms.

I. The Persojial Record. Practically every company makes use of

some form of application blank or personal record form for its em-
ployees. It may contain a few simple matters such as age, marital

status, previous experience and education, or it may have dozens of

items. Such forms are usually the product of what some particular

employer thinks he wants to know about an applicant, rather than the

result of careful investigation of the significance of various items of

information. A standardized program of selection demands that each

item on the application form shall have some value, some demonstrable

significance in separating good prospects from poor. Indeed every

item, whether in regard to mental characteristics, interests or char-

acter, should prove its usefulness in separating the wheat from the

chaff.

An illustration of the composite photograph obtained from a study

of personal history items furnished by insurance salesmen shows the

final steps in evaluating such a form. The multiple correlation figure

obtained from combining a portion of these data and production rec-

ords is +.40.
The average life insurance salesman who filled out the cjuestionnaire

is in his thirties; is five feet, nine and one-half inches tall; is married

at the time of contract; has two children; has gone to high school or

college; has been out of school about fifteen years; has had four previ-

ous jobs ; is apt to have been in insurance, the professions outside sell-

ing, clerical work or in business for himself before beginning to sell

insurance; has stayed about seven years in some one of his previous

positions. He belongs at present to three or four clubs, is a member
of a church and usually holds one office. He has been selling life

insurance from five to six years. He has had about one year's expe-
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rience selling products or services other than insurance. He carried

$3000 insurance when he came with the company and now carries

about $9000.^

If we assume that application forms are only filled out completely

by those applicants who appear, on the basis of an interview, to be

worth hiring, these records may serve as valuable sources of future

labor supply and also as checks against reapplications. It is understood,

of course, that the validity of these records as a basis for selection can

only be established by performance records of the employees over a

considerable period on the job. These subsequent records on the job

become the really informing personnel records.

2. The Interview. The interview has not thus far been successfully

standardized. The literature of employment methods is full of gen-

eral discussions relating to its place in the process and many shrewd

observations are made relating to procedures. It would take us too

far afield to bring together here anything of value to the establishment

of labor standards. Researches now in progress should, however,

greatly improve the technique of the interview and finally enable us

to standardize certain aspects of it."

3. The Rating Scale. JMuch work has been done in the attempt to

increase the reliability and the validity of the rating scale. This instru-

ment is used in some form in all those instances where records are

desirable, but the data do not readily lend themselves to quantitative

and objective statements. Numerous forms of scales have been devel-

oped. The form probably most extensively used is known as the

graphic rating scale.

An illustrative item from one such scale is given below

:

I. How does his appearance impress you especially his facial expression,

physique, carriage, and neatness?

Creates fine Good Appearance Gives some- Makes a

impression appearance satisfactory what unfavorable poor

impression appearance

Instructions to the rater are : "Read and consider carefully all the

descriptive statements under the line before attempting to record your

opinion. Indicate your opinion on each quality by making a cross

(X) on the line just where you think it ought to be. For example, if

in Quality i you think the prospective salesman is a little lower than

indicated by the statement 'appearance satisfactory' but not quite low

^ Prepared by Dr. Grace E. Manson. Used in Kenagy, H. G., and Yoakum, C. S.,

The Selection and Training of Salesmen, New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company,

1925, p. 241.
^ Bradshaw, Francis W., "The Interview : A Bibliography," The Personnel Jour-

nal, Vol. V, 1926, p. 100.
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enough to be recorded 'gives somewhat unfavorable impression/ then

put the cross on the line somewhere between these two points."

Such a scale can be treated statistically in a variety of ways. The
qualities may be weighted in any manner desired, or they may be used

simply for general comparison without being quantified. If one wishes

to treat the data numerically, each line may be measured from the left

to the position of the cross by a ruler divided into as fine divisions as

are desirable.

Numerous cautions must be observed in the construction and use

of such a scale in order to give it any validity whatever. Although

both reliability and validity are never high, the scale is an excellent

means of giving permanent form to one's impressions and opinions.

Where several persons act as judges and fill out blanks independently,

reliability will be increased. It also offers a means of comparing

judges who, if they happen to be supervisors, foremen or department

heads, are then themselves rated on ability to judge others.

The rating scale is an illustration of an instrument which can be

used both in the process of prediction for selection and placement and

as a part of the employment record. Obviously it should not be solely

relied upon where objective data in the form of tests or production

records are available. Its use lies in recording impressions and opinions

on qualities of behavior for which no objective techniques of measure-

ment exist.

4. Training Records. In many business and industrial companies

an intermediate stage for the employee has grown up either between em-

ployment and beginning production, or before placement, or as a pre-

liminary to promotion. This is the training period. During this stage

of adaptation of the employee, records of his proficiency in learning, of

his probable aptitudes and interests, are usually kept. From these

data assignment to duties takes place on more intimate information

concerning capacity than where the employee is placed immediately

upon hiring, or transferred without preliminary training.

Under these conditions all of the standard measures above described

must be adapted so that they will throw light upon probable progress

during the learning period as well as predict degree of success when
finally placed. The training period is in itself an excellent criterion

of future production, provided essential records of progress are care-

fully kept. Nevertheless, training is an expensive period of non-

production. It is important to reduce it to a minimum. Hence the

use of all standards having a fair degree of validity, in assigning

individuals to appropriate training courses, is justified.

General Considerations. A successful and useful labor standard

is one that correlates with performance. The necessity for adequate
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performance records becomes obvious. But performance records which

actually group employees into reliable groups according to satisfactory

service are difficult to obtain. No single form of measure has thus

far proved statistically reliable. Numerous criteria of success have

been tried and in separate instances certain of these seem fairly use-

ful. Foremen's ratings; various forms of production records, in-

cluding total pay received, amount of bonus, quantity produced, qual-

ity; point systems of w^eighting results; terminations or length of

service ; and rate of advancement, have been used singly or in various

combinations.

Difficulties in the use of ratings have been noted. Questions aris-

ing in the use of production figures include different conditions of

work, different degrees of experience with machines and materials,

motivation of the worker, customary limitation of output, and so on.

It is true these do not affect the establishment of production standards

in bulk, but they do seriously affect correlations between test results

and individual production figures. A few terminations may be defi-

nitely due to unsatisfactory work, but labor turnover figures of them-

selves lack that reliability essential to a true criterion. Permanency or

length of service is somewhat better, yet it too is complicated by trans-

fer and promotion to new operations which may not have appropriate

test records with which to compare. It is also essential to know the

relative importance of the several criteria of success if a combined

score is sought.

Illustrations of the solutions that have been attempted would require

too much space. Enough has been said to show that rough and ready

judgments cannot be relied upon. Scientific management in trying to

build up labor standards must be ingenious, scientific and persistent.

A noteworthy sample of such a procedure is cited in the reference

given below. -"^

All factors considered above are also strongly affected by the en-

vironment of the employee. This environment includes his home and

community surroundings, his physiological and emotional status, and

the physical conditions in which he must work. It is not within the

scope of this chapter to discuss these important features of labor stand-

ardization. Unless a favorable condition exists, however, with refer-

ence to these factors, attempts to develop the standards here described

will amount to little. Wide variability exists in such simple items as

eyesight, hearing, muscular power, nervous tension. Disease, im-

proper foods and unsuitable working conditions reduce the effective-

ness of the worker. Moreover, unless these various factors are known

^ Pond, Dr. MilHcent, "Selective Placement of Atetal Workers," The Personnel

Journal, Vol. V, 1927, pp. 345, 405, 452.
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and accounted for, labor standardization, by tests and otherwise, de-

creases rapidly in validity. Accurate analysis of the individual's po-

tential capacity and actual skill becomes impossible.

Formulating labor standards is but one phase of the whole process

of knowing how well the factory and office, or company, is being run.

Labor standards must be integrated with all the other operating stand-

ards of the business. We have shown how closely the processes of

selection and placement articulate with other operating standards and

to what extent they are dependent upon the various physical stand-

ards. Furthermore, unless the control of all operations run smoothly,

no standard can long retain its value.
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CHAPTER XVII

PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND
USE OF STANDARDS '

The foregoing chapters have described many kinds of standards

and have told how to devise them. This chapter will deal with some
practical problems that arise in the process of adapting those ideas

to a particular business organization. This discussion can be only

sketchy, for a detailed treatment of the sequence in which the several

ideas should be applied and of the processes of application would re-

quire volumes instead of a single chapter. The treatment will proceed

largely from the viewpoint of a manufacturing business.

The executive should guard equally against two assumptions : that

the whole process of devising and installing a mechanism for apply-

ing scientific principles to the management of his business can be

completed satisfactorily in a few weeks or even a few months ; and

that the whole process must be completed before benefits in the way of

economies will begin to accrue.

With most manufacturing organizations, the major portion of the

mechanism can be devised and put into operation by the expiration of

two or three years. It has been the experience, however, that some
improvement work is likely to be in progress as late as ten years after

the process was commenced. Indeed there are cases in which portions

of the mechanism that was installed originally have given place to

mechanism that was even more improved.

Standards May Give Place to Improved Standards. The last

statement introduces another important truth. Progress in the appli-

cation of management principles does not stop with the completion of

the installation of a mechanism (if installation may even be said ever

to be completed). Improvement in mechanism is progressive. The
standards determined and applied originally were the "best," it is true,

but only in one or two restricted senses : they were the best that scien-

tific research had discovered up to the moment of their adoption ; or

they were only the best that were available to the particular enterprise

at the time because of the limited volume of its business, of the equip-

ment that it already possessed, or because of the limited capital at its

command at the time. As the volume of business of the enterprise

^ By Thomas W. Mitchell, Associate Economist, Federal Trade Commission, Wash-
ington. The discussion in this chapter anticipates some of the information to be

found in later chapters.
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grows and its command of new capital increases, there become avail-

able methods, appliances, organization and other factors that were
unavailable before. Furthermore, the progress of general science and
of specific research result in discovery and invention of processes, ap-

pliances, methods and mechanisms that are improvements upon the

best that were known previously. When scientific research discovers

something better than an existing standard, the new in turn becomes
the ''best" and the "standard," and the old is discarded. Science in

management does not lead to stagnation.

A Program of Development. Not all parts of the process of

applying science to management need be carried on at the same time.

Indeed, it is much better to divide the whole process into sections and
to plan a program of installation. Certain features can be started at

once with profit and others deferred until a more suitable time. Cer-

tain features cannot be installed advantageously or successfully until

certain other features, requisite for their successful application, have
been installed. For instance, performance standards, which many
manufacturing executives wish to apply in the first week, cannot prop-

erly be applied until after scheduled maintenance of equipment and
tools, standardization of materials and suitable preplanning and prep-

aration of work have become standard practices.

Cumulative Savings. The establishment of such standard prac-

tices, however, yields savings of its own. Properly scheduled inspec-

tion and adjustment and repair of motors, machines and belts save

much wage cost and loss of output from breakdowns. Proper care of

tools avoids much loss of output. Study of the machine processes with

a view to determining best speed and feed combinations for the various

varieties of work, and application of the laws discovered, in themselves

increase the rate of output of the operatives. Installation of the mech-
anism and routine of planning a manufacturing order and of the order-

of-work mechanism described in Chapter XXII avoids much waste of

wages and loss of output by always providing work ahead of each

operative and by assuring the presence of all needed materials, appli-

ances, instructions and guides at the moment that a specific "job"

or assignment of work is given him. Even the construction of classi-

fications and the thorough-going substitution of the classification sym-
bols in the written and spoken language within the organization secures

important economies ; for it is much less expensive to type on a stores

order "i8'SV4SIR" than to type its equivalent, "18 feet of round
cold rolled steel 4 inches in diameter."

Direction of Research and Standardization. There should be one
person in the organization whose sole function is to direct and co-

ordinate research and the formulation and application of the improved
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mechanism. This important function cannot advantageously be as-

signed to one who has other responsible duties to perform constantly,

for two reasons : the work is such as to require the whole attention and

best thought of one who by reason of previous study and experience

has full faith in the value of what he is doing; and a functionary who
regularly has other important duties usually does not have the requisite

background of study and special experience, and will neglect this work.

If this director is not to be guided by the advice of a consultant in

management, he should be an individual who has spent years in the

study of management principles, in assisting elsewhere in the installa-

tion of mechanisms or in their application ; and he should have had the

chief directive responsibility under a consultant in at least one other

installation. If he is to be guided by a consultant, the present installa-

tion may be the first in which he has had the chief directive responsi-

bility ; but he should have had much experience in assisting in previous

installations in responsible capacities. It is important in either event

that he have a grasp of principles, which are the spirit, as well as a wide

acquaintance with mechanisms, which are the vehicles through which

the principles work, so as not to be a slavish copier of particular forms

of mechanism in conditions to which they are not adapted. Finding

such a director is an important duty of the consultant.

Procedure of Development, i. Management Survey. The first

step taken by the director should be a systematic management survey,

guided by the latest improvement of the survey questionnaire devised

by the American Engineering Council's Committee on Elimination of

Waste in Industry.-^ The method of conducting the survey should be

such as to afford the director a large amount of personal inspection of

planning mechanism, administrative mechanism, records and organiza-

tion, and also considerable acquaintance with the products and the

processes involved in their fabrication. An intensive study of the

data so compiled will reveal the chief weakness of the existing man-

agement and will greatly assist the formulation of the program.

This program naturally will be formulated by the director of the

installation, or by him and the consultant. The original program will

not be complete; it probably will deal with the first few major features

to be started, leaving the extension of the program to be formulated

in the light of current experience. Whether it will be submitted in its

entirety for executive approval, or whether the first recommendation

will deal only with the particular feature to be started immediately, will

depend upon circumstances; step-by-step submission is preferable if

practicable. However, definite embarkation upon any major feature

will naturally be preceded by authoritative approval.

^ Waste in Industry, New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1921.
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2. Certain Features Should Be Started Early. The management
survey may show important weaknesses that should receive special at-

tention before a general program is embarked upon. Successful treat-

ment of these will breed confidence in the value of later work. Other

than such special situations, however, the general program should

provide for the starting of certain features early. This should be done

partly because the features are valuable for their own direct effects,

partly because they are necessary antecedents to other features.

3. Classification and Symbols First. The advantages and method
of constructing classifications and symbols were set forth in Chapter

IX. Probably this mechanism should be started first. The start would

be made by selecting an individual who later will become chief of the

function of maintaining and amplifying the classifications and the use

of the symbols. The master classification and several if not all of the

major classifications—functional, worked materials, stores, machine

and work place, etc.—will be made by the director and this functionary

in association. It may also be advisable in connection with each major

classification, to call into participation the individual who later will

be most continuously concerned with its administration; e.g., the chief

of the tool department in a metal cutting establishment. In a manu-
facturing organization, the future chief of the classification and sym-

bol function should be one who is qualified by education and by tech-

nical knowledge of the products and processes to become also the future

chief of the routing function, for two reasons: knowledge of the

manner in which the parts of an assembled product come together in

the production process is necessary for proper construction of a worked-

materials and of a stores classification, and eventually the duties of the

classification function will probably become so light as to lead to con-

solidation with some other function,

4. Tickler and Messenger Service. A feature that probably will not

appeal at first to the executive as important is the standard "tickler"

with a unified and scheduled messenger service. A tickler is a file in

which memoranda are filed according to the dates at which they are to

come to attention. It should be placed in charge of a chief messenger,

and one or more messengers should make rounds at stated intervals

both to distribute mail and other communications to the various func-

tionaries and sub functionaries and to collect mail and communications

from them. Memoranda of matters for future attention should be

gathered, brought to and filed in the tickler. Each morning the chief

messenger should take from the tickler all memoranda filed under that

date and send them to the functionaries addressed.

The equipment needed is a cabinet with drawers and filing folders

of sufficient capacity and number to take care of memoranda to be
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filed ahead two years ; a standard form for such memoranda, which

can also be used for current inter functionary communications; and

probably a standard envelope in which to enclose such memoranda
when entrusting them to the messenger service. There should also be

a typewritten routine describing in detail the duties and procedure of

the chief messenger and of each messenger.

The messenger service should take care of all interfunctionary writ-

ten communications except communications from the order-of-work

clerks to the operating executives in the factory. These require imme-
diate transmission, and cannot wait on the hourly schedule of a general

messenger service.

In establishing such a general messenger service, difficulty is likely

to be met in overcoming the established habits of the various managers,

especially of the chief managers. The latter are likely to try to appro-

priate the regular messenger, when he appears, and send him on special

errands, even to buying cigars for them. This should be prevented.

If there is a considerable amount of such errand work to run, one or

more other messengers may be provided to run such errands on call.

However, a large amount of special errand service is not a sign of

good planning.

5. Written Routines—Standard Practice Instructions. Reference

has been made to a written routine containing detailed instructions of

the duties and procedure of the chief messenger and of each messenger.

Such written standard practice instructions should be prepared for each

function as it is established. They define the function and serve as

a guide to any new incumbent in case of the sudden removal of the

experienced functionary.

6. Machine, Motor and Belt Maintenance} Three of the classifica-

tions referred to above will, in the case of a manufacturing organiza-

tion, be those of work places, motors and belts. After they have been

completed and the symbols have been attached to the machines and

other work places and to the motors, certain other mechanism necessary

for systematically scheduling the inspection of these devices for main-

tenance can be put into operation.

A portion of this mechanism consists of an individual belt record,

an individual machine record and an individual motor record, and,

of course, a keeper of these records. In a small establishment, this

record-keeping and maintenance-scheduling function may be combined

with some other function (e.g., a time study clerk function) in order

to utilize fully the functionary's time ; in a large establishment this one

function may occupy all of the time of one or several individuals.

Inspection and repair of machines and motors are activities that

^ Cf. Chapter XXIII.
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by their nature require the services of quahfied mechanics and electri-

cians supervised by mechanical and electrical engineers. These may
properly be grouped in a maintenance department, which may also have

charge of janitorial work.

7. Expert Service on Machine Speeds and Feeds. Other fields in

which the service of specialists is likely to be needed in a metal-working

organization are: the treatment of metal-cutting tools in order that

they may withstand high speeds ; the classification of the metals with

reference to hardness ; the determination of the best cutting speeds and

feeds for the respective classes ; and the ability of the respective lathes,

boring mills, etc., to develop the necessary power and withstand the

strains incident to these speeds and feeds. Probably the expert in these

matters will also possess expert knowledge on belt tensions. If so,

the study of all can be started at about the same time. In any event,

some of the most profitable features of the installation in a metal-

working establishment will consist of the tool treatment, the classifica-

tion of the materials with reference to hardness, and the mechanism for

determining the best combination of speed and feed in each particular

case. Such knowledge should be ready for application before any

attempt is made to determine and apply performance standards.

8. Application of Symbols to Store Room and Materials Records.

As soon as the classification of worked materials and stores has been

completed,-^ the symbols should be applied in the stores department and

in the materials ledgers. If the store room has been operated sys-

tematically, each variety of materials, supplies and stock parts will bear

a tag showing the name, description and probably the quantity on

hand. Each such description should be identified with the correspond-

ing description in the worked-materials or stores classification, and the

class symbol should be entered on the tag (which will be assigned and

will bear a stores symbol). Then the physical positions of the several

varieties of stores and worked materials should be rearranged as to

place them in an alphabetical-numerical sequence of the letters and

numbers in the symbols according to some scheme of progression that

is adopted as standard. As this is done, it probably will be advisable

to check the quantities shown on the tags by making an actual count

of the materials.

In similar fashion, the names and descriptions on the materials-

ledger sheets should also be identified with the descriptions in the clas-

sifications and the symbols should be entered in the upper right corners

^ "Completed" in the sense of including all product and product parts being made,

and materials and supplies being used at the time. New designs of product and the

introduction of additional varieties of materials will cause extensions of the

classifications.
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of the respective sheets. Then these sheets should be rearranged in

alphabetical-numerical sequence.

9. Standard Balance-of-Materials Sheets. The foregoing step leaves

the materials ledger bookkeeper an old-fashioned materials ledger

bookkeeper still. However, the next step in the process of transform-

ing him into a balance-of-materials clerk can be started at this point,

by planning the form of the balance-of-materials sheets and ordering

a supply. The body of one of these sheets has four main divisions,

for the following purposes : the quantity of the particular variety of

materials (stores or worked) ordered but not yet received in stores;

the quantity and cost of the materials in the store room; the quantity

allotted or "apportioned" to manufacturing and sales orders (designat-

ing each by symbol) but not yet issued from the store room and the un-

allotted or "available" balance. The sum of the quantities in the first

two divisions always equals the sum of the quantities in the last two.

The "available" balance is available, not necessarily in the sense of

being on hand physically, but in the sense of being either on hand or

ordered and not yet apportioned to specific orders.

A very important feature of this system of record keeping consists

of the combination of an assigned minimum balance and standard requi-

sition. This is expressed by the printed formula in the heading "When
available balance falls to , issue requisition for ." For each

variety of stores and worked materials, a definite quantity will be

determined and inserted in each blank space. The magnitudes of these

quantities will be determined by consideration of the rapidity with

which the article is used, the length of time required to replenish the

supply, and the size of lot that is most economical from the viewpoint

of manufacturing or of purchasing and transporting inward. The

aim will be to adjust these two quantities so as to keep the investment

in the material on hand at the minimum amount that is consistent

with always having it physically available in the quantity needed when

needed. This and the "apportionment" feature are valuable features

of the materials records, and are the features that, when put into opera-

tion, will convert the keeper of this record from a mere recorder of

past occurrences into a planning functionary.

10. Route Charting. With the completion of the worked-materials

and stores classifications, this functionary can be started upon the im-

portant work of constructing a route chart for each design of finished

product. The analytical charts made in the process of classifying the

worked materials will help greatly in route charting. The designs of

product made most frequently and in largest quantities should be

charted first. In the construction of each such chart, each part, each

stores item and each worked-material item to be used, and each work
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place at which an operation is to be performed, will be represented by

its classification symbol. Also each operation will be assigned a sym-

bol, which will be effected by prefixing a number to the symbol of the

part being made at the particular juncture.

II. Planning Routine} It is quite likely that the business organiza-

tion will have developed a process of planning manufacturing orders.

The established process will need some modification so as to incorporate

improved features. These include a standard process of originating

a manufacturing order, standardized sizes of manufacturing lots and

a standardized routine after the order has been originated. The routine

may be sketched as follows :

a. The routing functionary will check the bill of materials and route

chart against the design drawings furnished by the designing or engi-

neering department. Finding these correct, or correcting them, he will

cause route sheets and orders on the store room to be typed from and

checked with the route charts. These documents constitute part of the

contents of a route file.

b. If there are special stores, such as castings, to be purchased, the

partially complete route file goes to a functionary who requisitions the

purchase of these articles and makes all necessary special preparations

such as getting out patterns for delivery to the foundries.

c. The file then goes to the balance-of-materials functionary, who
"apportions" the stores and stock of worked materials called for. He
also requisitions the purchase or manufacture of a standard lot of

any of these materials whose "available balance" falls to or below the

"minimum balance limit."

d. The file goes to a route file clerk, who provides for each opera-

tion a time card, inspection ticket, one or more "move" tickets, a set

of "operation order" tickets for visualizing the operation on the order-

of-work boards and a worked-materials-received-in-stores ticket for

the last operation on the manufacturing order. • He also provides an

identification tag for each lot of stores and stock of worked materials

that is to be issued from the store room. He also provides a pocket

sheet for each route sheet, puts each bit of control stationery in a

standardized place, and makes up the w^iole into a bound route file.

e. If a time-study and instruction-card-file function has been estab-

lished, the route file then goes to it for provision of instruction cards

and tool lists and, after the determination of performance standards,

for designation of the standard time for each particular operation on
its time-card and operation-order tickets.

f. The route file will then be placed in a rack pending the arrival

^Cf. Chapter XXII.
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of the special stores and of any other materials that were apportioned

but not on hand and available.

g. There will also be a standard process of making note in these

route files when materials become available and of getting out the

operation-order tickets and placing them on the order-of-work boards

so as to start work in the factory.

There should be prepared a typewritten routine or standard-practice

instruction for each planning function. This should describe and

illustrate in detail the procedure to be followed in each class of case

that may come before the functionary.

12. Cost-Accounting System} With the establishment of the stand-

ard planning routine as sketched above, the opportune connection is

created for introducing a cost-accounting system or for modifying the

existing cost system so as to adapt it to the management mechanism.

This is particularly so if the factor-rate method of applying indirect

costs is to be used. For each time card can be made to show, es-

pecially when the "job" is completed, the symbol of the work place at

which the "job" was performed. Each time card can be "priced" so

as to show the indirect expense assigned through the particular work

place as well as the direct labor cost. The "priced" stores- and worked-

materials tickets, together with credit tickets for any such materials

that were issued but returned to the store room, furnish the data con-

cerning direct materials costs.

It will be advantageous to introduce or adapt the cost-accounting

system at this juncture because it can be used to compile costs in such

manner as to show the effects of the installation of the later features

upon cost reduction. For this purpose it may be advisable for a while

to compile direct labor and indirect costs by operations. This detail

can be discontinued when the comparisons are no longer desired.

13. Order-of-Work Boards. Mention was made of order-of-work

boards. Detailed description of this mechanism, its purpose and its

method of functioning is given in Chapter XXII. It is mentioned here

only because the preparatory planning process provides the stationery

that is used on the boards as well as the time cards, inspection tickets,

move tickets, instruction cards, tool lists, drawings and sketches that

will be issued to the factory in response to orders or signals given by

the functionary who operates these boards.

Before formulation of the planning routine can be completed, deci-

sion has to be made as to the particular form that the order-of-work

mechanism is to take, also upon the question whether the order-of-work

boards are to be concentrated in a planning department or distributed

throughout the factory. In the case of a large manufacturing plant

' Cf. Chapter XXVI.
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such as that of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., which in 1919
covered forty acres of ground and carried on in separate buildings such

dissimilar work as making rifle shells, shotgun shells, bullets, rifles

and shotguns, and fishing tackle, it is probable that the minimum of

distribution would provide a separate order-of-work board for each

important class of product. Certain manufacturers have found it ad-

vantageous to provide a separate order-of-work board for each group

of operations that are also grouped in space, and to place each board in

the immediate vicinity of the group to which it pertained. On the

other hand, most small manufacturing establishments will find it advan-

tageous to concentrate the order-of-work boards in the planning de-

partment, perhaps using pneumatic tubes to transmit orders between

the order-of-work functionary and the operating force.

The decisions having been made, steps should be taken to provide the

boards, and to select and train posting clerks. Also steps should be

taken to select an order-of-work chief or constitute an order-of-work

committee. The function of such a chief is to determine at standard

intervals and to express in typewritten orders the sequence in which

preference should be given to manufacturing and maintenance orders

in process in the factory, also to manufacturing, maintenance and sales

orders in the process of planning. A representative of the sales division

should participate in this function, as delivery promises have a large

bearing upon the sequences. This functionary is customarily called

the production clerk, and is the chief of the planning department. The
chief of the maintenance department will be an interested party to the

extent that maintenance orders compete with manufacturing orders in

the factory.

14. Transportation System in the Factory. Mention has been made
of "move tickets." This refers to the fact that material must be

moved from store room to factory work place, from work place to work

place, and so on, and the movement must be controlled. Sometimes

the work-place-to-work-place transportation is performed by the oper-

atives themselves by obtaining their work at specified work-ahead

positions and delivering their finished work at other positions which

are the work-ahead positions of the succeeding operations. Sometimes

it is done by inspectors. Often, however, a special personnel and spe-

cial equipment are necessary. In the last event, a move order would

be provided for each operation.

The nature of the transportation system and equipment will depend

in part upon the character of the product and the arrangement of the

factory. Some products and arrangements are adaptable to the use

of mechanical conveyors. In such cases the speed of a conveyor may
be important. After performance standards have been determined and
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applied it may be possible to work out a plan whereby some kind of

mechanical conveyor can be substituted for other means of transporta-

tion, so as to feed the product past successive groups of operatives.

Such groups will be so proportioned to each other that each group can

perform its operation on the same number of units per hour as each

other group.

Decision as to how the shop transportation is to be performed must

be made so that, if necessary, proper provision for transportation can

be incorporated in the planning process as well as in the administration

of the order of work; also so that if personnel will be needed, it can

be provided and trained.

15. Determination of Performance Standards. The procedures al-

ready discussed constitute steps that lead to the establishment of per-

formance standards. Indeed, in a particular establishment or industry,

it may be necessary because of the attitude of the personnel to defer

any direct research looking to the determination and application of per-

formance standards until all other mechanism has been installed. Carl

G. Barth once stated that he carried installation work on in the shops

of the Pullman Company during four years without making a time

study, and yet important economies had been effected.

A performance standard implies an operation with a standardized

work content upon a standardized material, with standardized appli-

ances by a standardized method under standardized conditions. This

implies much in the way of research and standardization of other things

before entering definitely upon those analytical timing observations

that result directly in the performance standards.

Time-study research, however, w-ill assist greatly in the discovery

of undesirable conditions, appliances and methods; i.e., in the deter-

mination of the other standards. This would be an important use

of the time-study research function even if it were not to determine

performance standards eventually. Consequently it is well to start

preparations for such a function as soon as a standard planning routine

has achieved smooth working.

The start consists of the selection of an observer and the commence-

ment of his instruction in methods of time-study observation. If the

director of installation is himself an experienced time-study observer,

he can attend to the selection and training. Or this may be done by

the consultant. In some cases it may be advisable to engage one ex-

perienced time-study observer, either temporarily or permanently, from

some other organization. Other than the first selection, however, time-

study talent should be developed on the ground rather than be imported.

Distinction should be made between the time-study research function

and the time-study clerical function. The research function makes
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actual time studies—over-all or elementary. Its over-all studies assist

materially in the process of standardizing conditions, appliances, meth-

ods, even work contents. The elementary time studies furnish data on

the time necessary for the elementary components of operations ; and

these data may be classified and filed for later application to the specific

elements of specific operations. The research functionary also analyzes

operations into their component elements and prepares a detailed in-

struction card for each operation. The time for each element may
be applied from filed data by the clerical functionary.

The clerical functionary receives, classifies and files data received

from the research functionary, and applies them to the elements on

instruction cards prepared by the latter. He may also make up, for

convenience in reference, tables showing the standard times for lots of

various sizes. He provides and files blue-print copies of the instruction

cards and furnishes copies to the route files of specific manufacturing

orders. He also enters the standard time on the time card for each

operation, and on the operation order tickets that go on to the order-

of-work board—planning and shop.

The time-study clerk is a routine-planning functionary; the time-

study observer is a research functionary. It is important to qualify

a time-study observer properly both technically and so as to command
the respect of the operatives.

The individuals selected for training may well be young graduates

of technical high schools or other technical schools. They should

accjuire considerable knowledge of the processes involved in making

the product before their instruction in making time-study operations

commences. One manufacturer, whose plants consist largely of metal-

cutting machine shops, gives each candidate for the degree of time-

study observer a three months' experience as a machine-shop operator,

and requires him to develop at least as much speed as the average oper-

ative. Such experience not only better qualifies him as an analyst, but

better enables him to command the confidence of the operatives.

16. Mechanism That Should Precede Application of Performance

Standards. A performance standard, once determined, should be put

into effect as soon as is practicable—not even waiting for the deter-

mination of other performance standards. Certain conditions are pre-

requisite, however, to the assignment of any work on task and bonus,

differential piece rate or any form of incentive wage.

First, it is necessary to have a planning and order-of-work mech-

anism that will so operate as not to give out any particular "job" until

it is known that the requisite materials, tools and instructions are at

the work place. Such mechanism was referred to above.

Second, there should be provided a corps of factory executives, each
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with a definite group of work places assigned to him, one of whose

most important functions is that of checking up in advance on each

"job" that is posted for each work place to ascertain that the requisite

materials, tools and instructions are actually at the work place. Such

functionaries are commonly called "gang bosses," although "prepara-

tion boss" better describes the function.

Third, there should be provided a corps of instructors in the methods

of performing the w^ork, each with a definite group of work places

assigned to him. Each instructor, while exercising general supervision

over the methods used by all operatives assigned to him, will devote

most of his efforts to teaching new operatives who have not yet

reached standard. Taylor made the "gang bosses" in metal-cutting

factories instructors in the setting up or handwork portions of the

machine operations. He provided a separate corps of instructors for

the machining portion of the operations, calling them "speed bosses"

because they had jurisdiction over the feed and speed adjustments of

the machines. The name had unfortunate consequences because unin-

formed persons pictured these instructors as speeding up the worker

rather than the machine. A certain manufacturer avoided this psycho-

logical difficulty by calling these instructors "adjusters." In non-metal-

cutting factories there is usually but one corps of instructors, and they

may be called by that title. One manufacturer diplomatically calls

them "functionnaires."

Fourth, there should be a standard system of providing for inspecting

and repairing tools so as to insure the presence at the work place

when needed of the right tools in standard operating condition. In

many establishments in which tools are few and do not change from

"job" to "job," they may be kept permanently at the work places.

Even these, however, require inspection and repair at standard inter-

vals. Repair schedules coming out of the tickler at these standard

intervals will remind the tool-maintenance functionary of this duty.

In metal-working establishments, however, it will usually be found

advisable to maintain a tool department (or several of them in a fac-

tory that covers a large area) for the purpose of systematically inspect-

ing and repairing, storing and issuing tools. Such tools will be issued

in response to tool lists checked by the gang bosses and in exchange

for tool checks ; and tools, tool lists and tool checks will be transmitted

by tool boys.

Finally, there must be standard quality specifications and a corps

of inspectors to reject work that does not comply with the quality

standards and to instruct the operatives and instructors in the method

of performing the work so as to comply with the quality standards. A
common fear among designers is that quality may be sacrificed in the
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endeavor to increase production quantitatively. It should be under-

stood from the beginning that product that does not comply with the

quality standards is not product—it is only near-product, or junk

or stuff for jobbers.

Usually there is a certain amount of inspection already. Often it

occurs only after a series of operations. An important question in

the particular factory is whether inspection after each operation is

necessary where performance standards are in effect, or whether the

operations can be so grouped that inspection after the last operation in

each group will suffice. In a certain clothing factory, the latter was
done, each operative being held responsible not only for his own de-

fective workmanship but also for each item of defective workmanship
of predecessors passed by him. The danger of group inspection is

twofold : that responsibility for defective workmanship cannot be

placed; and that useless work will be done and expense incurred on

product that has already been spoiled. Generally, inspection after each

operation is preferable. The question must be settled and the inspec-

tion system must be put into operation before attempt is made to put

performance standards into effect.

17. Compensation of Instructors and Inspectors. The compensa-

tion of instructors is frequently made to depend in part upon the prog-

ress of the operatives assigned to them. After a little experience

under the intensive instruction system a standard schedule of progress

of the new operatives can be determined—such as doing work in double

the standard time during the second week, time-and-one-half during

the third week, time-and-one-quarter during the fourth week, and

standard time during the fifth week and thereafter. By such a device

it is practicable to offer an instructor a bonus that progresses with the

average weekly performance of the operatives assigned to him.

Gang bosses can be similarly compensated. The remuneration of

inspectors, however, should not depend upon the efficiency of the oper-

atives, for obvious reasons.

18. Performance Standards Determined and Applied in Sequence.

Attempt should not be made to determine performance standards for,

and apply them to, the work of all departments simultaneously. The
best procedure is to select one kind of operation and devote all attention

to it until the study is well under way. For instance, in a handkerchief

factory, the folding and ribboning operations were studied and put on

task and bonus. Later two experienced observers were started in the

hemstitch department, each taking a different variety of hemstitch

work; while a third worked under close supervision in the handker-

chief box department.

In a metal-working establishment, an observer might be started
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on drill-press operations. He would study the time required to make
the various adjustments of each drill press, such as changing speeds,

starting the press at the beginning of a job and stopping it at the end,

starting and stopping by throwing a shifter, raising or lowering the

head per inch, moving head on rail, swinging arm to position over

work, swinging arm away, etc. He would also study the time required

for putting various clamping and adjusting devices on to the drill-press

table or into its slots ; the time required to put an assembled drill and

sleeve into the spindle and to take them out ; the time required to assem-

ble drills in sleeves and to dissemble ; and so on. He would study the

time required to drill to lip, to raise a drill out of the hole, to clean

shavings out of a drilled hole, and so on.

Similar remarks apply to the study of a milling machine, of an

engine lathe and of other machine work. Some of the results would

be tabulated under the heading of the particular machine, some under

the heading of the particular tool. Much work with tools that is not

machine work can be tabulated in the latter manner.

An important class of elements in the operations in a metal-working

plant consists of those elements of work done by the machines rather

than by the operative, such as the travel of the drill, the lathe or

boring tool under the mechanical power drive. In these the number

of revolutions of the drill per minute, or the linear speed of the mate-

rial under the lathe or boring tool, together with the coarseness of

feed (and, in lathe and boring-mill work, the depth of the cut), are all

important factors in determining the time of the element. These in

turn depend upon the hardness of the material, the ability of the tool

and machine to withstand strain and heat, and the power of the ma-

chine. These matters are not determinable by ordinary time study but

by scientific engineering knowledge. The best procedure is to requisi-

tion the services of a specialist in these matters to classify the materials,

study the power and speeds of each machine and the durability of the

tools, and to prepare slide rules that the time-study functionary can

use in analyzing each particular case that arises.

19. Performance Standards Applied to Operatives in Sequence.

Furthermore, attempt should not be made to apply performance stand-

ards to all operatives on even the same operation simultaneously. The
writer, in putting a certain group of handkerchief hemstitch operatives

on task and bonus, put the best operative on task and bonus first. He
devoted a whole week to protecting this operative's record against the

effect of unstandard conditions, such as belt breaks, slowing up of drive

shafts and inferior thread. With proper adjustment of time for such

of these events as occurred, the operative delivered all "jobs" in stand-

ard time, thereby demonstrating to herself and all others that standard
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could be attained. Then two other operatives were started on task

and bonus and similarly protected for a half week, then four other

operatives, and so on until all were on task and bonus. Each started

at the beginning of a new "job." The most skillful operatives attained

standard at once. In several cases it was necessary to teach the less

skilled operative the method of handling a handkerchief used by the

best operative. The whole group, with exception of two women of

advanced age, progressed rapidly toward standard and the whole op-

eration was deemed a pronounced success. It is advantageous thus to

"nurse" a group until standard conditions become the normal feature

and until the operatives are convinced of the fairness of the standards

and of the management.

It is highly important that the process of putting operatives on

task or bonus, or on any other form of incentive wage, should be

carried on in such careful manner as to convince them that the manage-

ment actually desires that they earn the larger wages offered and

wishes to be just and fair in all matters. The writer was handicapped

in his endeavor to get a certain group of youths on to task and bonus

by the feeling among them that even if they earned the offered bonus,

the company would find a way of cheating them out of it. After sev-

eral weeks of hard work he got them to earning the bonuses. On the

next pay day no bonus money was in their pay envelopes. Fortunately

the writer had given each operative a memorandum of each bonus

earned and had kept a copy. He took these to the payroll department,

proved each item, and insisted that the paymaster make a special trip

to pay these boys. The promptness with which the payroll department's

lapse was rectified dissipated the former feeling. Unintentional mis-

takes may be disastrous. The management must be willing to spend

five dollars, if necessary, to correct an error of ten cents.

20. Balance of Work and Balancing the Shop. As soon as per-

formance standards have been determined and put into effect for all

or practically all work in the factory, it becomes possible to compile a

"balance of work," which will express in standard hours of work the

amount of work waiting to be done at each work place or group of

work places, and the amount of work already planned that will come to

each group in the future.

In at least one manufacturing establishment such information is

used as a guide to "balancing the shop," i.e., reapportioning the labor

force among the various kinds of operations daily so as to pass prac-

tically the same number of units of product through each operation.

By finding the quotient of the total number of standard hours

of work ahead of the factory divided by the number of direct workers

it is also possible to express the amount of work ahead as a number
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of factory hours. Such information is of value for the purpose of

stimulating the sales division and of planning future additions to or

reduction in operating force.

21. Other Branches of the Business. The discussion up to this point

has been confined to the problems and processes of installation in the

production division. This will usually be the easiest point of attack,

although more benefits may come eventually from application of the

same principles to the sales division and to the office work. Further-

more, results after the production division has been so reorganized

are likely to assist greatly in pointing out the policies and methods

that most merit study in the other divisions.

A prominent feature of many manufacturing businesses is the fluc-

tuation in the volume of business written by the sales division and the

consequent fluctuation in the volume of work that goes through the

production division and in the number of production operatives needed,

if the custom has been to accommodate the one volume to the other.

After performance standards have been put into effect in the production

division, the loss in operating efficiency, and the increased unit cost

caused thereby, because of substandard employees during a period of

rebuilding the force after a seasonal lay-off, will attract attention for-

cibly—because it will be measured. This will raise questions of manu-

facturing policy—such as producing for stock or producing other com-

modities whose seasons dovetail, so as to even the flow of production

in time. Persistence of cyclical fluctuations in the inflow of sales

orders will more forcibly raise questions concerning sales methods,

sales policies, sales organization and sales management, the subject

matter of Chapters XII and XIII.

22. Departmental Budgets. Certain management engineers would

no doubt have introduced ere this the budget system for the purpose of

establishing departmental expense standards. The expenses of the

sales division or of any planning or administrative ofiice should have

some reference to the volume of business transacted. A unit of refer-

ence commonly used is the dollar of sales. In the absence of anything

better, this affords a rough base—but very rough for two reasons ; it is

not a stable base, because it swells and shrinks with changes in the

prices at which the products are sold ; and the total expenses do not vary

in direct proportion to the total volume of sales, even if the prices

were not varied.

In order to obviate the latter difficulty, John H. Williams has evolved

a plan of classifying expenses as fixed and variable, the latter varying

directly in proportion to volume of transactions, the former changing

only after a large change in volume. And he evolved a formula

whereby not one standard, but several sets of standards according to
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possible variations in prospective volume of business, could be set up

in the budget-making process.^

Williams probably would commence his work of installation by

such a process of budget making. . After performance standards have

been put into effect for all or practically all work in the production

division, both the sales quotas and the sales orders can be expressed in

terms of standard man hours and standard factory hours. Expression

of sales expenses and of the various planning and administrative office

expenses as expenses per production man hour will afford another form

of unit cost that may be a truer index than expression in terms of a

dollar of sales, of economy of operation (or lack of it) in those func-

tions. Of course there will still be the variability in unit cost according

to the volume of business.

23. Personnel Administration. Discussion of this topic at this point

does not imply advice to defer the establishment of a personnel division

until everything else has been attended to. However, the determina-

tion, application and maintenance of standards of operating conditions,

of planning and service, of appliances, of methods and of performance

will greatly reduce the difficulty of determining the personal require-

ments that fit an individual for a particular kind of work.
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PART IV

CONTROL

I. The Control of Operations



Do you know what amazes me more than anything else? The impotence of

force to organize anything. There are only two powers in the world : the

spirit and the sword. In the long run the sword will always be conquered by

the spirit.

—

Napoleon.

Genuine power can only be grown, it will slip from every arbitrary hand that

grasps it; for genuine power is not coercive control, but coactive control.

Coercive power is the curse of the universe; coactive power, the enrichment

and advancement of every human soul.

—

Mary P. Follett.

In concluding let me say that we are now but on the threshold of the coming

era of true cooperation. The time is fast going by for the great personal

or individual achievement of any one man standing alone and without the

help of those around him. And the time is coming when all great things

will be done by the cooperation of many men in which each man performs

that function for which he is best suited, each man preserves his own in-

dividuality and is supreme in his particular function, and each man at the

same time loses none of his originality and proper personal initiative, and

yet is controlled by and must work harmoniously with many other men.

—

Frederick W. Taylor.

Cooperation means, I take it, uniting the manifold streams of human will-

power or conscious energy into a single stream directed upon a common ob-

ject. ... To attain cooperation is by no means to give the human will a

holiday. It furnishes the will with a new task and challenges the activity of

it on higher and more difficult ground, that, namely, of sustaining and con-

tinually vitalizing the organized life that has been called into existence—the

service, one might say, of the cooperative principle itself. It implies the

continuous self-mastery of the cooperating individuals . . . the highest con-

ceivable state of moral energy. And this energy would not be supplied . . .

from some external source. ... It would have to be generated by the con-

tinual self-affirmation of the wills of the cooperating members and could have

no other source.—L. P. Jacks.



CHAPTER XVIII

CONTROL IN CONTINUOUS, INTERMITTENT AND
VARIABLE PROCESSING^

Under any type of manufacture some control of the productive

process is essential to smooth flow of processing and to meet sales

demands. Differences in the means of control must vary v^ith the

type of manufacture, though fundamental principles of control remain

the same. Since control of production is necessary not only to utilize

fully the facilities of a factory, but to see that the demands of cus-

tomers are met, under no conditions can control of production be con-

sidered without control of sales and the correlation of the two.

Controlled correlation of sales and production^ takes into account

the following factors : (
i ) prospective sales over a season, or a period

of months, by product; (2) prospective sales by the week, or similar

production period; (3) possible hourly production by each unit of

the plant, subdivided into classes of work that can be done in the

normal working schedule; (4) possibilities in overtime production;

(5) technical production possibilities of the equipment, including the

effect of pushing certain lines of product that are made on special

equipment, or which use multiple-purpose equipment; (6) costs of idle-

ness, subdivided to show the idleness charge for each machine or class

of equipment; (7) effect on the business of selling constantly the full

capacity of the plant; (8) extent of obsolescence and depreciation of

machinery and equipment; (9) style changes; (10) possibilities of

meeting customers' wishes in product and in delivery date; (11) the

cost of securing sales; (12) the tangible and Intangible results of

cyclical employment and days without work, or "unemployment within

employment"; (13) the financial aspects of manufacturing to stock,

or ahead of sales demands; and (14) competitive conditions within

the industry, particularly as regards quality, price and service.

It will be seen immediately that, since these factors are so diverse,

there can be no one way of establishing control over the productive

process in industries whose manufacturing problems and methods are

also diverse. In some cases, particularly in standard, quantity manu-

facture, the steps in controlling these aspects of the business can be

taken before production is begun on any one model or line of product.

^ By Richard H. Lansburgh, Professor of Industry, Wharton School of Finance

and Commerce, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

^ Cf. Chapter XII.
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In variable or diverse manufacture, the more important steps of con-

trol come after a specific order is received, and depend in their execu-

tion upon the status of other orders in manufacture.

In standard, quantity manufacture, each unit of product is similar

to every other unit of a particular line and there are several lines in

production at any one time. It is therefore the effective layout of

machinery and equipment which permits of smooth and uninterrupted

processing. Actual day-to-day planning is simplified, and daily or

hourly follow-up of the preplanned schedule controls the productive

process as desired by the executives in charge. Many lines of industry

are striving for the beneficial results of a standard, quantity-production

basis. Not the least of these results is the ease of control, but another

is specialization in manufacturing method. With an increase in sales it

becomes profitable to introduce specialized equipment, including many
labor-saving devices. These in turn further decrease the costs of pro-

duction, thereby possibly further increasing sales and making control

still easier. In this type of manufacture production is scheduled against

the sales schedule, smoothing out the sales curve over a period of

months to secure constant production. The sales schedule comes from

a careful analysis of territories, with sales quotas set on the basis of

competition, population, buying power and need for the product within

that territory. If current business conditions remain fairly constant,

and if the quotas have been set with care, the production schedule may
remain as set forth months ahead.

In making the schedule that will control standard, quantity produc-

tion, the needed output over a period of time must be balanced against

the capacity of equipment available. Since it is known for just what

each piece of equipment will be used, this can be done months ahead.

If the projected schedule is greater than the capacity of the equipment,

the management must decide whether additional capital is to be invested

in equipment, whether there is to be overtime in some departments, or

whether any of the production can be let out to other manufacturers.

In assembly industries there is much opportunity to even out production

schedules by letting work out, but this cannot be done with ease in

continuous industries such as sugar or flour manufacture, or even in

the production of textile fabrics. In any case, a time-distribution

schedule, which shows the exact time before the final operation that

each previous operation must be performed, becomes the basis of all

control in this type of industry.

Control problems vary in intermittent and variable industries as

well as in standard ones according to whether the product be assembled

or whether it be produced continuously from one lot of raw material.

If an assembled product, some components may take much longer to
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manufacture than others, or the problems of manufacture of the sev-

eral components may be essentially the same. The machinery and

equipment that is utilized frequently depend on whether or not the

product is standard. In standard production, even of an assembly

product, the machinery and equipment can be set up so that the plan-

ning control problems are essentially those of a continuous industry.

Thus through the use of conveyors, machined pieces may be made to

flow into assembly points in much the same manner that sugar flows

from one operation to another in manufacture. The daily control

problems are essentially the same in either case—provision of sufficient

raw material to perform the first operation, and check of hourly pro-

duction to see that daily and weekly production schedules are being

met. Similarly, it matters not whether the production be continuous

or assembly, if each machine perform but one operation and be suited

to perform only that one operation. In either case all work must pass

through that machine, and the layout in relation to the machine before

and the machine after must be accurate. There is no problem in decid-

ing when work shall be done on such equipment, because that is estab-

lished in the layout.

If production be intermittent or variable in character, single-purpose

machinery cannot form the basis of shop equipment. Although some

single-purpose equipment can be used for particular operations on

products that form the staple sections of such products, multiple-pur-

pose machinery forms the backbone of the equipment in any such

plant. The more important steps of control in this type of manufac-

ture, therefore, must come after the specific order is received. Plan-

ning the exact machines which are to be used in processing an order is

dependent both on the operations to be performed and the availability

of machines and equipment at a particular time. To use effectively a

variety of equipment in processing the various orders, adequately

utilizing the time of the equipment and the workers, is a control prob-

lem that is made difficult partly because of the pressure under which

it must be done after an order is received.

In intermittent manufacture, where product Is manufactured at one

time, and then again at a later time, it becomes possible to determine

the best machinery to do given work, keep an accurate record of this,

and then bend every control effort to the utilization of this machinery

when the product is again manufactured. Manufacture of this type

lends itself to production for stock in profitable manufacturing quanti-

ties, and therefore it becomes possible to place manufacturing orders

in the plant only when the best possible equipment is available. Fur-

thermore, the time of manufacture can be varied somewhat, which is

not the case in variable manufacture direct to customers' orders. In
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other respects the control problems of these two types of manufacture

are essentially the same.

The differences in control problems caused by the use of general

and special purpose machinery may be illustrated by comparing the

worsted spinning and fancy cloth weaving (repetitive) with auto-

mobile (standard cjuantity) and diverse machinery industries. In

worsted spinning, each bit of wool must go through the same processes

to become spun yarn. After preparation, the wool must be carded,

combed, drawn, spun and twisted in turn. The capacity of each ma-
chine in each department of the plant is known, the machine capacity is

balanced and a given amount of raw material, less wastage, will always

make approximately a given amount of yarn at the end of the processes.

Machines are entirely interchangeable, after being adjusted for a given

grade of yarn.

In manufacturing automobiles, although this is an assembly rather

than a continuous industry, essentially the same control problems are

faced in machine utilization. Thus a crank-case passes from the foun-

dry to a specially constructed milling machine that works on all sides

of the crank-case at once, to a special multiple drill that drills as many
as sixty-five holes at once, to inspection and to the assembly floor.

Again the capacity of each machine and each department is known, the

machine capacity is balanced, machines are adjusted for the particular

design of cars being produced and the control of parts through a given

series of processes is essentially the same as in continuous processing.

Fancy cloth weaving is a continuous industry, repetitive in nature,

as is yarn spinning, and yet the control problems of these two indus-

tries are essentially dissimilar. Certain types of looms will produce

patterns of a certain degree of intricacy, requiring the use of one, or

perhaps two, shuttles with different-colored filler yarn. Other looms

with multiple shuttles can be used on the more involved patterns.

Planned control here cannot rely on an easy balance either of machines

or personnel. While other departments of a plant may function read-

ily regardless of the style of goods being made, the weave room will

present grave problems of machine utilization, if a prevailing style

of fabric requires the use of the more elaborate looms. Similarly, on

some styles of fabrics, weavers may be able to tend six looms, while

on more intricate fabrics they may be able to tend but three or four.

In an industry as subject to style fluctuations as fancy cloth weaving,

this presents a control problem which is more that of a diverse machin-

ery industry than that of a repetitive continuous industry.

Plants making diverse machine products have always been utilized

as the outstanding example of diverse control problems. That this is

so is due to the fact that various products may utilize entirely different
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machines in their production. Therefore it becomes very difficult to

control operations so that production may meet shipping dates estab-

lished by sales requirements. This in turn is no easier than planning

cofmplete utilization of the time of the several types of equipment, so

that idleness costs shall not accrue, or than planning production so

that inventories of goods in process shall be reduced to the lowest pos-

sible amount.

Difficulties of sales control are also to be met with in repetitive and

variable production industries if their problems be compared with those

of standard production plants. In- the first place, in order to secure

a common denominator to use in comparing sales in different classes

of product, or in several territories, or over several years, dollars must

be used. Units of production do not offer a satisfactory basis for com-

parison. The dollar is a poor base because its own value shifts. Fur-

thermore in establishing quotas for salesmen, the demands of several

territories may be so diverse that a dollar standard will prove of no

value either in evaluating effort put forth, or as a basis of commission

payment. In selling the capacity of the plant, since units cannot be

used, and dollars have little permanent significance, the measure that

is usually resorted to is hours of capacity.

Machine hours and department hours of capacity are the measuring

sticks that place intermittent or variable production on the same basis

as standard production for control purposes. Salesmen can be in-

formed of unsold capacity in each of several general lines and can

endeavor to push that type of product, rather than another type. Time
can be allocated in the master schedules for each general class of prod-

uct and time utilized may then be checked against this. However,

great care must be exercised in administering this device for control.

By the time that salesmen hear of unused capacity, the figure which

they have is at best inaccurate. Therefore promises which are made
become difficult to live up to without wrenching either the productive

mechanism of the plant, or the good-will of the customer. As has

been indicated, in repetitive production stocks of goods can be built

up, but in product having a style factor, this may become dangerous.

In times of hand-to-mouth buying by the outlets which take the product,

control over production cannot always be toward customers' orders,

but must be toward demand. This means that speculation enters into

control, in addition to the more scientific factors that have been men-

tioned.

Whatever the character of the business, consideration of the financial

factor in making production plans indicates that correlation of sales

and production really involves finance as well. Thus, control of pro-

duction cannot be permanent unless it is related, not only to sales, but
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to all major factors of a business. Such correlation is usually achieved

through the use of a budget, or through the use of statistical data of

major importance as a guide in the operation of every portion of a

business.-^ The business conditions that affect the business will be

flexible, and therefore it is essentially true that flexibility of the budget

is one of the more important control concepts that must be held in

mind. Coordination of departments as described in the next chapter

must be effective before any departmental control, whatever its nature,

or whatever the nature of the business, may be expected to function

properly.
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CHAPTER XIX

GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL ^

In earlier chapters methods of research leading to general adminis-

trative standards have been discussed, as have also typical standards

resulting from such research." Incidentally in these chapters attention

has been necessarily called to the use of standards for purposes of

operating control, but only in a general way. The purpose of this

chapter is to explain in detail a technique w^hereby a chief executive

may use standards for the purpose of measuring and controlling the

v^^ork of operating units. Its claim to distinction rests upon the fact

that it represents a complete tie-up of standards and control records

from the smallest detail of production and sales to those end results

v^ith which the chief executive is immediately concerned. It is a sys-

tem of control records of the nature of a fan which the chief executive

can open out to such details as at any time may be desirable. Tech-

niques of this kind are not common, but their practicability and econ-

omy have been adequately demonstrated by experience.

There are three basic requirements for a system of general adminis-

trative control of departmental operations

:

1. An organization in which the things done and the personnel are

brought into such relationship that responsibilities do not overlap and

are clearly defined.

2. A system of accounts, or of statistical records in accounting form,

which permits current posting of the costs of achieving results,

segregated into ledger accounts which correspond to units of organiza-

tion responsibility.

3. A flexible forecasting budget of both revenue and expense—and

the difference between these, earnings^-of which the detail items, or

classified groups of them, correspond to the units of organization

responsibility and to the ledger accounts, and serve as standards against

which actual performance as indicated by the accounts may be meas-

ured ; a budget which is a just measure because it incorporates into its

forecasting the actual conditions under zvhich results are achiez'ed.

Organization and Accounts, i. Organization. No two or more

men can function together effectively, and no chief executive can ap-

praise and judge the performance of his department heads, without an

agreement and understanding concerning the responsibilities and duties

^By John H. Williams, Consulting Engineer, New York.
= Cf. Chapters IV and XI.
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of each. An organization based upon natural groupings of the things

to be done as determined by the technical characteristics of the particu-

lar enterprise—essentially a functional organization—is the type in

which responsibilities and duties overlap least and are most precisely

defined and understood.^ The left half of Figure 40 is an illustrative

chart of such an organization.

2. Accounts. If the organization outline represents the units of

responsibilities and duties upon which the success or failure of the en-

terprise depends, then obviously it represents the units in which all

costs and records should be kept if the chief executive is to exercise an

effective control over the situation. An accounting classification made
without reference to a classification or determination of the duties or

responsibilities concerned, is prima facie an ineffective accounting-

classification for current management purposes. If responsibilities

and duties are assigned on one basis and records kept on another, one

might as well try to measure with a bushel basket something bought

by the pound. That is what is unconsciously being done in many of

the best enterprises. Of course most organizations have their accounts

so arranged that all expenditures ultimately find their way to one or

another major responsibility. But what we here have in mind is

something different; every expenditure should go at once to that or-

ganization unit of which the head is responsible for the expenditure,

and should stop there. The name of the organization unit and the

name of the ledger account should be the same, and no part of any

expenditure—rent, interest or any other item not arranged for by the

unit head himself—should be prorated to the account for which he is

responsible, and no part of any expenditure for which he is responsible

should be prorated to the account of some one else. The units for

which individuals are responsible are the sources of success or failure,

and unless records are kept in terms of such sources, general adminis-

tration has no means of appraising individual unit or individual execu-

tive performance. The right half of Figure 40 illustrates ledger ac-

counts which correspond to the units of responsibility listed on the

left half of that figure.

The Flexible Budget. A budget in which the forecasted items

correspond to the units of organization responsibility and to the ledger

accounts, constitutes the standards by which unit performances, as

recorded in the accounts, are appraised. But a budget which assumes

a given volume of sales, for instance, is not a just standard by which

to measure performance as evidenced by costs, if that cost perform-

ance has been conditioned by a different volume of sales. Where it

is impossible to say very far in advance whether a business of one

^ Cf. Chapter X.
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amount or another will be done, or what a selHng price or a price paid

for materials will be, a forecasting budget which may serve as a

proper standard must be adjustable in varying volume, price and simi-

lar particulars of the business, and must be used to measure a respon-

sible individual's performance for a given period only after its adjust-

ment to the business conditions of the period.

So important is this concept of a flexible budget that we take the

liberty of using as illustration a case in which multiple budgets—^based

on different volumes of sales—are constructed. Figure 41 represents

Budget Items
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as the sales remain approximately $2,000,000 per year. But if a sep-

arate budget is computed for a maximum, a minimum and several

intermediate volumes of sales, there will be available a measure for the

efficiency of the unit even if there are fluctuations in the volume of

business. This crude illustration of multiple budgets indicates how
useful would be a single budget if it could be made flexible enough to

be adjustable to varying volumes of business.

Construction of a Flexible Budget. It is possible to construct such

a flexible budget, refined enough for effective use yet simple enough to

keep the cost of its establishment and maintenance well within reason-

able limits. For the construction of such a budget certain factors

have to be kept clearly in mind.

1. Fixed Cost. Fixed cost is that part of the total cost in dollars

of doing the business contemplated in the budget which exists irre-

spective of the fluctuations in the volume of business within a range

from the smallest volume of business which there is reasonable prob-

ability of doing up to the practical capacity of the plant. It represents

only such items and parts of items as are regarded essential to the

conduct of the business at the established minimum volume and are

independent of fluctuation because of increase or decrease (within

limits) of the volume of business: rent; depreciation; salary of execu-

tive and of a minimum number of accountants and clerks
;
payroll for

shop superintendents, foremen, watchmen, etc.
;
property and corpora-

tion taxes ; interest on funded debt ; etc. The element of fixed cost for

each responsible unit of an organization is computed as a fixed amount

per year or month.

2. Variable Cost. Variable cost is that part of total cost which

varies in proportion to the volume of business. It should represent

only such items and parts of items as are not essential to the func-

tioning of the business on the basis of the established minimum:
materials; direct wages; supplies; upkeep; salaries of minor execu-

tives, accountants and clerks; payroll of assistant shop superintend-

ents, foremen, etc. ; income taxes ; interest on floating debt ; stock divi-

dends; etc. Under conditions of falling volume these items should

constitute a schedule for curtailments. This element of cost for any

responsible unit cannot be expressed as a fixed amount per year or

month, because of fluctuations of volume of business, and must be

expressed otherwise, as will be indicated below in paragraph 6.

3. Contribution to Fixed Cost and Profit. This is the difference

between variable cost and sales value at list. Assuming that for any

item produced the variable cost is $.80 per dollar of sales, the contribu-

tion to fixed cost and profit will be $.20 per dollar of sales. Fixed cost

has a first claim on this $.20 and whatever remains goes to profits.
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4. Sales Quota. This is an expectation of the number of units of an

item or group of items to be sold in a given period or territory or by a

particular salesman.

5. Material and Labor to List. This is the ratio of the sum of

materials cost and direct labor cost to the list price of an item.

6. Per Cent of Variable Cost. This is the quotient derived by

dividing: the difference between maximum sales and minimum sales

COMMODITY Al: MATERIAL AND DIRECT LABOR COST TO LIST
PRICE

Revised to

.

Commodity
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Given the above factors, based upon effective sales research, stand-

ards and control, and upon effective production research, standards and

control, a flexible forecasting budget may be constructed which permits

measurement and appraisal of performance of the various responsible

units currently with the development of operations during the period

covered by the budget.

The first standards logically to be set in the making of a control

budget are those pertaining to the commodity items. These comprise

the number of units of each commodity to be sold within the period

;

the cost price, unit and total; the material cost, unit and total; the
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ORGANIZATION UNIT: Manager Commodity A Jobbers

LEDGER ACCOUNT: Manager Commodity A Jobbers

SCOPE OF EXPENDITURE: Supervision and Direction of Sales of Com-
modity A to Jobbers

BASIS: Minimum Sales at List $7,000,000; Maximum Sales at List $14,000,000

STANDARD: Fixed Cost per M071th $8,333; Variable Cost 11.50 per cent of Sales

at List

DATE MADE 12/5/20 BY H. E. C. APP. C. L. B. AUTHORIZED L. P. K.
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tinent to the work of responsible operating units. Figure 44 shows

the form containing the standards of the unit for which the manager

of sales of commodity A to jobbers is responsible.

The author's particular use of the terms "Employment," "Physical,"

and "Service" in this sheet should be explained. This division of

costs presents the items of which we necessarily think in connection

with the functioning of an organization; it avoids artificial subdivisions

containing a variety of elements. Any division of expenditures would

necessarily include the following: the individuals necessary to carry

out the work; the physical things consumed in doing the work; the

services of one kind or another rendered by outside agencies for which

payment must be made. Therefore "Employment" covers salaries,

commissions and bonuses of every kind from chief executive to

laborer and office boy, when paid to an individual regularly employed

by the company. "Physical" covers all physical things purchased out-

right and consumed or disposed of in the conduct of the business, such

as raw and manufactured materials, supplies, printed matter and sta-

tionery. "Service" covers such things as royalties, rents, interest,

discounts, telephone, telegraph, transportation, food and lodging.

A sheet summarizing the standards for all major operating units

is represented by Figure 45.

The first column in this figure is a list both of responsibilities and

of ledger accounts. The figures under "Range" are derived from de-

tailed sheets, such as Figures 42 and 44—one for each organization

unit and commodity. The figures under "Cost Standards" are com-

puted from those under "Range" by the formula for variable cost

previously explained, as follows: (Column D— Column B) -H (Col-

umn C — Column A) = per cent of variable cost
;
(Column B — Col-

umn A) X Column G = fixed cost; and (Column C X Column G)

+ Column E= Column D. The purpose of the variable cost formula

is to enable one to determine the dividing line between fixed cost and

variable cost. In other words, given the total minimum and total

maximum cost for the conduct of an enterprise or any unit of it, the

formula furnishes a means whereby one may determine what part of

such cost is fixed and what part is variable within the meaning of these

words previously explained.

It should be observed that in Figure 45 figures are entered for only

part of the items. The figures $i5,0(X),ooo and $30,000,000 in the

two columns headed "Sales" are the respective minimum and maximum
volumes of sales, and are constants which should not be added to or

subtracted from other figures. The figures for materials and direct

labor are taken from Figure 43; these, fluctuating uniformly with the

volume of business, represent variable cost only, and since the per cent
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OPERATING STANDARDS—for Period January ist, 1921,

to

(Expressed in Thousands)
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of these figures with reference to sales was determined in Figure 43,

it is necessary only to fill in the per cents in the last column under "Cost

Standards." There being no fixed cost in connection with material

or direct labor, no figures should be entered under "Fixed" for these

variable items.

It should readily be observed how all the figures under "Cost Stand-

ards" can be computed from those under "Range." Given the figures

under "Range," the per cent of variable sales is computed by the

formula (maximum cost— minimum cost) -^ (maximum sales—
minimum sales) = variable cost. Having computed the per cent of

variable cost, then (minimum cost) — (per cent variable sales X
minimum sales) = fixed cost. When these figures have been com-

puted and added up, we have the total cost for the conduct of the enter-

prise subdivided into the units of responsibilities and duties upon

which the activities of the enterprise are based. These figures give

general administration positive information : that variable cost of the

total business should be $.70 per dollar of sales, and fixed cost, $6,000,-

000 per year ; that sales amounting to $20,000,000 must be secured to

break even;^ that thereafter every dollar of sales should yield $.30;

and in addition it is known exactly zvhat part each responsibility must

play to obtain these results.

Observe the simplicity of the accounting required. Subdivision of

expenses as between a number of different accounts is done away with;

rent is charged to the organization unit responsible for relations with

lessee ; insurance to the unit responsible for relations with the insurance

agent; and so on. The only journal entries to be made at the end of a

month before an operating statement can be made are those which are

common at the end of every month—such as depreciation and fixed

charges. Therefore if all expenditures clear through a voucher regis-

ter, as can easily be arranged, there Is no need for waiting beyond the

writing up of the first entry books to secure figures corresponding to

each of the standards presented in the summary. All that is necessary

to make an operating statement is the amount of the debit and credit

charges for the month subdivided according to the organization units

responsible for the transactions out of which they have grown.

This covers the three basic principles which should underlie any

method of management through which the chief executive can exercise

effective control

:

^ Fixed cost is known to be $6,000,000 ;
per cent of variable cost is known to be 70 ;

let X = necessary sales to break even. Then by hyj)othesis

—

X = 6,000,000 + .7X

.3X = 6,000,000

X = 20,000,000
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1. The expression of all results in common terms. That is, the

statement of the chief executive is literally merely a copy of the last

lines of the statements of those to whom he has delegated responsibili-

ties and duties, brought together.

2. The classification of expenditures according to responsibility for

each transaction out of which they have grown, as distinguished from

the nature of the expenditure itself.

3. The establishment of flexible standards which are readily ad-

justed to changing conditions in volume of business, price of product

and cost of material and labor.

Use of the Flexible Budget. Given the current records yielded by

such a flexible budget as has been constructed in this chapter, the gen-

eral administration of an enterprise can have prepared from them such

special analyses, reports and other control documents as seem desirable.

We shall call attention to four such possible reports.

1. Unit Operating Reports. Figure 46 is an operating statement

for an organization unit—that unit responsible for the sales of com-

modity A to Jobbers.

The figures for "Sales" are derived from the sales book, and the

figures for "Actual Cost" by adding the corresponding column in the

voucher register book. It is not necessary to wait for journal entries

to be made, the ledger to be posted or a trial balance to be taken off.

The data for "Standard Cost" have been derived from Figure 45,

where the fixed cost for this unit is found to be $8,333 per month and

the variable cost 11.5 per cent of sales.

Examining the figures for January we find the sales to be $1,000,000.

Therefore the variable cost should be $115,000 (.115 X $1,000,000).

Adding the fixed cost ($8,333) the standard cost for the achieved

volume of sales is $123,333. The actual cost is $122,333; therefore

the unit has bettered standard by one-tenth per cent. Variations "To
Date" can be computed by adding the standards for the various months,

or by taking 1 1.5 per cent of the sales to date and adding the fixed cost

multiplied by the number of months. In the months subsequent to

January, costs run a fraction of a per cent to the bad as compared

with standard. This is a signal to examine the actual conditions of

the sales of this unit, discover the unfavorable influences at work and

correct them.

2. General Operating Reports. Figure 47 is a summary report for

all operating units. Reference to explanations of Figures 45 and 46

should make its items, arrangement and figures understood without

further explanation. We desire rather to give attention to its signifi-

cance; how much more it is informing and useful as a control instru-
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(Expressed in Thousands)
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ment than the conventional operating report. The conventional operat-

ing report may give information of various kinds relative to operations

of the current month, of the corresponding month of the previous year,

cumulative for the current year, cumulative for the corresponding

months of the preceding year, and so on. But what particular control

value is derived from a comparison of January this year with January

last year? In such comparison there is not even remotely a standard

of measurement; industrial conditions may have changed, sales prices

may have changed, materials may have gone up or down and wage

adjustments may have been made during the interval between one

January and another.

On the other hand, in the operating report illustrated by Figure 47,

achievement is measured by comparison of the actual costs of such

achievement with the predetermined standard costs for the period cov-

ered by the report on the basis of the business conditions—particularly

the volume of sales—as they actually existed. In the illustration it is

obvious that there have been unfavorable influences during the period

covered. The cost of management and the cost of materials have been

favorable—no troubles there. Production overhead is $50,000 and

direct labor is $100,000 to the bad—undoubtedly a general wage

increase which it was expected would influence the operating report.

But in sales there are discrepancies which must be investigated and

explained. Perhaps they can be corrected
;
perhaps the standards must

be revised. In any case general administration can go straight to the

examination of the spots showing trouble and the resultant knowledge

gives control of the situation.

The question may be raised whether a statement made up in this

way will check with the financial accounts. Let us see what has been

done. First, expenditures have been divided according to the unit

authorizing them ; second, every penny of expenditure has been left

where it was first charged. There has been no diverting of expense

from one account to another. Instead of having been complicated,

accounts have been simplified. All that is necessary to do is to add up

gross revenue, add up the actual expenses and deduct one from the

other; the difference is necessarily profit and loss (see foot of first

column). There is here less detail work than in any other procedure

which makes even a pretense of giving accurate monthly figures.

Of course there must be adjustments to meet known variations

from assumed conditions. Assume that the amount of goods produced

does not happen to be the same as the amount sold. If production has

been, for instance, $100,000 list price in excess of sales, the excess

production at inventory cost should be added to the profit as shown

:
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Profit as shown on operating statement $616,000
Value of goods produced in excess of those sold ($100,000

X .55)^ 55 ,000

$671 ,000

If sales have been $100,000 list price in excess of production, the

value of the goods sold in excess of those produced should be deducted

from the profit as shown :

Profit as shown on operating statement $616 ,000

Value of goods sold in excess of those produced ($100,000

X . 5 5) 5 5 ,
000

$561 ,000

3. Commodity Reports. Figure 48 illustrates a report w^iich gives

the following information with respect to the two commodities A and

B : inventory cost—the net cost of commodities available for distribu-

tion; basic sales cost—inventory cost plus the cost of general sales

organization ; branch sales cost—total cost of commodities sold

through company's own branches
;
jobbers sales cost—total cost of

commodities sold through jobbers; export sales cost—total cost of

commodities sold for export. It should be recalled that sales values

are based on list prices rather than on net sales prices and that dis-

counts are treated as expense in making up the various elements of

the budget. This treatment is for the purpose of preserving compara-

bility in the face of the fact that discounts are not uniform for the

various channels. By preserving comparability the relative merits of

A arious channels of distribution may be appraised.

All the figures on this statement refer to variable cost, but because

the fixed cost for each item and the total fixed cost ($6,000,000)

are known, it is possible to compute the effect upon profit and loss

which any major change in policy would make.

For instance, what would be the effect of a 5 per cent reduction of

the price on commodity B with the expectation of increasing the sales

by $2,000,000? The per cent of variable sales is (in round numbers)

70, which leaves $.30 contribution to fixed cost and profit per dollar

of sales, of which the total for this commodity is $6,750,000 (Figure

47). By reducing the price 5 per cent ($.05 per dollar of sales), we
would lose v$337, 500 on present sales (.05 X $6,750,000) and gain

$500,000 on the additional sales (.25 X $2,000,000), a net gain of

$162,500. Again for illustration : what would be the result if the cost

of material and labor generally were increased 10 per cent? Material

^.55 is the variable cost of management (.05) plus the variable cost of produc-

tion (.50).
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and labor are 45 per cent of total variable cost (.25 + .20 in Figure

47), and an increase of this item by 10 per cent would reduce the

amount applicable to fixed cost and profit by $.045 per dollar of sales.

OPERATING SUMMARY EXPRESSED IN PER CENT OF SALES AT LIST

7 Months to August 31st, 192

1
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4. Financial Forecasts. Perhaps, because most unusual, the most

interesting document for control made possible by the flexible budget

is a forecast of profit and loss, bank balance and credit position. Un-
fortunately finance is too often regarded as separate from operating.

Records show that many of the difficulties of both large and small con-

cerns alike result from operations on a scale beyond financial resources.

Under ordinary methods of accounting it is difficult to forecast the

financial effects of operations, but with standards available such as

those contained in Figure 45, the financial results on any basis of

operation are easy to determine. Not only the profits and losses to be

expected, but also the bank balances and credit positions for some

months ahead, can be determined. Such forecasts are valuable on the

one hand in helping to determine a program of operations, and on the

other hand in arranging credit requirements with the bank.

Figure 49 is such a document—actually a forecasted balance sheet

for a period of six months representing the financial effects of opera-

tions on the basis of maximum sales given in Figure 45. To make
this financial forecast it is necessary to know, in addition to the infor-

mation contained in Figure 45, the subdivision of sales by months,

already made in connection with the sales quota, and the experience of

the company in the matter of collections of accounts receivable.

The items in the first column represent the major divisions of

responsibilities and duties used throughout this chapter—Management,

Production, and Distribution. Under each of these are listed those

items through which these major responsibilities affect the financial

statement.

The second column headed "Dec. 31" represents the status of the

company on the date the forecast balance sheet is made, the figures

being taken from the financial statement of that date. The last

column headed "July i" is the forecasted balance sheet as of the end

of the six-month period. In the double columns, each representing a

month, the letters A and C symbolize assets and collections respectively,

and the letters L and P symbolize liabilities and payments respectively.

Dealing with the assets, the first item under Management is Bank

Balance. This shows as an asset on December 31, and as both an

asset and collection in each succeeding month. In making a forecast

on a prescribed basis it often happens, as in this case, that instead of a

bank balance, there is a bank deficiency. A deficiency is shown under

Liabilities. The second item is Notes Receivable. They are shown

as an asset on December 31, and in each month up to the date of pay-

ment when they appear also as a collection and thereafter disappear.

The third item is Accounts Receivable. They are shown as an asset

on December 3 1 , and in lesser amount in each succeeding month accord-
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ing to probable collections, computed on the basis of experience. The
amount collected in each month is entered as a collection and the

balance carried forward as an asset to the succeeding month. The
expected sales and collections for each month are entered as accounts

receivable and dealt with in the same way, each on a separate line. The
fourth item is Income from Outside Investments. These appear both

as an asset and a collection in the month in which they are received.

The fifth item is Discount on Purchases. These also appear both as an

asset and a collection in the month in which the discount is charged.

The sixth item is Fixed Capital. This appears in a lump sum as an

asset under December 31, and also in increased or decreased amount
as it may be added to or taken from in each month thereafter. The
first item under production is Materials and Work in Process. This

appears as an asset on December 31, and in each succeeding month
in increased or decreased amount according to the differences between

the material and labor put into work and that represented by the work
completed. In this exhibit we have assumed that the inventory will be

reduced $100,000 in each month. The second item is Finished Prod-

ucts. These are shown as an asset on December 31, and in each suc-

ceeding month in increased or decreased amount according to the

difference between production and sales. In this case production is

assumed to be maintained on a uniform basis sufficient to take care of

$2,500,000 of sales at list in each month, whereas the sales are assumed

to vary as indicated under Accounts Receivable. The variation in

Finished Products is, therefore, 55 per cent of the difference between

$2,500,000 and the sales.

Dealing with Liabilities, the first item under Management is Bank
Deficiency. This has already been explained under Assets. Notes and

Accounts Payable are dealt with in the same way as Notes and

Accounts Receivable. Increases to Fixed Capital are shown as a

liability in the months in which they will be incurred, and corresponding

amounts are added to Fixed Capital as an asset. They are entered

as a payment in accordance with the terms of payment for the assets

acquired. Capitalization, representing the entire funded obligations

of the company, is shown in one lump sum as a liability on December

31 and in each month thereafter. Surplus is shown in the same way.

Fixed Charges are shown as a liability to the extent of $50,000 in

each month. They are shown as a payment in January and April.

The January payment represents a dividend from funds available

December 31. A like amount is shown as having been accumulated

for payment in July. Interest is shown as a liability to the extent of

$15,000 in each month. It is shown as a payment in such amount and

such months as may be needed. Operations is an item representing
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the current expenses of operating the group organization units coming

under the general head of Management. The amount is shown under

Liabihties in each month and also under Payment as circumstances

may require. Under Production, Materials are figured as a habihty

at 25 per cent of the monthly production quota of $2,500,000 at list.

As Materials and Work in Process as an asset are reduced $100,000

in each month, this amount is also deducted from $625,000 which

otherwise would have been used. Payment for these materials is

figured as being made in each succeeding month. Labor is figured as a

liability at 20 per cent of the sales quota. Payment is figured as being

made in the same month. Depreciation is figured as a liability at

$100,000 in each month and is allowed to accumulate throughout the

period. Operations is an item representing the current expenses of

operating the group of organization units coming under the general

head of Production. The amount is shown under Liabilities in each

month and also under Payment as circumstances may require. Under
Distribution, Discounts are figured as a liability and as a payment

at 10 per cent of the sales in each month. Reserves are figured as

a liability at a fixed percentage of sales in each month. Payment is

figured as being made in varying amounts from month to month as

commissions and one thing and another for which the reserve is made
become payable. Operations is an item representing the current ex-

penses of operating the group of organization units coming under the

general head of Distribution. The amount is shown under Liabilities

in each month and also under Payment as circumstances may require.

The Assets and Collections and the Liabilities and Payments are then

added and the one deducted from the other, showing, as the case may
be. Net Profits and Bank Balance under Assets, or Net Loss and Bank
Deficiency under Liabilities.

I have purposely made this hypothetical forecast of such a nature

that it shows bank deficiencies in certain of the months, so that one

may get a sense of how unfavorable features of any proposed basis of

operation will be shown up by making a statement of this character.

With this statement before one, it is evident that one must either

arrange for further loans at the bank or for making more prompt col-

lections. This of course means revising the forecast on the basis of the

new arrangements. In practice, a shortage of cash in January would

have shown up in a similar statement made prior to December 31, and

provisions for meeting this condition would previously have been made.

Because of its simplicity it is possible to make statements like this

monthly. Through them a firm control of the business is acquired

by advance knowledge of the financial consequence of current policies

and operations or of proposed changes in these.
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The conventional budget is analogous to an automobile speedometer

which has a single dial indicating cumulative distance. It enables one

to judge how well one has done after the trip is over and it is too late

to modify the speed and other conditions and influence the outcome of

the trip. The flexible budget is analogous to a speedometer which has

also a dial indicating the rate of speed ; it enables one to ascertain the

rate of accomplishment and to take measures to influence the result

in the course of the trip.
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CHAPTER XX

CONTROL OF SALES OPERATIONS ^

The following are the most important elements of the problem of

control of sales operations :

L Control of districts

1. Current operations

2. Selection of managers

3. Training of managers

4. Compensation of managers

n. Control of salesmen

1. Reports

2. Selection

3. Training

4. Compensation

in. Sales promotion

1. Selling by mail

2. Advertising—written or spoken

3. Demonstration

4. Gaining dealer cooperation

5. Coordination with sales force

Control of Districts, i. Current Operations. By constant touch

with the work of each district through visits of appropriate frequency

and through reports in all necessary detail, home-office executives will

guide and help their current operations. They will strengthen weak-

nesses, as the latter become evident, by intradistrict or interdistrict

allocations of men, or by providing special means of education and

inspiration. It is often possible in larger sales organizations to have

specialists at the home office who can be assigned wherever there is

special need both to sell and to train resident salesmen. In any active

selling organization new methods and new possibilities will be con-

stantly disclosing themselves in different parts of the field, and the

general sales executives must keep close enough to the work to know
and judge of them and see that proper knowledge of them is given to

all districts. It is especially worth while to select certain districts as

areas in which to carry out experiments. In this way several different

methods or devices may be studied and tested at the same time, and at

^ By John S. Keir, Economist, and Henry S. Dennison, President, the Dennison

Manufacturing Company, Framingham, Mass.
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small cost in money or disturbance. Foreign districts deserve particu-

larly close study, since the variations in conditions met in them some-

times encourage an originality not easy to keep alive in the more routine

work of home districts.

2. Selection of Managers. Of greatest importance to good district

management is the quality of the district manager. He must therefore

be chosen with great care and with particular reference to his man-
agerial abilities. Selling ability alone is not enough. The best sales-

man sometimes makes a very poor manager. Since no tests have as

yet been worked out to disclose managerial ability, it is wise to make
practical tests of promising salesmen in a variety of ways, such as

committee service, small jobs of market analysis, the training of a

junior salesman, assistant managership or the charge of a subofifice.

If districts vary in size, some of the smaller can be used as testing and

training fields.

3. Training of Managers. The training of district managers goes

on all the time, not the least important part of it, if wisely done, being

through their own training of their salesmen. Starting with a manual

which carries all standard practice for districts, home-office executives

will by their visits and letters constantly build up the managerial abili-

ties and strengthen the weaknesses of their district managers. But

these managers can also gain from each other strength which they

can get in no other way. Hence arrangements should be made for

them to meet in central or regional conferences at appropriate intervals.

There is an understanding and inspiration to be obtained from visits

to the home office or to a principal manufacturing plant which good

management cannot well afford to lose. In the Dennison Manufactur-

ing Company, managers half the world away must come to the plant

once every three to five years, and domestic managers at least once every

two years.

4. Compensation of Managers. The form of compensation to a

district manager is to be chosen with regard to its effect on him and

also upon his men. Not only must evils be avoided such as arose from

the old systems of subcontracting, but a real motive should exist for

the district manager to develop his men to their fullest capacities and

to build in them a true allegiance to the whole company. District

managers usually have an influence on profits greater than that exerted

by sales alone; hence they often have some form of profit sharing.

To avoid too narrow a motive to build up the district alone, their profit

sharing is usually based, in considerable part at least, upon the showing

of the company as a whole.

Control of Salesmen, i. Reports. Within any district the district
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manager's relationship to the individual salesman is more one of leader-

ship than of detailed and specific direction.

The salesman is assigned to a particular territory which may be

designed to cover a certain geographic area or only certain classes of

customers within an area. His traveling within that area is as yet

in general practice controlled only in a very general way. As knowl-

edge advances, however, the laying out of a more rigid time schedule

for individual salesmen becomes more common.

Routine control of salesmen is therefore exercised most often at

the present time through frequent reports from him, such as

:

a. A daily report on the number of calls.

b. A daily report on the sales resulting from the calls made.

c. A daily report on orders lost.

d. A daily report on the time spent in towns, in traveling, with

customers.

e. A daily report of expense in proper detail.

Anything out of the usual routine has to secure the approval of the

district manager, who can make each case an opportunity for construc-

tive suggestion or let it lapse into a merely routine operation.

Just as home-office executives visit districts at appropriate inter-

vals, so each district manager spends some time every year with each

of his salesmen on the actual work of selling to the customer. At

frequent intervals he will make a practice of going over with each

salesman his daily experience or his experiences on an extended trip,

and assist him in the laying of plans for his calls upon difficult cus-

tomers.

Records and comparisons are kept by the district or home office for

each salesman. These cover a wide range of customer and trade

information and summaries of the salesman's work, A full analysis

of such records can yield a great mass of information about any par-

ticular salesman besides the obvious facts of gross sales, orders lost,

orders sold and number of calls per unit of time. For example:

How much does he use the information about trades and customers

that is available in the district office?

How does he cooperate with the district management and the home-

office management? Objective evidence of this cooperation is found

in the demands he makes for special services, for price concession, for

leniency in collection of bills, and for other equipment which will make

selling less hard for him but much more difficult for the management

to coordinate into its major preplanning programs.

How does he cooperate with his customers? Objective evidence

on this score may be found in the type of merchandise and the quan-

tities of merchandise sold to individual customers at particular times.
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as well as in the more objective demonstration of uses of the merchan-

dise and use of such customer's aid material as may be supplied by his

organization.

The orderly accumulation of salesmen's records, checked by field

studies, will sooner or later give a basis for standards of performance

in calls, sales and expense under various circumstances, which will

allow of more refined measures of a salesman's worth than sales alone

can give.

2. Selection of Salesmen. The sources of supply of salesmen can

in general be classified into two groups : within and outside the organ-

ization.

The selection of a salesman is affected by a variety of characteristics

of the applicant, such as age, health, education, experience, personal

appearance, moral character, personality, industry, resourcefulness and

tact. Some of these characteristics are objective while others are purely

subjective. The methods of attempted evaluation are a medical exam-

ination, a mental examination of one sort or another, the completion

of an application blank and a personal interview or series of inter-

views. Objective data are more amenable to standard analysis.

The determination of the physical condition of any applicant for a

position is a growing custom in industry. The objections of an earlier

day are quite rapidly passing into the discard. The value of such

examinations is susceptible of proof by statistical evidence and a great

deal of such evidence is availal3le. The job of selling has as much to

gain from physical examinations as have factory or office jobs.

The case for mental tests is not quite so evident. Executives have

had both too little faith and too much faith in the efficacy of these

examinations. They are a valuable piece of supplementary evidence

at the present time, and they can be made more and more useful by

perfection through constant experimentation.

The application blank is valuable in checking the impressions gained

in the personal interview. The blank itself has been the subject of a

great deal of study, as has also the interpretation of the factual data

contained on it. A copy of the application blank used by the Denni-

son Manufacturing Company is illustrated by Figures 50 and 51.

The personal interview is the most important single step in the

process of selecting salesmen. Usually it is good practice to have more

than one interview with promising applicants, and it is always wise

to register the impressions of the interviewer after each one. A care-

fully prepared interview schedule is valuable both to help in making

a record after the interview and to prevent important points being

overlooked, although care must be exercised to avoid a stilted question-

ing and explanation. The interview must cover important facts about
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APPLICATION FOR SELLING POSITION
WITH
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11. Give your reasons for leaving your last thi
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the company concerned and must describe the job of selling that com-

pany's products. The interview schedule and number of interviews

are subject to variation to suit the special circumstances of each case.

Hiring may be done at the home office or in the regional sales office.

General practice seems to be swinging toward the latter, with the tech-

nique of the actual interviewing and judging established by the home

office.

3. Training salesmen. Perhaps no subject in this general field has

received more attention than the training of salesmen. In the past

few years many magazine articles and books have been written on it.

It has also been a favorite subject in sales conventions and in the

programs of various sales management organizations. The core of the

problem is found in three questions :

a. Who is to be responsible for the training?

b. Shall it be done at the home office or on the job ?

c. Shall it cover both experienced and inexperienced men?

In practice, responsibility for training is found both as a separate

function and as a part of the job of the line executive. A tendency

seems to be developing for the line executive to be responsible for

carrying out the training, but for the methods to be determined by a

functional specialist.

The higher education of experienced men has not received the at-

tention that the training of new men has received ; and training on the

job, while attacked by various methods, such as flying squadrons of

trainers, manuals, district office classes and district office meetings,

has not been as carefully worked out as centralized training classes at

home offices. There is a real need for careful research here.

Partly as a process of selection and partly as advance training, it is

sometimes the practice to give salesmen's training courses to persons in

the company who are not salesmen but who have indicated a desire

to become salesmen. Where there is no position immediately avail-

able for the people who complete these courses, such training is of

doubtful value. If the person taking the course stays with the com-

pany, his interest in some other job has been stirred up at the expense

of his performance on his present job. It is more than likely, more-

over, he will leave to take a position with another company where a

sales opportunity is immediately available. In a recent instance of

this sort, out of the group taking the training, two-thirds left the

employ of the company when a selling position with the company

giving the training was not at once available.

4. Compensation of Salesmen. Payment plans for salesmen fall

into two main categories—payment based on a time unit, and payment

based on results in sales or other criteria. These categories are not
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mutually exclusive. Each may stand alone or be used in any combina-

tion one with the other.

The system of payments under the first category is, of course, the

straight salary. Some of the better known systems of payment under

the second category are:

a. Straight commission with drawing account or without drawing

account.

b. Salary and commission,

c. Salary and bonus based upon attaining a sales quota, an expense

quota, the profit margin on individual sales or on gross sales for a fixed

period.

d. The point system based on a weighted combination of such

factors as total sales, profit on sales, cost of getting sales, number of

items sold, accounts sold (either new accounts or re-orders), lost orders,

special requests for service or for prices.

The advantages and disadvantages of each type of payment may be

summarized as follows

:

Payment by Time Unit

(i) Advantages:

Lessens strain on man due to assured income.

Strong control over salesmen's activities is assured. De-

tailed daily reports may be insisted upon. Work other than straight

selling may be asked for, such as getting credit information, making

demonstrations, attending conferences, etc. Salesmen may be shifted

from territory to territory without strong objection. Territories may
be reduced or enlarged, as warranted. All desirable prospects or cus-

tomers may be canvassed.

Facilitates the making of budgets.

There is less temptation to overload dealers and jobbers, or use

misstatements to get orders.

(2) Disadvantages:

Lacks strong direct incentive to push sales or use initiative.

Encourages the giving of alibis for not selling.

Salary increases are hard to gauge rightly.

May keep out of the organization the aggressive type of man
with plenty of faith in himself.

Payment by Results

(
I
) Advantages :

Presents powerful incentive to increase sales.

Interests aggressive type of man with plenty of faith in himself.
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(2) Disadvantages (strongest on the straight commission plan,

but appHcable to all payment-by-results plans in greater or less degree) :

Management exercises only limited control over salesmen, who
are careless about reports and play fast and loose with company pol-

icies. Hot arguments occur over attempts to shift salesmen from one

territory to another or to make changes in territory lines. No time is

allowed for tasks other than straight selling, such as advance "mis-

sionary" work. There is a tendency to cover only large towns and

large customers. Salesmen are tempted to knock off for a few days

after they have made a few extra large sales. They feel they are not

subject to supervision so long as their sales are good.

Salesmen are subjected to various temptations such as the over-

loading of customers, splitting of commission with customers, taking

on side lines, accepting orders from poor credit customers.

Injustices occur where large sales are made or lost more from

other causes than from salesman's influence.

Discontent arises among executives with fixed salaries since the

commission salesman may get a greater income than do the executives

under whom he works.

The selection of salesmen is affected in that the employer may
not exercise much care in selection since the salesmen are "paid for

what they produce." Plan attracts the man who is interested in the

business only to the extent of his money return from it.

The fundamental difficulty so far in all payment-by-results plans

has been the fact that rates have been set before a sufficiently detailed

knowledge of the job has been gained. Commissions, for example,

have customarily been percentages on the prices of goods. In the

early days when salesmen made the prices, this was somewhat more
logical, but even then it admitted too little consideration for good-will

and the future. As standard prices became the rule, however, com-

missions as a percentage on price became thoroughly inappropriate.

The success of any task-and-bonus plan depends pretty much on how
the task is set. So far the variables in the job of selling are so numer-

ous and so little is known about them that a setting of other than an

arbitrary task has been all but impossible.

General profit sharing is a form of extra remuneration which seems

particularly adaptable to salesmen. It is true that individual reward

and individual effort are not closely associated in profit sharing, and

it is also true that the reward is not immediate. But many of the

fruits of good selling are not immediate, and they are not solely related

to the individual effort of the salesman but as well to the support the

company gives in goods and service.
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General profit sharing for salesmen has been summarized as fol-

lows :

^

Perhaps the most valuable consequence of sharing company profits with

salesmen is the development of a sense of partnership with the concern. The
value of this feeling cannot be measured definitely in terms of dollars and

cents, but it may manifest itself in many ways and on numerous occasions.

It may express itself in increased interest in the business, in an attitude of

greater loyalty to the house when meeting customers, in a greater effort to

sustain pleasant relations between the customers and the company and in a

tendency toward a greater permanency of service among the salesmen. The
salesman who shares in the profits of the house is more likely to utilize oppor-

tunities for advancing the interests of the house, to observe openings for

new sales campaigns, to impart to the management or to other salesmen new
selling points. He is likely to think of himself as a real partner, and he is

placed in a position where that feeling is likely to count to a very great degree.

In many concerns the salesman is the only representative of the business who
comes into personal contact with the customers, and if he can be inspired with

a sense of mutuality of interest and responsibility, the people with whom he

deals quickly feel it and accept his attitude as that of the house behind him.

The good-will account of a business house wliich has a large established

patronage is a real asset, and its maintenance depends in large measure upon

the relation and attitude of the salesmen toward the customers. When a

salesman receives part of his compensation on the basis of company profits,

his viewpoint and attitude toward customer are naturally different from that

of the salesman receiving commissions or shares of profits based on his in-

dividual sales. This difference may express itself in furnishing information

to customers, adjusting their complaints, establishing cordial personal relations

and endeavoring to build up a permanent buying clientele.

The system of payment employed may be judged by the following

criteria : the type of salesmen it attracts ; the type of qualities it culti-

vates in the salesmen ; the sales volume that it yields : the balanced

selling that it yields, as to profitable and less profitable items, hard-

selling and easy-selling items, number of items in a long line, number
and type of accounts, missionary work and service to customers; the

way in which it affects selling expense, and the simplicity of its ad-

ministration.

Sales Promotion. Selling is done in four w^ays : by direct personal

contact through traveling representatives, by mail, by advertising and

by retail stores.

The first task of sales planning is to seek the best emphasis among
these four general classes of activity. Some of the elements to consider

are:

^ James, Gorton; Dennison, Henry S. ; Gay, Edwin F. ; Kendall, Henry P., and

Burritt, Arthur, Profit Sharing and Stock OivncrsJiip jor Employees, New York,

Harper & Brothers, 1926.
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With traveling representatives contacts are wide and complete, they

can be under control and the field can be selected.

Contacts by mail lose over the personal call in promptness, appro-

priateness of reply, and the influences of the voice, manner, appearance,

that are part of personal selling. Mail contacts are under control and

the field can be selected.

Contacts by advertising are very numerous. They are extensive

rather than intensive. Furthermore, they cannot affect stocks or dis-

plays or bring back information as can contacts of the directly personal

sort. Advertising is a supplementary activity, therefore, but no one

can doubt that it is an important one.

Retail contacts are personal contacts—when they happen. Their

extent and the times at which they happen are, however, subject to

slight control. They do offer a real opportunity for education in any
particular merchandise. Retail contacts are intensive not extensive

selling, and are expensive in operation.

Usually sales promotion confines itself to the second and third meth-

ods of selling, though when retailing is carried on as auxiliary to gen-

eral selling it may be included also. Sales promotion should always be

sure that its work is so closely tied in to all sales activities as to be a

part of them. Especially where selling is to be done both by mail and
in person, the two must be run so closely together as to supplement

each other.

1. Selling by Mail. Selling direct by mail gives to the vender a

chance to select and concentrate upon his market and to establish a

partial contact with actual and prospective customers. For a given

amount of money he can put his case before more people than can

be done by salesmen and before fewer people than by advertising.

Some fields which are too expensive to cover by salesmen, offer oppor-

tunities for mail selling.

The goods which can be sold by mail must be describable by words,

pictures or practical samples sufficiently well to make possible an

intelligent choice. In this way it is possible to reach remote consumer

markets with a broad line of utilities, or to sell supplies to small mer-

chants and manufacturers.

An effective use of the mails can be made by cooperating so closely

with road salesmen that the bigger leads, established by mail, can be

given them for closing.

2. Advertising. How much to spend for advertising is sometimes

determined as a percentage of sales. This method, however con-

venient, is an avoidance rather than a true settlement of the problem.

The advertising department approaches its task wrong end to when it

starts with a fund and then decides how to spend it. It should.
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exactly like the selling department, see the possible measures it can

emplo}^ and estimate which among them are most profitable. And
because wastes in advertising are very likely to escape detection, care-

ful schemes must be devised to check the value of each measure.

If the amount spent for advertising is settled as a per cent of sales,

the extent of advertising will increase when sales increase and diminish

as they diminish. In many cases this would be wrong. A great deal

of discussion has been given to the question whether it is advantageous

to advertise most heavily at the top of the cycle or at the bottom. To
stimulate sales in a rising market gives a chance to take extra profits

when profits are running well. But on the other hand there are great

values in getting sales which will help carry overhead charges in slack

times ; and to regularize production, and insure long-time steady profit

taking, it is better to put the heavier stimulation into a market that

is not so active ; in other words, to do one's shouting when competitors

are not shouting very loudly or not shouting at all.-^

Figure 52 shows advertising appropriations of the Dennison Manu-
facturing Company over a period of years. This company has followed

the practice of advertising most heavily when sales are not coming

easily. The program has been laid out over five-year periods and in

reference to the best estimate that can be made of probable business

conditions. During easy markets advertising appropriations are accu-

mulated to be thrown heavily into stringent markets.

Most merchandise is seasonal to some degree at least, and so the

particular time within a year when it is most heavily advertised will

usually correspond with the season.

In placing advertising, there is a choice between large space in a

comparatively small number of media with large circulation figures,

or small space in a comparatively large number of media which

individually do not carry large circulation figures. With a mass mar-

ket to sell, with a production capacity capable of covering the country

nationally, with consumers' goods, such as food, clothing or shelter,

and with these goods commanding fairly high prices,^ it is probable

that large-space advertising is justifiable.

^ Since 1921 magazine advertising in the United States had grown each year until

December, 1927, when it began to fall ofif, and it has declined each month since. In

January, 1928, the recession was il per cent, in February, 9 per cent. Newspaper

advertising in the late months of 1927 showed sharp losses for the first time since

1921. It is interesting that newspapers are now (1929) widely advertising newspaper

advertising.

°A recent survey shows that real conscious activity toward advertised goods does

not start until an income level of between $3,000 and $4,000 is reached. (Dr. F. R,

Cawl, before Boston Chapter of the American Association Advertising Agencies,

May 22, 1928.)
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The proponents of large-space advertising say that:

A full-page advertisement is actually seen by more people; a full

page carries prestige to dealers and salesmen, and is a good talking

point with them ; it offers opportunity for more copy, striking layouts,

better type and better illustrations, and it secures more favorable posi-

tion in magazines and consequently it is more probable to attract the

readers' attention.

The proponents of small-space advertising say that:

It can be placed so that it is adjacent to news columns and there-

fore may more readily come to the attention of the readers; because

the cost per unit of space is small, insertions can be taken in a pub-

lication more often; the continual repetition of small advertisements

can make more of an impression than spasmodic advertisements in

larger space; it is easier to center attention upon one product or one

feature of a product in small space; in larger space where cost is

higher, there is the necessity or the temptation to scatter interest by

including information about a whole line of products or by mention

of too many features of a particular product; it is often easier to read

an advertisement in smaller space; by placing advertising in small

space in a large number of publications rather than large space in a

few publications, copy can be changed so that the appeal will be more

particularly to the class or the group reached by the individual

magazine.

The method in any particular case once chosen must be thereafter

tested by the results obtained. A method of checking these results

should constantly be employed. With some types of merchandise, the

return may show the higher cost of large space to be justified. After

testing many sizes, the Dennison Manufacturing Company's experi-

ence for its merchandise indicates that the best results are obtained

from seventy-line, quarter-page, single-column spaces, employed in a

large number and variety of publications; and by advertising one prod-

uct or one use for a product at a time.

The more prominent forms of advertising media follow.

The most common media of printed advertising are newspapers

and magazines. The former make possible a close regard for local

conditions in the preparation of the advertisements. Newspaper ad-

vertising often enables a tie-up between the activities of the dealer

and the advertiser, and when coordinated with the introduction of a

new product, or a special drive on a product in retail stores, can often

bring immediate results locally.

Magazine advertising gives national coverage quickly and at a com-
paratively low cost. The life of the magazine is longer on the average
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than that of the newspaper, and consequently the advertisement is

more Hkely to be read. To get direct inquiries, magazines are more
effective than newspapers. Magazine advertising does not often estab-

lish a product as quickly as does newspaper advertising, but it is likely

to give more prestige and permanence to a product.

Dealer helps include such things as window-display cards, newspaper
electros and lantern slides, as well as envelope enclosures and circulars

for dealers to use for store distribution. Many advertisers obtain a

more careful use of selling helps furnished to dealers by charging a

small amount for them. The Dennison Manufacturing Company has

sold to dealers thousands of booklets giving instructions in the use of

Dennison goods. The dealer has resold the booklets to his customers

at a small profit.

Radio advertising up to the present time has been used chiefly to

obtain good-will for a product. It is primarily "name" advertising.

Most experiments by department stores to use the radio as a direct

sales medium have been discontinued, for the time being at any rate.

Exhibits at local fairs or shows attended by the home consumer

sometimes offer an opportunity to demonstrate goods or uses of prod-

ucts to people difficult to reach in any other way. The possibility of

using exhibits at such fairs, however, is extremely limited. Exhibits

at business shows and conventions offer limited possibilities, also, but

they too often tend to become a part of a professional promotion plan

or to be used merely to defray the cost of a trade convention.

The public is so used to the million-dollar productions from Holly-

wood that an industrial picture produced for an advertiser suffers very

often by comparison. It is difficult, also, to obtain showings for an

industrial film where it will be viewed under the right conditions by
home consumer prospects. A film for use In a portable projector by
salesmen In selling business consumers is often of considerable value.

There are special distribution difficulties to be overcome before motion

pictures can become media of major importance.

Billboards and posters are often good media for cultivation of

local markets, especially when tied up with other forms of advertising.

They are most profitable for low-priced merchandise for which nearly

every one is a prospect every day. Chewing gum and gasoline are good

examples. Billboards and posters are profitable also for the advertising

of merchandise of high-unit value, such as automobiles and electric

refrigerators. Billboards serve largely as "reminder advertising."

By means of a coupon or through an announcement in magazine

advertisements, advertisers are able to place In the hands of prospective

consumers, booklets and circulars which encourage the purchase of
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products by giving directions or suggestions for use.^ Questionnaires

have proved that people who have purchased a booklet by mail have

bought merchandise from local dealers in a high percentage of cases

as the result of the information given in the booklets concerning the

uses of the merchandise.

A circular leaflet inserted in the carton containing one product

offers the advertiser an opportunity to tell the purchaser about other

products offered by the advertiser.

Every advertisement costs money ; it either brings that money back

vv^ith a profit or it does not. Advertising is an expense only when it

is a gamble. It can become an investment when backed by common
sense, time and constant measurement of results.

An advertiser before appropriating a large amount to advertise a

new product or to advertise an old product in a new way, should first

of all prove that the new advertising will be a good investment by

testing it carefully in a small way. The best way is probably to try

for inquiries by offering in the advertisement a free trial sample of

the product or a booklet explaining its uses. The advertiser can then

determine the interest of the public in his particular product, and the

best possible way to arouse that interest if it exists. He can likewise

measure the comparative interest of different classes by testing publica-

tions in different fields—rural and urban.

When a tested type of advertising proves that it is profitable, the

advertiser can proceed on as large a scale as conditions warrant. When
once advertising is started, it should be kept going. It cannot be turned

on and off like an electric light over long periods and still be profitable

advertising.

3. Demonstrations. By actual demonstration of a product's uses

at the point of sale, sales of certain products can be greatly stimulated.

For an example we have only to look to the street hawker who can

quickly exchange many bottles of "snake oil liniment" for hard-earned

half dollars simply by a quick demonstration accompanied by a good

rapid-fire line of verbal patter.

The same principle in more conscientious application can be applied

to standard advertised merchandise sold through established channels.

Some goods, such as automobiles and their accessories, whose uses

are known, must nevertheless be demonstrated in order to be most

effectively sold. The sale of agricultural machinery has been materially

helped by "agricultural chautauquas." There are other goods, how-

ever, whose uses are unknown or known only in part, which practically

depend upon demonstrations to find their full market. Such among

^ The company with which the authors are associated has since 1922 sold by maga-

zine advertising hundreds of thousands of instruction booklets at ten cents per copy.
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many others are electrical appliances, some package foods and craft

articles, such as crepe paper, raffia and sealing wax.

Many advertisers not only have their own traveling demonstrators,

but train dealers or dealers' sales people so that demonstration can be

carried on almost continually through instruction departments estab-

lished in their stores.

4. Dealer Cooperation. The advertiser who gets the best coopera-

tion from dealers is the one who cooperates with them best. Too often

an advertiser bends all his efforts toward the creation of a consumer

demand, assuming that dealers will stock and push his product be-

cause of this demand created by mass advertising.

For products with quick turnover possibilities, such an assumption

may not be far wrong; but for specialty merchandise which is more
of a luxury than a necessity, service is necessary to obtain full dealer

cooperation. This service can take many forms, such as demonstra-

tions, traveling exhibits, booklets, dealer magazines, to give him such

aids as sales information, newspaper electros and window displays.

Whatever the service, it should be most carefully planned and exe-

cuted. It should be created with the idea of the dealer's need upper-

most in mind. When the advertiser's cooperation is right, there is little

need to worry about the dealer's cooperation.

5, Cooperation with the Sales Force. Wise salesmen will "sell"

the company's advertising and sales promotion plans to dealers just as

they sell merchandise. If they can prove to dealers that their com-

pany is creating a consumer demand and is willing to give dealers full

cooperation, the dealers in turn will be enthusiastic and will cooperate.

It behooves the advertiser, therefore, to give his salesmen not only

complete information about his advertising and sales promotion plans,

but to give it in a form which the salesmen will understand and can use

in passing on the word to dealers.
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CHAPTER XXI

CONTROL OF OFFICE OPERATIONS ^

This chapter will treat briefly of some of the major problems con-

cerning the planning, direction, and control of office operations as a

logical development of research and standardization presented in other

chapters."

Office Organization. During recent years increase In the size

of offices has made possible the application of the principle of spe-

cialization. Major operations which are handled in large volumes are

split up into relatively simple units, and wherever possible duties of a

similar nature are centralized. A large accounting department might

be functionally divided into as many as ten or more units, such as

accounts receivable, accounts payable, cashiers, notes receivable, notes

payable, credits and collection.

What might be termed office-service functions can be effectively cen-

tralized in such groups as a central stenographic and transcribing

bureau, central filing, mail section, stationery and supplies, and mes-

senger service.

This tendency toward centralization and specialization promotes

utilization of the principles of scientific management. It makes for a

higher degree of efficiency, both as to quantity and quality of clerical

production. New clerks are more quickly trained where the tasks

are highly specialized. This is a particularly important feature in"

office organization work where female help, with its large normal turn-

over, predominates. Specialization also makes possible effective scien-

tific planning and scheduling of the work.

It has been only within recent years, and then but to a limited extent,

that the principle of line and staff functionalization has been applied

to office operations. The position of office manager or planning man-

ager, as a staff function, is gradually attaining the same importance

in the office that the function of the industrial engineer holds in the

factory. The office manager is presumably a specialist and should be

better qualified to direct clerical activities which are common to all

operating departments, such as clerical personnel management, selec-

tion of equipment, scheduling of production, than the operating de-

partment head.

^ By F. L. Rowland, Manager of Office Administration, Lincoln National Life

Insurance Company, Fort Wayne, Ind.

*Cf. Chapter VI and Chapter XIV.
308
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One large American insurance company has definitely set forth the

specialized function of their clerical department managers as follows

:

(i) to direct the routine flow of work through the department as

economically as possible and with dispatch; (2) to deal with emergen-

cies that come up and render decisions on unusual and exceptional

transactions; (3) to develop the technique of the work under their

supervision.

All other functions having to do with the operation and manage-

ment of the office are under the direction of the office manager co-

operating closely with the operating department heads.

Office Personnel. i. Employing. Intelligent employment of

office workers presupposes a familiarity with the different types of

clerical work. Job qualifications gained from analysis and experience

are predetermined for the several classes of office positions. This

information is usually accumulated through what is commonly known
as the job analysis. It is a complete description of the detailed duties

of particular clerical occupations containing sufficient information to

set up standards. From this information all jobs are classified accord-

ing to a predetermined schedule. The classification presented below

is with minor changes adaptable to most offices

:

Group I—Executive and Expert

This group is determined by special standards. It includes the

assistant secretaries, advertising manager, chief accountant, traffic

manager, and major department heads.

Group II—Special and Supervisory

This group includes positions involving:

Supervision of routine or clerical work where a department is large

enough for supervision to be an important feature.

Work on special varied assignments.

Work requiring training or experience of an unusual nature.

Work involving unusual responsibilities.

It includes the production supervisors, cashier, executive assistants.,

technical assistants, etc.

Group III—Senior Clerical

This group includes positions of responsibility involving:

Expert knowledge of bookkeeping, accounting, etc.

Supervision of junior clerks.

Expert stenography and secretarial experience.

It would include experienced secretarial assistants, bookkeepers, etc
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Group IV-A—Junior Clerical

This group includes experienced clerks, experienced stenographers

and skilled office machine operators.

Group IV-B—Junior Clerical

This group includes positions of a semi-skilled nature such as file

clerks, general clerks, typists, inexperienced stenographers and ad-

dressograph operators.

Group V—Novice Clerical

This group includes positions of a routine nature such as mes-

sengers, mimeograph operators, sorting clerks.

Having the qualifications for the position to be filled, the personnel

director makes a selection from the available applicants. He is aided

in this selection by the use of various types of tests which aim to reveal

mental capacities and technical proficiencies in relation to the particular

type of work for which the applicant is to be engaged.

In most offices employing fifty or more clerical workers, applicants

for positions are required to pass a physical examination. Applicants

with such physical impairments as poor eyesight, goiter, heart, lung

or other organic weaknesses are usually considered undesirable for

office work. Some companies reject as many as 20 per cent of appli-

cants on account of health impairments.

Educational qualifications are considered among the most important

factors in judging applicants for clerical positions. Graduation from

a high school or its equivalent is rapidly becoming a criterion for most

office positions. Such organizations as banks, insurance companies

and publishing houses require high-grade office workers and give pref-

erence to those applicants who have attained high grades in their

academic work.

2. Training. The training program for office workers in well-

organized institutions is divided into three parts : the vestibule school,

job instruction and company classes.

a. The vestibule school, as the name implies, offers instruction be-

fore the employee is assigned to a definite desk. Class work in a vesti-

bule school may extend from one week to three months. Under the

direction of a competent instructor, apprentice employees are trained

in the type of work to which they will be eventually assigned.

b. Job instruction usually takes the form of verbal instructions given

by the department manager or one assigned to this work, supple-

mented by written job manuals.
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c. Job training is frequently accompanied by class work in the more
technical and broader features of the business. This type of training

work aims to give the employee a broader grasp of the business and to

prepare him for advancement.

3. JVoge Payments. The principles of rational salary administra-

tion apply with minor qualifications to all offices regardless of size.

They may be briefly stated as follows

:

a. There should be approximate uniformity in remuneration for the

same grade of work throughout the organization.

b. A logical relation should be maintained between different grades

of work and the respective remunerations for them.

c. Office jobs can be graded (or classified) into levels or zones

according to the degrees of difficulty and responsibility.

d. There is a lower limit of remuneration for each job below which
compensation would be unjust and unethical.

e. There is an upper limit of remuneration for each job above which
compensation would be uneconomical regardless of how well the work
was performed.

f. There should be an opportunity for regular progression from
the lower to the upper limit of remuneration for a job.

g. The efficiency and individuality of the worker should determine

his position between these limits.

h. There should be an opportunity for promotion to positions of

higher grade at increased salaries.

Unfortunately, the great majority of office tasks do not readily

lend themselves to individual measured production control. However,
a well-developed plan of salary standardization based upon job analysis

and equitable grouping, and supplemented by periodic reports of at-

tendance, deportment, application to work and suggestions, provides a

basis for an equitable plan of salary administration.

A maximum and minimum salary is established for each group based

upon the going rate in the community for similar types of work and

the relation which the particular types of work might bear to other

job classifications in the particular office in question. Salary advance-

ment is made within the group maximum, adjustments being deter-

mined by individual efficiency and general aptitude and attitude in the

work assigned. When employees attain the maximum for a particular

group, they become eligible for transfer into a classification carrying

a higher maximum salary.

The judgment of the department head or immediate superior of an

employee should not alone be the determining factor in making salary

adjustments. The recommendation of the department head should be

supported by periodic reports of performance which should be supple-
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mented by the judgment of the personnel director. The question of

compensation basis of production will be treated later in this chapter.

4. Siiperznsioii. The supervision of clerical workers calls for the

same elements of leadership as is demanded in other successful types

of organized effort. Only too often supervisors and department heads

are selected because of age and technical knowledge, with lesser con-

cern for the factor of leadership. The ability intelligently to train and

direct the effort of clerical workers is a major qualification of an

office supervisor.

The essentials of maintaining a high morale in an office force com-

prehend uniformity of working conditions with a uniform observ-

ance of office rules and a standard salary scale. Most offices today

have fairly uniform working conditions and the tendency is toward

a scientific determination of wages based upon job classifications. The
enforcement of office rules uniformly and without partiality is a prob-

lem of major importance in office administration. This is particularly

true of large offices where supervising authority is delegated to many
department heads.

The "Office Manual" or "Office Rules," as it is sometimes called,

is an essential tool in the administration of office supervision and dis-

cipline. It permits employees to become familiar with the essential

office policies and other standards. It relieves the department head

of the task of outlining the office rules and regulations to each new
employee, and it places the responsibility of observing them upon the

clerk. It also provides a basis of uniform treatment for office workers

throughout the entire office organization.

Below is an introduction to an office manual prepared for the office

force of a large American insurance company

:

Introduction

This manual has been written to give Home Office employees of the Lincoln

National Life Insurance Company a general knowledge of the established

policies and accepted practices of this Company. It will also provide a con-

venient and accurate guide by which new employees, engaged in clerical activi-

ties of all kinds, may familiarize themselves with our methods and policies,

as well as to become acquainted with the office rules and regulations in order

that they may enter into the spirit which prevails throughout this organization,

and conduct their work in accordance with our ideals and standards. It is

our desire to maintain a harmonious, smootlily functioning organization, free

from misunderstandings and prolonged differences of opinion. In order to

attain this end it is necessary that all our Home Office employees study the

organization, its policies, rules and regulations from the same point of view.

It is vital to the successful operation of our business that the policies set

forth in this manual be observed. In the main they consist of policies, rules

and regulations which have been in force for several years. We have en-

deavored to eliminate an\i;hing which savors of arbitrary rulings, or which
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infringes upon personal liberties of our employees. The contents of this

manual may be changed from time to time as better thoughts occur. We wel-

come suggestions for improvements which are consistent with the ideals of

the Company and which make for a better functioning organization. How-
ever, until such changes are authorized, it is to be expected that all our em-

ployees observe in spirit as well as in practice the contents of this manual.

We expect the Company's policies as set forth in this manual will give to

new employees the essential principles upon which our clerical activities are

based, without requiring the time of another to explain in detail. We expect

also that it will save the Department Manager considerable time and will

avoid the annoyance of reiterating decisions on common points.

Some of the subjects generally treated in an office manual are:

Absence from office

Care of company equipment

Care of office records

Change of address

Courtesy

Desk efficiency

Destruction of office records

Discussion of Company business

Grievances

History of the Company
Holidays

Interviews

Notice of resignation

Office employees' conduct

Office hours

Office organization

Overtime

Payment of Salaries

Personal mail and express shipments

Personal visitors

Smoking
Subscriptions—flowers, presents, etc.

Tardiness

Telephone and telegraph service

Time signals

Turning off lights

Vacations

Control of Output. More important than any other factor in

effecting economical office production is a proper coordination and con-

trol of work. A well-developed plan of control should meet three re-

quirements : it should provide prompt information concerning the vol-

ume of work to do, the force available to do it, progress of work, and

units completed; it must be sufficiently flexible to permit the shifting

of workers to follow the peak load ; and it should provide a basis for

appraisal of the relative contributions of workers engaged, and for

compensation. (See Figures 53 and 54.)

Unfortunately the precise plans of production control '^ which may
be developed in the factory are not so readily developed in the average

office. In the office a larger number of variables are always present.

Clerical work should have the following characteristics in order to

permit the application of the factory plan of production control : ( i

)

it must be in volume and divisible into highly specialized units, each

consisting of relatively few repeating operations; (2) in general, the

work should be of a mechanical or at least of a mental-mechanical

nature as contrasted with clerical work of which the output is de-

^ Cf. Chapter XXII.
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pendent largely upon pure mental processes; (3) there must be con-

tinuity of work; intermittent work with a widely fluctuating volume

should not be considered in a practical task-work scheme; (4) the

work must lend itself readily to simple controls for accuracy; (5) the

unit of production must be readily measurable; where elaborate con-

trols are necessary for measuring production and maintaining time

records, the basic purpose of the plan is likely to be defeated.

It is evident that these limitations eliminate many office operations

from the methods of precise planning and control. Outside a limited

field, the office manager is likely to become lost in a maze of variables,

and find that the cost of keeping the records necessary for control

exceeds any possible value which may come out of it. But in large

Severity of Sick Absence.—Working Days Lost per Clerk-year by Sex and Age, 1—All absences, 2—Excluding
absences of 1 day, 3—Excluding absences of one and two days and ratio of female

to piale rate.
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mulating production records in terms of such units, errors must be

considered as minus values.

A production bonus may be established and is based upon the ratio

of actual production to the predetermined standard. The incentive

105-B Bookkeeping Division

Divisional Index of Production: Policies in force at beginning of period plus new
issues plus terminations
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This has led to the development of a plan for clerical production con-

trol for the major portion of clerical work which retains many of the

advantages of the factory method. It can be safely said that 90 per

cent of the clerical jobs in the average office can be placed under a form
of control where production can be expressed in terms of units.

Practically every office operation of a repetitive nature bears a rela-

tion to some major unit of the business. The production of a consider-

able number of clerical jobs varies directly with the number of orders

received. Other office tasks vary with the number of items produced

in the factory, or with the number of items shipped.

The measurement and control of clerical production in terms of

such units is known as the "work-unit" plan. The object of the work-

unit plan is to obtain an index of the volume of clerical production

periodically, and to obtain the cost of clerical production expressed in

terms of some representative unit.

A work-unit may be defined as an index by which one is able to

measure or express the volume of clerical production in the group to

which the index is applied. The first step in the procedure for in-

stalling the plan is to determine a practical index, or work unit, which

will equitably reflect the clerical production for the group concerned.

It does not comprehend the measurement or control of production of

individual clerks ; it is applicable only to homogeneous groups.

In the majority of cases this index will not be a highly scientific

one in the sense that it is based upon a detailed job analysis of all

operations performed in the department. Rather, it might be said

to be a practical index which reflects in a general way the relative out-

put. For instance, the unit "number of checks written" may possibly

be considered as an equitable index for a cashier's section or an ac-

counts-payable division. Even if the clerks in these sections perform

numerous other duties, this unit from month to month will reflect the

relative volume of work performed. As a rule other miscellaneous

duties will fluctuate with the unit selected. Other units which are

sometimes used for different departments are "number of invoices

written," "number of letters received and answered," "number of tabu-

lating cards punched," "pounds of mail received and sent out," and

where general departments are concerned, "volume of sales or ship-

ments" expressed either in physical or monetary terms. It is impor-

tant to note that all the units recommended are readily available with-

out undue expenditure of time or efifort. In the majority of instances

they are compiled for other uses.

Once this first step has become fully developed and effectively used,

one can safely take up the determination of standards on individual

clerical operations.
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The next step in the procedure is to estabhsh a classification of office-

operating accounts which will readily permit the grouping of all con-

trollable costs departmentally. The largest item of controllable cost

in office work is, of course, salaries; among other items are telegraph,

telephone, stationery, office supplies and overtime. It has been found

advisable to eliminate in such reports items of expense which are prac-

tically uncontrollable in so far as the department head is concerned

—

such items as heat, light, floor space, rental and janitor service. Re-

gardless of the general accounting view of these items, a supervisor of

work considers them as practically uncontrollable in so far as he is con-

cerned ; to report them tends only to obscure the real controllable fig-

ures on the operating report.

With a periodic report of the units produced for the different clerical

groups and the clerical cost of producing these units, we have a basis

for determining the cost of clerical production and the essentials of

what a production-control plan should provide. It is not essential for

control purposes that we be concerned about the actual dollar-and-

cents cost of a unit production; rather, the important feature is the

percentage of increase and decrease in cost by group from month to

month or year to year.

One of the outstanding benefits to be derived from a control plan

such as has been suggested, is to be found in the incentive it provides

department heads to maintain an equitable ratio between production

and cost of production (always with due consideration for quality).

When a department head realizes that his value to the organization is

dependent to a considerable extent upon maintaining a low unit cost of

clerical production for his clerical group, he immediately becomes a

positive factor in any program aiming toward economy in clerical opera-

tions. Moreover, his attitude is reflected throughout the organization

over which he presides.

The plan of combining the work-unit method of control of clerical

production with the group bonus has been successfully carried out by
a few office organizations. Through the medium of a job analysis, a

standard is set for each group expressed in terms of production in-

dexes. When the production-cost index is reduced beyond a fixed

point, a bonus is paid each member of the group, usually on a monthly
basis. The bonus is distributed on the basis of the amount of salary

received by each worker under the assumption that the salary reflects

the relative contribution of the workers. The department head par-

ticipates on the same basis as the clerks.

The amount of bonus distributed to the group represents roughly

an even division between the company and clerical workers of the

savings over the predetermined standard. In some cases this standard
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merely represents the average-production index over a period of six

months or one year immediately preceding introduction of the plan.

There are so many factors that have a bearing upon increasing or

decreasing of clerical costs, some of which are entirely beyond the

control of the clerical worker, that the fixing of the amount of bonus

to be paid must be somewhat arbitrary. It is important to the success

of any plan of production control that the worker share with the

employer the savings resulting from reduced clerical costs,
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CHAPTER XXII

CONTROL OF SHOP OPERATIONS ^

. Introduction. The control of shop operations or the planning
and direction of work, as it may better be identified, comprise three

major objectives: (i) predetermining what is to be done, how it is

to be done, what facilities and materials are to be employed, and when
it is to be done; (2) providing and bringing together at the right time

the material, the facilities, the requisite information and the qualified

worker; (3) providing such auxiliary assistance, service and super-

vision as may be essential to the successful and economical accomplish-

ment of the work.

The first of these—the predetermination of what, when and how
—starts with the provision of drawings, specifications, models or

samples, the object of which is to show, in a manner that will pre-

clude the possibility of error or misunderstanding, the nature of the

article to be produced or the service to be performed. In many lines

of manufacture, particularly in the metal trades, it has long been the

practice to provide mechanical drawings, but it has only been within

recent years that there has been an appreciation of the full purpose

that drawings should serve and of the information they should convey

—in short, of the fact that the main purpose of drawings is to answer

every question that might arise as to just what is required.

In the past, and even now too often, the designer or draftsman

leaves important details to be decided by the workman or the fore-

man, such, for example, as the degree of accuracy, the kind of finish

required, and so on. Very often too little thought is given by a

drafting or engineering department to what equipment is available,

the means by which a job is to be held on a machine or the manner in

which unnecessary work and possibility of error may be avoided. In

the nonengineering industries there is an equal need for some equiva-

lent of the mechanical drawing; this may be filled by models, samples

or specifications.

The writer recalls that Taylor, in speaking of machine-shop man-
agement, said that much of the planning (of how work should be

done) should take place while the work is being designed. And it is

astonishing to see what savings in cost and increase in production

result when effective cooperation has been brought about between an

engineering or designing department and a planning department, with
^ By H. K. Hathaway, Consulting Engineer, New York, N. Y.
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frequent consultations as the work of determining "what is to be

done" goes on.

In the procurement of materials, clean-cut and definite specifications

avoid trouble and losses to both the buyer and the vendor.

When the basic information as to what is to be done has been

provided, the next step is to determine how the work is to be done,

what facilities are to be utilized, and what materials will be needed

at each stage of the work. This would include what are in most

instances of scientific management regarded as two distinct major

functions of a properly organized planning department : namely, "rout-

ing," ^ and the preparation of detailed instruction cards defining the

manner in which individual operations are to be performed. The lat-

ter of these two functions, or stages, in the planning of work is in

reality a continuation of the first.

These two functions of planning call for the previous establish-

ment of certain features of the Taylor system that are essentially pre-

liminary and auxiliary to the functions in question. Without these,

effective planning will be found difificult if not impossible. They are:

(i) rearrangement of machinery or such other equipment as may be

necessary to facilitate the storage of materials (jobs ahead) at the

various machines or work places and its movement from operation to

operation, greater independence in the use of machines and of per-

sonnel, and so on; (2) the establishment of a store room and a system

for its operation or, as today few plants are found totally lacking in

this respect, the development or modification of existing store rooms

and systems to meet the requirements of routing and of centralized

control; (3) development of the order system—including shipping or-

ders and manufacturing orders; (4) development or modification of

the balance-of-stores or stock-record system so that it may not only

be a record of transactions and of what is on hand in the store rooms,

but also a live agency regulating the procurement of materials and

feeding work to the shop; (5) provision of suitable information re-

lating to the product to be manufactured, in the shape of drawings or

specifications, showing as a basis for routing the materials required

and what is to be done; (6) standardization of machinery, tools and

other facilities, and the availability in the planning department of

codified data in regard thereto.

^The term "routing" has taken on a more specific meaning with the evolution of

scientific management than the sense in which Taylor used it in his book, Shop
Management. See articles on this subject published in Industrial Management. Vol.

LX, October, 1920, pp. 278-286; November, 1920, pp. 353-361; December, 1920, po.

445-451; Vol. LXI, February, 1921, pp. 126-134; Industrial Engineering, Vol. XII, No.

I, July, 1912, p. 7, and Vol. XII, No. 3, September, 1912, p. 97: and Annals of the

American Academy of Social and Political Sciences, Vol. LXXXV, September, 1919,

pp. 231-256.
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Each of these functions must be performed by individuals possess-

ing knowledge and experience of a practical character, at least equal

to that of the old-type foreman and workman, as well as some clerical

ability. They must be able to analyze the w^ork to be done, and to

weigh the merits of one method as compared with another. As already

suggested, they must cooperate effectively with the department respon-

sible for designing the product, giving that department the benefit of

their practical knowledge. At the same time they must not be above

conferring with and seeking the advice of shop foremen and others

who are to execute the work being planned.

The second phase of planning and control covering the bringing

together at the right time of facilities and workers, would include

:

(i) the work of the balance-of-stores (or stock-ledger) clerk, which

has for its object the maintenance of a proper supply—adequate but

not excessive—of all materials or parts, whether purchased or manu-

factured, that should be regularly carried in stock; (2) the procure-

ment of any materials that are not carried in stock and hence must be

obtained specially for the work being planned; (3) the order-of-work

function which includes the assignment of workers to machines or work

places and their transfer as fluctuations in the amount of work ahead

of the various machines or work places may necessitate; the schedul-

ing of operations or jobs to be done at each machine or work place in

accordance with their relative importance; recording progress on each

job and seeing that it moves from operation to operation without un-

due delay, and last but by no means least in importance, taking what-

ever steps may be necessary to straighten out the trouble whenever

anything does go wrong. This might be called the executive phase of

planning. As one client exclaimed, when I described the duties of

the production and order-of-work supervisors and pointed out the need

of a higher class of personnel for this work, "Why, those men run

the shop." And so they do, according to the plans and methods laid

out and with the cooperation of the shop functional foremen and other

auxiliary services.

The third phase of planning and control, covering auxiliary and

supervisory assistance, includes the work of the functional foremen in

the shop. ( I ) The preparation supervisor, who was formerly known
as the "gang boss," has to see that preparations are made in advance

for the work as scheduled by the planning department ; that tools, ma-

terials and information are delivered to the machine or work place;

that the worker is assisted in finishing one job and in getting started

promptly on the next. He is also as a rule held responsible for the

cleanliness and orderliness of the section of the shop under his juris-

diction and, in a greater or lesser degree, the disciplinary function
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may be delegated to him. In passing, I should like to say that in a

plant operating under true "Scientific Management" disciplinary action

is rarely called for. (2) The instructor, or shop methods supervisor,

was originally designated by Taylor in a machine-shop organization

as the "speed boss," because at that time it was his duty—since trans-

ferred to the planning department—to determine the cutting speeds

and feeds at which machine tools should be run. It is his duty to see

that each operation is performed in accordance with the method

planned, as shown by the instruction card. This is largely a matter

of assisting the worker to an understanding of the method to be

followed and of helping him by demonstration, by pointing out

where he may be at fault or simply by encouraging him if he has

difficulty in attaining the standard production. The instructor natu-

rally devotes much time to teaching new workers, (3) The inspector,

or quality supervisor, has to instruct operators in all matters relating to

quality and afford them every possible assistance in obtaining and

maintaining the standard required. His object is principally to pre-

vent errors rather than to detect them. The latter, however, must not

be neglected. (4) The maintenance supervisor (referred to by Taylor

as the "repair boss"), the stores-department, the tool-room and move
men contribute in an auxiliary way to the control and performance of

the work planned.

Under scientific management the functional foremen or supervisors

serve the workers, rather than boss them in the old sense. This does

not mean, however, that they are not vested with authority, each in

his proper function, but that in a functionalized organization, with

duties clearly defined, with work properly planned, and with properly

established standards, cooperation supplants bossing and the old mas-

ter-and-man idea fades out of the picture.

Routing, materials control, instruction cards, and order of work are

the major mechanisms of the planning room through which these

three objectives of control are achieved.

Routing. Routing consists in analyzing any work to be done

so as to determine: (i) the number and kind of component parts en-

tering into the product in question and whether they are to be manu-

factured specially for the order or drawn from purchased or manu-

factured stores; (2) the relation of one part to another—or a group

of others—with a view to their being brought together as required

in the process of manufacturing the product; (3) the kind and quan-

tity of material required from which to make each component part to

be manufactured specially for the order and whether such materials

are to be drawn from stores or procured especially for the order; (4)

the operations which must be performed on each component part of
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each assembled unit, the sequence in which such operations must be

performed and the machines or work places in or at which the work is

to be done
; ( 5 ) how to subdivide the work into independent operations

so as to separate work of a highly skilled nature from that of a simple

character which may be performed by relatively unskilled help; (6)

to what extent, if at all, the quantity required of each of the parts to be

manufactured should be subdivided into batches in order to facilitate

manufacture and handling; (7) how to prepare route charts showing

the foregoing in diagrammatic form—in the case of a number of

components to be manufactured and assembled—and route sheets

serving the double purpose of recording progress and indicating and

controlling each successive step to be taken in the production of each

component part or in the assembling of the parts.

In short, the function of routing consists in analyzing and planning

in advance from drawings, specifications or samples, what materials

are required and their sources, and what work is to be done, in order

to produce the article or result desired.

The intelligent development and use of a routing system requires

not only an understanding of its mechanism, but also of the ultimate

purpose to be served. Its purposes are : ( i ) to avoid errors, over-

sight and delay in providing materials required for the manufacture

of the product; (2) to avoid hasty (and often poor) planning, with

all the delays and possible errors incident to the practice of putting

work into the shop and leaving the planning to be done on the spur

of the moment by the foreman or the worker; (3) to provide a means

for regulating the flow of work through the plant in an orderly man-
ner and in accordance with requirements instead of in the haphazard

manner inevitable in the absence of such a mechanism; (4) to pro-

vide the means for recording progress on every job and permitting

the ready ascertainment of what has been done and what remains to be

done without having recourse to the foreman's memory or requiring

that such information be acquired through physical verification, with

all the possibility of error involved; (5) to avoid false moves, as in

the case of starting assembling operations before all of the necessary

materials are ready with the consequent delay and confusion incident

to hunting up the missing parts; (6) to provide information at all

times as to the amount of work ahead of each machine or other pro-

ducing unit, avoiding the inevitable delay between jobs which results

when the foreman in the shop is required to do all of the planning

and assignment of work.

There are, of course, types of manufacture in which the character

of the work is so simple, and in which there is so little variety in the

product, as to require nothing in the way of a routing mechanism that.
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to the average person, seems to have anything in common with the

elaborate system required in manufacturing compHcated machinery.

The extreme of simpHcity in this respect would be a mill turning out

a single product, the same throughout the year. In such a case the

machinery would be special and suited to a single purpose, or opera-

tion, in the process. The number of machines for each operation

would be in proportion to the relative time required to perform each

operation on a given quantity of the product. Materials would be fed

into the manufacturing department at such a rate as to meet the

requirements for production, and provision would be made for its

movement at a uniform rate from operation to operation. Of course,

in such a case there is need of some record of progress, or production,

both for the purpose of paying for it, if the work is done under task

and bonus or on a piece-work basis, and for accounting purposes ; but

little more than bookkeeping with the various operations is required.

The work is not divided into lots of definite quantity, each covered by

a manufacturing order ; no route sheets are needed on which to record

progress ; no operation orders, no move orders, and no inspection

orders are issued from the planning department. There must be, how-

ever, a definite report of production from each producing unit. This

may be a report covering the quantity produced in a given time or a

report turned in upon the completion of a given quantity.

We do not have to progress so very far from extreme simplicity

of product and of process before we feel the need of more control or

regulation in the progress of work. Routing is indispensable as a

basis for such control. Under day work this need, while existent,

is so obscured as to be comfortably ignored. Under piece work or

premium systems of the Halsey type, as they are usually applied with

considerable laxity on the part of the management in meeting its

responsibilities, or in plain American, "passing the buck," it begins

to make itself felt, but still not in an imperative way. Under task

work, whether Taylor's differential piece-work system, Gantt's bonus

plan or any other, where the highest rate of pay earned by a worker

depends upon the performance of a predetermined and definite task

under standardized conditions, in a definite time based upon elementary

time study, routing becomes an absolute necessity. The mere fact that

the worker's time on the job starts from the completion of his pre-

ceding job demands that his material shall be at hand, not a part

sufficient to start on but the full quantity upon which his time is set

;

his tools, drawings and instructions must also be there, and experience

has shown that without such control as the routing system affords

these things cannot be counted as certainties.

At this point it may be well to step back to the source from which
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work to be done originates. In the case of all products manufactured

for sale this is either directly or indirectly a purchase order from the

customer. To facilitate the work of planning it is advisable to tran-

scribe customers' orders into a shipping order form. In so doing the

customer's order is translated into shop terms and any ambiguity or

question as to just what is wanted is cleared up.

A form of shipping order that, with suitable modification, has

proved satisfactory in a wide variety of businesses is shown in Figure

CUSTOMERS ORDER NO.
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a minimum balance being reached and consequently in the issue of a

manufacturing or production order for the replenishment of stock.

If the article ordered by the customer is something not carried in

stock, and which must therefore be manufactured especially to fill

the order, a manufacturing or production order is issued. A typical

form of manufacturing order is shown by Figure 56. It will be

noted that this provides along the bottom for indicating and recording

progress of the order through the necessary stages of design and

planning.

Manufacturing Order mt ^ a: S 5/8 Z F 1

Stoolc OROIR ISSUED
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(
I ) the stores issue, or order, on the store room, calHng for the re-

quired materials used for its apportionment and deduction from quan-

tity on hand on the balance-of-stores sheets, and later serving to charge

it to the cost of the order; (2) an identification tag to be attached

to the material
; (3) a move order which, when the job is to be started

in the shop, will be issued by the planning department to a move man
(a special laborer whose duty it is to move materials according to move
orders only) who will get the material from the store room and deliver

it to the machine indicated; (4) an operation order (in duplicate) for

each operation, one copy to be placed, after the material is delivered,

on the shop bulletin board and the other on the planning department

bulletin board, showing work ahead for the machine in question; (5)
a time card or job card for each operation, to be issued to the work-

man when he starts work upon the job, and to be used as a basis for

paying for the work done and making up the cost of the order—also

for the purpose of notifying the planning department of the operation

being finished and recording that fact on the route sheet; (6) an inspec-

tion ticket for each operation, to be issued to the inspector at the

start of the job, so that he may give the operator needed instruction

as to the degree of accuracy or the kind of finish required, see that he

understands the drawing and that the first piece is correct, and record

the final inspection, on the completion of the operation, of all pieces

;

(7) a move order for each operation, for moving the materials to

the next place in the manner previously described; (8) a worked-ma-

terials-received-in-stores slip, authorizing the storekeeper to receive

the materials, from which the storekeeper posts his bin tag, from which

the balance-of-stores clerk posts the balance sheets and closes out the

manufacturing order as completed, insofar as process is concerned.

In all this two things are significant. One is that the people in

the shop are practically relieved of the necessity of doing any clerical

work and the other is that as much as possible of the clerical work is

done in advance.

The various forms are placed, in the order in which they are to

be used, in an envelope sheet to which the route sheet is attached. (See

Figures 57 and 58.) These envelope sheets are made of heavy,

tough paper. They are provided with as many small envelopes as there

are operations to be performed and with one large envelope to contain

the detailed instruction cards for each of the operations. The route

a tendency, growing out of a time-honored aversion of shop men to being called

clerks, to dignify these important positions by the title of "supervisor." Thus we
have the production supervisor, the routing supervisor, the methods supervisor, and

so on.
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sheet and envelope sheet, when all planning operations have been fin-

ished, are turned over to the shop order-of-work supervisor (one of the

T ^ X », 5/8 z ? 1

I .Eja M7il S. 5/8 2 g

3 THE WORK DONE | No. I
~~7

FIRST PIECE AND FIND AS

VE INSPECTED THE WORK

f^ MT^lS, 5/B2P1

PIECE SYMBOL

AS DIRECTED:

1 M V » X 8. 5i/e Z T

/ ^ STORES SYMBOL
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Later on the order-of-work function will be described and at that

time the use of route charts, route sheets, and other products of the

routing function will be gone into in full detail.

From the routing of simple individual parts the next step is the

routing of an article consisting of several parts. The manufacture of

such products consists in taking certain primary materials, either car-

ried in stock or procured especially for the job, and by the perform-

ance of various operations thereon producing the elements or parts re-

quired. These parts, together with certain standard parts drawn from

stores, are then assembled and we have the product. In planning the

work the process is naturally reversed; we start with the assembled

drawing and bill of material of the complete article (or, in what might

be termed non-engineering industries, the equivalent in the form of spec-

ifications or samples) and first determine to what extent, if any, the

article to be manufactured may be divided advantageously into units

consisting of a number of parts which may be assembled independently

and then assembled together, making the completed article. In a ma-
chine such as a reciprocating steam engine we would have several such

major groups, which in turn might consist of two or more smaller

assembled units, usually designated as divisions, and in certain instances

divisions might include still smaller assembled units, designated as

sections. Finally we get down to the elements or parts themselves.

Thus it will be seen that the process of routing an assembled prod-

uct is analytical and conforms to the principles of classification.^ In

the case of the steam engine just referred to, our analysis would be

somewhat as follows

:

Product

12" X 12" balanced slide-

valve reciprocating steam
engine with fly-wheel gov-

ernor

PRINCIPAL

SUBDIVISIONS

Groups

Bed group

Cylinder group

Crank and shaft group

Connecting-rod group

Miscellaneous group

SECONDARY
SUBDIVISIONS

Divisions

Base division

Frame division

Cross-head division

Miscellaneous division

Cylinder division

Piston division

Valve division

Miscellaneous division

Crank-shaft division

Fly-wheel division

Miscellaneous division

on each, at some, or all of the machines or work places. See an article by the author
entitled "Controlling the Flow of Production," Industrial Management, Vol. LXl
March, 1921, pp. 175-179. ' Cf . Chapter IX.
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It has been found generally desirable that the classification for prod-

ucts should be worked out before taking up routing, at least so far as

to cover the finished products of the company, its stores, and perhaps

also the manufactured stock parts. In the case of our imaginary con-

cern, about to build the engine referred to, the classification would
be, let us say :

A to E inclusive—indirect expenses, departments and their activities

F
G
H
J
K Condensers

L Boilers

M
N
P Pumps
R Reciprocating steam engines

S (Stores)

T Steam Turbines

U
V Parts for use in a variety of products

W

Y [plant and buildings

zj

Reciprocating Steam Engines

RA Automatic cut-off slide-valve engines

RB Balanced slide-valve fly-wheel governor engines

RC Corliss engines

RV Parts and accessories for use on a variety of steam engines

Balanced Slide-Valve Fly-Wheel Governor Engines

RBA
RBB
RBC Cross compound engines

RBD
RBE
RBF
RBG
RBH
RBJ
RBK
RBL
RBM
RBN
RBP
RBR
RBS Single expansion engines

RBT Tandem compound engines
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RBU
RBV Parts and accessories for a variety of balanced slide-valve fly-wheel

governor engines

RBW
RBX
RBY
RBZ

The size of the engine in question being 12" cylinder diameter and
12" stroke, we would give it the symbol R1212BS. Assuming this to

be the first one, or the first lot manufactured (at least under the

new system), we would add the figure one to the symbol, thus,

R1212BS1, to be used as the manufacturing order number or charge

symbol. It may not be out of place to explain here that using the

symbol with a consecutive series of lot numbers for each lot of a

given product or stock part takes the place of the usual single series

of manufacturing orders for all products, with obvious advantages.

Having analyzed the construction of the engine, and decided upon

the groups, divisions and sections, and compiled a list of the parts

(elementary units entering into each), we would work up notes which,

together with the drawing and bill of materials, would serve as the

basis for our route chart. Symbols are assigned by which the order

of relative importance and the order in which parts are used in as-

sembling are indicated by part numbers placed between the last two

letters designating the group and divisions. This would be done for

each group, somewhat as follows

:

R1212BS Symbol of the product

R1212BSB Bed group

R1212BSBB Base division

R1212BSB1B Base

R1212BSB2B Pump and tank

R1212BSB3B Rocker arm R. H,
R1212BSB4B Rocker arm L. H.

R1212BSB5B Rocker arm shaft

R1212BSB6B Keys for rocker arm
R1212BSBF Frame division

R1212BSB1F Frame
R1212BSB2F Main bearing cap R. H,
R1212BSB3F Main bearing cap L. H.

Ri 21 2BSB4F Main bearing quarter box
Ri 21 2BSB5F Main bearing studs

R1212BSBH Cross-head division

R1212BSB1H Cross head
R1212BSB2H Upper shoe

R1212BSB3H Lower shoe

R1212BSB4H Cross-head pin

R1212BSBSH Adjusting screws

R1212BSBM Miscellaneous division (This consists of
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parts used in uniting the above divisions

and attachments or accessories put on
after the group is assembled. Usually

there would be no assembling attached

to this division as such.)

I will not take up space to show the symbols for the remaining

groups and divisions which would be worked out in a similar manner.

In assignment of piece numbers to the parts making up the divisions

there are two governing factors : (
i ) an order-of-work factor—the

relative importance of the pieces in the division from the standpoint

of time required to procure the materials and to perform the neces-

sary operations thereon—and (2) the stage in the assembling at which

the piece is to be used. Sometimes it happens that these two con-

siderations coincide. In other cases it may be found that the first piece

required for assembling is one for which the material is drawn from

stock, with only one or two short operations required to make it.

While a hard-and-fast rule cannot be laid down, it may be said that

it is desirable to have the piece numbers indicate the preference to be

accorded by those in charge of order-of-work functions in putting

work through the shop, and also to have the parts appear on the route

chart in consecutive numerical order for the benefit of those concerned

with assembling. The route clerk must make the best compromise

possible. Provided an order of work for the product in question is

drawn off from the route chart no serious harm can result from a de-

parture from either of these desired courses.

After having worked out our general scheme and classification of

groups, divisions and units, we would next work up in the form of

rough notes a description of the operations to be performed in assem-

bling each division, in assembling the divisions and miscellaneous parts

into their groups, and finally in assembling the groups (together with

the parts and attachments contained in the miscellaneous group) into

the complete machine. This may result in our' making certain changes

in the arrangement and classification reached as a result of our first

analysis, which, of necessity, must be more or less tentative. As we
work up our notes covering the operations of assembling, we determine

the points at which various standard miscellaneous small parts to be

drawn from the store room, such as cap screws, bolts, nuts, set screws,

pipe fittings, and so on, must be used.

Finally we would work up our notes covering the operations to be

performed in making the pieces, the machines, or work places at which

each should be done, the quantity of raw material required for each

part, and the source from which it is to be drawn.

It will readily be seen that to do this intelligently the functional
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supervisor in charge of routing in the planning department must have,

in addition to his practical knowledge, such data pertaining to plant

equipment as will enable him to assign the various operations to the

best suited machines. He must frequently consult with the time-

study man with reference to the method and tools to be used, and if

the quantities to be made and the possible savings seem to justify such

a course, special tools may be ordered calling for quite different routing

than if the ordinary standard tools were used. As a result of such

conference he may take up with the designing department questions

of slight change in design which would facilitate the work and save

costs. (As a matter of fact in a concern operating under the Taylor

System this most effective sort of cooperation usually takes place

while the product is being designed.)

The route man must also watch the balance of work so as to avoid

overloading certain machines while not providing sufficient work for

others, and to this end he may indicate a preferred machine and an

alternate or second choice. He must in the case of both machine work

and hand work endeavor to separate into distinct operations w'ork of a

difficult character calling for a high degree of skill and work of a

rough or simple character that can be done just as well by a com-

paratively unskilled and low-priced worker. He must keep machine

operations clear from hand work which would have to be done by the

machine operator and must route the job accordingly, otherwise his

machine will stand idle while such operations as laying out, chipping,

and so on, are being done, which can just as well be done on a surface

plate, the floor, or a bench by another man. From the foregoing I

think it will be apparent what type of man is needed for the routing

function. It is a man-sized job.

All of this may be brought out by discussing a concrete case. The
small special valve shown by the assembled drawing in Figure 59
offers an example of the simplest kind, consisting in all of only eight

parts and permitting assembly as a single unit. The route chart in

Figure 60 is so simple as to make explanation almost unnecessary.

The symbol MV^^^UY at the right indicates, according to the Tabor

Manufacturing Company's classification of products: (i) that it per-

tains to molding machines, by the letter M; (2) that it may be used

in the construction of various kinds of molding machines (a stock

part limited to use on that class of products), by the letter V; (3)
that it is a valve, by the letter U; (4) that it is a three-way valve, by

the letter Y. The size is indicated by the figure ^ preceding the

letter U, which it qualifies. As the letter T, w^hich might have been

used to indicate the kind of valve, "three way," had already been em-

ployed to designate another type of valve, the letter Y was selected
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as to some extent mnemonic, by reason of its shape and the fact that

it is the final letter of the descriptive term.

I. Especially Purchased Materials. The letter P to the left of the

brackets, embracing Pieces i, 2, and 3, indicates that the castings

(primary materials) are to be purchased especially for the order as

X

NAME OF PC. VZ THK&E.-WAY SLOW START
THROTTLE VALVE DRAWING NO. 6I5Q4

PATTERN NO.. . MATERIAL. .MV/ZUY.

SVJxfzO
CoH-erPin • Dr.5^30-W2

MViU/Y
Valve I

MV^USY Handle
Dr.54538

MV'-tUYI

OR MFG. CO.
DATEtertftiMi

Fig. 59. Drawing of Manufactured Part as Prepared for Route Clerk

they are not carried in stock. Any special materials to be procured

would be so indicated and requisitions on the purchasing agent drawn
accordingly by the special-materials clerk, whose duty it is to order and
follow up their procurement. In a machine shop, as most of the

materials to be especially procured are castings, the clerk charged with

this function is usually called the foundry clerk. Forgings also

come under this head if the company is not equipped to make them.

Even where a company operates its own foundry it is better, by
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reason of the differences in methods of planning and operation, to

treat castings as though procured and not to attempt to show the

foundry work on the machine-shop chart. The same would hold good
in the case of articles or materials to be manufactured in another plant

of the same company more or less remotely located and not controlled

(except in a broad way) from the same planning department.

The figures to the left of the materials from which the parts are

to be made, or parts taken from stock, give the unit quantities required

for making one unit of the product (in this case one valve). In the

blank square following is entered the figure by which the unit quantity

must be multiplied to give the quantity required for the lot. The latter

number is entered in the square preceding the description of the ma-
terial specified.

Opposite the description of materials is shown the stores (pur-

chased-material) symbol. In the case of Pieces i, 2, and 3, it will

be noted that the stores symbol consists of the worked material or

part symbol with the letter S, denoting stores or purchased material,

prefixed. This shows that they are special classified stores; i.e., their

use is limited to a single class of product or subdivision thereof. If

circumstances make it desirable to carry such parts regularly in stock

the letter P would not appear preceding them.

Under the description and symbol of the material for each part are

shown the operations to be performed and the machine in which each

must be done. For example, piece MV>^UY must first be drilled

and tapped on Drill Press No. 11 (Dii) ; next it goes to Lathe No. 9
(L9) for the operation indicated, and is finally delivered to Lathe

No. II (Lii) to be used in connection with the first operation on the

second piece, iMV5^U2Y, Attention is called to the note in connec-

tion with this operation reading, "Do not post until UiY is at Lii,"

which means, "Do not issue the operation order, and so on." ^

In notes such as this, and in speaking of work on parts, groups,

or divisions of a given lot of product, it is common practice to abbrevi-

ate the symbol, the portion dropped off being understood. In decid-

ing this point, when the job was originally planned, it was necessary

for the route man to consider whether or not the quantities to be made
would justify the making of special gauges to obviate the necessity

of turning the plug to fit the body. If so, it would be necessary to

^ The symbols for machine tools here given while satisfactory for a comparatively

small plant would not be adequate in a large one. For example, Lg happens to be
a chucking turret lathe and Lii an engine lathe, sixteen inch swing. It would
be better practice to indicate the type of lathe by a second letter ; thus, LE, engine

lathes, LT, turret lathes. The size should be inserted between the letters and each
of these subclasses of lathes given its own series of numbers. In a large plant it

might be desirable to further subdivide by the use of a third letter, as LTC, chuck-
ing turret lathe, LTS, screw machine (working from bar stock, and so on).
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order these tools. In such matters he would consult the production

clerk and the time-study man.

Notes such as those just referred to are shown on the route sheets

(see Figures 6i and 62) and govern the shop order-of-work man, and

his assistants at the bulletin board, in controlling the progress of

work. The importance of these notes is obvious.

The description of the operations to be performed on the parts, while

brief, must be sufficient to indicate to the man who will prepare the

instruction cards describing the operation in detail just what work

is contemplated. This is especially important in case there should be

-W 1
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Fig. 61. Route Sheet with Notes for Guidance of Order-of-Work Clerk

at different stages operations in the same or similar machines, as is

not at all uncommon in complicated parts.

To the right of the bracket enclosing each part is given the name
of the part, the drawing number (for which in some businesses the

symbol of the part may be made to serve), the pattern number in

the case of castings (which in this instance is the same as the drawing

number), and the symbol of the part. The blank spaces preceding

the names of the parts are for quantities and those following the sym-

bol are for the lot numbers.

2. Routing Chart Arrangement and Design. The diagrammatic

arrangement of the chart is important. It is quite evident that Piece

No. I is, from an order-of-work standpoint, the most important by

reason of its being the most difficult casting to make, the amount and

character of work to be done on it, and the relation it bears to Piece
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No. 2. It is likewise evident that Piece No. 2 is next in importance.

The chart shows, as do the route sheets also, that when the machine

work has been finished on these two parts we may issue the operation

order iMV^^UY to assemble them at work place X5. The two pieces

will have thus become a unit, Wi.
That Pieces 3, 4 and 5 are not required to be finished until Pieces

I and 2 have been assembled is clearly shown by their location on the

chart. On account of this, their simplicity and the small amount of

work to be done upon them, they are relatively unimportant from an

order-of-work standpoint. With very little attention of the shop

.W

II ill: BRASS CASTING m
J_WANTEO

weight]

MATERIAL ORDERED FDV.,

MATERIAL IN STORES

P.O. .„ iTEM„

Fig. 62. Route Sheet with Notes for Guidance of Order-of-Work Clerk

order-of-work supervisor or his assistants, they may be depended upon

to be finished before they are needed. As a casting must be procured

for Piece No. 3 it is more important than Pieces 4 and 5, the ma-
terials for which are carried in stores.

When Pieces i and 2 have been assembled, if Pieces 3, 4 and 5

have been finished and delivered to the assembling department and the

stock parts, grouped in the bracket S2, issued from the store room to

the assembling department, the operation order for performing the

second assembling operations 2MV^UY at Vise No. 6, and upon its

completion the final operation 3MV^UY at work place X8, would

be issued.

At the assembling department is established a section equipped with

bins and sufficient floor space for the storage of parts ready for

assembling as they are received from the machine department and the

store room.
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This section, which is in effect a special store room, is in charge of

a man called the assembling-department stockkeeper whose duty it is

properly to place materials as received, and to deliver and see that they

are properly placed at the assembling work places sufficiently in advance

of the time required, as indicated by the operation orders on the shop

bulletin board. When work or an order for a lot of products is

started in the shop, the shop order-of-work supervisor sends a set of

charts (which would also be used by the workmen and functional

foremen in the assembling department) to the assembling-floor stock-

keeper who sets aside and marks a sufficient number of bins to receive

the parts as they arrive. (See Figure 63.) In the case of the valves

under discussion he would reserve one bin (compartment) for the

parts for the first assembled unit, Wi, and another for those to be used

in the second stage of assembling, W2 and S2. He would mark the

bins assigned accordingly. Large parts are placed in space assigned

on the floor. The terms Wi mean worked-material Issue No. i

;

W2, worked-material Issue No, 2 ; S2, store Issue No. 2. The pur-

pose of these marks is to indicate the stage at which parts are required

for assembling, what items should be issued from the store room to-

gether for assembling, and what the assembling stockkeeper should

gather and deliver to the assembling work places at the same time.

So far as the shop is concerned the use of the route charts is limited

to the assembling department. While assembling operations are clearly

defined on the chart, they are covered, as are operations on individual

pieces, by instruction cards prepared by the time-study man. These

describe each operation in greater detail, element by element, and give

the time the work should take.

The symbols for the miscellaneous classified stores used, to anyone

familiar with machine shop practice will be easily understood. For

example, the material from which MV>^U4Y is made, is expressed

by the stores symbol SV^SiR. S indicates that it is purchased

material or stores; V, that it is miscellaneous classified stores which

may be used for a variety of purposes, or in the manufacture of a

variety of products ; S, that it is steel ; R, that it is cold rolled steel.

The figure i between the last two letters denotes that the shape is

round, and the diameter, three-eighths of an inch, is shown between

the letters V and S.

In the case of the material for MV^^UsY with the symbol

SVi^BiB, the first letter B indicates brass and bronze and the sec-

ond B the quality—ordinary yellow brass.

In the case of the "hex" nuts (Symbol SV>^Z2N) and cotter pins

(Symbol SV>^34ZC) included in 'S2, the letter Z denotes that they

belong to the broad class of holding devices, the letter N reduces
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the class to standard nuts, and the figure 2 indicates the shape—

-

hexagon. SVZiN would designate scjuare nuts.

It will be noted that the route sheet for assembling (Figure 64)

provides spaces at the top for checking off, as they are finished and

moved to the assembling department, each of the parts made espe-

cially for the order, and that the piece-route sheet (Figure 62) shows

this checking as the last thing to be done when the move order has

been returned by the moAe man. The parts are grou])ed as on the

route chart according to the W and S numbers, or, in other words,

il=i=
==-"'
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spaces which are used as follows are provided opposite each of these

items: (i) When materials are apportioned, the quantity required

for the article, as indicated on the balance-of-stores sheet (see Figure

65), is entered in the column headed "apportioned but not yet issued"
;

added to the previous balance, and subtracted from the balance in

the column headed "available." As this transaction involves ordering

to replenish stock whenever the available balance reaches the established

minimum, the balance clerk makes a check mark on the route sheet in

the checking space headed "ordered." (2) When the proper time ar-

rives to start work in the shop, if materials which may be used for

r \
1 1

. f._ 1 1 ,, >
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the store room. The check should be completed when they are returned

by the storekeeper, so that others may be informed that he has got them

out and placed them in containers to which he has attached the identi-

fication tags sent him with the issues. The next step is to issue the

move order for their delivery to the assembling department, and to

make a half check mark after the order. When the move man has

returned the move order, showing that he has delivered the materials,

this check mark should be completed.

Usually the recording clerk takes the steps necessary to have ma-
terials delivered from stores to the assembling department before the

completion of the last part especially manufactured. His object is

to avoid delay in starting the assembling operation and at the same

time to avoid having an unnecessarily large quantity of inactive ma-
terial out in the shop.

From the route charts a typist writes, either on the machine or by

hand, a route sheet, such as Figures 6i and 62, for each part to be

made especially for the order, as well as an assembling route sheet,

such as Figure 64, for each group, division, or section. As in each

of the cases used for illustration in this article the complete product

is treated as a single group with no divisions or sections. There is,

of course, but a single assembling route sheet. The necessary opera-

tion orders, move orders, time (or job) cards, inspection orders, iden-

tification tags and stores issues, for each part and assembled unit,

should be written and placed in pocket sheets to which the route sheets

are attached. All this, as the reader will recall, has been described

previously. These papers are then to be placed in a route file in the

order indicated by the symbols, and the operation of routing is

complete.

While it is, of course, desirable to take each step from the design

to the completion of planning in turn, following a logical sequence,

it is also possible, in case greater speed is necessary, to have several

blue prints made from the route chart and to carry out each of the

functions of planning from these simultaneously. To expedite mat-

ters, patterns, and even castings or other special materials, may like-

wise be ordered from the bill of material, or even from the drawings,

as fast as they are made. Route sheets bearing temporary symbols

may be put through, for certain parts upon which work may be in

progress, before the route chart is finished. I recall one such instance

in which a large machine was designed, built and shipped in three weeks.

Work on that machine was going on simultaneously in the drafting

room, planning department, the pattern shop, foundry and machine

shop, all in accordance with the system. The planning followed close

upon the heels of design and kept just ahead of the shop. Such a
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c(jurse is seldom necessary and is not good practice, as it calls for

such a degree of personal follow-up as must inevitably result in neglect

of other work and loss of production. It is a good "stunt" rather than

good management. I mention it only to show that the system I am
describing is not inflexible. This discussion belongs more properly,

however, to the order of-work function than to routing.

The advantages resulting from the control of assembling that are

made possible by routing will be readily apparent to any one who has

ever acted as foreman or superintendent of a shop in which assembling-

is an important part of the work. In such a plant under the ordinary

plan of operation—by which workman start on operations that cannot

be completed, hunt for parts that have been lost or through oversight

were not made, discover at the last moment that certain stock parts

needed in assembling are not on hand, correct faulty machine work
resulting from imperfect understanding of requirements, etc.—more
time is wasted in doing these things than is sp£nt in actual productive

work. / /uK'c personal knowledge of one plant in zcliich the assembling

prodiietion per man zvas increased sixfold. While this increase was in

l)art due to the better machine work resulting from systematic in-

struction and inspection, and to better assembling methods and bonus

work resulting from time study, it was in the main due directly to

touting. In the last analysis it was entirely due to routing, as without

routing the contributing causes might never have existed.

While I have dispensed with route charts in several plants which

might be classed as nonengineering, manufacturing comparatively sim-

ple products, and obtained results which have been eminently satisfac-

tory to my clients, I am more and more convinced, as my experience

broadens, that it is advisable and profitable to use them in connection

with the manufacture of any product involving the production and

assembly of several components into a completed product. We have

considered so far only the route chart of a very simple article, because

it is something easily understood, and because my readers engaged in

other lines of industry should have little difficulty in translating the

language of the machine shop into their own shop language. If one

were to change the names of the component parts, of materials and of

operations, making a few additions or omissions, it would look much
the same for a paper box and its contents, for a combination ash tray

and match holder, a shirt, a pair of shoes, or a tobacco pipe. Also.

the chart used represents an assembled unit which goes to make up

a division or group, consisting of two or more such units assembled

with miscellaneous parts and accessories.

Thus it w^ill serve as a l>asis for understanding the more compli-

cated case to be taken up next. Figure 10 (used as an illustration for
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Chapter IX, page 128) presents the chart Mi 5 183 JP which, as the

symbol indicates, is for a molding machine of the plain jarring type

ha\ing a table 13" x 18" and o|)erated by a 3" cylinder. It goes jnst

one step beyond the chart for the vaKe, as it includes two units con-

sisting of parts that may be independentl}- asseml)led and then assem-

bled together ^^•ith certain other ]iarts.

WATER TOWER GROUP
GTW

HOOD GROUP
6TH

INDEXING DEVICE GROUP
GTD

PLATEN GROUP
GTT

QTI5M

BAiE GROUP
QT6

Fig. ()(). AuTO.M.Mic Mac iR Grixdixg Tools. Note P.xrts and Their
Symbols

Having described the route charts for very simple articles assem-

bled as a single group, the next step is to describe the routing of a

machine, somewhat comparable to the steam engine referred to.

The photograph in Figure 66 shows the automatic machine which

Taylor developed and first had built while he was at Midvale. This

was used for grinding cutting tools, for lathe, planer, and boring-mill

work, to the shapes and angles adopted as standard. This machine,

and the standard tools that it grinds, are some of the fruits of his
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investigation in the art of cutting metals, which started with his early

efforts to set honest piece rates.

I have selected the route charts for the Taylor grinder because it

presents practically all of the features that may be encountered in the

X

routing of any fabricated article, and at the same time it is simple

enough to be readily understood. Figure 67 is the diagram, or chart,

showing the final assembling of the machine. The list under the title

at the right indicates that the machine may be divided into eight prin-
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cipal groups, seven of which may be assembled independently before

being combined with the parts making up the miscellaneous group.

One of these, the base group, is made up of three divisions, two of

them independently assembled, and a miscellaneous division consisting

mainly of parts used in putting together the divisions GTBN and

GTBP.
It will be seen that the several groups appear on this chart as

single units, just as though they were taken already assembled from

stock. Two of them, GTB and GTH, are required for the first assem-

bling operation, iGT, and the others are called for as the work pro-

gresses. It will be noted that the location on the chart of the groups

for final assembling, rather than the alphabetical arrangement of the

list of groups at the right of the diagram, fixes their relative impor-

tance, from an order-of-work standpoint. That the base group

should appear first in both cases is a coincidence in symbolizing. A
study of the chart reveals the fact that until the base group and hood

group are put together no other operations of the final assembling

may be done. Operations 2GT, 3GT and 6GT may, however (pro-

viding the parts are ready), be done simultaneously by three different

men of different degrees of skill, thus reducing the time the machines

will take up space on the assembling floor. It will also be apparent

that while Operation 6GT may be performed any time after Operation

iGT, it need not be done until after the fifth operation.

Sometimes we learn as much from observing the imperfections of

the object we are studying as we do from having its good points

brought to our attention. In the diagram under consideration there

are three defects or, rather, deviations from the rule.

The first of these faults is that the diagram is drawn as if the

indexing device group, GTD, and the platen group, GTT, were to be

united by the performance of Operation 3GT. The fact is that they

are to be united with the base group and the hood group, which were

brought together by Operation iGT. Two courses, either of which

would have conformed to the rules, lay open to the route man. One
was to place the two groups concerned, and Operation 3GT, in the

same section o.f the chart as the units assembled by Operation 2GT,

and the other was to place them in the section pertaining to Operations

4GT and 5GT. Either course would not, however, provide for per-

forming the operation independently of Operations 2GT, 4GT, and

5GT and this seems to account for the compromise. The second

defect, in the case of Operation 6GT, is similar to the one just cited,

and since the group GTW was more or less in the way, it was a ques-

tion whether it might not be better to defer this operation until after
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Operation 5GT. For this reason the operation is designated as 6GT
instead of 4GT, as would otherwise seem more natural.

The third point open to criticism is that there seems to be no par-

ticular reason why Operation 4GT should not have been treated in the

same manner as Operation 6GT. As shown, it would seem that

Operation 5GT could not, or should not, be performed until after

Operation 4GT, but this does not appear to be borne out by the con-

struction of the machine, as shown by the photograph in Figure 66.
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with work, in a pinch, however, an intelhgent reading of the route

chart, and possibly consuhation with the route man, may make certain

tn
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deviations possible to satisfy out of the ordinary conditions. Figure

68 shows the assembling route sheet GiT.

The chart in Figure 69 shows the assembling of the principal group,

GTB. On this chart it will be noted that the assembled main frame
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division, GTBN, and the pump division, GTBP, are shown as single

items or units, in the same manner as are the parts constituting the

miscellaneous division with which they are united to make the complete

base group. In the final assembling of this group there are no units

that may be assembled simultaneously. The parts grouped in the sec-

tion W4 and S4 may, however, have Operations iGTB to 8GTB in-

clusive performed upon them simultaneously with, or previously to,

the assembling of the divisions GTBN and GTBP. Apart from this

the assembling is a series of consecutive steps.

The most interesting feature of this chart is the interdependency of

various parts. For example, in the case of GTBiM it is shown that
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Fig. 70. Route Sheet for Part GTBiM

the second operation may not be performed until Pieces GBT2M and

B3M are finished and delivered to the lay-out table. Piece GTB2M
may not be drilled (Operation 4GTB2M) until Piece GT2J from an-

other group has had certain operations performed upon it and is

delivered to Drill Press No. 11 (Dii). See Figures 70 and 71 for

the manner in which this is treated on the route sheets for the individual

pieces.

As the two bearings, GTB4M and GTB5M, are quite similar, it is

desirable that the several operations be performed on both at the

same time. This is what is meant by the note "Summarize all opera-

tions with B5M" shown in connection with the first operation on

GTB4M. (See route sheets in Figures 72 and 73.) The differences

in the work on these two bearings, made according to different draw-
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ings, will be covered in detail by the instruction card. This brings out

the point that two or more different articles may be handled on the
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Fig. 71. Route Sheet for Part GTB2M

same route sheet as a single job, where they follow the same route

path; that is, when all, or most, of the operations are similar and may

!i i n
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trouble incident to routing a number of small jobs separately, when

they might be combined to gain some of the advantages of production

in larger quantities. In some industries the combination of a number

of more or less similar articles into one manufacturing lot is the

only course economically feasible.

The interdependency of operations on various parts, commented

upon above, is shov^n by notes on the route sheets for the parts con-

cerned. The shop order-of-work supervisor and his assistants are

governed thereby in regulating the performance of the work in the

shop. Any one who has had experience as a foreman or superintendent

of a shop handling a variety of work will appreciate the difficulties, and
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Fig. 73. Route Sheet for Part GTBsM

the danger of errors, under the old way of doing things. Then such

matters had to be planned largely on the spur of the moment, amid

the hustle incident to shop operation, and were often left to be taken

care of by the individual workmen, who might or might not be suffi-

ciently familiar with the products to understand the requirements.

Even under the best of circumstances lowered production was inevi-

table. To these men the value of orderly planning in advance, such

as we have been discussing, will be at once fully apparent.

The question may be raised as to why the paint, putty, and filler

required for Operations 5GTB to 8GTB are not shown on the chart.

The reason is that it is impracticable to issue and charge to the manu-

facturing order for each job on which these materials are to be used

the exact amount required. Hence they are treated as shop supplies,

drawn from stores as required, charged to the appropriate departmental

expense symbol, and distributed as indirect expense. The hourly cost
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number (machine or work-place rate) for painting includes this item

of expense.

Figure 74, the chart for the pump division of the base group

GTBP, which is shown by the photograph in Figure 75, is a nice,

clean-cut little diagram showing two units which are to be assembled

independently and then united by the performance of Operation

3GTBP. The two units might have been given the following symbols

to designate them as sections

:

GTBPF—Frame section of pvmip division of base group
GTBPR—Idler section, etc.

The piece numbers would then appear in front of the section letter

—

GTBPiF, GTBPiR, etc. In a larger and more complicated machine

this might have been desiral)le, but it would serve no real purpose in

this case.

It has no doubt been observed that when the parts have been fin-

ished and assembled the symbol is shortened by dropping the piece

number ; when the divisions are united it is further shortened by drop-

ping the division letter and similarly, in the final assembling, the group

letter.

The reader may have some difticulty in understanding why the

symbols of certain worked-material stores shown in Figures 70-74
should start with M. As a matter of fact this is due to a lack of

foresight. When the original classification for the Tabor Manufactur-

ing Company was drawn up they manufactured only molding machines,

and hence, as such parts might be, and were, used on several types or

classes of their product, they were symbolized as "parts for use in a

variety of molding machines," indicated by the letters M\\ Inas-

nuich as parts of the character referred to may be used in the building

of any kind of machines, it was a mistake to have used the letter M.
Accordingly, they should have l)een classified under the letter V to

designate the main class. As such parts are sometimes manufactured

and sometimes purchased, the simple prefixing of the letter S would

then have brought them into their allotted place in the stores classi-

fication. This and other corrections have been made in the Tabor
classification, but I have let them stand on the chart to emphasize the

necessity for considering and providing for the possibility of new
products when w'orking up a classification. Changes and revisions

after the system is well established are annoying and sometimes ex-

tremely expensive.

As the three examples shown cover practically all of the variations

to be met in making route charts, I have not thought it necessary tc

reproduce the diagrams for the other groups of the tool grinder.
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Taylor, in explaining the construction of a route chart, used to liken

it to a river into which flowed creeks that were fed by brooks into

which flowed smaller streams. Mr. John W. Carter, who contributed

to the development of routing in a paper presented before the Taylor

Society in 191 7, reversed this simile while in charge of that function

at the Tabor Manufacturing Company. He compared the construction

of a route chart to that of a tree, with the trunk representing the

complete product ; the limbs, groups ; the branches, divisions, and the

twngs, pieces.,

Following out this line of thought, the reader will see that, if it

were desired, the construction of the entire machine might be shown
on one continuous diagram in which the divisions would flow pro-

gressively into the groups and the groups into the complete machine.

Such a diagram would, however, be so unwieldy as to make its use

almost impracticable. Hence it is the practice to show the details of

each division and group on a separate sheet and to treat them as single

units, in the same manner as the individual parts, on the chart for the

next larger unit to which they pertain.

While the literature of scientific management has scarcely touched

on the important function of routing, its development was well ad-

vanced thirty-three years ago, as will be borne out by reference to

Figures 76 and yy, which are, I believe, the earliest examples of

Taylor route charts. They were made in 1896 while he was engaged

in installing his methods for the Steel Motors Company, of Johnstown,

Pa. These charts, which are part of a set for a thirty-horse-power

motor, are chiefly of interest from a historical point of view, in that

they show the progress that Taylor had made even at that early date

in the development of a mechanism of management. It will be noted

that these charts do not indicate the source of special classified stores

(SMC3H1A, etc.), and that while the operations on the various

pieces are indicated the specific machines and work places at which the

work is to be done are not given. This evidently was still being left

for the order-of-work clerk to determine as the work progressed. Evi-

dently it was at about this period that routing began to establish itself

as an independent function.

The placing of the size at the end of the symbol for the completed

articles, MC3 in Figure 76, is at variance with later practice and indi-

cates that the scheme of using the symbol followed by a lot number had

not yet been evolved. Today we w^ould write it M3C and the order

number, or charge symbol, would be M3C1 for the first lot, comprising

the parts grouped as Wi and Si (worked-material Issue No. i and

stores Issue No. i). According to the symbol MC3HA these consti-

tute the arm division of the brush-holder group and of a miscellaneous
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division, consisting of parts (not assembled) which are attached as a

result of Operations M1C3H and M2C3H.
On the chart for final assembling it will be seen that there are four

other groups, MC3A, MC3B, MC3F and MC3G, in addition to the

brush-holder group. For each of these groups there is a chart, as in the

case of MC3H, while on the final chart they appear as single manu-

factured units. M1C3, M2C3, etc. show that the operation number

was placed after the first letter instead of in front of the symbol, as

we should now write it. The present practice is so logical and its

advantages are so obvious as to make us wonder that anything different

should have been done.

The brush-holder group, MC3H, in Figure yj, consists of only

one independent assembled unit. From the foregoing it will be seen

that routing serves as the essential basis for all other functions having

to do with planning and control of work.

Material Control. A job having been routed, the next step is to see

that materials are on hand or will be when wanted.

There may be special materials that are not carried as stock in the

store room. If so, the manufacturing order and the route sheets are

passed to a clerk whose duty it is to order such material. In some

businesses there may be so much of this as to require the full time of

one person. In others, the procurement of special materials may be

made a duty of a person filling one of the other functions. If speed

is essential, special materials may be ordered as the routing of a job

progresses or even in the design stage, before work is started. There

is, however, less chance of error if this is not done until the work of

routing has been completed.

The Balance-of-Stores Clerks. It is the practice under scientific

management to keep in the planning department "balance sheets," or

running inventory sheets, showing for each article carried in stock,

whether purchased or manufactured (see Figure 65) : (i) the quantity

on hand, that is, actually in stores; (2) the quantity on order but not

yet received in stores; (3) the quantity required for orders, for ship-

ment, or manufacture, to which articles have been apportioned but not

yet issued; (4) the quantity available for future requirements. This

information is constantly needed in connection with planning of work.

As previously stated, orders on the store room (stores and worked-

material issues) are made out for all of the various materials or stock

parts, as soon as the route clerk has determined what is needed from

the drawings and bills of material and has shown this on the route

charts and sheets. For articles from stock orders on the store room are

made up immediately upon receipt of the customers' shipping orders.

It is the balance clerk's duty to apportion in advance the materials
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called for on these issues, and to subtract them from the quantities

available. After having drawn down his balance available, he com-

pares it with his minimum quantity shown at the top of the sheet. If

the balance available is in excess of the minimum quantity, that ends

the transaction; but if it is less than the minimum, he must issue an

order for the quantity necessary to replenish it. This he does, in the

case of purchased articles, by a requisition on the purchasing agent,

or, in the case of worked materials, by issuing a manufacturing order.

The quantity to be ordered is shown at the head of the balance sheet.

When an order has been issued for the replenishment of stock,

the balance clerk enters the quantity in the column showing materials

ordered, adds it to the previous balance, and also to the quantity

available.

The minimum quantity is so set that materials will be received

before the quantity in stores is exhausted, and hence they may be con-

sidered available as soon as ordered. Therefore, the balance ordered,

plus the quantity on hand, minus the quantity apportioned, equals the

quantity available. Likewise the sum of the balance ordered and the

balance on hand, as shown in their respective columns, should equal

the sum of the balance available and the quantity apportioned. This

is a check on the accuracy of the entries.

In arriving at the proper minimum quantity for each article, the

length of time it takes to get the articles and the rate of consumption

must be taken into account.

The fixing of these minimum quantities properly in the first place,

and the revision of them to meet changes in conditions, are very impor-

tant. Changes should not be made without the approval of some one

competent to judge the advisability of the change. It should be the

balance clerk's aim to keep his stock as low as is consistent with

economical purchasing, and at the same time to avoid not having

materials on hand when wanted. In cases where industries are re-

ceiving orders faster than they can be produced, care must be exer-

cised in releasing requisitions for the purchase of materials. Otherwise

the investment in stock will become excessive. He must also keep

the designing department and the route clerk advised as to any ma-
terials on hand for which the demand seems to have ceased, so that

they may be used up if possible. He should be consulted frequently

by these parties so that they may avoid calling for materials that

are not regularly carried in stock, when something equally suitable

is on hand.

In the event of materials not being available at the time of appor-

tionment, the balance clerk notifies the proper person in the planning

department (the recording clerk) when these materials have been
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received In order that the work in connection with which they are to

be used may be started.

Each day the store room sends to the balance clerk the stores issues

for materials that have been taken out of stores. These he sorts into

piles, so that their arrangement is the same as that of the balance

sheets in his files.

After he has sorted his issues he enters the quantity in the column

for materials issued from stores and subtracts this from the balance

previously on hand. He also enters the quantity in the column show-

ing materials apportioned, subtracts it from the balance shown there,

and checks off the entry made at the time the materials were appor-

tioned. The total, or balance, in this column should be the sum of

the unchecked items.

Reference to the illustration shown in Figure 65 will show that

provision is made for subtracting the quantity required from the

balance on hand before the materials are actually withdrawn. Later,

merely a vertical check mark is drawn and the date entered to indicate

completion of the transaction. The purpose of this is to avoid sending

the issue slip to the store room when there are insufficient materials

on hand. This advance subtraction, known as "assignment" of ma-
terials, should, of course, be made only a short time before the material

in question is desired, while apportionment should be made, within

reason, as far in advance as possible.

The balance sheets should provide for carrying money value, as

well as quantities, in the "on hand" column. They thus serve as the

supporting detail for the material account in the general ledger. They
are furthermore devised to keep separate, with its own cost, each lot

received in stores. Issues are made against only one lot at a time,

and are charged out at the actual unit cost of that lot. When all of

a lot has been issued, the quantity balance and the money value should

both show zero. Any error that may have been made is thus brought

to light and corrected within a reasonable time. At this time the next

lot should be transferred from the column headed "completed lots" to

the issuing column.

There are some exceptions to the rule of apportionment in advance,

when things are to be secured from stores immediately after the issue

is written. In such cases the quantity issued must be subtracted from

the quantity available. In the case of most office supplies, and some

shop supplies, it is the rule not to apportion materials. Only the

columns for materials on hand and materials ordered are used in these

instances.

Upon receipt of materials in stores the storekeeper notifies the bal-

ance clerk on forms provided for the purpose. Entries are then made
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in the columns showing materials ordered and materials on hand. The
quantity received is subtracted from the balance ordered and added

to the balance on hand.

The balance clerk is responsible for keeping the production clerk

advised as to stock parts that are running low, and for the accuracy of

his sheets. In this connection he must devote a certain amount of

time each day to checking up his balances with the quantities shown on

the bin tags and the quantities actually in the bins.

The unique features of this element of the system are : the stores

balance sheets are kept in the planning department instead of in the

store room, as is customary under the old style of management; appor-

tionment is in advance and the quantity needed is subtracted from

the quantity available before items are actually issued ; orders for

the replenishment of stock are made when the quantity thus shown to

be available for future orders falls to the established minimum, rather

than when the quantity actually in stock is drawn down to a minimum
without regard to requirements for other orders under way in the shop,

which have not been called for but which may be called for at any

minute. The value of apportionment in advance (as a preventive of

awkward and costly delays) will be obvious to the reader.

As a result of keeping the actual cost values, as well as the quanti-

ties, of the articles on the balance sheets, these sheets become the

"detailed ledger" accounts for the various classes of purchased and

manufactured materials. They support the general ledger accounts

in the same manner that the individual customers' accounts support

and make up, in the aggregate, the general ledger account known as

"accounts receivable." In this, as in other ways, the system, or

mechanism, of planning and control is made to serve the purposes of

accounting also.

Instruction Cards. The methods supervisor as he has been

called in the past, "the instruction card man," will next receive the

manufacturing order and route sheets, and will prepare an instruc-

tion or method card for each separate operation, to show in detail, and

step by step, just how the operation is to be performed and what tools

are to be used in doing it. This, as stated in the discussion of the

routing function, is in reality an extension of routing. Obviously the

man filling this function, like the routing supervisor, must be a prac-

tical shop man. He should also have engineering training, preferably

in the application of engineering principles to production.

The ordinary procedure is for him to describe the operation from

start to finish, just as he would perform it at the machine or work
place, on his instruction or method cards. After he has done this.

he, or a trained clerical assistant, fills in the time for each of the ele-
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mentary operations or steps that are comprised in the operation being

planned. (See Figure 35 used in Chapter XV, page 219, and referred

to in Chapter VII.) Tlie time for the various elements is taken from

tabulated data which are the result of elementary time studies of the

use of machinery, tools and materials employed in industry.-^

Obviously an instruction card may take several forms. In non-

repetitive industries it is generally possible to classify work according

to the operations performed. The same operations are performed in

turning a solid gear blank as are performed in turning a spacing col-

lar, or a roller, or a bushing. Different tools may be used, and the

relative machining times may differ, but the operations of turning,

facing, and boring, etc., remain the same.

The time for the elementary operations, together with certain added

allowances, gives the time in which the operation should be done. If

there is any question as to which of two methods is the quicker, a rough

draft of each should be made up for purposes of comparison. The
"instruction card" serves a dual purpose: first, that of defining the

method and establishing it as standard, and second, that of determin-

ing the time required for the performance of each operation.

Generally a tool list (see Figure 78) is made up at the same time

as the instruction card in machine-shop work, where a great many
different jobs, each requiring its own peculiar set or combination of

tools, may be worked on by each machine.

The Order-of-Work Function. In a small planning depart-

ment this function may be administered by one man, the production

supervisor, with possibly a single minor assistant.

It logically breaks down, however, into three sub functions to each

of which one or more persons may be assigned.

1. The Planning-Dcpartment Order of Work. This includes every-

thing up to the starting of work in the shop. The main object of

this subfunction is to see that shipping orders and manufacturing

orders are handled expeditiously through the various stages of design

and planning.

The importance of avoiding delay in these activities cannot be

overemphasized.

2. The Shop Order of Work. This controls the performance of

all work in the shop and is responsible for the completion of each

job, or manufacturing order, in accordance with the dates set by the

production supervisor. This involves : (
i ) seeing that, so far as pos-

^ See article by the writer entitled, "Elementary Time Study as a Part of the Tay-
lor System of Scientific Management," Industrial Enyinccring, Vol. XI, No. 2, Feb-

ruary, 1912. Also paper on "Standards," Bulletin of Taylor Society, Vol. XII, Nos.

5 and 6. October and December, 1927.
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sible, ample work is kept ahead of each machine so that there may be

a minimum of idle machine time; (2) transferring operators from

Fig. 78. Tool List for a Particular Operation

machines or work places for which work may not be available to others

that have work ahead waiting to be done, or from lesser to more im-
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portant work; (3) arranging, as far in advance as possible, for

increasing or decreasing the force of employees in accordance with fluc-

tuations in the volume of business; (4) arranging for running equip-

ment overtime or for having certain work done in other shops if the

demand exceeds plant capacity at certain points; (5) arranging for

prompt correction of anything that may go wrong with work in

progress, such as damaged materials, spoiled work, breakdown of

equipment, etc.

In short, the shop order-of-work supervisor is responsible to the

production supervisor for the completion of orders on scheduled time,

and for the fullest and most economical utilization of plant equipment

and of the working force.

3. The Recording Clerk. He is in a sense an assistant to the shop

order-of-work supervisor. He checks the route sheets to show progress

from operation to operation, issues job time cards, operation orders,

inspection orders, move orders, etc., and does all the mechanical work

involved.

To facilitate execution of the work planned, as has been described,

the production supervisor and his lieutenant, the shop order-of-work

supervisor, have : (
i
) the route sheets, with their accompanying papers,

for each operation on the work to be performed; (2) a planning-de-

partment bulletin board (sometimes referred to as a "dispatching

board" or "order-of-work board"). (See Figure yg}) As work pro-

gresses on each manufacturing order it is recorded on the route sheet,

and hence the exact status of any order at any time may be readily

ascertained. The manner in which the route sheets are used will be

described in detail further on.

The bulletin board not only serves as a part of the machinery

by which the progress of work is controlled, but it discloses at a

glance, in the case of each machine, work place, or other producing

unit: (i) whether or not it is in operation, and if it is in operation,

^ For each machine or work place in the shop there are three pairs of hooks. The
first hooks hold the operation order for the job in progress, stamped with the time

started; under this order is hung a slip or tag giving the name of the operator and

showing the machines he is qualified to run or the classes of work he can do. If the

machine is idle a slip of distinctive color and wording showing the reason, such as,

"No operator," "Operator absent," "Machine under repair," is placed on the first

hooks. The second hooks hold the planning department copies of operation orders

for jobs ready to be done—for which the materials have been moved to the machine or

work place, or into an adjacent storage place or truck station serving a group. The
third hooks hold operation orders for jobs ahead but not ready to be done, i.e., hav-

ing preceding operations yet to be performed or waiting for materials to be issued.

Another form of bulletin board has pockets or compartments taking the place of

hooks. Both are developments of Mr. Taylor and Mr. Barth. The writer favors

the hook board as he believes it a little handier to operate. It also serves to make
shop conditions visible.
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what job is being worked on and who is doing it; (2) what jobs are

ahead of the machine or work i)Iace, and ready to be done; (3) what

joI)S are ahead of the machine or work place, but not ready to l)e done.

.\s each job is represented by an operation order, wliich shows the

time its performance should take, the number of hours' work ahead

of each machine may readily be ascertained. A description of the

manner in which the shop order-of-work supervisor utilizes the plan-

ning-department bulletin board follow^s

:

He must see that the various jobs (operation orders) ahead of each

machine are taken up and performed in accordance with their relative

importance, deciding, as each new job arrives at a machine, whether

it is to be done next after the job under way, or whether it is to be

the third, fourth or fifth job. In deciding this he is guided by the

order of w^ork, or schedule, furnished him by the production supervisor.

Where there is not enough work to keep certain machines running

steadily, he decides when to transfer men to them as work accumulates.

To do this intelligently, he must know what kind of machines each

workman can operate, and the grades of work each is capable of doing.

This information he must secure from the various foremen and in-

spectors. Usually this is recorded on a tag, which is hung on the

jjulletin board under the machine at which he is working.

It is his duty to see that each man has laid out ahead of him at all

times a proper amount of work (usually enough for at least ten

hours), and to notify the proper person in case he cannot get work
enough for the men, or in case there are not enough men to com-

plete the work when due.

The bulletin board referred to is a most important piece of planning

department machinery, of which there are a number of forms. A
description of one of these forms will, however, suffice, as the dififer-

ences are merely of construction and not of principle.

On the bulletin board under discussion there is a set of three hooks,

op.e under the other, for each machine or work place in the shop. On
the first of the hooks is hung the operation order for the job in

progress on the machine, and a tag showing the name of the workman
on the machine. On the second hook are the operation orders for

the various jobs that are at the machine waiting to be done. These

are arranged in the order in which they are to be taken up by the

operator. Duplicates of these orders are also shown on a bulletin

board in the shop, placed in a location convenient to the machines, to

which the preparation supervisor and the workmen refer for informa-

tion concerning their work. On the third hook are hung the opera-

tion orders for jol)s in progress in the shop, which are to l)e worked

on by the machine, but which have not yet progressed to the machine
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in question. That is, they are at some other machine where operations

are being performed that precede the one represented by the order on

the third hook.

From this it will be seen that the order-of-work supervisor has a

"bird's-eye view" of what is going on in the shop, what work is ahead

of each machine, and that he is able to plan the work much more in-

telligently than can the foreman, under the old style of management,

who depended upon his memory and upon observation for keeping

track of and laying out his work. Any one who has worked as a fore-

man under the old style of management will realize how difficult it is

to keep a gang of men supplied with work, and to be sure that each man
is working on the job that is of the greatest importance.

The order-of-work clerk is constantly and systematically going over

the bulletin board to see which machines (with men working on them)

are running short of work; which machines with work ahead that

should be started have no men assigned to them; what men will be

available because all the work ahead of them is finished, and how
soon ; that an important job is not waiting while one that is less impor-

tant is being worked on, etc.

Lost time between the completion of one job and the starting of

the next is thus avoided. It is a rule to have preparations made in

advance for two or more jobs (at least ten hours work) for each

workman. If the order-of-work clerk finds that there is less than this

amount of work ahead of a workman on the machine he is operating

at the time, he first sees whether there is any more work that can be

got to the machine in question in time to keep it going. If not, he

next ascertains to what other machine, idle at the time, but at which

there is work waiting to be done, the workman may be most advan-

tageously transferred. He then arranges to transfer him, and indi-

cates this by a notification slip, similar to an operation order, on the

hooks for the machines from which he is to be transferred and to

which he is assigned. Duplicates of these slips are of course placed

on the shop bulletin boards for the guidance of the workman and the

preparation and method supervisors.

The bulletin board is also used as a guide in sending out drawings,

instruction cards and tool lists to the machines in advance of the time

at which jobs are to be started, so that preparation may be made for

each job. When a workman finishes his last job on a given machine,

or is for any reason transferred to another, and goes to the machine to

which he has been assigned, he will find everything ready for him to

start work without loss of time. His drawing, instruction card, etc.,

have been delivered and his tools procured from the tool room. The
use of the bulletin board is closely linked up with the use of the route
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sheets. In fact, one without the other would be practically useless, as

will be seen from the following.

Let us assume that the work covered by a manufacturing order has

been planned as described; that the route sheet, or sheets, together

with their accompanying papers have been placed in the active route

files and turned over to the shop order-of-work supervisor, and that

the requirements are such that the job should at once be started out

in the shop. This would, of course, normally be the case. After

seeing that the order is shown on his order-of-work or production

schedule in a position that accords with its relative importance, he

proceeds as follows with each route sheet : he sends 'the stores issue to

the balance-of-stores clerk for assignment of material, that is, for

deduction (if the material is shown to be on hand) from the quantity

in stock. If it is returned showing no unassigned material on hand,

he places it in a file with any other issues for jobs held up pending

receipt of materials and reports the shortage to the production super-

visor, in order that appropriate measures may be taken to expedite

the delivery of material on order.

If, as should usually be the case, the materials are on hand, the

next step is to check the route sheet in the vertical checking spaces

on the line reading "materials in stores." (For the sake of con-

formity, it is the practice to draw the check marks in all four spaces

shown in the illustration—Figure 6i. The check marks on the line

reading "material ordered" are of course made earlier, during the

order's progress through the planning department.) Next, the move
order for moving the material from the store room to the machine

where the first operation is to be performed is removed from the

envelope, and a half check mark drawn on the line representing the

operation under the heading "move." This indicates that the ma-

terial is ordered moved or, to be strictly accurate, that steps have been

taken to that end. In due course the move order, together with the

stores issue, will be handed to a move man at the planning department

window. A laborer whose sole work is to move material from place

to place as directed by the planning department through the move orders

will secure the material and deliver it. In some cases the practice is

to send the stores issues to the store room, and to hold the move order

until the material has been made ready for delivery and the stores

issues sent back to the planning department. Another refinement is

to treat the preparation of stores for issue as a first operation, and to

use an operation order and time card. In either of these variations

the object is to control the work of getting out stores and to conserve

the time of the move men. Which one of the three methods to use

should be decided when the job is routed. It depends upon its nature.
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the conditions in the plant, and the exercise of common sense. One
method only may be suited to all work done, or all three may be em-
ployed in the same plant. The operation orders (both planning-de-

partment and shop copies) are placed on the third hooks, for the ma-
chines in question, on the planning-department bulletin board, which

contains jobs ahead for which materials are in the shop but which are

not yet ready to be done. If there are several operations, the operation

orders for each are placed on the third hooks for the respective ma-
chines indicated on the route sheet.

When the move man has delivered the materials he returns the

move order to the planning department window and is given an-

other. The next step is to complete the half check mark on the route

sheet in the move column and draw a half check mark under the

heading "operation," to indicate that the operation has been ordered

done. The operation order must be removed from the third hooks and
the planning-department copy placed on the second hooks in the order

of its importance, or urgency, in relation to other jobs ahead of the

machine, as shown by the order of work. The shop copy is placed

in a corresponding position on the shop bulletin board, to which the

gang boss and the workmen refer.

When the workman has finished the job which preceded the one
we are considering, he turns in his time card at the planning-depart-

ment window. The time card and inspection ticket for the job he is

about to start are then taken from the pocket or envelope and a half

check mark is drawn opposite the operation, under the heading "first

inspection." This indicates that the job is in progress and is a noti-

fication to the inspector. The time card is stamped with the date and
time that the operation was started and handed to the workman.
Previous to this—while he had two or three jobs ahead—the drawing,

tool list, and instruction card were delivered from the planning depart-

ment to the workman ; the gang boss had the tools procured from
the tool room and checked up the materials to see that they were
properly placed. The inspection ticket is stamped and sent, with any
others that may be ready, to the inspector as his notification that the

job is being started, so that he may see that the workman understands

the drawing, give him any needed instruction with reference to

quality, and see that the first piece is correctly made. The planning

department copy of the operation order is stamped to show the starting

time the same as that on the time card, and is then placed on the

bulletin board on the first hooks for the machine in question, to show
that the job is in progress on the machine.

When the inspection order is returned, after the inspector has seen

that the job is properly started, it is returned to the envelope, where
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it remains until the job is finished and the check mark on the route

sheet under the heading "first inspection" is completed. This shows

that the job is in progress and that the inspector has satisfied himself,

so far as quality is concerned, that everything is satisfactory. (In

some plants it is found desirable to have the inspector retain the

inspection order until the job is finished. It is unwise, however, to do

this during the early stages of the system's development.)

When the job is finished the workman returns his time card to

the planning department and it is stamped with the time finished. The
check mark on the route sheet under the heading "operation is com-

pleted," and a half check mark drawn under the heading "final in-

spection," indicate that the job is finished and awaiting inspection.

The inspection order is stamped with the time and sent out to the

inspector for a report of his findings regarding the entire lot. (It is

obviously good practice for the inspector to follow up the job during

its progress. He should inspect the work done at intervals rather

than wait and inspect the entire lot upon its completion.)

Upon the return of the inspection order it is stamped with the time

returned. The check mark under the heading "final inspection" on

the route sheet is completed and a half check mark under the heading

"move" is drawn on the next line to show that the materials have

been ordered moved to the machine that is to perform the next opera-

tion or, in the case of the last operation, to its final destination, which

is the store room. If it is one of several parts to be assembled with

others the half check mark indicates the point at which assembling is to

take place. In the latter case, delivery would be recorded on the

appropriate assembling route sheet. If there are a number of opera-

tions called for on the route sheet, the cycle described is completed

in the case of each.

In discussing the routing of a simple article consisting of several

parts which, after being completed, are to be assembled, a valve for a

molding machine was taken as an example and reference made to the

use of the assembling route sheet. (See Figure 64.) For the final

assembling of a machine or other product, for each major subdivision

or group, and for each further subdivision thereof previously desig-

nated as a division, there would be an assembling route sheet. These

not only provide for recording the performance of the various assem-

bling operations involved, but they show at the top the component

parts—whether drawn from stores or manufactured especially for the

order—that must be on hand before the order is issued for performing

the assembling operations in which these parts are involved.

By referring back to the foregoing description and keeping in mind
that, as each part is finished, that fact is entered on the assembling
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route sheet to which it pertains, I am sure that the reader will obtain

a clear understanding of the use of assembling route sheets. Not only

are the individual parts so treated but, as the assembling of a division

is completed, that fact is recorded on the assembling route sheet for

the group to which it belongs. When a group has been assembled the

final assembling route sheet is checked to show that it is ready to be

assembled with the others entering into the complete product.

There are, of course, many modifications and variations in the

methods and mechanisms that I have described. These are possible

and necessary to meet the needs of different businesses. It may be a

slight exaggeration to say that in no two instances may identical meth-

ods and mechanisms be applied, but it is not far from the truth. It is

in making such adaptations and modifications and in devising new
means to meet new conditions that the skill of even the most expe-

rienced industrial engineer is taxed, and most needed.

Planning-Department Organization. The question is fre-

quently asked : What relation should the number of men in the plan-

ning department bear to the total number of workmen? The answer

to this is that it depends entirely upon the size and nature of each

specific business. In some cases two or more men are required for

each of the positions enumerated, while in others two or more of

the positions may be combined. For example, one well-known con-

cern has a shop employing about four hundred workmen, with a plan-

ning department composed of only four men, while another, employ-

ing about one hundred in its shops, requires a planning force of

twenty people. The reason for this is that the first concern manu-
factures, in its shop, a limited variety of products in large quantities,

with infrequent changes in design. In most cases each machine runs

for months, or at least weeks, on the same job. The second concern,

on the other hand, manufactures a great variety of products in com-

paratively small quantities. Much of their product is special and sub-

ject to frequent changes in design. In the second concern, each work-

man works on the average on four different jobs per day.

The principal or major functional foremen in the planning depart-

ment as indicated by the description of their activities are: (i) the

production supervisor, (2) the route man, (3) the methods super-

visor, (4) the balance-of-stores clerk. All other planning-department

personnel is engaged in activities which may be regarded as sub func-

tions, or auxiliary to these.

For example, the production supervisor may have two principal

assistants : the planning-department order-of-work supervisor and the

shop order-of-work supervisor. The methods supervisor may have

under his direction one or more time-study men and assistants spe-
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cializing in the preparation of instruction cards for classes of work
in which each is particularly proficient. In addition to these there

may be especially trained stenographers and clerks on his staff.

Just as the detailed mechanisms must be devised to suit the par-

ticular case, so must the organization be designed to fit.
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PARTY

CONTROL

2. The Maintenance of Standards



Never suffer an exception to occur till the new habit is securely rooted in

your life. Each lapse is like the letting fall of a ball of string which one is

carefully winding up; a single slip undoes more than a great many turns will

wind again.

—

William James.

The lives of men in any class are more affected by the habits which they

form than by any other one influence. It is my observation that good prin-

ciples usually follow good habits, instead of the reverse. The best way to

secure good principles in men, therefore, is to firmly establish them in good
habits. . . . The moral effect of this habit of doing things according to law

and method is great. It develops men of principle in other directions. When
men spend the greater part of their active working hours in regulating their

every movement in accordance with clear-cut formulated laws, they form

habits which inevitably affect and in many cases control them in their family

life, and in all of their acts outside of working hours. With almost certainty

they begin to guide the rest of their lives according to principles and laws.
—Frederick W. Taylor.



CHAPTER XXIII

INSPECTION OF PHYSICAL STANDARDS ^

The maintenance of standards, previously agreed upon and estab-

lished, through continuous inspection of plant, equipment, materials,

processes, products and performance was one of the first functions

to be recognized by Taylor in the development of his methods and has

become an established procedure of scientific management. There is

here involved, in fact, the maintenance of quality; concerned as per-

taining to means as well as to end result. Quality as here used does

not imply a higher as contrasted to a lower grade of equipment, ma-
terial or product. It means the maintenance of every factor and

result of effort at the grade determined to be standard in the particular

situation. If a Ford truck is discovered by experiment to be the

most suitable truck—as to service and economy—for one type of haul-

ing, and a Pierce Arrow to be most suitable for another type of hauling,

each is adopted as standard for its particular service. The matter of

quality then becomes one of maintaining each at the highest point of

efficiency of which it is capable.

A standard is neither established nor maintained by the simple

process of publishing the specifications which define it. Because indi-

viduals vary in their capacities to understand specifications and to ac-

quire new patterns of habit, continuous inspection of efforts, as mani-

fested in means, methods and results, and explanation and correction

of errors, are essential to that educational process which constitutes the

establishment of standards. Also, individuals vary in their capacities

to maintain standards—whether it be the New Year's resolution, the

periodic oiling and greasing of an automobile, the perfect edge on a

cutting tool or a method of manipulation. This makes necessary a

system of continuous reminders, especially when, as under division of

labor, the effectiveness of one worker's performance is dependent upon

the maintenance of qualities in other workers' performances. These

reminders are based upon facts revealed by a continuous inspection of

facilities and performances. This chapter is concerned only with the

inspection of physical facilities.

There appears to be a popular belief that inspection—particularly of

product and of performance—is essential chiefly to counteract the

impulse toward quantity output regardless of quality, generated in

workers by a piece rate or other form of differential wage payment.
^ By H. S. Person, Managing Director of the Taylor Society, New York.
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Its necessity in this respect cannot be questioned. But it should be

observed that the utiHty of inspection on this account does not make
it a basic element of scientific management as distinguished from any

other type of management. The differential system of wage payment ^
is not an essential factor in scientific management ; it has an origin

independent of scientific management in the management movement
described in Chapter I. Whenever in particular instances scientific

management has appropriated the device of a differential wage sys-

tem—which is in the majority of instances—it has on that account

perceived this reason for inspection. But there is another reason for

inspection which is peculiar to and basic in scientific management.

The reason for inspection which is peculiar to scientific management

is that it serves as a device for the maintenance of, or interpretation

of reasons for variation from—the definite standards which have been

established, the constants in terms of which all calculations concern-

ing times of performance, order of work, costs and other factors are

computed. If scientific management is a management of precision

made possible by the substitution of constants for variables, then the

maintenance of the constants is essential. Inspection promotes this

maintenance of constants; and if, notwithstanding inspection, certain

constants cannot be maintained, inspection discovers the exact situa-

tion, the causes and the consequences.

In a certain illustrative instance the output of three identical ma-

chines was discovered to be falling oft' and upsetting the flow of work.

Special investigation disclosed that one of the machines was producing

less than half and a second less than three- fourths its estimated ca-

pacity. Further inspection disclosed that the cause w^as slipping belts.

When the proper belting tensions had been restored, calculated output

was again realized. Periodic inspection would have avoided, and sub-

sequent periodic inspection did avoid, these variations from calcula-

tions. In another instance the output of a worker assembling small

machines was increased sixfold by reorganization of his conditions and

methods of work. This was the gross, not the net gain, for the gain

was achieved in part by the addition of inspector assistants and tote

men. A substantial part of the net gain was secured by the institution

of parts inspection which permitted only parts which would fit to

come to the assembly bench, thereby relieving the assembly operation

of much filing and hand fitting. It is as a procedure of coordinating

specialized operations and eliminating much scrap not possible of recov-

ery that continuous inspection assumes so important a place in the pro-

cedures of scientific management.

Plant and Equipment. The inspection and maintenance of

buildings, conveying apparatus, machines, tools, dies and other physi-
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cal facilities which are not consumable and deteriorate only gradually

is provided for in a common manner ; by periodic examination, replace-

ment of parts, adjusting, oiling, painting, and so on. The essential

factors in such inspection and maintenance are assignment of respon-

sibility; predetermined periodicity of inspection, which periodicity will

vary with each class of facilities involved; and automatic reminders

of the arrival of a period of inspection. Generally the responsibility

rests on an engineering or maintenance unit, and within the unit, spe-

cialists will be responsible for particular classes of facilities; elec-

tricians for generators and dynamos, mechanical engineers for ma-
chines, and a foreman selected from among expert tool makers for

tools and dies. In the case of highly specialized equipment, such as

elevators, conveyors, and calculating machines, experts are sent in

periodically by the manufacturer.

The periodicity of inspection is determined by careful investigation

of each facility. Even such homely matters as painting may be

scheduled for intervals fitting the particular structure and its use

;

for instance, interior steel members of the building every five years,

exposed steel members every two years, and interior walls, because of

the important part they play in the reflection of light, annually. Ma-
chines may be scheduled for superficial inspection, adjustment and

oiling daily, and for detailed inspection and replacement of parts at

longer intervals.

Of one group of cotton mills it is reported that "when the mill is

in proper condition for operating, definite schedules of maintenance

inspection are formulated with the purpose of obviating interruptions

to continuous processing through impairment of equipment. There

are definite schedules and a system of planning-room control for such

things as painting, oiling, cleaning, overhauling, belting wear and

tension and renewals. At scheduled intervals each machine is taken

down, inspected and adjusted in every part even though periodic in-

spection may not have discovered signs of deterioration. Maintenance

is scheduled by four-week periods for several years in advance

—

whether it involves the triennial painting of the mill, the annual taking

down of a motor, or the periodic relining of a spinning frame—and a

maintenance budget is constructed which through a standard burden

rate distributes the costs of the long period evenly over the successive

four-week periods. As a consequence of these maintenance control

methods, a mill operates continuously with a minimum of breakdown,

and maintenance is effected more precisely and economically than would

be possible if attended to after breakdowns." ^ Of course, although

^ Kendall, Henry P., "Scientific Management in a Textile Business," Bulletin of

the Taylor Society, Vol. XII, No. 6, December, 1927, p. 523.
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such schedules of inspection are "definite," that does not mean that

they are not revised as experience and experiment disclose reasons

for revision. In a plant manufacturing typewriters : "Upon the com-

pletion of an operation all tools, together with from fifteen to twenty-

five of the last parts made by each tool and a tool service slip giving

the number of parts made and commenting on the condition of the

tool, are sent to the tool-inspection section. A careful inspection is

made and if any defects are found the tool is immediately sent to the

tool room to be conditioned. Upon completion of the conditioning of

the tool it is returned to the tool-inspection section, is again inspected,

and if approved is placed in its proper location in the tool crib with

the last parts made and is ready for use." ^

TICKLER -o- ....... ..,.,.

SEND THIS SLIP BACK TO TICKLER TO COME OUT ON A LATER DATE
IF YOO HAVE NOT ATTENDED TO THE WORK

name: MR. YOUR ATTENTION IB CALLED TO THE FOLLOWINa:
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siderable attention has to be given to the educational process of get-

ting the tickler used generally, but also that such attention is well

repaid in ultimate results.

Materials and Products. The inspection of materials, sup-
plies, worked materials, and completed product is identical in prin-

ciple with the inspection of equipment. However, in so far as they

represent a much greater variety of items the procedures are more
varied, and in so far as they are geared into processing, they are

simpler. For instance, in this field of inspection the tickler has only

moderate use.

1. Materials and Supplies on Receipt. These should be purchased

on specifications which give detailed characteristics determined by the

use requirements of the purchaser, and expressed in terms fully under-

stood by vendor and buyer. In the case of standard branded items,

such as a soap, the brand name and number constitute a sufficient speci-

fication ; but in the case of some raw materials, such as alloy metals,

the specifications may be very detailed. Another item may involve

specifications falling anywhere between these two extremes. The na-

ture of the inspection may vary accordingly. In the case of a branded

item the wrapper or the label and seal of the container may be suffi-

cient evidence of the quality of the lot, the integrity of the vender

being relied upon. In the case of raw materials, such as alloy metals,

samples of the lot will be given laboratory analysis. In the case of

the textile mills referred to above, it is recorded that "Maintenance of

uniform quality of raw cotton is of equal importance to the mainte-

nance of perfect condition of equipment. After the most desirable

standard of raw cotton has been determined by experiment—the best

combination of character, color, staple, and grade—cotton of that qual-

ity only is purchased, and expert inspection of all receipts is the basis

of a most rigid practice of acceptance or rejection. It is interesting

to note that, as soon as standardization, inspection and rejection of

cotton below standard become established as fixed practices, delivery

of cotton below standard practically ceases." ^ The result is that

"With equipment in perfect condition and even running raw material,

weavers and spinners are able to tend from two to three times as

many looms and spindles as they have been tending before such main-

tenance control is developed."
'

2. Materials and Supplies—in Stores. Materials and supplies in

stores are subject to two principal conditions of variability : deteriora-

tion in quality and diminution in quantity. Some items of a chemical

nature deteriorate from atmospheric conditions or from the chemical

^Ibid., Vol. XII, No. 6, December, 1927, p. 523.

* Ibid., p. 524-
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interaction of their constituent parts—so called "aging" ; others such

as leather may deteriorate from conditions of heat and moisture. All

diminish in quantity as they are consumed in processing or are dis-

carded because of deterioration in quality, and this diminution in quan-

tity may have serious consequences if workers and equipment are fre-

quently subjected to inactivity because of a shortage of some material.

Inspection of materials in stores, both with respect to quality and quan-

tity, becomes therefore an important phase of continuing inspection.

Inspection of materials as to quality is practically identical in nature

and procedure to the inspection of equipment. Inspection as to quan-

tity is controlled principally through the balance-of-stores ledger in

the planning room,^ but this control should be checked by periodic

actual count of physical items, in which case the inspection becomes one

not only of the quantity of the items but also of the accuracy of the

balance-of-stores ledgers. As a detail of satisfactory practice it has be-

come customary in some plants to conduct such checks whenever the

balance-of-stores record on any item shows that the amount on hand

has fallen to or below the established minimum. In this way the contin-

gency of running entirely out of stock is avoided, and the correspon-

dence of the actual stores and the stores record is maintained.

3. Materials in Process. The inspection of worked and partly

worked materials constitutes a simultaneous double inspection—in-

spection of the quality of the performance of the worker, which will

be considered in the next chapter, and of the quality of the part which

results from the performance. In this inspection of the physical part

an appraisal by the sight or touch of a skilled inspector may be suffi-

cient ; in another instance quick measurement by calipers may be re-

quired ; while in another precise measurement by gauges or the inter-

ferometer, and weighing and balancing may be essential. Parts which

pass inspection may then proceed to the next passage or to worked-ma-

terial stores, with the assurance that subsequent operations will not be

wasted in work on parts already spoiled, or in attempts to assemble

parts which do not fit. Parts which do not pass inspection may pro-

ceed to a special conditioning unit, if the defect is remediable, or to

the salvage unit.

In some plants special physical laboratories have been constructed,

with a complete equipment of the most precise and delicate measuring

apparatus, for the purpose of inspection and maintenance of working

gauges, tools and similar equipment.

It was in connection with this inspection of materials in process that

Taylor early incorporated a very important factor into scientific man-

agement technique—the inspection of the first piece of a lot to come

^Cf. Chapter XXII.
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off a machine In addition to the conventional inspection of the entire

lot after processing. This inspection of the first piece of a lot has

three principal purposes : to save the waste of material through de-

fective workmanship on an entire lot because of misunderstanding by
the worker ; to save the waste of labor effort—a saving to the emplover

in the case of time payments and to the worker in the case of piece

rates ; and to save the waste of investment in equipment incurred dur-

ing the period of misapplication of effort. (See Figure 57 used in

Chapter XXII, page 328.)

4. Subassemblies and Final Assemblies. The inspection of subas-

semblies and final assemblies constitutes more an inspection of per-

formance than of the physical parts ; but it does constitute a final, super-

inspection of parts. Particularly through tryouts, as in the case of

machines, there may be disclosed after final assembly defects in ma-
terial, in workmanship or in physical conditions of parts which escaped

previous inspections.

It should be repeated that there are two objectives in inspection of

physical standards : to avoid deterioration in quality of craftsmanship

induced by the workers' desire to achieve quantity under an incentive

wage system ; and to coordinate the efforts of workers qualitatively

under division of labor. Where proper inspection is absent there is

much waste resulting from shortages of materials, processing on ma-
terials already spoiled in previous processes, or from the necessity of

filing and hand fitting in an assembly operation. It should be noted

also that inspection is by no means an insignificant item of cost, and the

degree to which a system of inspection should be developed in any
particular instance must be determined by investigatioii and experi-

ment, and the balancing of savings against cost. In this connection

it should be noted, however, that while in the long run inspection must
produce more than it costs, at the beginning of the development of

new methods of operating it is a good investment to pay any necessary

cost for sufficient inspection to assure the complete establishment of

the new operation habits. After these habits have become well estab-

lished, the quantity and costs of inspection may be reduced. Generally

thorough inspection repays its cost generously in the savings of mis-

applied labor and overhead, and of wasted materials, in elimination of

idle workers and machines, and through a market prestige resulting

from products rated by consumers as dependable and precise deliveries.
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CHAPTER XXIV

INSPECTION OF PERFORMANCE ^

The inspection of individual performances is not less important

than that inspection of physical factors which has been explained in

the preceding chapter. In fact, where human nature is involved there

is greater danger of variations from standards than where inanimate

nature is involved. While scientific management recognizes general

variability in human capacities and attempts to discover differences and

assign responsibilities in accordance with capacities, it is not content

to leave to chance the suitability of application of human capacity in

any particular instance.

A systematic, continuous inspection of the performance of individual

executives and operatives has two major objectives : to secure data for

rating individual efficiencies, and to discover variations from standard

operating conditions which otherwise would not be so promptly de-

tected. Devices for the accomplishment of both of these objectives has

had an important part in the procedures of scientific management from

its beginning; but in the early period, before the principles had been

applied to general administration and to merchandising and selling, at-

tention was focused only on the performafice of shop executives and

workers' efficiency on individual jobs.

Taylor was a pioneer in the recognition of the importance of dif-

ferences in individual capacities, and their influence upon management.

His basic constructive work was done before the functionalized per-

sonnel department and the technique of modern psychology were even

conceived. But his experience with time-study measurements, stand-

ardized tasks, and differential systems of wage payment promptly fo-

cused his attention on the reality of the differences in individual capaci-

ties. • He called attention to this fact by his analogy of the trotting

horse, the family driving horse and the draft horse. He therefore

incorporated into his procedures devices for detecting individual dif-

ferences as a basis for assignment and instruction. In that day, the

only available means of appraising individual capacity was by inspec-

tion through performance records. In addition to performance rec-

ords of that sort, his differential piece-rate system was designed to

serve also as a selective mechanism.

It is likely that to him even more significant was inspection of per-

formance as a means of detecting deterioration in the standard condi-

^ By H. S. Person, Managing Director of the Taylor Society, New York.
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tions basic to standard performance. Otherwise it is difficult to under-

stand why he insisted on continuous inspection. Occasional inspection

by a summary of records would have been sufficient for appraisal of

individual capacity. The primary reason for continuity of inspection,

on the other hand, was to detect carelessness and indifference with re-

spect to standards, and to bring them to the attention of those respon-

sible in time for correction before the flow of work and costs would be

in large degree unfavorably affected. Therefore he established a

progress record unit which constantly checked returned work order

slips against planning room schedules, and any sign of serious lag in

the progress of an operation was immediately reported and special

inspection promptly made of the conditions at the point of delay. Usu-

ally the cause of the delay was found to be some condition for which

the operative was not responsible—a slipping belt, an improper tool,

defective raw material—conditions which could be at once corrected.

Performance in the Shop. The progress of work through

processing and the effectiveness of individual contributions thereto can

be much more accurately observed and precisely valued than can any

other type of performance. For in the shop, as has been noted, stand-

ard conditions can be more firmly established and the area of the

unexpected reduced to a minimum. On this basis of such standard

conditions there can by time study be constructed standard times for

all operations, which will hold good for purposes of planning so long

as the conditions remain standard. The sequence and approximate

duration of all operations involved in any order or job can be deter-

mined by analysis. The planning room can lay out the work on any

job in terms of the man hours or machine hours required for its com-

pletion, and therefore, having determined when work on the job shall

begin, can predict when work on each element of the job and on the

entire job should be completed. Continuous checking against its esti-

mated time of the time of each increment of work as it is completed,

makes possible a continuous appraisal of individual efficiency and of

working conditions. If deterioration in working conditions is indi-

cated, the causes can be instantly determined and corrections made.

The records of workers' efficiency on individual jobs go into their

general records and permit an over-all or long-time rating of the effi-

ciency of each.

Early in the development of scientific management Taylor incor-

porated such continuous inspection into the work of the planning

room. The documents involved in the procedure are called progress

records. As soon as an order or job is put into process a copy of

the route sheet, previously prepared by the route clerk, is sent to the

progress record clerks. On this sheet (See Figures 62-64 used in
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Chapter XXII, pages 339-341) each main and suboperation is listed

and on it are columns for graphical checking of progress. Actual

progress is indicated by the work-order slips returned by the worker

on the completion of an operation to the order-of-work clerk, and by

the latter sent to the progress record clerks. Each work-order slip by

symbols identifies the order or job and the operation to which it be-

longs, and by stampings of the time clock, the time taken to complete

the operation. From these work-order slips the progress record clerks

make appropriate marks on the route sheet, and the graphical appear-

ance of the route sheet at any time indicates the status of work on

the job or order. If any unit operation is observed to be behind

schedule, the production supervisor is notified and a special inspection

is made of conditions at that work place. If the delay is caused by

improper conditions or facilities, they are corrected. If the delay is

caused by lack of competence of the operative (as when regular opera-

tive is absent and a less skilled worker has taken his place) the opera-

tion may be shifted to another machine, or a more skilled worker

temporarily assigned to the machine which the work already occupies,

or affairs may be left as they are, the not unimportant result of inspec-

tion in the latter instance being a knowledge of the facts of the case.

Henry L. Gantt adopted and extended this principle of inspection,

in fact, made it the corner stone of his technique of development of

scientific management ; and for its wider application he devised graphi-

cal forms of recording performance to which have been given the

name Gantt Charts.-^ One of Gantt's greatest contributions to scien-

tific management was the procedure of using inspection, by means of

the information yielded by progress records, as a device for impro-i/ing

conditions and methods, through publicity of results and reasons, as

well as for maintaining them ; whereas Taylor had used it mainly as a

device for maintenance of conditions and methods which had been dis-

covered, designed and established chiefly through other procedures. A
series of Gantt charts, of which specimens are indicated by Figures 81 ^

^ Cf. Clark, Wallace, The Gantt Chart, New York, The Ronald Press Company,
1922.

" In Figure 8i the vertical spaces represent to scale the days and working hours of

the plant. The horizontal lines indicate on this scale the running time of individual

machines (light lines), the weekly total of individual machines (heavier), the weekly

total of groups of machines (heavier) and the weekly total of all machines in a de-

partment (heaviest). The portion of the daily space through which no line is drawn
represents the time the machine was idle. The curve of idleness is represented by

letters according to the following legend:

E—Waiting for set-up. P—Lack of power.
H—Lack of help. R—Repairs.

M—Lack of material. T—Lack of Tools.

O—Lack of orders. V—Holiday.
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and 82 ^ can be made to record graphically and currently the prog-

ress of operations—by operations, machines, groups of machines, shops,

and for the entire business.

Still another graphical variant of maintenance and control through

inspection of performance is that of the Thompson and Lichtner Com-
pany illustrated in Figures 83 and 84.

With respect to all of these devices for inspection of performance

it should be observed : first, that they are identical in principle ; sec-

ond, that they differ mainly in graphical symbolization ; third, that

all are used to check progress on work and control the flow ; and

fourth, that they may be used to a greater or less extent for purposes

of instruction and inducing voluntary improvement of conditions and

methods on the part of foremen and workers. As has been noted, it

is with respect to this fourth use that the Gantt Charts have become

famous.

It should be observed that the principal purpose of such progress

records is the maintenance of the flow of work through maintenance

of the conditions (by discovery of lapses) on which the scheduling is

based. They are not used directly for the appraisal of a worker's

efficiency, for his efficiency should be judged by his normal or long-

time performance. A different set of records is established for that

purpose; a ledger card for each worker to which is posted, from his

time-stamped work order slips, the quality of his performance on each

operation. An operator's efficiency record is illustrated in Figure 85

and an operation efficiency record in Figure 86." By means of such

records the development of workers can be noted, the development of

the efficiency of a given operation by all workers over a period of time

be studied, and perhaps most important, the relation of actual accom-

When there is more than one reason for idleness, the reason entered on the chart

is determined by asking questions in the following order :

R—Is the machine ready to run?

O—Is there an order for the machine?
M—Is there material ready to be worked on ?

T—Are there tools ?

P—Is there power to run the machine?
H—Is there an operator for the machine?

Circumstances sometimes change the relative importance of the reasons for idle-

ness and it is then necessary to change the sequence of these questions.
^ Figure 82 the V indicates that this chart was reproduced on March 3. An angle

opening to the right indicates the date on which the material was to be issued from
stores ; the figures indicate the operations to be done on the order and are placed under

the dates on which they were to be begun ; an angle opening to the left indicates the

date on which the parts were to be shipped. The heavy lines show what operations

have been done ; and the letters under the lines indicate the reasons for delay.

Reproduced by permission from "The Gantt Chart" by Wallace Clark, New York,

The Ronald Press Company, 1923, pp. 25 and 86.

'Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. VIII, No. i, February, 1923, p. 20.
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j)lisliment to theoretical standards be brought to the attention of the

methods division.

The detail in which progress and efficiency records are kept will

vary among different types of operations. As in the case of physical

inspection—or any kind of inspection—returns must be appraised in

terms of the cost of the paper work. In the long run inspection must

pay its way. But it should be observed, as was observed also in the

preceding chapter, that during the period of development of new

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS.
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sheet and profits were indicated, performance was appraised as satisfac-

tory. If no profits were indicated, but yet a sound balance sheet con-

dition in the hght of general industrial conditions, performance might

still be appraised as satisfactory—for it is assumed there must be ups

and downs. There was no means of appraisal by comparison with what

could have been, or what was attempted to be achieved, or by what

would happen—with respect to inventory assets for instance—if indus-

trial conditions should take a sudden turn for the worse. These more
general methods of appraisal appeared to suffice when the United States

enjoyed a fairly continuous sellers' market.

However, the severe depression which followed the war and the

appearance of a prolonged buyers' market awakened industry to the

realization that such methods of appraisal are not always sufficient.

There was then a widespread shrinking of inventory values and gen-

eral executives came to realize that both they and their departmental

associates had been riding too comfortably and indifferently on calm

seas, and that they had not exhibited that efficient seamanship which

always keeps a ship in order. General executives, realizing that on

them rested the major responsibility, jumped into action and became

essentially merchandise managers, sales managers, financial managers,

labor managers and production managers—in cooperation with de-

partmental managers, of course—and among other things instituted

systems of planning and of recording and appraising results of execu-

tive effort, which before had not seemed essential. The influence of

banks, insurance companies and other large investors w^as also brought

to bear on the development of standards for measurement of execu-

tive performance, for in 192 1 and 1922 they came to realize that

financial statements were not a sufficient basis for judgment whether

enterprises which showed shrinkage in assets and operating losses

should be supported or not; a general refusal to support those which

by earlier superficial standards appeared to be in an unsatisfactory

condition would have caused havoc in American industry. Therefore

these financial institutions through engineers and other professional

agencies and even their own created departments made detailed in-

quiries into such factors as physical equipment, executive capacity,

use values of the commodities, labor conditions, and the system of

management with respect to each enterprise, thereby appraising its

basic soundness and probable success under more normal industrial

conditions, as a basis for decision whether it should or should not be

supported through the depression. Out of these emergency activities

of general managers and credit institutions there rapidly developed

standards for measuring performance which have taken their place as

a part of the permanent mechanism of general administrative control.
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It is unnecessary to describe these standards of measurement in

detail ; they have been described in earher chapters.^ Most important

are the budget, the master schedule of operations for the enterprise as

a whole; the detailed operating schedules—derived from the master

schedule—of the sales, production and other departments; and cer-

tain ratios which constitute standards of proportion between factors of

management. The significance of these devices is that they establish

for the enterprise as a whole, of which entire departments become for

the purpose the unit work places, a counterpart of the planning de-

partment which scientific management many years ago established

for the production department. The schedule of sales, the schedule

of production, and the schedule of personnel requirements, for a definite

period of six months or a year or longer, are for the sales, produc-

tion and personnel departments, respectively, what the operation

schedule is to a shop foreman and the work order slip is to the indi-

vidual operative—a plan, a task, a standard by which to measure per-

formance. Today every function is provided with a definite target

at which to aim.

There is this fundamental difference, however; executives are more
concerned with imponderables and variables than are production opera-

tives. Planning, preparation and continuing inspection can succeed

in holding fairly constant the physical characteristics of plant, ma-
chine, tools, materials and method. Here is a large area of constants

with which the production staff may work. Its area of imponderables

and variables—although sufficiently perplexing—is much reduced ; the

dominant factors in this area are variations in the production volume

which come to it from sales and variations in human nature. But the

executive must work with a larger proportion of unknowns—indus-

trial conditions and tendencies, the state of the market, changes in

customer requirements, the influence of legislation and public opinion.

Therefore the standards to which executives must work cannot be as

precise as are those to which the production group w^orks. There is

not a comparable factual basis for plans
;
judgment and even g-uessing

are involved. Therefore appraisal in terms of the standards cannot be

as precise.

In this connection the significance, as a mechanism for appraising

performance, of John Williams' flexible budget " should be noted.

Generally budgets, even the best of budgets, set one definite task for

the forecasted period on the assumption of a specified volume of sales.

From this assumed volume of sales are computed all detailed budgets

and schedules, including for instance the cost of performing each de-

partmental unit of the total task. But sales may vary considerably

^Cf. Chapters IV, XI and XIX. ==Cf. Chapter XIX.
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from the estimated volume, and because of the varying ratio, as

volume varies, of fixed to variable elements in cost, the cost of per-

forming a departmental task will not vary in direct proportion to the

changes in volume of sales. The elements of the original budget cease

to be just standards by which to measure the efficiency, as indicated by

cost, of departmental performance. Therefore Mr. Williams constructs

several budgets : for minimum, maximum and intermediate volumes

of estimated sales ; and for any given month that particular budget is

used, as a standard by which to judge individual executive performance,

which corresponds most closely to the current actual volume of sales.

With respect to inspection as a procedure for discovering deteriora-

tion in executive standards, or variation from estimated conditions,

attention should be directed to the exception principle so strongly em-
phasized by Taylor. There should be, of course, constant inspection

of every unit of performance by routine comparison of results and

costs with the corresponding items of the predetermined plan; but

only those items should be brought to executive attention which dis-

close serious variation from the predetermined standard. It is on
these variations from the expected that a chief executive should con-

centrate his attention, either for the purpose of bringing his larger

experience to bear on correction of unfavorable conditions, or for the

purpose of modifying aims—perhaps even policy—if the unexpected

unfavorable conditions cannot be changed. It is by inspection of this

sort that the entire executive staff is enabled to concentrate upon the

unfavorable influence of the unexpected, immediately and effectively,

before that influence has had serious consequences for the enterprise.

In the field of executive responsibility, therefore, as well as in the

shop, inspection values its function of discovering necessity and oppor-

tunity for common helpfulness as highly as it values its function of

appraisal of executive efficiency.
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CHAPTER XXV

THE MAINTENANCE OF LABOR STANDARDS^

Since any operating standards are neither maintained nor improved

without supervision, the value of such check-up will be as great in

the field of personnel policies as elsewhere. The fact that there are

here a number of imponderables, of facts and forces of almost wholly

subjective character, does not lessen this need ; rather it increases it.

For the very subtlety of the elements of the problem of maintaining

in force labor policies which will be progressively effective requires

special care in analysis, in statement, in the proposing of new policies

and in their introduction. In fact, it is safe to say that the more
intangible the standards the more important is their evaluation. Also,

as in this case, the more dependent the effectiveness of the total organi-

zation upon a given class of standards, the more necessary it is to

protect them. The case for maintaining standards in all matters af-

fected with a personnel interest thus needs no argument.

Unlike standards of taps or drills, or those embodied in the speci-

fications of working methods or in time-study results, standards in

the field of personnel management are conditioned continually by

psychological factors which make this field peculiarly dynamic and,

to use a helpful new word of the social sciences, emergent. In a

limited sense certain standards can be fixed, accurately recorded, and

checked. This is essential to good management. But in the larger

sense certain other standards which affect the working attitudes and

relations of employees to an organization, are satisfactory and valid

only temporarily and in relation to competitive conditions, community
reactions, consumer sentiment and working-class outlook and progress.

It is this fact which makes the maintenance of labor standards a prob-

lem not merely technical in a limited sense, but one of industrial states-

manship, entailing for proper maintenance or revision an outlook and

training of a rather unusual sort.

Inspection of Current Standards. Considering first the ques-

tion of maintaining existing standards in the operating divisions of a

personnel department, one most vividly suggests the nature of the

problem by referring the reader to Chapter VIII. It was there pointed

out that research to determine standards in this field requires examina-

tion of the fields of selection, training, health and safety, service work

^ By Ordway Tead, Editor of Economic and Business Books, Harper & Brothers,

New York; Lecturer in Personnel Administration, Columbia University, New York.
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and joint negotiation and adjustment. Naturally, the inspection and
check-up of personnel standards will therefore be required in these

same fields of investigation.

In the first instance, such check-up should come from the operating

executive in charge of a unit. The heads of such units as employ-

ment, training, health and safety will be the ones directly responsible

for maintenance of the standards set for their divisions. The specific

methods which will assure this review of results may vary greatly

with local conditions. A company hiring two hundred people a week
has obviously a dififerent problem of interview inspection from one
hiring five; similarly in the other functional divisions. But the differ-

ence is quantitative only. The desired end is the same; namely, to be

sure that as soon as any notable change from normal is taking place,

the fact is noted and the reasons ascertained. A doctor who finds,

for example, a rapid increase in patients suffering from aniline oil

fumes in one department will realize that there is something seriously

wrong with machinery, ventilation, equipment or processing methods,

which necessitates executive action.

An employment interviewer who discovers that one foreman out

of a dozen is responsible for half the separations taking place from
the entire company, will want to know what is the matter with that

foreman's methods.

How often each executive must check his own operating results de-

pends thus upon the size of his responsibilities. But if his standards

of normalcy are explicit, and if his system of record keeping is ade-

quate, this should not prove difficult. Indeed, the existence of the

standards almost automatically suggests the type of records that a

given operating unit will require.

iThe correction of shortcomings between standards and actual re-

sults becomes also a real part of the problem of maintenance. Here

again it is difficult to lay down a rule of universal application. The
doctor in the case above suggested may be confronted with a condi-

tion productive of occupational disease that only the expenditure of

some thousands of dollars can correct. A training director may be

handicapped because he has no classroom or no duplicate machines

at which to train. To talk in most cases of maintaining standards

means at once that action is required among a group of higher execu-

tives who can be instrumental in authorizing appropriations.

The important thing is to be sure that when such serious departures

from standard are noted, they be brought authoritatively to the atten-

tion of those executives whose action can bring results. Some com-

panies find that they can secure the best results by letting the personnel

executive authorize all unusual and unbudgeted outlays up to a certain
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amount, and requiring amounts above that to be authorized by the

company's executive committee. Some standard practice for giving

adequate responsibiHty to each executive for maintaining the stand-

ards of which he is in charge, is an important corollary here.

Inspection of Standards in Relation to Policies. The direct

check-up of day-to-day activities is, then, less of a problem than is

the assuring that all these individual standards in selection, training,

health, and so on, are continuously working together to give force to

those standards of company labor policy as a w^hole which the head

executives wish to see in force. It is not infrequent that some one

feature like a company's medical w-ork or its service work maintains

high standards while nevertheless the total working morale of the rank

and file is far from satisfactory. Here the problem of maintaining a

standard for the company labor policy in its total effectiveness in

action, is far more difficult. In all probability in such cases what is

needed is a searching review of the personnel policies and methods of

the organization in their entirety and from a disinterested and per-

haps even outside point of view. It is not suggested, of course, that a

standard of good company morale can be stated in a formula or equa-

tion in which all the factors when correctly evaluated tell when morale

is present. But it certainly is true that head executives and owners do

frequently have in mind a kind of working spirit for their organization

which they can (or think they can) more or less sense when it is pres-

ent, and the absence of which they can detect and deplore.

Such a by no means unusual condition of unbalanced development

in different phases of a company's personnel policy has brought into

relief the need for a broader instrument and technique of inquiry

than the more specific measures and records suggested above. If it

may be assumed that many organizations—at least those which are

trying to administer themselves under precise, scientific, and progres-

sive methods—do have certain objectives of employee good-will, cor-

diality, and total organization cooperativeness which they wish to see

in action, then the maintenance of all the conditions which contribute

to such a happy attitude is obviously vital. And more than that, some

analytical technique is required which will point to many perhaps un-

recognized forces which help or prevent a condition of affairs which

makes for the fulfilment of such a standard.

A method for such a scrutinizing of organization personnel stand-

ards in their totality is at hand in what may be called an "industrial

relations survey" or "labor audit," the latter of which terms will be

here used to connote the methodology which will now be outlined.

Labor Audits. Definition. A labor audit is a systematic and

reasonably exhaustive analysis and statement of the facts and forces
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in an organization which affect the relations between the employees and

the management; which in other words condition the morale of the

entire organization.

From the point of view of the continued operation of sound man-
agement policies such an examination should be made at periodic in-

tervals, exactly as is a financial audit. Probably in this field once a

year is often enough to assure a proper appraisal.

Whether this analysis should be undertaken by executives in the

organization, or by outside consultants—just as financial audits are

made by certified public accountants—is a question to which there is

no one answer. If the chief personnel executive is highly competent,

there is much to be said for such an annual survey being made under

his direction with perhaps an outside consultant being brought in every

third year. If a company's labor standards seem to be working

badly, that is often prima facie evidence that an outsider's view would

be highly profitable. Indeed the labor audit under certain conditions

might be made by a private foundation (such as the Russell Sage

Foundation), by a labor union, or by a governmental body such as

a state department of labor or an ad hoc commission. In this volume

the problems and uses of the audit as made either by the personnel

manager himself or by a professional consultant will be those spe-

cially stressed. And it will further be assumed that the examination

to be made is to be carried on periodically at intervals of one year,

since that supplies a time unit of sufficient length to observe important

changes in methods and results.

The aspects of the subject which experience shows to require special

consideration are: the labor auditor himself; the method of the audit,

including the character of the check list and the means of procuring

the data; the method of presentation; and the best ways to utilize the

finished audit.

I. The Labor Auditor. The examination of labor standards will

be no better than the ability and training of the auditor permit it to be.

His outlook, background and insight are in this field peculiarly limit-

ing factors in the effectiveness of his work, since he is fundamentally

in search of many facts which cannot be weighed, measured or recorded

with statistical precision. Explicitly should be mentioned here his

training, his attitude and his objectives.

His training should include a thorough working knowledge of what

other companies are doing and have done (successfully and otherwise)

in the entire range of personnel activities. The standards he wants

either to maintain or to advance are frequently not new and untried,

but have somebody of informing, comparable experience behind them.
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His ability as a salesman for his ideas will be greatly enhanced by his

ability to quote line and page from the history of other organizations.

Also his training must have enabled him to understand what kinds

of facts, factors and influences do have personnel implications—do

tend to affect in one way or another the working attitude of the entire

membership of the organization. This sense for the relevancy of the

subject matter to be covered is absolutely indispensable to his success.

Increasingly, of course, established check lists can supply him with

suggestions as to the varied items to be examined, if thoroughness

is to be achieved. But there should be additionally the conviction in

his mind of their relevancy and of the reasons why they are relevant.

His conception of what facts are relevant will be rolored by the

extent of his awareness of the trends in economic and industrial

organization throughout the country and the world. The point should

not require elaboration today, that the labor auditor should have a

sense for the increasingly democratic sentiment actuating all peoples

in all lands and being applied more and more to the issues of industrial

life. Some understanding of and sympathy with this democratic trend

will help the auditor to know what to look for and to comprehend

what he finds.

A final element in his training should be a vivid realization of the

educational methods which are today understood to be most effective

in getting ideas over to other people. The auditor in this field is only

half an inspector and recorder ; he is in his more important half an

interpreter and teacher. For the maintenance of personnel standards

requires not merely observation and analysis ; it requires ability to

make executives see when certain intangible standards are not being

lived up to and when the influence of others is not in the direction ex-

pected or desired. Hence the necessity for a command of what is

essentially a teaching technique. This involves, as was said in a previ-

ous chapter,^ ability to make others share in the essence of one's expe-

riences as the basis for their grasping and feeling the significance of

one's conclusions. It is not possible here to elaborate this fundamental

psychological point beyond saying that of the two major methods of

learning—from one's own current experience and from one's mental

rehearsal of prior experience, which is reasoning—^the former is for

most people the most used and most telling method. The auditor must

make those to whom he is reporting aware not merely in a verbal way,

but in what may be called an experiential way, of the facts he finds.

And he will know that the mere reading of reports by executives usu-

ally conveys to them but a fraction of the truth he has to impart. He
will find that many of his executive associates will be predominantly

^Cf. Chapter VIII.
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motor-minded, which means that they are influenced and mentally im-
plicated only by their own actual motor and mental experiences—^by

being placed in problem situations which they identify as such and
then try to solve as an integral necessity for the restoring of their

own peace of mind.

The attitude of the auditor is also important. It must be scientific,

of course, and it must in part at least be professional—by which is

meant that it must be an attitude that adheres to standards and aims
which are not wholly governed by immediate consideration of business

profit. Just as the certified public accountant gains part of his value

by his adherence to professional standards of procedure, interpretation

and disinterested statement of fact, so here the auditor, be he personnel

manager or outside consultant, gains greatly in value even from the

strictly business point of view if his attitude is one of recording facts

and failures regardless of who is involved thereby. This does not

mean a chronic, sweeping use of open criticism; rather it means a

fundamental honesty in stating at the right time and place and in

the right manner the results he has obtained. The essence of his in-

tegrity is not measured by his bluntness but by his diplomacy in mak-
ing the right individuals aware at the right time of the failures for

which they are responsible. And he gains his greatest value as an

auditor of an organization's personnel balance sheet only as he points

out all the losses and discrepancies he sees. To soft pedal here is to

defeat the ends of his whole effort, exactly as it is true that for him
to be too reactionary or conservative in his judgments would likewise

defeat his greatest utility. For if he is not ahead of his executive

associates in his knowledge and appreciation of the morale factors in

business—those factors which change and progress with the mood
of the times and the temper of working people's outlook—he will not

long remain of any real value to his organization.

This leads to a mention of his objectives. His immediate objective

is completeness of fact knowledge, clarity of fact statement, and ac-

curacy in fact interpretation. But because of the peculiar nature of

his problem and of the medium with which he so largely works

—

namely, human nature—he should have a further objective of being

able to suggest to executives and help them to change to new per-

sonnel standards as the limitations and handicaps of present standards

become clear to him. One may not ordinarily, for example, think of

the existence and use of an employee representation plan as one item

of personnel standard practice, yet it is now in fact exactly that in

many organizations. And the conditions of working attitude and
spirit in a given concern might well prompt an auditor to advise the

introduction of this procedure as a necessary new standard. An
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objective of merely dispassionate fact statement alone will be inade-

quate just because the maintenance of standards in this field is psycho-

logically impossible to achieve if what is really demanded by the situa-

tion is new and more progressive standards—standards which reflect

changes in employee sentiment and recognize shifts in employee inter-

est, enthusiasm and possible loyalty. Standards, in short, in the per-

sonnel field, do not and cannot continue long in force in dissociation

from each individual employee's readiness to recognize them as reason-

able and authoritative for him no less than for the organization as a

whole. That is why the labor auditor must rather uniquely have an

objective which includes proposing and helping to change standards no

less than maintaining them.

It is these considerations which require of him both the training, the

temperament, the attitude and the objective of the meliorist—of that

high order of opportunist who is alive to the problem situations in

every organization's growth in morale, and who is able to capitalize

on those problem situations to effect changes and developments in

personnel standards and policies.

2. The Check List. It is doubtful whether any one best master

check list of items to be reviewed and questions to be asked will be

evolved in the near future. A number of such check lists and ques-

tionnaires exist today; others will undoubtedly be composed. But

some scheme, logically conceived and approximately thorough in its

coverage of relevant items, is essential as a guide and as a basis for

the selection of the items to be studied as influential in any one given

situation. The brief outline of major topical headings presented below

aims only to be suggestive of the skeleton which must be elaborately

filled in with items and questions if all the points of inquiry are to be

covered. It is presented not as a model so much as a hint of the kind

of itemization which should be available for the guidance of the

auditor :

^

a. Employment Employment records

Labor turnover records

Sources of labor supply

Selection b- Terms of employment

Placement at work
Following up new workers Wages

Transfer
Amounts and methods

Promotion Hours

Discharge Indirect compensation

^ For further details see Tead and Metcalfs Personnel Administration. New York,

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1926, Chapters XX and XXI ;
and Tead's "The Labor

Audit," Bulletin 43, Washington, Federal Board for Vocational Education, 1920.
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e. Service work
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Group life insurance

Health insurance

Unemployment insurance

Stock purchase plans

Profit-sharing plans

Pensions

Production standards

Health and safety-

Medical department organization

Safety department organization

Fire hazards

Accident hazards

Ventilation and heating

Lighting

Plant housekeeping

Drinking water

Sanitary equipment

Seating, and rest rooms

Dressing rooms

Noise and vibration

Factory exterior

Training

Job instruction

Foreman instruction

Executives' instruction

Americanization

Training for promotion

Inspection

Suggestion systems

Company house organ

Restaurant and lunch rooms
Saving facilities

Housing

Recreational activities

Cooperative purchasing

f. Research

Job analysis

Job specifications

Labor audit

Medical research

g. Negotiation and adjustment

Conference methods

Employee representation plans

Collective agreements with trade

unions

h. Managerial policies, methods, opin-

ions (as bearing on personnel pol-

icies)

Production organization

Sales organization

Financial organization

Personnel organization

Coordination of staiT and line

departments

Outstanding economic beliefs of

owners and executives

i. Outside relations

Employers' associations

Trade unions

Labor legislation

Labor law enforcement

Court decisions

Transportation

Public education

Public health

3. Sources of Infonnation. Of suggestive value also should be a
list of the usually available or compilable information within the organi-

zation, that will help to disclose the true condition of sentiment and
attitude among its personnel. The following sources are suggested as

the first to be sought

:

a. The number, causes and cost of accidents.
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b. The amount, causes and cost of sickness.

c. The amount, causes and cost of occupational disease.

d. Figures showing the relation between wages and output; be-

tween hours and output; between labor turnover and output. This

correlation of data is highly significant. It may not always be possible

to secure it; but there is unquestionably one of the most fertile fields

for statistical refinement in this problem of correlating the figures on
the production and the human side of business.

e. Length of employment of workers and leavers. It is important

to know what percentage of workers has been at work for a given

length of time and the length of stay of the leavers.

f. Wage groupings by amounts both in terms of weekly and yearly

Incomes, sex, age, length of service, degree of skill. This arrangement

of wage statistics will almost invariably throw light upon the efficiency

of the company's payment methods and upon any serious discrepancies

and shortcomings in amounts of pay. Companies do not usually com-

pile their figures in this way, but if when the labor auditor com-

mences his work he can call for a certain amount of clerical assistance,

a good deal of this data may be collected during his visit—usually

enough to make it possible to have a factual basis for his discussion.

g. Records of labor turnover, lay-offs, and discharges. To be

significant these records should be itemized in various ways, but

especially by departments, sex, length of service, amounts of pay, and

so on.

h. Records of quality of work, amount of waste, number of sec-

onds or defective goods.

i. Training costs.

j. Costs of service work.

The adequate compilation of continuous current records is one of

the immediate ends for which the consultant will often have to strive

with some pains. Many companies do not keep records of the above

character with any permanency, and have no idea what the situation

is regarding these personnel facts. It is not until the significance of

more adequate control over these important items is understood that

a proper interest in this type of statistical work arises. However,

the executive who has seen the beneficial results of a more careful

control of production costs, can usually be convinced that a certain

minimum of personnel record figures will be immensely valuable.

In addition to the existing statistical data there will be a certain

amount of documentary material which the auditor will examine with

profit before he goes into the plant. He will familiarize himself, for

example, with profit-sharing arrangements, constitutions of mutual

benefit societies and employees' representation schemes, minutes of
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meetings of executives' groups, foremen's clubs, and employees' organi-

zations, the files of the company paper or house organ, and similar

sources of information about all the different personnel activities.

With the background of facts which all the above sources can

supply, the auditor is now ready to interview the members of the

organization. The first interview will naturally be with the highest

executive, with whom the auditor takes up especially problems of the

determination of personnel policy and the nature of the policy under

which the company at present operates. It will be important to get

from him as clear a picture as possible of the division of responsibility

and of authority in the organization. In this connection it will be
helpful to secure or have made an organization chart of the executive

structure as a whole. It cannot be too greatly stressed that at the

bottom of many personnel problems is the fact that responsibility is

vaguely assigned, and that authority is not clearly designated on impor-

tant matters of administration. Indeed, the auditor's efforts in the

direction of clarifying functions are not simply a necessary part of

his grasp of his problem ; they are also invaluable to the company.
The wise auditor will usually conduct his personal interviews with

the executives from the top down in the order of their responsibility

and authority. In these interviews he will in many cases repeat the

same questions—questions having to do with the responsibility and
authority of the individual, those aiming to make clear his conception

of the labor policy under which the company operates, those aiming

to secure his evaluation of the success of that policy. The auditor

will save himself considerable misunderstanding and will avoid con-

fusion if he says specifically to executives who are outside the field of

immediate personnel administration, that he is not talking to them as

an expert in their field, but is speaking to them only in his capacity as

a labor expert anxious to understand how their problems affect the

labor problem of the management.

In the course of such interviews he will necessarily have to work
through a good deal of chaff to get the wheat, since many specialists

are eager and proud to describe the technical work in which they

excel. And it is only with difficulty, and often incidentally, that they

will let fall any information which throws light on the labor aspects

of their technical problems. For this reason the method of direct

questioning must occasionally give way to patient waiting for an execu-

tive to tell his own story in his own way.

With the general knowledge of plant organization, policy and

practice, which the interviews with executives should afford, the audi-

tor will then confer individually with each foreman or line department

head. In this way he will get a valuable corroboration or denial of
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the statements which the higher executives have made. He is fre-

quently astonished to see the wide discrepancies between the stories

which the higher and lower executives tell, as to the definition of

responsibility and the character of the policy under which the company

is operating. The labor auditor has a major task in helping to clarify

this situation and remove misunderstandings.

In the interviews with subordinate line executives he will concern

himself also with the detail of the individual executive's methods of

running his department. It is one of the substantial by-products of

the auditor's work that he comes to have a fairly good estimate of the

competence of the various executives for their jobs, and he will know
which of them are most successful in carrying on their work as it afTects

employee attitudes.

The extent to which the auditor has direct interviews with the rank

and file of employees is a hard point on which to lay down a general

statement. In one way or another he must feel the pulse of employee

attitude and opinion. Where there is some articulate organization

among the employees this task may be somewhat easier, although

whether or not such organization does truly represent the bulk of

employee sentiment is one of the questions to which he is, of course,

seeking an answer.

There is room for a good deal of development of technique on

this point. Casual questioning of employees at their work places is not

usually likely to yield accurate results. The method of sampling em-

ployee opinion by the use of a more or less set group of leading ques-

tions can undoubtedly be further developed.^ The present dangers

are that employees will make the answers they think are wanted or are

expected of them ; that they will be influenced by the form of the

question to give an obvious reply ; that they will be afraid to talk ; that

the most articulate workers will not necessarily be the most representa-

tive. This all suggests that in some way or other the work of the

labor auditor should be explained in advance to the entire organization

;

and here again a representative employee organization can often be a

useful interpretive medium.

The auditor will also get much light upon the practical working

of the company's human relations activities if he attends as many as

possible of the executives' or workers' conferences or committee meet-

ings which take place during his stay in the organization. Not infre-

quently an operating committee of the executive staflf has daily meet-

ings. Attendance at these meetings usually brings out suggestive in-

formation, even though many of the problems treated have no direct

bearing upon the personnel question. The same will be true of fore-

^Much has been done along this line by J. David Houser; cf. Chapter VIII.
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men's meetings, councils, and conferences held both for business and
for social purposes. If there are meetings of employees' organizations

of any sort, which the auditor may attend without being too conspicu-

ously out of place, this also will be valuable.

Finally, there is sometimes interesting evidence in the local com-
munity as to the reputation of the organization from the point of view

of labor policy, which it is important and revealing to secure by
interviewing local people. The good opinion of the locality is neces-

sary from the angle of labor supply and usually where that good opinion

is absent there are reasons for it of which the company should be

explicitly aware.

After facts are gathered it is important to check them. This should

first be done by the one who compiles them and after that there should

be a joint checking up with those from whom they are obtained. It is

usually best to submit a written statement of facts for joint considera-

tion between auditor and executives before proceeding to make criti-

cisms or recommendations.

4. Presentation of the Audit. From all that has gone before it

should be clear that an audit is comprised of three distinct parts

:

it states facts; it evaluates them from the auditor's point of view; it

ofifers recommendations growing out of the conditions discovered and

evaluated. Vital to the success of all audit work is a clear separation

at all times of these three parts of the job. To confuse facts and

opinions and to mix opinions with recommendations is to weaken the

entire effort.

Assuming then that any presentation keeps these three elements

clear and distinct, the method of imparting this material most effec-

tively must be considered by the auditor. A long typewritten report,

which is the usual result of his labors, is in reality only the beginning,

not the end, of his work of presentation. Of course the report is

divided into the three sections of facts, evaluations, and recommenda-
tions. Each section can be prefaced by a brief summary. Every de-

vice to assure easy reading should be employed, but the reading of

the document will not, for those numerous executives who have poor

reading habits, be the best way for them to get the gist of the report.

Individual conferences, group conferences, out-loud reading to execu-

tives, oral abstracts, detailed consideration of the report section by sec-

tion—these are all useful. Nevertheless, the several high executives of

the organization should be urged to read the report as a whole and so

far as possible at one sitting, to get a picture of the situation as a

whole as it has come through the auditor's mind.

The danger always is that the educational uses of the report will be

minimized by the auditor once a written document is in hand. It will
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be the line of least resistance for him simply to draw out information

as quickly as possible, draw conclusions in his own mind, write as

effective a report as possible, setting forth the facts and his recommen-
dations, and consider that his work is then ended. The trouble with

this method is that it is likely to lead to the futile consequence that

his report is simply read and filed away without action being taken,

or without enough action being taken to bring about a real mainten-

ance of or change in policy. Emphatically the process of making an

audit is not simply the writing of a report. It is a process of constant

education through personal contact, conference, discussion, question

and answer. Half the educational value is on this personal side, and

to ignore it is to miss the real opportunity for most rapid improvement.

In short, the auditor must sell his ideas as he goes along, both by

the way in which he asks his questions and by the way in which their

assent to the facts brings the executives naturally to an acceptance of

the auditor's conclusions.

5. Using the Audit. If it may be assumed that a review of accom-

plishment in the field of personnel policies and activities is being

made yearly, the first use of the audit is to offer a basis of comparison

with past performance. Are standards being maintained better or

worse than a year ago ? Are the standards seemingly as valid as they

were, or are new and more advanced standards called for? The head

executives and the personnel manager himself are the ones to profit in

the first instance by this use. They are supplied here with facts which

make possible as never before a real searching of the heart and mind
as to the success of their objectives and their activities.

Since the audit is in efifect a picture of company labor policy and

history for the preceding year, it also supplies a valuable educational

source book for junior executives in training. They will find here

both a record and an interpretation which will make them compre-

hensibly informed upon company procedure much more quickly than

by the more random method of gradually picking up the facts.

The same is true of the process of inducting new executives into

the staff. They can save themselves much time and costly error if

they will read the audits of the company running back over several

years. For the audit will be found to supply as a by-product that

history of success and failure in the personnel field which should pre-

vent the repetition of mistakes—a history which the other staff de-

partments in most organizations do not compile and therefore do not

have available as an object lesson of past trials and errors.

Individual sections of the audit will also repay intensive study by

subexecutives' conferences and classes. And some of the sections

should undoubtedly receive thoughtful attention from the employees'
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organization where there is one. It would seem obvious, in short,

that a considered analysis by one or two trained minds of the whole

personnel standard practice of a company would merit executive study

and would supply stimulating evidence as to the next steps in improve-

ment which might be taken.

The problem of the maintenance of personnel standards cannot, of

course, be reduced to any formula. Whether one is thinking of in-

spection of procedures, evaluation of morale standards in action, or

the employee reaction to existing or proposed standards, the basic ele-

ments in the situation are always psychological and elusive. This re-

quires that the auditor have a special intellectual equipment and that

an educational motive dominate his activity.

Finally, it must be fully realized by all concerned that standards can-

not be maintained or altered without taking into account the opinion

and reaction of the employees whose task it is to maintain them in use.

That realization in itself should supply one sufficient reason why it will

be profitable to every executive organization to install and continue

some formalized method for auditing its personnel policies and pro-

cedures at regular intervals. For the knowledge thus obtained should

aid greatly in keeping standards and the accomplishments and human
desires of the entire personnel reconciled in a felicitous and produc-

tive way.
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CHAPTER XXVI

INSPECTIONS OF RESULTS IN TERMS OF COST^

Cost accounting serves management by evaluating the losses in

expected profits when management standards are not attained, or the

gain in profits when organization ability is effective in raising manage-

ment standards. It points out the sources of these gains or losses

promptly. This is vital, in order that corrective measures may be

taken promptly in the case of a loss, or that individuals responsible for

gains can be adequately rewarded and encouraged.

Purpose. Cost accounting is considered to have two main
purposes : to aid in effective control of operations, and to serve as a

factor in determining prices for the trade. The use of cost systems

in setting of prices is generally overemphasized in contrast to its use

as an instrument of control. Prices are really set in a whirl of compe-

tition, and costs serve primarily as a guide in the acceptance or rejec-

tion of available business at a price determined by the market. Only

the very efiicient companies in any industry can demand a fair profit.

Of recent years relatively overequipped, competitive industries have

been experiencing a period of falling prices, and increased efficienc}'

is mandatory in any company during such a period.

This chapter will therefore be concerned mainly with the first pur-

pose of cost accounting, the eft'ective control of operations. This re-

quires that sales, production and expense standards compiled in the

operating budget be not only maintained by constant vigilance on the

part of all executives, but that ingenuity and ability must be exercised

to raise these standards to keep pace with the multifarious changes in

market conditions.

Modern cost methods are designed to point immediately to the cost

of the variations from the standards set, in day-to-day operation of

the business. These variations are due to

:

1. The effectiveness of wage-payment schemes in increasing produc-

tion over the standard rate ; and the corresponding effect on output of

increasing or decreasing salaries, wages, number of employees, pur-

chase of new equipment, etc.

2. The use of skilled labor for work which can be performed by

unskilled or semi-skilled labor; likewise using a machine which is not

correctly speeded or adjusted for the operation.

' By Norris M. Perris, member of firm, Stevenson, Harrison and Jordan, New York.
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3. Losses resulting from frequent set-ups as the result of poor plan-

ning of production, such as improper scheduling, or from small un-

economical manufacturing lots due to poor stockkeeping.

4. Delays caused by breakdowns of machinery; also excessive repair

expense causing a variation in cost.

5. Wastes in materials beyond the normal amount allowed in com-

puting the quantity required for the article.

6. Losses caused by using different qualities of material with the

consequent scrap loss.

All of these are primarily concerned with plant and office. The
following are a few sales facts to be gleaned from the cost analysis

:

1. Losses resulting from failure to realize sales quotas, upon which

the budget is set. Losses are analyzed as to increased sales cost as

well as loss in increased manufacturing cost due to spreading fixed

charges over a decreased production volume.

2. Making price changes to acquire volume, and a decrease in profit

margin that is taken to absorb idle time cost in times of depression.

In theory this should increase profits by the amount of overhead ab-

sorbed by this decreased idle time. Does it actually increase profits in

practice ?

3. The value of additional sales expense spent with the thought of

increasing volume; analysis of the increase in advertising appropria-

tion and additional salesmen versus increase in expected sales, etc.

The reasons for the variations in costs from budget standard give

the executive and his men a common ground upon which to discuss

progress being made in the business. It paves the way for executive

action by the man at the top steering the ship and the man below per-

forming the routine operation. The executive and his men understand

what is to be done, and through a proper form of compensation on a

merit basis, they are rewarded for the effective manner in which they

contribute to the accomplishment of the business.

Principles of Good Cost Control. To fix adequately the re-

sponsibility for variations in cost from standard, the standards of

performance and the cost methods used must be technically correct.

The cost system should reveal a true cost of the effort necessary to

perform the various processes used in making the product, various

clerical routines and various distribution methods employed. If it

does not do this the responsibility for the variation in cost would be

assigned to the wrong individuals, which would destroy the perfect

harmony and cooperation necessary to control and improve existing

standards.

It must be simple to operate and to understand. When a cost con-

trol is cumbersome in operation, highly-skilled men must give their
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time to operating the control details when that time should be spent in

reducing operation costs by study of these variations.

Information on variations from standards must be gathered

promptly so that effective measures are taken at once to prevent any

loss. It must point to the exceptional matters requiring instant at-

tention. The profit and loss and other statements must force an execu-

tive to face the facts. The chief executive must know how much
profit actually has been made, how much profit should have been made

at prevailing prices, and why they were not made.

The cost system should be an integral part of the daily routine of

putting orders through the factory and sales departments, using pro-

duction and sales forms and reports as its basis for gathering the

facts for the cost records.

Setting Standard Costs. The detail of setting standard costs

is as follows

:

1. Write the budget of expense incurred for each activity or de-

partment of the business into centers or cost accounts kept in a sepa-

rate cost ledger. These items are arranged into controllable and uncon-

trollable items.

2. Based on a budget of expenses and standard units of w^ork done

in each center, compute a standard cost per manufacturing unit, such

as standard labor and overhead cost per hour to operate a machine.

This is done by dividing the year's budget of expense for the unit by the

number of hours worked in a year. If a machine or bench operates

2,500 hours a year and costs $2,500 a year to run, the standard labor

and overhead cost per hour is $1.

3. The standard time allowed for each operation as determined by

time study, is multiplied by a machine-hour rate obtained in (2) above

to give the standard cost of the operation. If it takes two hours tt

make one hundred pounds of a certain formula, the standard cost per

one hundred pounds is 2 x $1 or $2 for the operation. The stanc'

labor and overhead cost of making the finished product is the sum
the standard labor and overhead cost of all the operations required lo

produce it, based on standard operating conditions.

4. A standard material cost is set up by multiplying the standard

quantity of material to be used by a standard price per unit of that

material. In setting the standard price per unit for the material, the

last inventory price is taken.

5. A standard administration and selling allowance per unit, based

on the budget of these activities, is obtained in these centers. This

allowance is added to the standard cost of labor, overhead and ma-

terial, to give a total standard cost of that formula.

Having set up the cost under standard conditions of performance

3;jd expense, the entire procedure becomes one of recording perform-
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ance in terms of cost and of checking actual performance against stand-

ards by elements of cost.

Illustrative Procedure of Recording Costs.^ A standard for-

mula record (B), Figure 87, is maintained in the planning depart-

ment showing the ingredients which will mix a standard size batch

of ink in a standard time on a size mill which is taken as standard

for that class of ink. Briefly every condition necessary to produce

the greatest amount of ink per hundred pounds is listed on this stand-

ard formula record which forms a specification for the product. The
cost routine is as follows

:

1. The batch ticket (A) is copied from the standard formula record

in the planning department and sent to the mixer who w^eighs the

formula. On this batch ticket conditions under which the standard

is set are copied so that the foreman can see that these conditions will

be duplicated at the time of doing the work.

2. The time at the start and at the completion of the work is stamped

on the batch ticket, and it is then forwarded to the production clerk.

He enters the production yield in pounds, standard time allowed for

this yield, and actual time taken on the daily production report (C).

Should the actual time take longer than the standard the foreman notes

on the batch ticket the reason for it. This reason is reviewed by the

superintendent.

3. At the end of the day a summary is made of the standard hours

earned by each type of machine and by each department. This is a

total of the standard time allowance for each formula produced. The
actual hours are compiled alongside of these for comparison, and

analysis, in whatever detail is required. All totals of hours worked,

allowed, lost, etc., are recorded on a summary form (D).

4. At the end of the month the standard hours earned by each de-

partment are entered on the cost-ledger-sheet form and analyzed for

lost time and their causes as will be subsequently shown.

5. The standard hours earned for each size mill are extended by

the standard mill-hour rate to obtain the standard cost of the month's

production for that group of machines or department. This is what

we figured it should cost at standard efficiency. The department cost

ledger sheet (E) (F) is credited with this standard cost just as if

the ink was bought from an outside concern at a contract price.

6. Through a voucher register (G) distribute actual current ex-

penses for the month to the cost ledger accounts (E) (F). This com-

pares them item for item with the budget.

7. The total actual expenses of the department are obtained. If

these expenses amounted to $14,500 for the month of February and

the standard cost of the ink produced by all machines this month is

^ The business taken for illustration is the manufacture of printers' ink.
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only $10,500, there is a $4,000 loss in the department to be analyzed

and accounted for in specific detail.

Analyzing Variations from Standards. To compare depart-

ments on a basis of dollars expended only is dangerous, because it

tends to make a department head concentrate on lowering total ex-

penses when he might be able to reduce the cost of production 50
per cent with an increase in expenses of only 10 per cent. Under
standard costs a department head is allowed a budgeted amount for

every unit of goods produced or sold, based on very accurate research

into the setting of this standard of expenses and activity.

The individual and general expenses of a similar nature have been

collected and distributed to departments based on the cause of these

expenses. Each department should be compared on a basis of its own
activity. Certain distributed expenses of a general nature must be

segregated or else a department head will be held accountable for some-

thing over which he has no control. The administrative expenses must

be compared with the work involved in the general office, such as orders

entered, billed and extended. Likewise, selling expenses for the

branches and districts must be compared with the sales quota and gross

sales obtained for these branches and districts. General sales office

expenses should not enter the picture. The general sales manager is

accountable for these expenses and not the branch manager.

The daily production report and its summary have collected the time

lost from various causes as follows :

^

I. Loss Due to Productive Inefficiency.

Actual hours worked 13 ,000

Standard hours earned 10 , 500

Loss in manufacturing 2, 500 hours or $2 , 500

Which is further analyzed as follows

:

Faulty planning 300 hours

Breakdowns 200 hours

Failure to produce at standard rate 2 , 000 hours

Total 2 , 500 hours

^In the accompanying illustration, we have used $1.00 per hour as the costing

rate in order to simplify matters. The amount of labor and overhead expense which

can be charged to the various departments for lost time, of course, varies. There

are some industries where even the labor force cannot be cut down with a decrease

in volume because only a few men are required under any conditions. For example,

the manufacture of prime chemicals such as sulphuric acid, etc. On the other hand,

there are some industries where the labor force and some of the overhead expense

items can be materially changed with any fluctuation in volume. Therefore, the

hours lost through the various causes must be extended by a cost per hour which

reflects only the amount of expense which could have been reduced. To explain how
this fixed and variable expense per hour is obtained would itself take an article as long

as this one.
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This loss and its cause have already been traced down to the product,

machine, and men responsible, by the superintendent at the end of the

day when he reviewed the daily report. Therefore the monthly sum-

mary for the works manager can include a further refinement of each

of these variations, down to their exact cause, such as : using wrong
size machine, substandard worker, poor quality material, odd lot, rush

order or poor stock control.

COST LEDGER SHEET
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An examination of the cost ledger sheet (Figure 88) shows that

controllable items have decreased $1,200, while distributed general

expenses that are uncontrollable as far as the factory is concerned, have

increased $700, leaving a net of $500.

Departmental Summary. A form can be drawn up, summarizing

a month's operation for Department A as follows

:

Losses

Failure to produce at standard rate $2 , 000 . 00

Due to substandard worker

On piece work I 219.55

On day work 1,655.25

Due to small lots 1 10 . 30

Due to poor materials 14 90

Faulty planning 300 . 00

Due to wrong size machine 81 . 70

Due to poor stock control none

Due to incorrect delivery promise 218.30

Breakdowns (increase above budget) 200.00

Machines No. 61 and No. 68 special repairs. ... 175 00

Ordinary maintenance 25 . 00

Lack of sales volume 4 , 500 . 00

Fixed and general expense 700 . 00

Due to lack of volume 625 .00

Due to raise in salaries 50 . 00

Miscellaneous increases 25 . 00

Gains

Decrease in controllable expense i , 200 . 00

Due to layoff because of lack of volume i ,050.00

Due to lower power cost 150.00

Analysis of sales expense

Increase over standard allowance: $9,854.41

Due to quotas

Loss—Failure to reach cjuotas $8, 124.63

District i $3 , 841 . 22

2 1,391-97

S 2,511.61

7 379-83
Gain—Exceeded quotas 2 , 606 . 28

District 3 641.52

4 1,728.14

6 236.62

Due to increased expense over budget 3,614. 22

Turnover of salesmen i , 824 . 16

Auto expense 70 . 06

Entertainment 422 . 00

Special campaigns, exhibits i , 298 . 00
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All of these expenses could be traced to any district also if desired:

Due to general selling expense—increase over budget. ... 721 . 84
Fixed salaries and charges 100 . 00

New designs 418.77
Advertising appropriation 203 .07

With such a comparison and accurate set standards, a company is

bound to progress. The standards of production, sales and expense

are fair measures of the task expected from each executive by the

management. With each executive taking full responsibility to better

these standards and compensated according to results, a live energetic

organization is certain to result.

Variations in Material Costs. In the make-up of a standard

or budget cost of a product, all materials are priced at a standard price

per unit, so the first step in material cost procedure is to reduce all ma-
terials purchased from an actual to a standard price per unit.

Variation in Purchase Price. Variation in purchase price is ob-

tained as follows

:

1. The invoice as rendered by the vender represents the actual cost

of the purchase. This invoice is priced at the standard price for the

raw material covered by the invoice and extended by the actual quan-

tity noted thereon. This will give the standard cost of the materials

purchased.

2. The actual cost and the standard cost of the month's purchases

are recorded and totaled. The difiference between the actual cost and

the standard cost is debited or credited in purchasing gain or loss

account. This purchasing gain or loss account serves the purpose of

calling to the attention of the management any variation in the raw-

material market price.

Variation in Material Consumed. The standard cost of the for-

mula is based on a standard quantity of each raw material at its stand-

ard price. The difference in quantity actually used must be obtained,

according to the following procedure

:

1. The production order and requisition notes any raw material

additions to the standard formula. As these additions are few in num-

ber so only the additions are priced at their standard unit price, rather

than repricing every ingredient in the formula. The total cost of

excess material used on that batch is added to the standard material

cost to give the actual cost of material consumed. It is copied on a

material recapitulation sheet,

2. The standard cost of raw material consumed for the actual yield

is obtained on the daily production record (Figure 89) by multiplying

the actual yield by the standard cost of miterip.l per pound for that
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formula. This is what the cost of material for that yield should have

been if standard quantities had been used. It is copied on the material

recapitulation sheet alongside of the actual material cost for the batch.

By subtracting total cost of actual material requisitioned from the

standard quantities, the material consumed gain or loss is obtained.

The purchasing gain or loss account, as previously mentioned, shows
how much variance there is because of price fluctuations, and the mate-

rial-consumed gain or loss account shows how much is due to quantity

fluctuations. It is a check on the standard allowance on waste.

Further check on this waste factor is obtained at annual inventory

taking as the book value and actual count value at standard price should

agree. Any unreasonable variation is due to physical loss and not to

price, as both inventories have been priced at standard.

Operating Statement. The summary of the business as a whole

is made through the operating statement (Figure 90). This form
compares budget and actual expenses of the departments with the

budgets of production, sales, or whatever the activity in which the

department is engaged. This statement is for the chief operating

executive and points to the analysis of certain cost ledger sheets which

demand his immediate attention.

Profit-and-Loss Statement, i. This statement is an aid to the ef-

fectiveness of any unit of the management. The condition of the

business as a whole is pictured in the profit-and-loss statement which

carries out the principle of standard cost by comparing the budget of

each of the major divisions of the business with actual results. It is

the means of tying up the major executives to their tasks of creating

profits to the company. It is not a bare statement of expenses with a

final result for the period. It compares final results with expected

results or standard.

2. The sales manager is judged by the amount of mark-up or stand-

ard profit. This standard profit is the difference between the standard

cost of the goods sold and their sales price. Manufacturing inefli-

ciencies, advances in material prices or material consumption, do not

enter this section of the profit-and-loss statement. The sales manager
is solely in control of the function of pricing and his efforts can be

judged by the standard profit. He is also responsible for the effective

use of the sales department. If the sales are planned correctly he will

not only increase sales profits because of price but also because of

decrease in selling cost per dollar of sales.

3. The purchasing agent is responsible for watching the supply

markets. The effectiveness of his work in obtaining favorable con-

tracts reflects itself in lower prices over standard material costs.

While much of this is the result of market conditions, his alertness in
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forecasting trends can be seen from analysis of the material gain or

loss accounts on the statement. This section of the profit-and-loss

statement has a further significance. As material prices advance the

general executive or the sales manager can increase prices of the fin-

ished products to a limited extent. Conversely, if the market is going

PROFIT-AND-LOSS STATEMENT
February, 1928

MONTH YEAR TO DATE INCREASE DECREASE
Budget Actual Budget Actual Amount Per Cent Amount Per Cent

Less Returns and Allow-
ances

Std. Mfg. Cost of Sales
Std. Administration Exp.
Std. Selling Expense

Std. Profit and Loss

Operating Gain or Loss
Actual Mfg. Expense
Std. Mfg. Expense
Gain

Actual Adm. Expense
Std. Mfg. Expense
Loss

Actual Selling Expense
Std. Selling Expense
Gain

Actual Material Cost
Std. Material Cost
Gain

Net Results

Fig. 90. Operating Statement for the Chief Executive

down he may have to meet lowering of prices by the trade. The con-

dition of inventories on hand and the gain or loss in purchases during

the last month are valuable guides for determining whether the com-

pany can lead the field in an increase of price over competitors.

4. Another section reflects whether the administrative budget has

been adhered to and whether the sales have altered the work of the

office force. An increase in orders per dollar of sales is a handicap

to the office manager in effective handling of the office staff.
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5. The works manager is judged by the gain or loss in the manu-
facturing expense which is the summarizing account for the manu-
facturing departments.

In explaining standard costs this chapter develops each of these oper-

ating and financial statements from the manufacturing and sales de-

partments where the detail is collected. However, the chief executive

would work backwards; i.e., the profit-and-loss statement would be

shown him first. From the profit-and-loss statement he would decide

what main part of the organization is falling from standard, and con-

centrate his attention there by referring to the operating statement.

The operating statement would point to the division which is contrib-

uting to the loss, and a review of the cost ledger sheet for that depart-

ment would point at once to the cause.

Should the management standards be improved in all divisions, the

chief executive would feel satisfied in leaving the operation of the

business to his major executives. This would enable him to devote his

entire time to the further improvement of the company and to improv-

ing conditions in the whole industry and kindred industries. Much
of his time would be taken up in policy making and a great deal of it

in trade association activities to better conditions in the industry and

in those of the industries served.

Standard Costs as a Basis of Executive Bonus. Reward and

compensation have been referred to often in this discussion of the use

of standard cost for control and fixing responsibility. It is possible to

use it as a basis for wage incentives only when the standards have been

set by careful research into all factors by a disinterested staff. The

research methods to be used have been described in other chapters of

this book.

The production standards for the direct and some of the indirect

labor, must be set by time study if this labor is to be compensated on a

piece-work or bonus basis. The foreman's bonus is based on a standard

allowance of controllable items of expense for each standard productive

unit. The superintendent's bonus is made up in a similar manner.

The salesman's bonus is based on his sales quota and allowable sales

expense. The branch manager is paid likewise, on the basis of results

in his branch. All major executives share in profits in proportion to

the manner in which they influence these profits. The exact details of

all of these suggestions for bonuses must be worked out for the in-

dividual company. But the goal is set up by standard costs for all

workers and their cooperation is well rewarded.

Tie-In with General Ledger. While control through inspection

and measurement of effort is the main function of any cost system,

a cost system must be tied in to the general books if accuracy in obtain-
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ing a financial statement is desired. The standard cost system is tieJ

into the general ledger accounts through the medium of controlling

accounts for the various department cost ledger sheets. The major
details are briefly as follows

:

1. The voucher register is divided into sections, one section for

each controlling account. This section may be a column or a page as

is shown in Figure 87 (G). As previously mentioned current ex-

penses are distributed to their respective cost ledger sheets through a

voucher register.

The totals of these distributions in each section of the voucher reg-

ister are debited to its respective controlling account. This charges into

the general ledger the total distribution of current expenses to the cost

ledger, and charges the month's purchases into the inventory accounts.

2. The monthly charges for such periodic expenses as taxes and

insurance included in costs are credited to their respective reserve

accounts in the general ledger by journal entries (Figure 87 G). In

order to complete the month's cost to determine profit or loss, journal

entries are put through covering inventories used during the month,

cost of sales, and sales for the month, in the usual manner of closing

out the books of account for the month.

This greatly simplifies the routine of general ledger bookkeeping

and the taking off of a trial balance, since the general ledger is not

filled with too many accounts and with a multitude of detail. It also

gives a check on the cost work, as the total balance in the subsidiary cost

ledger accounts should equal the one balance in its corresponding con-

trolling account in the general ledger.
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HUMAN ASPECTS



If the world someday becomes so rich, and so happily organized, that favorable

living conditions can be provided for everyone, it is certain that a large part

of the meanness which now reigns will be wiped out ; with regard to this point,

historic materialism is in the right.

—

Count Hermann Keyserling.

Modern technology is highly spiritual because it seeks, through human in-

genuity and intelligence, to relieve human energy from the unnecessary hard-

ships of life and provide for it the necessary conditions for the enjoyment of

life. Whatever be the use man may make of the resultant comfort and leisure,

the relief of suffering and hardship is in itself spiritual.—Hu Shih.

... It is often alleged that, great as has been the workman's advance in

material well-being and political status, and even in intellectual attainments,

he has lost, by the coming of the Machine Age, his joy and freedom in pro-

duction, and even his artistic capacity. ... Is this soulless Robot, we are

asked, any advance on Giotto or Cellini ? Needless to say, the contrast is

illegitimate. . . . From the building of the pyramids down to the present day,

the proportion of the world's work of the jiature of mere physical digging,

pushing, carrying, lifting, and hammering, by the exertion of muscular force,

has almost continuously diminished. ... In the machine industry the develop-

ment among the superior minority takes what may be called an intellectual

rather than an artistic form. Its product is exact thinking, calculation, adjust-

ing, fitting. Yet is not this art ? ... It is, indeed, to the so-called unskilled

workers . . . —and notably to their wives and children—that the Machine
Age has incidentally brought the greatest advance in freedom and in civiliza-

tion.

—

Sidney and Beatrice Webb.

To enjoy the property of his job—to partake of all the individual and social

recognitions which can come from it in the way of opportunity and security

—

here is the very kernel of the worker's heart's-bottom wish of his work. To
obtain the maximum of freedom for showing what manner of man he is by

the nature of his handiwork, and to enjoy the maximum of certainty and

permanency in the satisfactions of the status and recognition which his crafts-

manship has obtained for him—this is the requirement which he puts daily

upon himself and so upon his method of earning his family's daily bread.

—Whiting Williams.

We do not find that "labor" wants participation in the responsibilities of

ownership or management. . . . What we find that labor wants, as a class, is

wages, hours, and security, without financial responsibility, but with power

enough to command respect. ... If we are right in this . . . then so much

the greater is the opportunity and responsibility of management. . . . Man-
agement, then, becomes responsible, not only to the stockholders, but also to the

workers and the nation.

—

John Commons.



CHAPTER XXVII

LEADERSHIP IN SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT^

A STATEMENT ill the first chapter has by now become more signifi-

cant to the reader : that scientific management is not an inflexible sys-

tem of procedures which can be bought and installed like a boiler or

a loom, but is something of an organic nature which is developed out

of a harmony of desires and understandings within an organization

through the guidance of an outstanding leadership.

Attempts to develop scientific management have in general been

successful in direct proportion to the degree to which those who have

initiated and directed its development have possessed genuine qualities

of leadership. And the failures attributed to scientific management
have generally been failures of leadership in initiating and guiding its

development, particularly the order, rate and extent of development.

The first conspicuous weakness of leadership in this respect may be

failure to realize that there is involved the problem of integrating

radically different types of executives in an organization where the

mental attitudes and habits have originally been dominated and set by

one particular type. We know of no instance in which an enterprise

has been started with the ideal of application of the Taylor principles

and an original executive staff designed for that purpose. That ideal

usually comes later with a problem of reorganization to meet new and

sometimes embarrassing industrial conditions. Those executives who
start such an enterprise are usually of the promoter type, interested

primarily in promoters' profits, or enhancement of the capitalized puta-

tive valuation of the enterprise, and only secondarily in current income

from technical processing. Neither temperament nor motive incline

them to be interested in the details involved in operating procedures.

In case they are not "operating" executives in the strictest sense of

the word, their associated operating executives are almost certain to

be what has come to be known as the go-getter type so characteristic

of frontier industry and a sellers' market. It is this promoter and go-

getter type of executive which usually dominates an enterprise in its

early years and determines mental attitudes and practices. With the

introduction of scientific management, however, there arises the neces-

sity of introducing into such an organization a new type of executive,

interested in designing a precise and waste-saving system of interlock-

^ By H. S. Person, Managing Director of the Taylor Society, New York.
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ing methods or in directing operations in accordance with a sympathetic

understanding of such a system.

The writer has elsewhere called attention to the distinction between

the promoter type and the engineering type of executives :

The long sellers' market of the United States has developed highly one

particular type of executive—the forceful, acquisitive, go-getter type whicli

drives straight to results regardless of methods and cost. Birt while the force-

ful, go-getter type of executive will always be essential, managers have come
to realize that an organization must be balanced by the inclusion of the think-

ing, investigating, planning type of executive who surveys conditions and
tendencies, formulates precise plans, establishes schedules and budgets, keeps

departments co-ordinated, maintains precise control of operations, has regard

for efficiency and economy of methods, and all the time appraises progress

and results in terms of plans. Even the go-getter executive, so useful in the

early days of an enterprise, must become a thinking, planning executive after

the enterprise is well established as a going concern.^

John E. Otterson has made much the same distinction, using a dif-

ferent terminology

:

The engineering type of man works for the solution of a single technical

or engineering problem and is concerned with the determination of the solu-

tion rather than the application of that solution to practical activities. The
true type has the capacity to concentrate continuously on a single problem until

the solution has been reached. He is interested in the determination of cause

and effect and of the laws that govern phenomena. He is disposed to be

logical, analytical, studious, synthetical, and to have an investigating turn of

mind. The predominating characteristic that distinguislies him from the execu-

tive is his ability to concentrate on one problem to the exclusion of others

for a protracted period, to become absorbed in that problem and to free his

mind of the cares of other problems. He does not submit readily to the routine

performance of a given amount of work. He deals with laws and abstract

facts. He works from text books and original sources of information. Such
men are Edison, Steinmetz, the Wright Brothers, Curtiss, Bell, Pupin, Fes-

senden. Browning. These men are the extreme of the engineering type; they

have enormous imagination, initiative, constructive powers. Mr. Taylor was
in reality an engineer rather than an executive. He applied his wonderful

inventive genius to the invention of management methods.

The executive type takes the conclusions of the engineer and the laws

developed by the engineer and applies them to the multitude of practical

problems that come before him. His chief characteristic is that he works with

a multitude of constantly changing problems at one -time. He concentrates on

one problem after another in rapid succession. In many instances he has not

the time to obtain all of the facts and he must arrive at a conclusion or make
a decision based upon partial knowledge. He must rapidly assimilate available

facts and fill in what is lacking from the ripeness of his own experience,

frequently calling on his powers of judgment, and even of intuition. He is a

man of action, boldness, ingenuity, force, determination, aggressiveness, cour-

age, decision ; he is possessed with the desire to get things done, impatient of

'^BnUcfin of the Taylor Society, Vol. VII, No. 6, December, 1922, p. 217.
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delay. He works from a handbook, a newspaper, or nothing at all. Such
men are Schwab, Goethals, Pershing, Farrell, Hindenburg, Hoover.

We frequently find that the leaders of cither of these classifications possess

something of the qualities of both and therefore we have executive engineers

and engineering executives. The combination of a high order of ability in

these two classes in a single individual is rare and valuable.^

In still a different terminology John Williams has made a similar

distinction

:

The science of management, as I see it, has to do with the determination of

the facts concerning the design, selection and operation of means to a given

end—in other words, the facts bearing upon a problem of management;
whereas management—whether systematic or scientific, whether of a manu-
facturing or merchandising business, whether of an institution or a govern-

ment—if it is management, and not the science of management, is primarily

concerned with expediency and leadership, however much it may be tempered

by science or system. . . . The science of management, or management as a

branch of engineering, which I believe to be a more desirable term, should be

used by both managers and administrators to determine the facts upon which
their policies and decisions are based, but its function as such should stop

where the determination of facts ends and expediency begins . . . there will

always be a plane on which the final determination must include things other

than facts . . . management as a science or branch of engineering has hardly

gone further than to deal with the mechanics of management, and it is not

to be wondered that executives with broad and varied experience in manage-

ment and administration, in their larger aspects of policies and personalities,

resent the sometimes all-embracing counsels of those whose experience is

largely confined to the mechanisms of management."

Whatever classification and terminology of differences one may
use, the fact should be recognized that the development of scientific

management first of all compels the rebuilding of the executive group

so that it shall represent a proper balance of these types working to-

gether sympathetically and understandingly for a common purpose.

Frequently after it is realized that scientific management requires

the introduction of a new type of executive into the organization,

the nature of the basic problem of integration may not be realized.

A second weakness in conventional leadership may be failure to

recognize that the harmonizing of these types of executives involves

the breaking down of well-established organization habits and the

building up of new executive habits. An enterprise which has become

w^ell established as a going concern is a group of executives (in this

chapter we disregard the workers, who are not the principal obstacle

to the undertaking of improvement in management) of whom each

represents a particular bundle of capacities, aptitudes, habits, preju-

^ Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, September,

1919, pp. 91-92.

^Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. IX, No. 2, April, 1924, p. 67.
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dices, inhibitions and complexes. And out of the association of such

a group has emerged an institutional pattern of executive habits and

prejudices. It is no small matter to introduce a new type of execu-

tive and evolve (to create is impossible) in the reorganized group a new
integration of habit relationships.

Executives are temperamentally resistant to change. Under the

conditions of industrial development in the United States, generally

executives have acquired their positions either because of family in-

heritance or because of personal strength and individuality. The
former usually favor inherited methods as opposed to the new; the

latter usually are prejudiced against that which they have not them-

selves created. James Mapes Dodge many years ago called attention

to this practical fact of executive inflexibility

:

We will therefore assume that it has become the desire of a general man-
ager to introduce scientific management into his establishment. The first

step, even though he is the sole proprietor and theoretically can do exactly as

he pleases, must of necessity be to interest some of his associates. This he

will find, as I have previously stated, is not in every case an easy proposition,

for the reason that temperamental differences in individuals will require vary-

ing degrees and kinds of explanations, and the setting forth of the reasons in

different mentally palatable ways. He will of course find, when he approaches

his subordinates and they in various degrees accept his views with the feeling

that something can be done of advantage to the establishment, that in no case

will his leading men consider that anything in this new-fangled management
business should be in any way applied to them, though they can see with greater

or less degree of certainty that it would be admirable for everybody else in the

place. The problem of overcoming this mental condition is the most difficult

of all. The very fact that the leading men of an establishment are beholden to

their cleverness and independence of thought for their promotion makes it

certain that tliey will not hesitate to combat the views of their superior, if in

their judgment it seems best.i

A third failure in leadership may be inability to recognize and har-

monize two types of functions that continue to exist, although in new
proportion, even in a scientific management plant : the function of

directing controllable operations, and that of directing uncontrollable

operations. In the field of general executive responsibility, as dis-

tinguished from the direction of processing of physical materials, there

remains a large area of the unknown and unexpected—changes in

industrial conditions, interest rates, market conditions, volume of

orders, and so on. Decisions concerning problems arising out of

changes in these factors sometimes have to be made quickly, some-

times have far-reaching consequences, and sometimes upset the smooth-
^ "The Spirit in which Scientific Management Should be Approached," in Addresses

and Discussions at the Conference on Scientific Management, (October, 1911)

Amos Tuck School of Administration and Finance, Dartmouth College, Hanover,
New Hampshire, 1912, p. 149.
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ness of controllable operations being conducted in accordance with

plans based on assumptions (for instance, the volume of orders) which

are no longer correct. Failure to provide for a harmonizing of these

contradictory situations may result in misunderstandings, irritations,

loss of sympathy and perhaps even ill will. Failure to promote the

new interests would surely follow.

A fourth weakness of leadership in scientific management may be

failure to realize that the development of the system of procedures is

a problem of discovering and creating something new—something in

its general structure identical with other developments of scientific

management but in its details and in the emphasis on one or another

element peculiar to the particular managerial situations. "Scientific

management is not any efficiency device, not a device of any kind for

securing efficiency; nor is it any bunch or group of efficiency de-

vices" ;^ by which Taylor meant not only that the attitude of mind is

more important than the procedures, but also that there is no one

system of procedures which, ready-made, can be installed in any man-
agerial situation. "There is not one who uses the same methods in

any two successive establishments," ^ wrote Taylor to an officer of

the navy. The scope and the rate of development, the particular com-
bination of mechanisms, and the precise nature and emphasis of each

must be determined by the particular circumstances. And among these

circumstances is the capacity for constructive contribution as well as

for reception of new ideas by each member of the organization.

A fifth failure of leadership may be absence of appreciation that the

development of scientific management is an educational process. The
integration of various types of executives, the elimination of old pat-

terns of habit by understanding practice of the new, the adjustment

of the controllable and the uncontrollable, the stimulation of common
constructive effort in devising the new procedures, and particularly,

the gradual development of that understanding and sympathetic ap-

preciation without which all else is impossible, must be the result of

truly educational processes. These cannot be achieved by fiat. The
various devices of a system are but objective manifestations of common
desires, purposes and understandings. Just as the area and rate of

the development of procedures must fit the particular circumstances,

among which are the human factors ; so also the human factors of

understanding and sympathy must be developed to permit an ever wider

area and accelerated rate of development of mechanisms. And the

^ Taylor, Frederick W. "Testimony Before a Special Committee of the House of

Representatives, 1912," reprinted in Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. XI, Nos.

3 and 4, June-August, 1926, p. 102.

^ Copley, Frank Barkley, Frederick W. Taylor: Father of Scientific Management,

New York, Harper & Brothers, 1923, Vol. II, p. 309.
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educational technique cannot be that of the birch rod, but must be that

of persistent, patient leadership in the common discovery of laws of

managerial situations which impersonally compel understanding and

conviction and attract desire and voluntary disciplined cooperation

throughout the organization.

Leadership is not passive; it is an active composite ability to induce

(not impose) understanding, conviction, desire and action in a manner
which leaves no disturbing impression of the mechanics of the induc-

tion. Every executive is a leader of a sort, but successfully to achieve

a development of scientific management in an enterprise he must be

that type known as a creative leader ; one under whose leadership "those

purposes and objects will find most ready reception at the hands of

those led which can most readily be seen by them to square with their

own desires or with desires which they can quite readily and naturally

take up as their own." ^ As leader he must have energy, enthusiasm,

imagination, intelligence, technical knowledge, knowledge of human
nature, faith in people; and cjualifying all of these, a special quality of

sympathetic interest toward those led." Not only must he manifest

these characteristics in his relations with those major associate execu-

tives with whom he has immediate contact, but also he must inspire

all of them to desire and learn how to become creative leaders in rela-

tions with their immediate associates. The more creative the leadership

at the top, the more creative, although of course not uniformly so,

will leadership become all along the line.

For the reason that in American industry most leadership at the

top has been creative in the area of inception and promotion of enter-

prise, rather than in the area of organization of facilities and proc-

esses for economical achievement of components of the ultimate pur-

pose—the natural result of a pioneer industry with its dominant sellers'

market and environment of opportunism—there are not many cases

of the all-round development of scientific management throughout

the whole of an enterprise. Top leadership, which alone can initiate

such developments, has not focused its attention on that problem.'

But throughout American industry are many instances of the develop-

ment of scientific management, under the leadership of subdepart-

mental executives, in the departments of an enterprise for which they

have responsibility. While top leadership has been busy with creative

^Tead, Ordway, "The Nature and Uses of Creative Leadership," Bulletin of the

Taylor Society, Vol. XII, No. 3, June, 1927, p. 398; and Tead, Ordway, Human
Nature and Management, New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1929.

-Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. XII, No. 3, June, 1927. p. 399.
' For an example of creative top leadership, cf., Kendall, Henry P., "Scientific

Management in a Textile Business," Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. XII, No.

6, December, 1927, p. 519.
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effort in the field of promotion and finance, departmental leadership has

found its opportunity to become creative in that portion of the area

representing organization of facilities and processes pertaining to its

department. When in the course of time these departmental managers
have carried their departmental experiences to positions of top leader-

ship, transformation of entire enterprises will become more frequent.

We have considered leadership in its relation to executives rather

than in its relation to workers, for the simple reason that in the de-

velopment of scientific management the reaction of workers has not

presented a serious problem.-^ To be sure, there was active doctrinaire

opposition of the leaders of organized labor for a short period after

19 10, and this opposition unquestionably generated a belief among the

rank and file of workers that they did not believe in or want scientific

(management

—

as abstractly defined in the propaganda which was
directed toward them. This opposition also made many owners and
managers hesitant to undertake the development of scientific man-
agement openly, for fear labor controversy might result. But in

specific instances when the development of scientific management
under competent leadership has been undertaken in a plant, the reaction

of the particular workers concerned to the particular things undertaken

has generally been one at least of acquiescence, followed by approval

as experience has given object lessons of its technique and results.

The exceptional, unfavorable instances have been those in which the

"Scientific Management" has not been genuine; has been essentially

"the printing and ruling and unloading of a ton or two of blanks on a

set of men and saying, 'Here's your system; go use it,' " ^ a procedure

so characteristic of the "efficiency movement," which is in reality a

travesty of scientific management and is abhorrent to its advocates.

That in specific instances workers should respond favorably to

scientific management while the executive group presents serious

obstacles, is perfectly understandable. The chief executive must

necessarily present the proposition, to undertake the development of

scientific management, to his associate executives, as a systematic

whole—as a doctrine and complete body of procedures—because he is

presenting a matter of future policy. It must be so presented to them

because they must become the agents of its development, and as such

they must comprehend it in advance in its entirety. The magnitude of

the picture appals them and stimulates the active emergence of every

mental and temperamental objection. They see that it means the

upsetting of a complex set of procedures to which they are accus-

^ Cf. Chapter XXVIII.
-Taylor, Frederick W., op. cit., in Bullctiu of the Taylor Society, Vol. XI, Nos.

3 and 4, June-August, 1926, p. 102.
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tomed; they envisage the ultimate aggregate of changes in a single

picture, without realizing that the changes will come about only grad-

ually and their adjustments will have to be made only gradually.

On the other hand it is usually presented to workers not as a doctrine,

not as a complete system of which the details and consequences must

be constructed in their imaginations, but, as successive small incre-

ments of procedure, one at a time, each of which is comprehensible, is

demonstrated, proved out, and becomes familiar before the next is

presented. Workers also by temperament and experience are more
accustomed to respond to suggestion than are individualistic executives.

In short, the executive group is difficult because scientific manage-

ment must be presented to them as a philosophy, doctrine and inclusive

system ; the worker group is not difficult because the new methods are

presented to it by increments each of which means a relatively small

and comprehensible change.

It must be assumed in the present stage of industrial evolution that

generally the normal organization of industry is one in which a capital-

entrepreneur executive group must undertake ultimate responsibility

for effective leadership in enterprise, and the worker group respon-

sibility for effective "followship." Yet when considered in every detail

the matter is not so simple as this. Any individual or group may under

favorable conditions become an original and independent source of

power and influence which causes it to assume some degree of effective

if not nominal leadership. To the extent that scientific management
substitutes the authority of the law of a managerial situation for arbi-

trary authority of an individual, and establishes functional responsibil-

ity and authority throughout an organization, it creates a situation in

which many sources and varieties of leadership will develop. This

has to an increasing extent come to be recognized in the procedures and

in the doctrines of scientific management.

From the beginnings of scientific management it has been the prac-

tice of its technicians informally to rely upon those workers who have

contact with the first increment of development of scientific manage-

ment in a plant for contributions to the studies which result in stand-

ards and in control procedures, and for promotion of the idea among
the remaining workers, and to prepare them for the later increments

with which they will have contact. It is a very exceptional executive

or engineer who does not proceed in this manner.

There are instances of executive leaders requesting worker leader-

ship in a more formal manner. The following is illustrative.^ In a

certain plant the engineer had completed the preparatory work of

standardizing conditions, equipment, tools and methods, and was ready

^ Related to the author by Dwight V. Merrick.
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to begin time study for the purpose of discovering standard times and

computing standard rates. This was in a plant in which there was a

company organization of the workers among whom, the engineer knew,

there was an uninformed doctrinaire opposition to time study. There-

fore instead of attempting to impose time study on the workers, the

engineer consulted with the chairman of their executive committee.

The chairman informed the engineer that the workers would never

permit time study; that he himself was opposed to it. After explana-

tions and discussion the chairman changed his attitude, but remained of

the opinion that the workers as a group would never consent. "How-
ever," he said, "give me ten days to talk it over with the boys; in the

meantime, forget it." About a week later he came to the engineer and

said, "Go ahead ; the boys are rather interested in trying it out." From
then on the development proceeded with reasonable smoothness. Here
was a case of good leadership by the engineer and good cooperating

leadership by the chairman of the workers' organization.

Among not a few of the employers and engineers of the scientific

management school the view is held that the workers' capacity for con-

tribution to leadership should be utilized by formal provision of devices

to serve as the instruments of such contributions. As early as 1914
Robert G. Valentine was propounding his theory of "consent," ^ and

Robert B. Wolf, the principle, based on his own practice, of procedures

to facilitate the utilization of the workers' capacity for creative self-

expression," in which principle was the germ of his later express state-

ments that freedom of self-expression carries with it opportunity for

leadership : "The management should primarily furnish the men with

the information necessary for them intelligently to cooperate in de-

termining what the standard practice should be . . . and my personal

opinion is that the splendid results obtained by Dr. Taylor . . . were

due largely to the fact that he stimulated the reasoning powers of the

men . . . made them realize that they were cooperating in obtaining

the results."
^

In 19 1
7 the author of this chapter argued that "it is expedient to

match the workman's judgment against the manager's and the social

scientist's, in order to obtain the benefit of the workman's unique

advantages for judgment which in an increasing proportion outweigh

his corresponding disadvantages." ^ Wrote Horace B. Drury, at about

the same date, "We want all along the line not only men who can do

what they are told to do, but men who can do things we would never

^Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. II, No. i, June, 1916, p. 7.

^Cf. Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. i, No. 3, May, 1915, p. i; Vol. I, No.

4, August, 191S, p. 2 ; Vol. II, No. i, January, 1915, p. 3.

^Ihid., Vol. II, No. 3, June, 1916, pp. 7-8.

^Ibid., Vol. Ill, No. I, February, 1917, p. 5.
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think of ourselves. We want men who have enough interest, and edu-

cation, and experience and boldness, to make positive contributions to

the intelligence and vigor of the work." ^ In which connection Morris

L. Cooke observed in 19 17, "Should we not learn in every relation in

life to follow the lead of the particular individual who is charged with

any given function, whether he be the President of the United States,

the traffic officer, or the clerk in the office?"
^

The development of this concept in scientific management had so

progressed by 1924 that we find Henry S. Dennison declaring: "So if

we use the word 'management' to describe these people who manage

and then ask ourselves for a strict answer to the question, 'Who is

management ?', we must find ourselves forced to answer that while the

managing factor is heavily graduated from almost zero to almost 100

per cent among separate individuals, it nevertheless finds itself to all

practical purposes coterminous with the whole active organization.

Incidentally it appears that the present intense interest in management

showing through works councils or other collective devices is a more or

less unconscious attempt to devise a method of getting the advantage

of much more of the managing abilities in the total group than the

old one man or autocratic structure could get. . .
." ^

At a meeting of the Taylor Society in December, 1926, a paper by

Miss IVIary FoUett emphasized this aspect of the doctrine of scientific

management. "If, then, authority is derived from function, it has little

to do with hierarchy of position as such, and in scientifically managed

shops this is more and more recognized. We find authority with the

head of a department, with an expert, with the driver of a truck as he

decides on the order of deliveries. The dispatch clerk has more author-

ity in dispatching work than the president . . . authority should go

with knowledge and experience, . . . that is where obedience is due,

no matter whether it is up the line or down the line."
*

And in discussing Miss Follett's paper, Henry P. Kendall observed,

"It has been my observation that the more progressive managers are

practically trying so to organize the various functions of their business

that department and staff men, functional men, will be as competent,

or more competent, with reference to certain policies and decisions

than the heads themselves . . , the successful heads of business today

are doing less and less on major decisions—approving them but assum-

ing less and less authority and responsibility—but doing more and more

^ Ibid., Vol. Ill, No. 4, August, 1917, p. 7.

- Ibid., p. 7.

^Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Vol. IX, No. 3, June, 1924, p. 106.

* Ibid., Vol. XI, No. 5, December, 1926, p. 243.
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in the field of manning their organizations strongly and in the creative

or inspirational field."
^

In his presidential address before the meeting of the Taylor Society

in December, 1928, Morris L. Cooke, discussing the possibility of a

functional status for workers' organizations and expressing a growing

conviction of a' considerable proportion of the members of the So-

ciety, declared:

If it can be accomplished the group of workers must be collectively related

to industry in a way not possible under a bargaining status. What we want
now is an integrating process which will tend more and more to unite us in a

common purpose. The development of the techniques by which such unity may
be accomplished is a problem common to all productive enterprise. . . .

But the moment we suggest giving the grouped workers such a functional

place in industry we are met with the statement that this necessarily means a

divided leadership; and that leadership to be effective must head up in a

single mind. . . .

That the group has nothing further to do unless perhaps to secure the highest

degree of cooperation on the part of each individual in carrying out the be-

hests of the management and that the functional work of management does not

need to be supplemented by the group, except as management using its own
initiative may from time to time delegate to the group isolated tasks which in

the opinion of such management may better be performed by the group than

by management itself. . . .

We really know very little as to how leadership is constituted—what is its

true inwardness—and one may well question whether the interposition of the

grouped workers in a place of responsibility and authority in management will

detract an iota from its effectiveness. Most of us act under very serious mis-

apprehensions as to the unfailing wisdom of management, the singleness of

its purpose, and as to its being untrammeled in reaching its decisions. . . .

When I consider all the agencies inside and outside a plant which measurably

influence its management, I wonder whether we can actually delimit manage-
ment in the sense that capital can be delimited. . . .

With the development of finer disciplines on the part both of management
and of the grouped workers, it may be possible to find ever-widening areas of

functional cooperation, and this without withdrawing from management one

iota of what is vital in its leadership. Possibly management has even more to

gain from such a rapprochement than has the cause of the organization of the

workers. . .
."

Apparently, therefore, the conception of leadership to which scien-

tific management has developed is that of functionalized distribution

of leadership as w^ell as of execution—responsibility in leadership in

accordance with specialized knowledge and capacity.

In addition to such leaderships as may come to individual workers

in individual plants because of functional responsibilities there is evi-

dence which gives reasonable warrant for the expectation of an attitude

^Ibid., p. 252.
^ Ibid., Vol. XIV, No. i, February, 1929, pp. 5-6.
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toward scientific management on the part of labor organizations which

promises a grackial acceptance by such organizations of a position of

endorsement and leadership in its future development.

During the decade following the World War there has been, in

the midst of general prosperity, a depression and considerable unem-

ployment in many of the older basic industries. Even in some of the

newer and more prosperous industries there has appeared a new type

of unemployment resulting from mechanical developments, to which

has been given the name "technological unemployment." Leaders of

organized labor have been taking thought about this situation and are

inclined to attribute it in large part to an inefficiency of management

in the affected industries ; not so much in the field of technology of

invention and design as in the field of technology of adoption and

use. These leaders are beginning to ask why they should not put

pressure on industry for better regularization of employment. In

their study of that problem they discover regularization of employment

to be essentially a problem of regularization of operations ; regularizing

of operations to be a problem of management ; any system of man-

agement which really regularizes, to be one which works through a

control of all the factors of an enterprise; and that such a control

must be based on standards discovered by research, investigation and

experiment—in short, scientific management.

Specific consideration of a tendency for organized labor to assume

leadership in promoting scientific management will be found in the last

chapter. What such an outcome eventually would mean to the eco-

nomic structure of American industry we leave to the imagination.

But whether or not this highly desirable doctrine is realized, it still

remains true that in the increasing number of industries and companies

where employee representation is an active force, the way is open for an

education of rank and file in scientific management which executive

leaders are already utilizing to marked advantage.
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CHAPTER XXVIII

THE RESPONSE OF WORKERS TO SCIENTIFIC
MANAGEMENT

I. Experience in a Non-Union Shop.^ In 191 7, the writer was
employed at the Acme Wire Company, New Haven, Connecticut, man-
ufacturers of insulated wire and electrical coil windings, then employ-

ing about 1,000 workers. There he received training through actual

participation in the process of developing scientific management, and

eventually he became responsible for the technical problems of stand-

ards, process engineering and control, involving refinement and further

development of manufacturing and control methods.

This company was organized in 1904 and in 191 7 had completed a

period of extraordinary success, due partly to an exclusive patent

privilege in one line of its business, partly to a practical monopoly in

another line, and partly to a vigorous one-person general management.

Over this period, however, because of growth and other reasons, these

favorable factors tended to be neutralized, the company decided to

secure the advantages of scientific management, and the development

was begun in 1912 guided by an engineer retained for that purpose.

From the beginning there was an enthusiasm for scientific manage-

ment on the part of owners and managers. The situation was unbal-

anced, however, because this enthusiasm of the managers was not

matched by equal enthusiasm throughout the organization. For a

long time the obscurity of certain results obtained, and the difficulty of

showing other more obvious results, prevented this balance from being

secured, and during that period the efifects appeared to be detrimental.

The original shop organization was the old-fashioned "foreman do

it all" type. The orders obtained by the sales department were first

approved by the general manager and then a sufficient number of copies

were made so that the stock room and each department affected received

a copy. When these copies were distributed, the main ofiice washed its

hands of the transaction until a customer complained that he was not

getting the goods. In the handling of the orders themselves the fore-

men had entire charge of the work in the shop. They ordered out all

of their own materials as they thought they needed them. The oper-

ators kept track of their own times, usually waiting until morning to

put down a record of the work done the day before. There was
^ By Ernest G. Brown, Mechanical Engineer, United States Rubber Co., New

Haven, Conn.
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a complete absence of planning, scheduling, control and accounting

in the modern sense of these terms.

At this point a little understanding of the nature of the manufactur-

ing process is necessary for an appreciation of the decisions made at

the beginning of scientific management, the effect, the consequent dif-

ficulties and the ultimate solution. The final result, too, is perhaps

more interesting because the difficulties of development had a constant

reaction upon the attitude of the workers.

The business was divided into two general parts, nearly equal

:

(i) insulated wire, consisting of copper conductor covered with enamel

or cotton or silk; (2) electrical coils for meters, automobile starting

and ignition systems, controllers, and so forth. The finished wire

product (i) was the principal raw material for coil manufacture,

although quantities of wire as such were also sold to other manu-
facturers.

The decision was made to begin the development In the coil division,

not because it was the more logical place to start, but because it was
at once more vital and apparently simpler. At the inception of stand-

ardization preparatory for rate setting, the purpose of scientific man-
agement was thoroughly outlined to the most reliable girl operator at

coil winding, the first coil operation. This operator was immediately

cooperative, and ready to help. (It Is Interesting to note that she later

became Instructor, then time-study observer, and is now In charge of

all product-cost estimating, using standards cost accounting. In which

position It Is one of her functions to set standards of operating per-

formance used generally throughout the plant.) The conditions under

which work was done at her work place were standardized, stop-watch

observations taken, a task fixed, and a bonus offered which the operator

herself suggested as being satisfactory in amount for the effort ex-

pected. On the first day of operations under task and bonus the prog-

ress was followed constantly, and at the end of the day when the

performance was completed with satisfaction to all concerned, a cere-

mony was made of the presentation of the bonus In specie right on the

spot. The demand by the other operators for similar consideration

was Immediate and Insistent, and development thereafter proceeded

without any difficulty with the workers on these accounts.

An outline of steps taken at this time Is contained in an ofificer's

preliminary official report.

Of course we took the skeleton of scientific management, consisting of the

organized stock room; balance of stores; planning department with its func-

tions of design, routing, time study and instruction cards and the bulletin board

control of operations. This skeleton we took bodily and put it into practice and

at the same time we had a complete audit of our books, and installed something
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very like our present cost system. A purchasing agent was appointed and
started on his duties ; the whole factory was redivided into departments ; the

auxiliary functions more sharply defined and separated from the production.

All this work was accomplished with a growth which has averaged almost a

doubling of the shop every two years. A great deal of it, of course, would have

been necessary whether we had scientific management or not, but I do feel,

however, that scientific management enabled us to expand without the growing

pains which we otherwise would have had.

Our engineering department, balance of work and production control are

the most recent of these functions which can be traced to scientific management.

We have some concrete examples of actual reductions on specific jobs which

the installations of task and bonus have enabled us to effect. The actual gains

made when the standardizing of conditions had been completed, and task and

bonus actually put into operation on the winding operation, on the type of coil

of which we had the largest output at that time, was 120 per cent. When the

superintendent who was in charge of the winding department, saw what the

task on that coil was, he said not only that the operator to whom it was assigned

would not make it, but that no human being could ever make it. It was rather

interesting to know that the girl made the first batch without any trouble at all,

and continued to do so until she was made instructor in the department.

That very fact led to the improvement in the output on other types of coils

before any task and bonus had been applied to them. It was not very great, but

it showed what could be done.

In the assembling work the gain was even more noticeable.

The company had not previously had a satisfactory cost system so

it was not possible by comparison of new costs with old to measure

accomplishment as these various things were done. It was unfor-

tunate that this absence of adequate records covering the early period

of growth led to a great desire for them, which resulted in a control

system too fully detailed and a system of records much too compli-

cated. The maintenance of these interfered with the efficient accom-

plishment of the workers' real tasks, and the dispatch, collection, record-

ing and handling of them resulted in the growth of an overhead

organization of unjustifiable proportions. The support of that over-

head increased the load upon the direct production forces, and led to

feelings of antagonism, chargeable to the overload of details rather

than to the principles of scientific management. These details to a cer-

tain extent concealed the good effects obtained in other directions.

There followed recognition of this attitude by the management through

rate changes, alteration of method of wage payment, and shortening

in the hours of work per week that properly would be classed as con-

cessions to the workers.

Much of this effect was due directly to an overenthusiasm to have

the development of scientific management completed expeditiously,

because practically the entire plant, involving an extremely variable

type of manufacturing, was included in the development before any
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one division was really completed. To some degree this was a conse-

quence of having an unusually satisfactory result with certain individ-

ual tasks worked upon in the beginning. But it was more directly

the result of having started the development with the secondary rather

than the primary operations.

In time all of these situations came to be recognized for what they

were, both by the management and the workers. Eliminations and cor-

rections were progressively applied, and rarely were any of these at

odds with the principles set up in the very beginning. As a matter of

fact all of the functions described in the officer's report, except bulletin

board control, are still in effective operation. With these changes came
final general acceptance of these principles by the worker group. A
lack of standardization or a failure quickly to provide time study on

new operations are now so insistently presented by the workers and

their immediate supervisors that they represent a positive demand;

notwithstanding the fact that the control operations are in the hands of

a staff unit of the organization.

An interesting example of the real worth of this final attitude on the

part of the workers is found in the recent experience with group bonus

installation. As a result of the foregoing experiences a more deliberate

start was made in one small, detached, department, and, after the ad-

vantage to the worker as well as to the company was understood, the

work proceeded within the next few months through twelve large de-

partments with marked success. This development required the work-

ers to understand a whole new set of factors, for in many cases a single

group involved more than a hundred individuals.

It is worth while to generalize to some extent upon the principles

involved in this development, because it was not always smooth going,

not always economical, although economies were constantly dominant,

and the final result was possible largely because at each stage the work-

ers were ready to cooperate in the measures decided upon by the

managerial staff.

It was shown that before the actual demonstration of the advantages

of the systems to be undertaken, the argument which carries real weight

with the workers and their supervisors is that the plan which delivers

to them some share of the adzmitage accruing from its operation will

be the only permanently successfid one. Indeed one may always be

confident that any plan which gives all the benefits to either one side

or the other is charged with the elements of inevitable failure.

The fixing of standards of equipment and process may in most in-

stances then be done entirely without the worker's further coopera-

tion. But that work will be better done with it than without it, and

the fact of cooperation will tend to strengthen the position already
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reached. In almost no case is it reasonable to suppose that the worker

group is incompetent to contribute details of value to a plan new as a

whole. The ready acceptance and recognition of such of these details

as have merit will substantially improve the plan, their inclusion will

lift its value in the eyes of those who are to operate it, and the whole

outlook becomes progressively better.

At this stage accuracy is a prime essential. The nature of new
management procedures will not permit their complete development by

experimental application in the seclusion of a laboratory before they

are thrust into the shop to stand on their own. Their original trial

must be in the shop and in the presence of their critics, and the greatest

pretrial guarantee of success is the intrinsic accuracy of the design of

the plan and its execution. No factor is more powerful than measur-

able success from the start, and no result is more devastating than a

failure that can be attributed to a neglect of facts and the necessary

regard for accuracy. No group is more acute than the workers in

detecting the failure of a procedure to conform to facts of actual oper-

ating situations.

In the case under illustration there was certain violation of the two

factors of accuracy, and its essential accompaniment, deliberateness.

It will be recalled that the development was undertaken on the coil

manufacture, or finishing operation, rather than upon the preliminary

wire manufacturing operation, because it appeared simpler to do it that

way, and that the systems adopted were too detailed in technique.

Experience proved that the development of the wire-manufacturing

operations and their methods of control had such great bearing upon

the use of wire as coil material at the later operation, that the coil-

operating standards were necessarily under constant revision. This

left the whole plant under development at once, a situation which

ordinarily would not be attempted in large-scale, variable manufactur-

ing to customer specifications. It was not until the preliminary wire

operations were finally brought under control, involving the expendi-

ture of several hundred thousand dollars for equipment of new design,

that the full effect of the development was realized.

The development of new methods is of course a direct encroachment

on the field of the immediate supervision of labor. If a foreman has

had connection with a certain activity over a considerable period of

time—and it is usually such an experience that partly entitles him to

his position—a natural product of that association is the feeling that

nowhere in the organization does there exist such a wealth of detailed

knowledge concerning that activity as his own. If it is an old-time

shop, such a feeling will have been fostered and strengthened by the

plant managers, who assume that it is the function of a foreman to
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know all about his department and to run it the one best way. Stand-

ardization of equipment and processes and subsequently time study

within a foreman's department have to him the appearance of an

appropriation of his prerogatives, because it has previously been his

responsibility to care for equipment and in many cases also to act as

"rate-setter." He will likewise so regard the removal of the control

operations—routing, scheduling, and so on—from the shop to the

planning department.

All these are indeed encroachments on an established relationship.

But they are in the interest of a better result, and no real foreman will

deny his interest in a better result. In the beginning it may and prob-

ably will be impossible to convince him of the desirability of the new
plan in all its details. But if he is a good man, the natural challenge

of seeing a better result attempted will incline him to give the new plan

a chance. In fact, the foreman's advance reaction to these develop-

ments is a reasonably good index of his real ability.

Painstaking effort to develop an acceptance of principles on the part

of the foreman and other supervisory agents of his rank is thus

essential. Their good-will at the outset is a requisite, and preparations

cannot be considered complete without it. For it must be remembered

that in the eyes of the workers the foremen represent the management,

and a front of unified approval of any plan contributes largely to its

success even where other obstacles exist.

As already stated the foreman group at the Acme Wire Company
did not originally have the same enthusiasm for scientific manage-

ment development as the plant management. And this situation was

made still more difficult because a cumbersome detail of system affect-

ing the workers grew up, and the absence of previous cost records

made impossible exact comparisons. But it was also shown in time that

in the intermediate position between management and worker the fore-

man was often enabled to make suggestions which were helpful in

matters of new technique.

The approval of the immediate supervisory groups will, therefore,

add a substantial advantage to any plan with respect to receptivity of

the workers. In the beginning stages the cultivation of a correspond-

ing attitude on the part of the more progressive element in the labor

group itself should be systematically undertaken and carried out.

Eventually, through the issuance of routines, contact and experience

all will know the purpose of the plan, but it is necessary to have them
appreciate it as completely and as quickly as possible. Such a result

is inspired by the sympathetic interest of those who, though workers,

have established a natural position of leadership, as was well illus-

trated at this company by the first worker set to task, whose perform-
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ance and leadership, already described, stimulated the entire surround-

ing group of workers.

In transactions of this sort it is also important to be concerned about

the personal characteristics of those who carry to the workers the

management's plans to institute new control methods. A person

charged with such a responsibility naturally has the confidence and

respect of the management whose delegate he is, but it is even more

important that he be able to acquire and command the whole-hearted

regard and respect of the workers who will be affected. Operators

who like and respect a representative of management are less disposed

to question his motives or criticize his plans.

The individuality of the worker must not be permitted to be sub-

merged in the system. Assuming an original skepticism by reason

of natural reluctance to change, it is but addition of insult to injury

to impose upon the worker details of control procedure that cannot be

fairly justified as suitable means to the end of getting productive work

done. Unless caution is exercised here, there is danger that there may
be a shift of emphasis to the devices themselves, as means of keeping

the control plan operative rather than having it remain on the purpose

of the devices—waste elimination, increased productivity and earnings.

At the beginning of the writer's experience with this development

there were a hundred and twenty people in the central planning room,

and fifty more in the cost department, all engaged with details that in-

volved ticket handling by direct operatives. This handling was a great

annoyance, and in after years it was amusing to recall that the operators,

inspectors, and move men often cooperated in a wholesale disregard for

batch numbers on the tickets issued by the control board. They would
select any corresponding lot and go to work on it. As a result the

bulletin-board clerk often spent two or three hours after the factory

closed at night, moving lots around to positions which the bulletin

board showed they should occupy. The real trouble was that the units

of work were too small, and the workers disliked the annoyance and

delay between lots. Now the planning department is reduced to ten

people, payroll computation including bonus for the whole plant is done

by one clerk, and the cost department on the old basis is entirely elimi-

nated by standard cost accounting.

Proper recognition of the worker's abilities is essential. Since this

can be done only to a definite limit by promotion in position, other

methods have to be considered. An operator's reliability, interest in

work, ingenuity in producing helpful suggestions, a willingness to be

trained, and ability to perform a considerable range of related opera-

tions may all be recognized by difYerences from the base rate of pay

established for a normal measure of these attributes. For an operator
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to be able to perform half a dozen operations, each one requiring some
training, yields a flexibility of facilities and an advantage to the man-
agement which, under the principle of the division of advantage, should

be shared by both parties. There need be no difficulty in the existence

of a variety of hourly wage rates on any job if the basis of its exis-

tence is understood and all may partake who qualify.

This experience stretching over a period of more than ten years

demonstrates that so far as the workers are concerned, a plan of de-

velopment will always proceed satisfactorily, provided it is designed

to give as well as to take; is sufficiently deliberate in its introduction

to permit understanding; is accurate in its detail, and not too cumber-

some in its technique ; and is presented by those who command respect

and supported by a management which includes in its conception of

scientific management a readiness to make changes whenever new and
better ways are found and a willingness constantly to find those ways.

Under these circumstances the experience at this plant, as well as

with intimate observation of other similar situations, leads the writer

to the firm conviction that workers are not fundamentally opposed to

the principles and procedures of scientific management, but are, on the

contrary, naturally responsive, appreciative and truly cooperative.

2. Experience in a Union Shop.^ The early developments of

scientific management came at a time when there was generally a

marked distrust of management by labor. The mass solidarity of

labor and instances of concerted deception of management practiced

by workers, so graphically described by Taylor, were an inevitable

consequence of management's attitude toward labor—an attitude which

assumed labor to be a commodity, governed it arbitrarily and by rule

of thumb, believed that labor should produce what it could be forced

to produce, but should be allowed to earn no more than a prevailing

standard of wages, and cut piece rates ruthlessly if higher earnings

resulted from stimulation of exertion. The natural reaction of workers

was one of resentment and resistance, which frequently in union shops

took the form of strikes if protests bore no fruit, and in non-union

shops took the more subtle form of sabotage.

Appearing in the midst of such conditions—as a protest to these

attitudes of both management and workers and as a remedy for them

—scientific management experienced the opposition of both parties, as

was bound to be true of anything new which challenged the current

assumptions of both. The opposition of management to the technique

has gradually been overcome, as is evidenced by the fact that scientific

management has become the effective basis of all good management

^ By Dr. N. I. Stone, Industrial Counselor, New York ; formerly General Man-
ager of the Hickey-Freeman Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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throughout American industry; although survival of management's
opposition is still apparent in the fact that many plants which have

been revolutionized by scientific management refuse to acknow^ledge

the source of the revolutionary influence.

If such has been the attitude of management, it should not be sur-

prising that the attitude of union leaders toward scientific management
was at the beginning and for sometime thereafter, positively hostile.

Without special investigation of its mechanisms and their consequences

for workers, union leaders denounced it as a doctrine and a system of

practice. The American Federation of Labor under the leadership of

the late Samuel Gompers assailed the introduction of the system in the

government navy yards and succeeded in having the Congress specifi-

cally prohibit the use of the stop watch and all that went with it in the

government plants. It is only in the past few years, toward the end

of Mr. Gompers's life and especially since the accession of Mr. Green

to the presidency of the American Federation of Labor and the stress-

ing of the "human engineering" point of view by leaders of the Taylor

Society, that a general appreciation of the broader aspects and the

social benefits inherent in scientific management has gained ground

and produced a profound change in the attitude of the leading spokes-

men of organized labor in the United States.

It was against this background of general suspicion of and hostility

to scientific management that the writer made his first attempt to in-

troduce it in the clothing factory of the Hickey-Freeman Company in

Rochester, New York, employing at the time about 1200 workers in a

modern plant. Not only was it necessary to take into account the

hostile assumptions of the workers, but the management had also to be

convinced of the desirability of the change.

The officers of the company were frankly skeptical, willing to be

shown but ready to discard the new system unless it proved to be a

decided improvement over the old and well-tried system which, no

matter what its theoretical shortcomings might be, had enabled the

company to grow and prosper over a period of some twenty years.

The foremen, with one exception, were openly in arms against the

new system
;
partly from a natural conservatism of men who had

grown up under the old regime and knew only one way of running a

shop, and partly from a feeling that their authority over the workers

and security of position with the firm were likely to suffer as the new

management succeeded in introducing a system in which they would

be playing the part of novices.

It was therefore necessary to proceed with extreme caution and

to take account of the psychological situation. The greater part of the

first year of the writer's incumbency as labor manager of the company
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was spent in consolidating the relations between the company and the

workers as well as their union. The writer's appointment as labor

manager coincided with the official recognition of the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers of America by the employers. This recognition

came about as a result of negotiations without resort to strike, and the

employers felt that they ought to derive some benefit from the resultant

good-will. On the part of the union and its members there was a feel-

ing that after the many years of comparatively low wages prevailing in

the clothing industry of Rochester they were entitled to tangible benefits

from the new order of things. The recognition of the union was
signalized by a general increase in wages and a reduction of hours to

forty- four per week. This took place on April i, 1919.

The year that followed marked the culmination of a period of un-

usual business activity and extraordinary demand for labor which re-

sulted in great increase of wages even in non-union plants as the only

means of retaining the services of their help. The unionized clothing

industry of Rochester felt the effects of the general situation and two
general increases of wages followed the one granted April first. In

addition to the general increases of wages there were numerous in-

creases of wage rates for individual workers paid by the week, which

they were able to exact by claiming that they were offered higher wages

elsewhere because of the prevailing shortage of labor. These cumula-

tive increases resulted in advancing the wages of Rochester clothing

workers from 50 to 100 per cent in less than one year. But they co-

incided with an equal if not even greater increase in the cost of living

so that they failed to satisfy the workers who were constantly demand-

ing more. The enormous increase in labor costs, coupled with similar

increases in the cost of cloth and other raw materials, resulted in a

corresponding rise in the price of clothing which forced consumers to

economize, leading finally to the famous "buyers' strike." The first

rumblings of the approaching storm were beginning to be heard.

It was at such a moment that the workers received their first intro-

duction to scientific management in the Hickey-Freeman plant. The
writer knew that the first steps in the process would be viewed by them

with particular apprehension and suspicion, and that the only way to

disarm suspicion and secure cooperation was to show them in unmis-

takable manner that they would be the first to benefit by the change.

As soon as the dispatch station was ready for operation, the writer

addressed the workers of that shop. He pointed out to them that

repeated increases in wages without a corresponding increase in pro-

duction were not benefiting the workers, as they were being offset by

rising prices to which manufacturers had to resort to make up for the

increased cost of production. The only way to break the vicious circle
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was to bring about an increase in earnings through increased produc-

tion, which would mean a lowering of production costs without which a

reduction in the constantly mounting cost of living was impossible.

The dispatch station and all that would follow it were intended to help

increase production through elimination of waste of effort and mate-

rials, through insuring a steady flow of work, standardization of mate-

rials and methods of performing various operations.

Mere assertion would of course not go far with the workers and the

writer was therefore careful to see that the first changes to which they

would have to submit should have their compensating advantages,

as the following illustrations will make clear.

Under the old system, work was distributed to the workers through-

out the shop by the foreman and his assistant. The worker had no

occasion to rise from his or her seat from morning to night as long as

there was work to do. Under the new system each worker was given

enough work to last about an hour and was required to take it to the

dispatch station and receive a new supply of work. This would mean
an hourly interruption in work and a loss of from two to five minutes.

Piece workers accustomed to the old ways would most certainly object

to the change.

Under the old system it was impossible to keep track of the time it

took to do each piece of work either by piece- or week-workers. The
dispatch system provided a convenient means for recording the time

taken to do each piece of work whether it was paid for by the piece or

by the hour. Both piece and hour workers would naturally object to

this, as it would enable the management to "know too much" about

the relation of time and output.

Again, piece workers were accustomed to do much as they pleased

in the matter of attendance. They w^ere not required to ring the time

clock either on coming in the morning or leaving in the afternoon,

since they were not paid on a time basis. Under the new system it was

necessary and feasible to have a record of their attendance. This was

going to make it possible for the management, for the first time, to

know whether low earnings were due to short time spent in the shop

or to other causes, and this naturally was not to the liking of the piece

workers. These few illustrations will show that there were sufficient

legitimate as well as illegitimate reasons for objections to the new sys-

tem by the workers, and the writer set himself the task of offsetting

them by definite gains to the employees.

One of the most fertile sources of loss of earnings to the piece

workers was idle time caused by irregular flow of work. Under the

prevailing system of division of work it took no less »than 125 opera-

tions to make a coat. In a shop employing only 250 workers there will
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be an average of two workers to an operation and there will be several

operations employing but one worker each. The absence of one worker

employed on such an operation will cause a deficit of from 50 to 100

per cent in the output of the shop on that one operation. As soon as

the accumulated reserve of work in the shop on that operation has

been used up, all work will have to stop on operations following the

one on which the absent worker is employed.

Under the old system workers were accustomed to these interrup-

tions because of lack of work, and the piece worker took it as part of

the hazards of piece work, trying to make up for lost time by demands
for higher piece rates. Under the new system of planning and dis-

patching of work the management expected to eliminate or to reduce

to a minimum interruptions of this kind. However, it would not have

been reasonable to expect the workers to share that expectation as

they knew nothing about scientific management. All they saw were

some of the obvious disadvantages to them, as indicated above.

It was therefore decided to offer the workers an improvement over

the old order of things in the form of payment to piece workers for

idle time. The new rule provided for payment at the rate of 65 per

cent of the average hourly earnings of the piece worker. Under the

old system, there being no time records for piece work, neither the

worker nor the management knew accurately what the hourly earn-

ings of piece workers were. In order that we might know it now,

it was manifestly necessary for every piece worker to register the time

of his arrival at and departure from the shop, and to have him report

at the dispatch station when receiving and returning work, so that a

record could be made of the time work was given out and received.

Payment for idle time was something unheard of before—something

that even the union had never asked for—and therefore it made a pro-

found impression upon the workers. It was a concrete illustration

of the benefits from the new system that accrue to the worker.

It called for a great deal of patience and faith in the new manage-

ment, on the part of the members of the firm, for in addition to the

great expense involved in the introduction of the new system, it now
had to submit to a totally new item of expense in the form of idle time

which in the first year amounted to several thousand dollars. It may
be said in passing that the very presence of the item of money paid for

idle time in the weekly shop reports served to act as a sharp reminder

of the imperfections in management that caused idle time. At meet-

ings of the production staff it served as the starting point for discus-

sions of causes of idle time and means of their elimination. Step by

step the factors interfering with the steady flow of work were attacked

and eliminated or minimized as far as was possible, until payment for
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idle time became so negligible as to be hardly worth noticing.^ But it

helped to draw attention to and to do away with numerous sources of

waste which in the aggregate far exceeded the amounts paid the work-

ers for idle time.

The loss of time caused by the hourly walk to the dispatch station

was more than made up through the physical benefit derived by each

worker from the hourly change of position from a sitting posture,

the relaxation derived from the walk to and from the station, and rest

from work. This average loss of two to three minutes, or about fifteen

minutes per day, was found to be even more effective than the ten-

minute physical exercises practiced in the middle of the afternoon in

many modern plants. As a matter of fact, the records of output of

both week and piece workers showed that not only was there no falling

off of production, but that production actually increased under the new
system, fully bearing out the expectations of the management.

One of the means of preventing idleness among workers through the

absence of one or more workers on a certain operation, is to train each

worker to do more than one operation. The old-time tailor could make
the whole coat, but under the system of division of labor, each worker

specializes in but one operation out of more than a hundred.

The writer shared the feeling generally prevailing among economists,

sociologists, and social workers, that this extreme specialization causes

great monotony in the worker's life from which he would be glad to

find relief. Therefore when it was decided to provide training for

employees so as to teach them to do more than one operation, no oppo-

sition on the part of the workers was looked for. In fact, the writer

believed that the workers would gratefully embrace the opportunity of

breaking the monotony of working at one operation all the time, the

more so that it offered several economic advantages to them. To
know two or more operations enabled the worker to earn more money
while learning a new operation than the 65 per cent which he received

while sitting idle; and it offered the worker greater certainty of em-

ployment with his present firm or greater ease of finding employment

with a new firm when looking for employment ; and he had the satisfac-

tion of knowing that by being able to take the place of an absent

worker he was thereby saving dozens of his fellow employees from

temporary idleness and loss of wages.

One can therefore easily imagine the surprise of the management

when it was found that the workers were strongly opposed to training

in spite of the fact that they were paid while being trained. The
reaction was a purely psychological one. ]\Iost of the workers to be

trained were women. The repetitive character of each operation on

^ It declined to one-fourth to one-half of i per cent of the payroll.
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which they were employed enabled them to perform it almost mechani-

cally with a minimum of attention and of mental concentration, leaving

them free to carry on conversations with their neighbors to the right

and to the left while going on with their work. Learning a new opera-

tion called for mental effort, hurt their pride in being placed in the

position of novices or apprentices, and in general, upset a well-estab-

lished mental, physical and psychic equilibrium which they hated to

have disturbed. So strong was their opposition to being taught new
operations that they preferred to sit idle even if not paid for idle time,

rather than trouble to learn a new operation at the expense of the firm.

The difficulty was only partially overcome through persistent effort

on the part of the management with individual workers. The majority

clung to their old operations. The whole experience showed the

profound difference in the psychology of mental and manual workers,

and how wrong we are in assuming that the workers suffer from the

monotony of their simple repetitive operations. The opposite appears to

be the case. The nature of intellectual work is such as to require

mental concentration, and if of a repetitive character, it becomes

monotonous and therefore irksome, causing one to seek variety. Man-
ual work, on the other hand, when once thoroughly mastered, can be

done with almost no mental concentration, enabling the worker to

dream or talk to his fellow workers, so that he is unconscious of

monotony and prefers the rhythm of a repetitive operation to the mental

effort which is required by changes in work.

From the foregoing account it will be seen that the workers' reaction

to the introduction of scientific management called for much patience

and tact. In spite of frank explanations of objectives sought, through

talks to the rank and file of the workers and through conferences with

union and shop leaders, and in spite of monetary advantages which

the workers derived immediately upon the introduction of the new sys-

tem, the hostile influence of a few aggressive leaders, whose suspicious

natures and prejudices against rnanagement on general principles

prompted them to see cunning traps in every advantage offered to

the employees, was sufficient to arouse opposition at every step when
difficulties inseparable from the installation of a new complex system

in a busy plant arose from time to time. It took the better part of a

year to overcome the workers' suspicions through the practical demon-
stration of the superiority of the new system and its advantages to

the workers as well as to the firm.

Today, after more than eight years of operation, scientific man-
agement as expressed in planning and dispatching of work, time studies,

written specifications of standards of quality, and concentration of pro-

duction control through the dispatch system which relieves the fore-
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man of a duty which formerly took most of his time and sets him free

for supervision of quaHty for which he is best fitted, is so firmly and

successfully established that its most pronounced critics both in the

executives' and workers' ranks would not think of suggesting its elimi-

nation and going back to the good old days of "hit and miss,"
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CHAPTER XXIX

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS ^

Increasingly with the years, the dynamic quahty of Taylor's genius

grows manifest. He was not only a trail-blazing pioneer in bringing

the specifically manufacturing techniques under the dominion of induc-

tive science, but what is less generally recognized, he reoriented the

social sciences by bringing them to focus on the productive process

as the mainspring of civilization. While Taylor was not a philosopher

in the academic sense, while he was not versed in anthropology or

psychology, he was led by his experience to accept without further

analysis or explicit statement a fundamental conclusion of philosophy.

He realized that the tools men use and the manner in which they use

them control the formation of mental attitudes and habits. He as-

sumed as true what men like John Dewey have demonstrated to be

true; namely, that all of our fundamental modes of activity, marriage,

art, war, our social and cultural institutions, "tend to be psychologically

assimilated to the pattern developed in the (characteristic) vocation."

The beginning of scientific management, he repeatedly said, is a

mental revolution. This is true not only of scientific management in

the factory, but also of scientific management as applied to distribu-

tion, consumption, the individual and community life. The main

vehicle of this mental revolution today is the machine as the typical

expression of the scientific techniques. There is an old German prov-

erb that says, "Der Mensch ist, was er isst," food makes the man; we
know that it is truer to say that tools make both food and the man.

What men are, the manner of life they lead, their habits, folkways,

political and cultural institutions are in large part reflex responses to

the tools they use in getting a living. Taylor brought the greatest of

all the tools, rigorous inductive science, to bear upon the total produc-

tive process. All of our fundamental modes of activity today are

visibly in process of assimilation to the psychological pattern deter-

mined by our use of inductive science as our major tool. Taylor's

mental revolution is proceeding through industry out into the world.

Inevitably, as a pioneer in that period when American industry was

receiving the first impact of engineering technique, Taylor throughout

his active life was principally preoccupied with perfecting the me-

chanical conditions of scientific production, "since it is obvious that

^ By Robert Bruere, Secretary on Industrial Relations, J. C. Penney Foundation,

Associate Editor, The Survey, New York.
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what labor can do all depends upon the nature and condition of its

implements." Because of this preoccupation and the high-strung in-

tensity with which he pursued it, and in the absence of other stimuli

—

for industry had not yet generated present social problems—his vision

of the problem of industrial relations came to be enclosed by the walls

of the workshop. From the time when, as engineer, he began to

gather in "all the great mass of traditional knowledge, which in the

past had been in the hands of the workmen, and in the physical skill

and knack of the workmen" and to reduce it "to laws, rules, and mathe-

matical formulae," to his final attempts, as a propagandist, to lead

trade unions and old-line manufacturers to understand the practical

implications of scientific management, the main objects of his attack

were "systematic soldiering" on the one hand and the management of

"initiative and incentive" or "rule-of-thumb" on the other. His main

concern was the discovery of laws governing elimination of w^aste

and the maximum production of goods. This led him to limit his

vision of "the great revolution in mental attitude" to industrial pro-

duction. His passion for the perfection of the tools and processes of

production tended to obscure even for him the larger social significance

of his own doctrine of the surplus.

The revolution in mental attitude takes place, he said, when "both

sides take their eyes off the division of the surplus as the all important

matter, and together turn their attention toward increasing the size of

the surplus until the surplus becomes so large that it is unnecessary to

quarrel over how it shall be divided." This shifting of attention

w^ould, he believed, result in "the substitution of peace for war, of

hearty brotherly cooperation for contention and strife, of both pulling

together in the same direction instead of pulling apart, of replacing

suspicious watchfulness with mutual confidence, of becoming friends

instead of enemies." He was right in assuming that the surplus is

the center of interest for both workmen and employers. But he did

not stop to consider why this is so. One of the most remarkable facts

of our time, in America particularly, is the transition from what Simon

Patten called the deficit economy to the surplus economy. The notion

that it is possible through science to produce a surplus beyond the

needs of increasing population has begun to establish itself in the pub-

lic mind only within the last decade and is measurably due to the

large-scale application of the techniques which Taylor developed. The
so-called classical economists based their teaching upon the assumption

that population would always press upon the food supply, that there

could never be a sufficient surplus to abolish poverty as the normal

condition of the great masses of mankind. The Marxian economics

are based upon the same fundamental assumption. The teachings of
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religious leaders have been to the same effect. The characteristic

mental attitude of all groups in our society has hitherto been determined

by this deficit economy and its necessary implication that competition

and strife rather than cooperation are the conditions of survival.

The conflict or hunting-age pattern which Taylor saw as peculiarly

characteristic of traditional employer-employee relationships is older

and far more far-reaching than mechanized industry. It is the result of

the age-old struggle of the race with hunger. The methods which

Taylor introduced were so successful in individual factories in creating

a local surplus, and his doctrine of high wages and low labor costs was
so effective in improving industrial relations in the workshops under

his control, that he tended to see in high wages, high profits, and a

fair price to the consumer the complete solution of all the problems

of industrial relations.

But no one industrial establishment can live unto itself. The revolu-

tion in mental attitude which Taylor advocated cannot become socially

effective until the entire community is secure, not only in its ability to

create a surplus, but also in the equitable distribution of the surplus

when created. For the conquest of a surplus is not the end but the

beginning of civilization. It is the function of industry as society's

main instrument in the struggle for existence to create a surplus

;

it is the function of government and of our cultural institutions to

provide for such a distribution of the surplus as will raise the general

standard of living and improve the quality of the race. The mental

revolution must be carried beyond the individual plant, beyond the

total industrial organization, until it embraces the mind of the entire

community. Although it was primarily the phase of acquisition of the

larger social surplus which Taylor emphasized, his very technique of

acquisition, involving as it did common understandings and coopera-

tion, carried with it a new technique of distribution and a new view of

labor's status.

What goes on inside the factory is only one part of the problem of

scientific management in its full meaning; the other lies within the

life of the enveloping community. Important as are local shop rules

and systems of wages, the common law and public opinion, together

with the statutes through which the community gives expression to its

unfolding objectives, not local shop rules or any system of wages,

form the more important basis of industrial relations; for these are

not merely relations between wage-working employees and property-

owning employers as such, but are fundamentally relations between

two groups of citizens who are equals in the sight of the law. The
function of the modern science of industrial relations is not only to

create harmony within the factory; its greater function is to give
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practical effect to this doctrine of equality in civic rights and individual

opportunities v^hich underlies all democratic government.

For this reason any scientific system of industrial relations must

begin with and end with the consideration of the labor contract not

only as defined in the statutes and interpretations of the courts, but

also as reflected in public opinion with respect to labor. The implica-

tions of the labor contract differ in different countries, just as the

political constitutions and folkways differ; it will have a slightly dif-

ferent meaning for the citizens of England, or Czechoslovakia, or

France, or Germany, or Italy, or Japan, from its meaning for the

citizens of the United States. But its history and present status in

America may be taken as reasonably typical.

The Labor Contract as the Basis of Industrial Relations. The
thing which distinguishes the labor contract from all contracts in-

volving property alone is that it expresses the state's concern in the

workman as a human being and a citizen. This interest of the com-

munity in the wage earner arises from the fact that in modern de-

mocracies he is an enfranchised citizen and holds a status of political

equality with the employer.

In earlier social stages when work was performed by a slave class

—

in Rome and Egypt and Greece ; in present-day backward groups, such

as those in Uganda and Thibet, where the workers are serfs ; in Russia

before the Revolution, in the southern United States before the Civil

War—there could obviously be no labor contract as we use the term.

Workers were then as much property as the goods w^hich they pro-

duced. They were in fact a commodity, and the community which

sanctioned their slave status had no special concern for them beyond

the rudimentary humanity which would be accorded to a horse or a

dog. In pre-enfranchised days the scope of industrial relations was

limited by the Biblical command of a master to his servant, "Go, and

he goeth,"—or take the consequences. There probably was a time

long before society advanced even to the slave stage when each man
was his own producer and consumer, when he made what he needed,

if he knew how, and if he did not, either took it by force from some

one who had made it, or got it by barter. Here the only labor con-

tract was what a man set himself to do; the only industrial relations

were those he had with himself.

But in a democracy where the worker is politically as free as the

employer, the community is interested in his well-being as a citizen.

It places restrictions not only upon the employer, but upon the worker

himself in the public interest. It establishes health, safety, and other

regulations within which industry must operate, quite apart from the

will of either the employer or the employee in their private capacities
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as producers. It not only restricts the employer from doing things

that may impair the worker's value as a citizen, but it also strives by

such regulations as the laws against child labor, night work for women,
and limitations of hours for men in dangerous occupations, to pre-

vent the worker's impairing his own community value.

The history of the labor contract in the United States is the history

of the changing status of the worker, of his slow economic rise toward

the level of his political status, of the community's increasing interest

that he should rise, and its increasing part in helping him to do it.

This has perhaps its best illustration in the history of workmen's
compensation from the time when compensation for injury was an

issue between master and servant, to the present time when, instead

of a servant, the worker is a citizen entitled to a compensation which

is a charge upon industry and through industry upon the whole com-
munity. Almost invariably employers first opposed these legislative

restrictions respecting health, hours, wages, as they did the workmen's
compensation laws, on the grounds that they interfered with the rights

of private property, made industry unprofitable, and so prevented the

creation of that economic surplus in which the community had a

primary interest.

"If you interfere with us by passing such laws, we shall have to

shut down, the workmen will have no jobs, and then where does all

this fine talk about citizens and the community get you?" they said

in effect. This was not a trumped-up objection on the part of manu-
facturers, nor a vain threat. The development of the labor contract

as illustrated by Workmen's Compensation Laws had been largely

brought about by forces outside of industry and uninformed on the

technical complexities of the manufacturing process. Scientific man-
agement had not yet begun to determine the attitude of employers

toward their own problems. That part of the community in which

the humanitarian urge was strong focused its attack through social

reformers, whom public opinion backed with the police powers of

the state. Neither they nor the workers through their trade unions

assumed any responsibility for the problems it caused management.

Together the reformers and organized labor set about coercing or

policing industry. America went through a phase of the class struggle

in which social reformers were allied with the organized workers. As
with workmen's compensation, so they fought other measures affecting

the labor contract through the various state legislatures and the Con-

gress, and gradually established a body of restrictive regulations within

which management was compelled to operate. As these restrictions

were established without the direct cooperation of employers as a

group and frequently against the will of the employers, the question
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as to whether they could be put into effect without endangering the

economic surphis was a real one.

Enter Scientific Management. That the proponents of scien-

tific management should first address the interest of employers was

in the beginning inevitable. They had taken great pains to sell scien-

tific management to the employers and one of the most effective of

their sales arguments was that high wages would not only lower pro-

duction costs, but would also free employers from most of the tradi-

tional harassments of labor-employer relationships. That industry

could produce enough for all, Taylor had already demonstrated; that

it could do this under the tightening restrictions of social legislation

had still to be proved.

As to shop conditions, for example, there is no word in Taylor's

writings about the need for making the workshop a fit and pleasant

place for men to work in. In his "On the Art of Cutting Metals"

he lists as one of his discoveries the high advantage of supplying water

to cutting tools. Nowhere in Taylor's writings is there any reference

to that whole range of problems which is concerned with supplying

the workers with safety, or cleanliness, or good lighting, or any of the

things which come within scope of industrial hygiene. Because of

his preoccupation with the mechanical equipment, Taylor inevitably

thought of the workman almost exclusively in terms of skill, appli-

cation and production, rather than in terms of personality. In saying

this, I want very particularly to avoid the impression that Taylor was

lacking in a sensitive regard for the men with whom he worked. We
must be historically minded and recall that his books were written

twenty-five to thirty-five years ago. The pioneering idea was still

strong upon the American community. To be able to do the day's

job under rough conditions was a test of the manly virtues. Taylor

asked nothing of the least of his workmen that he had not asked of

himself. In his lecture "Success," nearly all of the illustrative in-

cidents of young men's ability to meet and solve the day's problems

in the face of obstacles were his own earlier experiences disguised.

Clinical psychology and the social sciences had not yet begun to explore

the inner nature of man, or to reveal the conditions under which that

nature might function most effectively. In his testimony before the

Committee of the House of Representatives, Taylor repeatedly used

horses to illustrate his standards for the evaluation of workmen. In

his pig-iron experiments he insisted that the best man for that par-

ticular purpose was the ox-like man. While he insisted that the

beginning of scientific management is a mental revolution, his illus-

trations unhappily convey the impression that in wide ranges of the

production process he preferred the workman who was incapable of
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any independent thinking at all. "Now one of the first requirements

for a man who is fit to handle pig-iron as a regular occupation," he

wrote in The Principles of Scientific Management, "is that he shall

be so stupid and so phlegmatic that he more nearly resembles in his

mental make-up the ox than any other type. . . . The workman who
is best suited to handle pig-iron is unable to understand the real science

of doing this class of work. He is so stupid that the word percentage

has no meaning to him." ^ When he found his ox-like man, he does

not seem to have asked, "How did this man get this way and is not

his ox-likeness an indictment of our whole social, educational, and

industrial system ?"

Toward the end of his life Taylor himself gave up the use of this

figure of speech, because it tended to convey a false impression of his

genuinely humane attitude toward his workmen. I do not revive it

here to indict Taylor's motives, but only to reveal the spirit which

dominated industrial relations at the time when he was doing his great

work. It was assumed that ox-like men existed, as it were, by the

will of God or by the laws of heredity, and that the best service one

might render to them was to adjust them to efficient performance of

such work of that period as ox-like men were by nature equipped to do.

Taylor repeatedly said that he derived from workmen not only the

great body of skills which he organized into his system, but also many
major suggestions for its subsequent improvement. Yet he never took

the career of this creative type of workman to illustrate his methods

or achievements. Indeed, in his testimony before the Committee of

the House of Representatives he asserted "without the slightest hesi-

tation, that the high-class mechanic has a far smaller chance of ever

thoroughly understanding the science of his work than the pig-iron

handler has of understanding the science of his work." He failed to

distinguish between a knowledge of details and that very revolution

in mental attitude upon which he placed so much stress and of which

workmen as well as managers are about equally capable. The result

was that not only labor leaders but socially-minded people generally

got the idea that scientific management aimed at the degradation of

workmen into obedient oxen under the direction of a small body of

experts—into men debarred from creative participation in their work,

whose value was to be reckoned solely in terms of wages. Even those

of us who know Taylor only through Copley's biography realize what

serious injustice this indictment does to the great-hearted humanitarian-

ism of the man. The driving force of his life was the conviction

that all men could be freed from brutalizing poverty. And yet it is

^ Taylor, Frederick, The Principles of Scientific Management, New York, Harper

& Brothers, 1913, p. 59.
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not difficult to see how his own statement might have inspired those

trade-union objections to scientific management which were formu-

lated by the committee especially appointed to represent the attitude of

the American Federation of Labor before the United States Com-
mission on Industrial Relations in 19 14.

"Scientific Management," declared this committee, "is a device em-

ployed for the purpose of increasing production of profits and tends to

eliminate consideration for the character, rights and welfare of the

employees. It libels the character of the worker, it looks upon the

worker as a mere instrument of production, it ordinarily allows

the workman no voice in hiring or discharge, the setting of the task, the

determination of the wage rate, or of the general conditions of em-

ployment. In spirit and in essence, so far as labor is concerned, it is a

cunningly devised speeding up and sweating system." ^

Had Taylor lived, the logic of his own techniques would undoubt-

edly have led him on to a thorough consideration of all these problems

of individual and group psychology as matters of high importance in

themselves and having a controlling effect upon economically and

socially efficient production. For this his life was too short. As a

matter of fact it was the Taylor Society which took up his educational

work, that enlarged the perspective; that for instance gave to Robert

G. Valentine the forum from which he made his appeal to the more

orthodox of the scientific management engineers to include all these

measures for the development of the individual in industry within

the sphere of their professional activities. While Valentine approached

the problems of management primarily from the point of view of the

social reformers and the trade unionists, his great contribution was his

explicit recognition of scientific management as the essential instru-

ment for integrating the social with the economic motive in industry.

He therefore urged the foremost of Taylor's disciples to see these

problems of individual and social well-being as properly within the

range of their own techniques ; to recognize that they are essentially

problems of scientific management itself and that their solution within

industry is essential in the long run to the development of the highest

productive efficiency.

As contrasted with Taylor's natural and compelled preoccupation with

the mechanical equipment, Valentine was principally concerned to know

what the conditions are under which all parties to the production

process and more particularly the workers can most fully realize their

own potentialities, not only as workers, but as citizens and human

beings. He therefore proposed to audit working conditions, both in-

^ Hoxie, Franklin Robert, Scientific Management and Labor, New York, D. Apple-

ton & Company, 1915, pp. IS-I9-
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side and outside the factory—the arrangement of spaces for comfort-

able work, hygienic working conditions, sanitary equipment, right hght-

ing, wages in terms of hving standards instead of in terms of the

prevaiHng market rate, which was Taylor's starting point. Valentine's

labor audit was the most conspicuous contribution to the development

of the technique of industrial relations since Taylor's work at Mid-

vale. It does for labor in industry what a financial audit does for its

capital factor. It shows the conditions under which labor functions

most effectively. It appraises the immaterial forces that affect labor

relationships, such as beliefs, legislation, public opinion, the objectives

of labor and employer organizations ; the returns to which labor is

entitled, not only directly in the form of wages, but indirectly in pro-

vision for the future, including recreation and education. The labor

audit brought within the range of managerial consideration a whole

group of factors which Taylor and his immediate followers had not

taken into account in their expositions and it sought to define them
in terms of scientific management itself.

The classical example of Valentine's attempt to widen the reach of

Taylor's mental revolution is his paper on time study,^ which he had

been invited to prepare by the Taylor Society. Valentine argued that

Taylor appeared to have conducted his time studies as a laboratory re-

searcher would study the motor reactions of frogs or fish. He argued

that the workers through their independent organizations should be

parties to the development of the time-study techniques. He believed

that the participation of the workers more especially through their inde-

pendent organizations had a functional value not only from the point

of view of the economic advantage of the individual establishment, but

also from that of society at large. "Our immediate task," he told the

Taylor Society, "is to see whether we can begin at the present time to

get a line on that genuine application of the principles of scientific

management which is beneficial to society, as against that alleged ap-

plication which is dangerous to society. . . . The standard by which

to judge is to ascertain whether any particular application of the prin-

ciples involves the recognition of a truly independent and organized

consent on the part of the workers. . . . The days of compulsion,

the days of service without consent are over. . . . We find, however
slowly and haltingly through the decades, a steadily increasing asser-

tion of the right, both of the individual and of the individual in groups

to give his consent to that which from any other human quarter it is

desired him to do. ... I think there will be little doubt among any

of us as to the general proposal that a free man—a consenting man

—

^ Valentine, Robert G., "The Progressive Relation Between Efficiency and Con-
sent," Btdlctin of the Taylor Society, Vol. II, No. i, January, 1916, pp. 7-20.
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is the more desirable worker. Where we have broken down in imagi-

nation is in faihng to reaHze that organized consent as well as individual

consent is the basis of a more efficient group. We have been accus-

tomed too much to think of democracy as almost necessarily a mere

crude expression of untrained opinion through votes. Almost nothing

has yet been attempted to build up a final texture of democracy through

self-training groups, constantly growing in strength through the con-

sideration of scientifically accurate data."
^

Also in the same year that Valentine was invited to expound his

ideas of consent before the Taylor Society, this society invited Robert

B. Wolf to use its forum for exposition of his ideas of creative

participation by workers."

Valentine used the word "consent" to express what he regarded as

a "right" inherent in the status of an enfranchised worker-citizen. It

remained in turn for certain of Taylor's most ardent disciples to de-

velop this conception of consent in terms of function. Mr. Morris L.

Cooke, for example, who got his training under Taylor and who has

twice served as president of the Taylor Society, in his study Morale

as a Factor in Time Study Technique, demonstrates that consent, not

so much as a right, but rather as the outcome of enlightened partici-

pation by the workers in the development of time-study procedures,

"has become precedent to the proper practice of time study and to any

reasonably accurate determination of production standards for the

individual." ^

Like \^alentine, he insists that this participation is ineffective if

limited to the individual. He regards it as a group function. Indeed,

he does not stop with the smaller groups directly concerned in any

time-study determinations, such as those of a department in a factory,

or even the total working force in any individual factory. "Further

progress in establishing the art and science of time study," he says,

"will become more and more dependent upon morale interpreted as

the state of mind not of one group, but as the totality of attitude

resulting from those various groupings and regroupings through which

we members of the human family are related to any given under-

taking." ** Taylor's revolution in mental attitude, to be effective, can-

not stop short of the organized community.

This led Mr. Cooke in a subsequent study, read before the Taylor

Society, in December, 1928, to the conclusion that collective bargain-

^ Ibid., pp. 8-9.

^Wolf, Robert B., "Individuality in Industry," Bulletin of the Taylor Society,

Vol. I, No. 4, August, 1915, pp. 2-8.
'' Cooke, Morris L., "Morale as a Factor in Time Study Technique," Bulletin of

the Taylor Society, Vol. XII, No. 2, April, 1927, p. 331.
* Ibid., p. m.
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ing on a national basis is in the interest not only of the workers, but

also of society, including employers; and that "if labor organizations

are in fact desirable social agencies and essential to the orderly con-

duct of industry, they logically come within the field of management
and industrial engineering. It therefore becomes a part of our task

to discover all necessary outlets for the energy and spirit of the grouped
workers and to aid in the cultivation on the part of management and
labor of those newer disciplines which will effect the maximum co-

operative effort. . . . As professional management engineers, should

we not include within our field the development of those techniques

by which the various organizations of the workers can be given a place

in the industrial process consistent with all that science is in that way
of contributing to industry?"^

A foremost disciple of Taylor, some twenty years after Taylor had

prophesied that scientific management might remove the need for

trade unions, thus contends that Taylor's mental revolution cannot be

effective until it embraces the intelligent participation not only of man-
agers and individual workers, but of all groups concerned in the in-

dustrial process—employers' associations, trade unions, the public—in

establishing the structure of government of industry. As he visualizes

the future, the labor contract, written and unwritten, will recognize the

workmen, as creative participants with the experts in developing and

applying the scientific techniques to the whole range of problems in-

volved in the conduct of industry. Scientific management has thus

manifested its possession of fundamental values which meet and ad-

just to the changes in social outlook and philosophy developed in indus-

trial experience.

Illustrative Cases. The evolution of the controlling ideas un-

derlying industrial relations which I have just traced is not a matter

of theory only. It is finding numerous interesting examples in current

American practice. The two forces which have been most effective

in reconstructing the bases of the labor contract—public opinion, as

illustrated, for example, in the history of workmen's compensation,

and inductive science as developed by Taylor—may be seen in process

of integration both in certain company union factories, and among
others in the men's clothing industry through cooperation between a

national trade union and the men's clothing manufacturers. I have

therefore chosen two representative examples of this activity, one in

relation to company unions and the other in relation to labor unions.

In the Sperry Gyroscope Company, the sustained application of the

scientific method to the problems of industrial relations was a by-

^ Cooke, Morris L., "Some Observations on Worker's Organizations," Bulletin of

the Taylor Society, Vol. XIV, No. i, February, 1929, p. 2.
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product of the restrictions imposed by the State Workmen's Compensa-

tion Law. The cost of insurance to meet the requirements of the law-

varies with the accident frequency rate. The work in the Sperry factory

was not unusually hazardous, the factory itself was modern in type

—

clean, well lighted, spacious—and yet under the regime of unscientific

master-and-servant benevolence the accident rate went as high as forty-

five per thousand employees in a single month. Under the pressure of

the resultant high-insurance costs, the management began to analyze

every accident to get at its cause and to devise means for preventing

its recurrence. Mechanical safety devices were introduced, machines

were better arranged. But these mechanical devices proved inade-

quate. It became necessary not only to instruct individual workers

in methods of safety, but to win their active participation as a group

in the development and use of such methods. The workers were in-

vited to create their own committee on safety to cooperate with the

management in the perfection of scientific accident prevention devices

and techniques.

The Sperry Company found what Mr. Cooke discovered in devel-

oping time-study procedures, that the prevention of accidents is funda-

mentally a problem of group morale, of an inclusive revolution in

mental attitude. Enlightened participation of the workers in the

development of scientific practices is not only essential in terms of

economic efficiency, but is equally essential in protecting them from

bodily injury and mental stultification.

The Sperry factory has undergone a similar evolution in its methods

of employing men and of establishing wage rates. In the old days

when the management needed additional labor, the foreman went down

to the factory gate, where a miscellaneous company of applicants kept

an eye on the weather. "Any good all-round machinists or pattern

makers looking for a job?" he shouted. If jobs were scarce, most

men would answer "yes," w^hatever their previous experience. The

foreman would look them over, trust to his ability to size up human
nature and pick out what he wanted, as bargain-hunting women buy

antiques at an auction. Sometimes his hunch was right, sometimes it

went completely wrong. Then followed haggling over wages, "giving

'em Hell" for spoiled work, the w^alking delegate perhaps, or a depart-

mental strike.

In due course this method was recognized as both humanly waste-

ful and inefficient. When a foreman needs to replace a worn-out

part of a machine, or if he needs new parts, he sends precise specifica-

tions to the stores department. So today in the Sperry factory a fore-

man needing a workman sends to the employment division of the per-

sonnel department precise specifications of the job to be filled, and
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on this basis the employment supervisor interviews appHcants and

makes intelHgent selections. In the determination of these specifica-

tions, as in the determination of the wages to be paid for particular

work, the employees as a group are now invited to participate.

For example, the members of one of the craft groups raised the

question, "Why should we get less money than the men in another

division who do no finer work than ours?" Thereupon the manage-

ment raised the larger question as to whether the company could afford

any wage increases. Instead, however, of assuming that no increases

were possible and arbitrarily refusing to consider the first questions

raised by the workmen, the company opened its books to a committee

of employees. They agreed that earnings did not then warrant a gen-

eral increase, but they did not stop at this point as the managers in

acting alone might have been disposed to do. They raised the further

question as to how the total money allocated to payroll might be more
equably divided among all employees. Each occupation was subjected

to a critical analysis which resulted in its segmentation into fifteen

parts. A committee of executives made independent ratings and then

combined their opinions. A committee of workers made a similar

schedule of ratings. The two groups were amazed at the close corre-

spondence between their separate appraisals, item by item and for occu-

pations as a whole. There was complete agreement on the functional

validity of the fifteen items used to appraise the relative values of

the occupations ; and the rates independently assigned to each item by

the two groups corresponded so closely that the composite ratings were

promptly accepted on both sides. And when these scientifically deter-

mined rate scales were applied to the examination of rates actually be-

ing paid, a surprising fact came to light. Some of the most competent

workmen who happened to be of a self-effacing disposition were found

to be receiving lower rates than less competent workmen who, being of

a more self-assertive temperament, "hollered louder." When the induc-

tively determined rating standard took the place of haggling and lung

power, a number of the diffident w^orkers received rate increases in some

cases as high as 27 per cent. As with the prevention of accidents, the

joint application of the scientific method developed a group morale with

respect to wages and their relation to work performed which proved

highly advantageous to all concerned.-^

But because the Sperry Company operates a company union and

has no cooperative relationships with national trade union organiza-

tions, the influence of its industrial relations procedures is limited to

its own establishment. It has made no notable contribution to the

^Lott, M. R., Wage Scales and Job Evaluation, New York, The Ronald Press

Company, 1926.
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raising of standards in the machine industry to which it belongs. This

is in contrast with the development in the men's clothing industry,

where through the nation-wide cooperation between workers and em-
ployers the tendency has been to raise the level of the entire industry

to that of the best among men's clothing factories.

The history of the men's clothing industry offers a striking illus-

tration of the evolution of the controlling ideas in industrial relations

from the beginning of machine industry and mass production to the

present. The sewing machine came on the market about 1850. Before

that time all tailoring was done by hand and industrial relations were

those of master and servant, characteristic of the domestic handicrafts.

The Civil War gave the first great impetus toward standardized fac-

tory production in this trade. For fifty years thereafter men's clothing

factories multiplied and the industry became notorious as the breeder

of sweat shops. The public consequences of the extreme exploitation

of cheap immigrant labor provoked a number of the most notable so-

cial reform movements in nineteenth-century America.

Certain of the labor leaders of the period outdid the employers in

fleecing the workers. Time and again the rank and file appealed to

socially minded citizens to save them from the evils of an industrial

situation which they themselves were incapable of controlling. After

many years and largely with the aid of social reformers, w^ho organized

public opinion on their behalf and secured a series of protective laws

on the grounds of public interest, the workers slowly established their

own trade unions.

Originally in their attitude toward the employers they were mili-

tantly defensive. The Marxian doctrine of the class war found its

place in the preamble of their constitutions. Today, having united in a

nation-wide industrial union, the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of

America, as a coordinate group with the employers in the various

markets in which the industry flourishes, have adopted and de-

veloped a policy of cooperation which is yielding extraordinarily sig-

nificant results. The initiation and establishment of this policy was

largely the work of Joseph Schaffner of the firm of Hart, Schaffner

and Marx in Chicago, who for eighteen years, especially through their

labor manager. Earl Dean Howard, have cooperated with Sidney Hill-

man, who from 19 10 to 19 14 acted as the workers' deputy in negotia-

tions with this firm and since 1914 has been president of the Amalga-

mated Union. The institution of the impartial chairman with all the

related procedures of constitutional government at first established

under the joint auspices of union and management in the factories

of Hart, Schaffner and Marx, gradually spread throughout the Chi-
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cago market and In due course through all the major men's clothing

markets of the country.

Just as scientific management carries within its technique the

necessity of cooperative good-will, so joint effort to improve working
conditions involves a call upon the technique of scientific manage-
ment. The principles of scientific management are gradually being

applied to production under the joint auspices of management and
workers in the men's clothing industry. There have been instances

where management has turned over the conduct of entire departments

to the union. In one notable case the union has operated an entire

factory, supplying finished products under contract with the manu-
facturer. This participation of the workers in the problems of man-
agement has not resulted in divided authority; rather it has resulted

in creative cooperation between groups, each of whom look upon them-

selves as partners in a common enterprise.

In reviewing the history of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers
Union, Sidney Hillman defined and explained this relationship. "We
built our organization," he said, "on a more solid and more concrete

foundation, because we were not guided merely by selfish interests.

We approached our task not as outsiders, but as partners to whom
the condition of the industry as a whole is of paramount importance.

So it was not a matter of merely securing a better wage that we put

before ourselves; we were out to eliminate chaos and arbitrary rules

and substitute constitutional government. And it is no boast that the

first decade of the operation of the Amalgamated has proved to be of

great educative value to the men's clothing industry." ^

Here as in probably no other industry in America has that spirit

of cooperation, which was Taylor's objective, been established on a

nation-wide basis, not through scientific management as a function

of management alone, but through that participation of the workers

with management in the development and application of the scientific

disciplines which President Cooke of the Taylor Society urged upon

his scientific management colleagues.

As a result of this development in the men's clothing industry,

through which the union has been recognized as a partner having

specific functions to perform, strife has largely disappeared as the

normal characteristic of industrial relations. And the creative ener-

gies of both manufacturers and workmen have been released for rais-

ing the economic condition of the industry and the social standard of

the workers as citizens of the community. The union operates the

employment exchanges for the industry. Together with the employers

^Hillman, Sidney, "1914-1924: A Retrospect," The Amalgamated Illustrated

Ahnanac, 1924, p. 30.
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it has established a system of unemployment insurance. On its own
account it has opened up highly successful banks, through which in

addition to many other services, it has taken the leadership in the

building of model homes for trade unionists.

The philosophy behind this far-reaching economic and social pro-

gram President Hillman once summarized by saying that in his opinion

that form of labor organization would survive which functioned most

satisfactorily in the interest not only of employers and wage workers,

but also of the community for whose service industry exists.

In tracing the evolution of the labor contract as the basis of indus-

trial relations, I have had to travel far afield from the point at which

Taylor made his attack upon systematic soldiering and the manage-

ment of rule-of-thumb as the roots of all industrial evils. And in

thus traveling far afield there is much territory which has, because

of limitations of space, been left unnoticed. Short of that ultimate

test of the soundness of industrial relations—the nature of the labor

contract—are many aspects of employer-employee relations on which

scientific management has had a profound influence. Most of these

have been incidentally indicated in preceding chapters of this book.

The whole range of personnel activities—including selection, assign-

ment, training, health and safety, joint negotiations over work and

pay standards, and all the rest, now widely used in American industry,

also evidence an application of scientific outlook toward technical hu-

man problems. So also with respect to stabilization and regularization

of employment. Taylor's influence is to be seen in this whole devel-

opment since it meant an objective and measured approach to the appli-

cation of human energy precisely as much as his own original work

required science in the application of mechanical energy. And as

every current study of personnel work in business has shown, the

sweep of this humanizing influence has included literally hundreds of

factories, stores and offices in which personnel work carries on and

in which some increasing measure of group consent and creative par-

ticipation is an integral part of the picture.

Taylor's generation, it seems to me, did not, because relations were

then not so complicated, sufficiently take into account the extent to

which all of us are creatures of our total environment. For him the

workshop was not only the center of the universe; it was his world.

He took little account of those great intangible forces that engender

social reform movements—and in extreme cases—political revolutions.

It is as easy to point out his limitations today as it is for biologists to

note those of Darwin. Yet the fact remains that had he not shown

how the rigorous methods of inductive science can be applied not only

to the creation of an economic surplus, but to the rational integration
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and control of all the dynamic elements involved in the production

process, our social reform movements, including the mass movements
of labor, might have led to confusion and vast disorder instead of

physical and measurably controlled progress. .

He was profoundly right in his contention that the beginning of

right industrial relations was the shifting of attention from the

division of the surplus to the creation of a surplus so large as to mini-

mize the occasion for cjuarreling over its division. The techniques

which he was the first systematically to apply have had a profound

influence in shaping the energies of management and workers alike

into channels of orderly creative activity.

Largely because of his work, industry today is the most effective

of our educational institutions so far as the scientific disciplines are

concerned. For with respect to the great masses of our working

population, it is only in industry that they come directly under the

influence of the authentic scientific tradition. Whatever the limita-

tions set by the brevity of one man's life upon his practical achievement,

Taylor, by opening the doors of industry to science, not only revolu-

tionized the specific techniques of production, but also prepared the

way for the application of the methods of science to the whole range

of problems which we today include within our conception of per-

sonnel management and industrial relations.
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Stores, balance of, 248, 320, 321, 343, 360
classification, 122, 245, 247
control, 321, 343, 360
inspection, 381

Strong, E. K., 100

Symbolization, 1 13-134

Symbols, letters vs. numbers, 117-121

mnemonic, construction of, 121-132

System. See Control and Inspection

Tabor Manufacturing Company, 131, 334,

335, 357
Taylor, F. W., xiii, 1-7, 10, 12, 18, 28, 29-

32, 39, 42, 55, 82, 84, 85, 91, 117,

119, 121, 141, 262, 319, 322, 324,

326, 346, 357, 366, 376, 377, 380,

382, 385, 386, 388, 397, 428, 431.

433, 435, 447, 455*457, 460-465,

469, 470, 471

Notes on Belting, 3

On the Art of Cutting Metals, 3, 460
Piece Rate System, 6, 7, 8

Principles of Scientific Management, 4,

8, 9, 28, 29, 30, 461

Shop Management. 7, 8, 39, 320
Taylor Society, xi, 21, 37, 436, 437, 448,

462, 464, 469
Bulletin of, 9, 12, 17, 21, 28, 30-33, 80,

88, 89, 92, 93, 196. 364 (379, 380,

381), 389, 428, 429 (431, 432,

433), 435-437. 463-465

Taylor system, 2-6, 10, 320, 324
Tead, O., 94, 108, 398, 404, 432
Tests, 234
Army Alpha, 23

capacity, 229
construction of, 230-233

information, 235
mental alertness, 230, 234
performance, 97
proficiency, 229
validity of, 230

Thompson, J. Walter, Company, 60

Thompson & Lichtner Company, 389,

391, 392
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Thurstone, L. L., 102

Tickler, 245, 380
Time, idle, payment for, 451

Time study, 3, 21, 68, 71, 78-93, 106, 252,

414
allowances, 88, 89
clerical work, 71, 316

costs, standard, use in, 414
data file, 90
data sheet, 210, 211

delays, 88, 89
fatigue, 88, 89
importance, 78, 82, 84, 85

instruction card, 219
machine capacity vs. operation, 84
measuring device, 78
mental alertness, aptitude, skill, meas-

urement of, 230-236

observers, 86

office work, 71, 316

rates. See Wages
salesmen, 181

times, computation of, 88

try-outs, shop, 90
unit vs. overall, 83
workers to be observed, 86, 87
workers' participation in, 92
workers' reaction to, 441, 453

Tools, standards of, 205-211, 365
Towne, H. R., 6, 7

Towne-Halsey system, 7

Transportation, in factory, 200, 251

Uhrbrook, R. S., 100

Union shop. Sec Labor

United States Department of Commerce,
60, 176, 186, 216

Victor Talking Machine Company, 164

Wages, clerical, 62, 194, 316, 317
differential, systems of, 7, 91, 225, 256,

_
315-317, 324, 385, 441, 467

doctrine of high, xiv, 225, 449-452, 467
executives' bonus, 423
idle time, 451
office help, 311, 316, 317
piece rate, plan of, 8, 451
sales managers, salaries of, 292
salesmen, payment plans for, 297-300

time a factor in, 78, 385, 441, 450, 451.

See also Time study

Waste in Industry, Committee on Elim-

ination of, 26, 35, 36

Watertown, Massachusetts, Arsenal, 131

Weaver, H. G., 59
Webb, S. and B., 426

Western Electric Company, 130

Williams, J. H., 258, 259, 269, 396, 397,

429
Williams, W., 426

Winchester Repeating Arms Company,

251

Wolf, R. B., 435, 464

Wood, F. D., 59

Workers. See Labor

Wundt, W., 229

Yoakum, C. S., 227, 238
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